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Lesson 1 
 

PROGRESSIVE ERA 
 

What is the Progressive Era? 

 

The Progressive Era (1896–1916) was a period of widespread social activism 

and political reform across the United States of America that spanned the 1890s to 

the 1920s. The main objectives of the Progressive movement were addressing 

problems caused by industrialization, urbanization, immigration, and political 

corruption. The movement primarily targeted political machines and their bosses. By 

taking down these corrupt representatives in office, a further means of direct 

democracy would be established. They also sought regulation of monopolies 

(trustbusting) and corporations through antitrust laws, which were seen as a way to 

promote equal competition for the advantage of legitimate competitors. They also 

advocated for new government rules and regulations, and new agencies to carry out 

those roles, such as the Food and Drug Administration. 

 

Background 

 

During the industrialization of the 1800s, more people went to work in big 

factories instead from home, on a farm, or in small shops. Factory jobs were 

dangerous, and people worked long hours in difficult conditions. 

 

With more jobs available in factories, more immigrants arrived from other 

countries. With more people in cities, there wasn't enough clean water or proper 

plumbing, and disease spread easily. 

 

This is what America was like when the Progressive Era began. With the help 

of muckrakers, journalists and reporters who wanted to see big change in the 

country, reform started to happen. Let's go through some of the biggest events and 

the changes they led to. 

 

The Problems of Industrialization 

 

Though industrialization in the United States raised standards of living for 

many, it had a dark side. Corporate bosses sometimes referred to as “robber barons,” 

pursued unethical and unfair business practices aimed at eliminating competition 

and increasing profits. Factory workers, many of them recent immigrants, were 

frequently subjected to brutal and perilous working and living conditions. Political 
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corruption enriched politicians at the expense of the lower and working classes, who 

struggled to make ends meet. The gap between the “haves” and the “have-nots” was 

widening. 

 

The Progressive movement arose as a response to these negative effects of 

industrialization. Progressive reformers sought to regulate private industry, 

strengthen protections for workers and consumers, expose corruption in both 

government and big business, and generally improve society. 

 

The Ideology and Politics of Progressivism 

 

The worldview of Progressive reformers was based on certain key 

assumptions. The first was that human nature could be improved through the 

enlightened application of regulations, incentives, and punishments. The second key 

assumption was that the power of the federal government could be harnessed to 

improve the individual and transform society. These two assumptions were not 

shared by political conservatives, who tended to believe that human nature was 

unchanging, and that the federal government should remain limited in size and 

scope. 

 

Some of the most famous Progressive reformers were Jane Addams, who 

founded Hull House in Chicago to help immigrants adapt to life in the United States; 

Ida Tarbell, a “muckraker” who exposed the corrupt business practices of Standard 

Oil and became an early pioneer of investigative journalism; and Presidents 

Woodrow Wilson and Theodore Roosevelt, who both expanded the power of the 

federal government to impose regulations on private industry and implement 

protections for workers, consumers, and the natural environment. 

 

Progressive reformers successfully influenced the passage of much 

substantive legislation, including several amendments to the US Constitution. The 

Sixteenth Amendment established a federal income tax, the Seventeenth 

Amendment allowed for the direct election of Senators, the Eighteenth Amendment 

prohibited sales of alcohol, and the Nineteenth Amendment guaranteed women the 

right to vote. 

 

Legislation aimed at strengthening protections for workers and consumers 

included the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906, which created the Food and Drug 

Administration to guarantee the safety and purity of all food products and 

pharmaceuticals, and the Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914, which sought to curb 

business practices aimed at stifling competition.  
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Important Dates 

 

Theodore Roosevelt became president in 1901 and pushed for many changes 

that were important to Progressives. In 1902, the United Mine Workers of America 

went on strike and stopped working to demand better treatment. President 

Roosevelt supported the workers, which was a big deal. 

 

A famous muckraker named Upton Sinclair published a book called The 

Jungle, full of very yucky details about the meat-packing industry. The information 

in the book increased support for more laws about how food, medicine, and meat 

could be made. In 1906, the Meat Inspection Act and Pure Food and Drug Act 

became law. 

 

A terrible event in 1911 helped make people more aware of safety issues in 

buildings and factories. A fire at the Triangle Waist Factory in New York City killed 

146 people. Cities created better building codes to make these places safer. 

 

In 1912, Theodore Roosevelt ran for president again, but this time for the 

Progressive Party. After he lost, the political party did not stay together. The 

Progressive Era ended around 1920. 

 

The Progressive Movement and U.S. Foreign Policy, 1890-1920s 

 

The Progressive movement was a turn-of-the-century political movement 

interested in furthering social and political reform, curbing political corruption 

caused by political machines, and limiting the political influence of large 

corporations. Although many Progressives saw U.S. power in a foreign arena as an 

opportunity to enact the Progressive domestic agenda overseas, and to improve 

foreign societies, others were concerned about the adverse effects of U.S. 

interventions and colonialism. 

 

The Progressive movement began with a domestic agenda. Progressives were 

interested in establishing a more transparent and accountable government which 

would work to improve U.S. society. These reformers favored such policies as civil 

service reform, food safety laws, and increased political rights for women and U.S. 

workers. In the 1890s, the Progressive movement also began to question the power 

of large businesses and monopolies after a series of journalistic exposes that revealed 

questionable business practices. 
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Throughout the 1890s, the U.S. Government became increasingly likely to rely 

on its military and economic power to pursue foreign policy goals. The most 

prominent action during this period, the Spanish-American War, resulted in U.S. 

rule of the former Spanish colonies of Puerto Rico and the Philippines, as well as 

increased influence over Cuba. These territories captured in the Spanish-American 

war had a varied response toward U.S. occupation. In the Philippines, American 

forces faced armed insurgency, while in Puerto Rico, working-class and Progressive 

Puerto Ricans saw the United States as a successful counterweight to local sugar 

industry elites. 

 

Many Progressives, including U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt, saw no 

conflict between imperialism and reform at home -to them, both were forms of 

uplift, reform and improvement, and so they saw in these new colonies an 

opportunity to further the Progressive agenda around the world. However, 

especially after the violence of the Philippine-American War, other Progressives 

became increasingly vocal about their opposition to U.S. foreign intervention and 

imperialism. Still others argued that foreign ventures would detract from much-

needed domestic political and social reforms. Under the leadership of U.S. Senator 

Robert La Follette, Progressive opposition to foreign intervention further increased 

under the Dollar Diplomacy policies of Republican President William Howard Taft 

and Secretary of State Philander Knox. However, Progressives remained mostly 

interested in domestic issues, and Republican Progressives sometimes hesitated to 

break party lines on foreign policy, hoping to ensure greater influence on domestic 

matters within the Republican Party. Similarly, after the election of Democratic 

President Woodrow Wilson, Democratic Progressives also tended to follow Wilson's 

lead on foreign policy issues, while the partisan reaction against them was led by 

Republican Progressives. Wilson also faced opposition from John Barrett, Director-

General of the Pan-American Union, whom Wilson eventually forced out of office in 

1919. 

 

President Wilson may have had greater reservations about U.S. foreign 

intervention in the Americas than President Theodore Roosevelt, but he was willing 

to intervene in the Mexican Revolution. Concerns about possible German submarine 

warfare also caused him to order U.S. military interventions in Haiti and the 

Dominican Republic, and also led to the purchase of the U.S. Virgin Islands from 

Denmark. The military occupations incorporated elements of the Progressive 

program, attempting to establish effective local police forces, reform land laws, build 

public infrastructure, and increase public access to education. However, these 

programs were hampered by local opposition to U.S. occupation and U.S. policies 

that inadvertently proved counterproductive. Where Progressive policies threatened 
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to destabilize U.S. authority, U.S. officials in charge of occupying forces opted for 

stability rather than authentic Progressive changes. 

 

In foreign policy, the Progressive movement also split over the ratification of 

the Treaty of Versailles. Progressive U.S. Senator William Borah led the campaign 

against ratification, and he would increasingly become the champion of the 

isolationist movement until his death in 1940. Other Progressives viewed the treaty 

more favorably. 

 

In the 1920s, the Progressive movement began to be supplanted by several 

different movements. In some cases, such as women's suffrage, Progressive victory 

caused activists to lose momentum to push for further change. The Progressive wing 

of the Republican Party was weakened by the party splits of 1912 and 1924, which 

were attempts to form a third, Progressive party. The Progressive wing of the 

Democratic Party would eventually be subsumed under the broader New Deal 

coalition of Franklin Roosevelt. Foreign policy matters would increasingly be 

focused on the buildup to the Second World War, and Progressive issues took a back 

seat to the interventionist/isolationist split. 

 

The Dark Side of Progressivism 

 

Though Progressive reformers achieved many noteworthy goals during this 

period, they also promoted discriminatory policies and espoused intolerant ideas. 

The Wilson administration, for instance, despite its embrace of modernity and 

progress, pursued a racial agenda that culminated in the segregation of the federal 

government. The years of Wilson’s presidency (1913-1921) witnessed a revival of the 

Ku Klux Klan and a viciously racist backlash against the economic and political 

gains of African Americans in the post-Reconstruction period.  

 

Labor unions, which were very active in Progressive politics, supported 

restrictions on immigration and spewed xenophobic rhetoric that blamed 

immigrants for low wages and harsh working conditions in factories across the 

nation. Federal immigration policies in the Progressive Era, including the 

Immigration Act of 1917 and the National Quota Law of 1921, severely limited 

immigration based on nationality, and excluded virtually all Asian immigrants.  

 

In line with their view of human nature as capable of being engineered and 

manipulated, many Progressive reformers advocated selective breeding, or eugenics. 

Eugenics was considered “the science of better breeding” and aimed to improve the 

genetic quality of the human population through policies that would encourage the 
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more “desirable” elements of society to have more children while preventing 

“undesirables” from reproducing. Eugenics was based on a racial and class 

hierarchy that placed white, Anglo-Saxon Protestants at the top. Lower classes, 

ethnic minorities, recent immigrants, the mentally ill, and the developmentally 

disabled all occupied lower rungs on this hierarchy. In 1907, the United States 

became the first country to pass a compulsory sterilization law. 

 

The genocidal policies of Nazi Germany ultimately discredited the “science” 

of eugenics, but not before over 60,000 American men and women were forcibly 

sterilized to prevent them from having children 
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Lesson 2 
 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT 
 

Theodore Roosevelt, (born October 27, 1858, New York, New York, U.S.—

died January 6, 1919, Oyster Bay, New York), 26th president of the United States 

(1901–09) and a writer, naturalist, and soldier. He expanded the powers of the 

presidency and of the federal government in support of the public interest in 

conflicts between big business and labour and steered the nation toward an active 

role in world politics, particularly in Europe and Asia. He won the Nobel Prize for 

Peace in 1906 for mediating an end to the Russo-Japanese War (1904–05), and he 

secured the route and began construction of the Panama Canal (1904–14). 

 

The Early Years 

 

Roosevelt was the second of four children born into a socially prominent 

family of Dutch and English ancestry; his father, Theodore Roosevelt, Sr., was a 

noted businessman and philanthropist, and his mother, Martha Bulloch of Georgia, 

came from a wealthy, slave-owning plantation family. In frail health as a boy, 

Roosevelt was educated by private tutors. From boyhood he displayed intense, 

wide-ranging intellectual curiosity. He graduated from Harvard College, where he 

was elected to Phi Beta Kappa, in 1880. He then studied briefly at Columbia Law 

School but soon turned to writing and politics as a career. In 1880 he married Alice 

Hathaway Lee, by whom he had one daughter, Alice. After his first wife’s death, in 

1886 he married Edith Kermit Carow (Edith Roosevelt), with whom he lived for the 

rest of his life at Sagamore Hill, an estate near Oyster Bay, Long Island, New York. 

They had five children: Theodore, Jr., Kermit, Ethel, Archibald, and Quentin. 

 

As a child, Roosevelt had suffered from severe asthma, and weak eyesight 

plagued him throughout his life. By dint of a program of physical exertion, he 

developed a strong physique and a lifelong love of vigorous activity. He adopted 

“the strenuous life,” as he entitled his 1901 book, as his ideal, both as an 

outdoorsman and as a politician. 

 

Elected as a Republican to the New York State Assembly at 23, Roosevelt 

quickly made a name for himself as a foe of corrupt machine politics. In 1884, 

overcome by grief by the deaths of both his mother and his wife on the same day, he 

left politics to spend two years on his cattle ranch in the badlands of the Dakota 

Territory, where he became increasingly concerned about environmental damage to 

the West and its wildlife. Nonetheless, he did participate as a delegate to the 
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Republican National Convention in 1884. His attempt to reenter public life in 1886 

was unsuccessful; he was defeated in a bid to become mayor of New York City. 

Roosevelt remained active in politics and again battled corruption as a member of 

the U.S. Civil Service Commission (1889–95) and as president of the New York City 

Board of Police Commissioners. Appointed assistant secretary of the navy by 

President William McKinley, he vociferously championed a bigger navy and 

agitated for war with Spain. When war was declared in 1898, he organized the 1st 

Volunteer Cavalry, known as the Rough Riders, who were sent to fight in Cuba. 

Roosevelt was a brave and well-publicized military leader. The charge of the Rough 

Riders (on foot) up Kettle Hill during the Battle of Santiago made him the biggest 

national hero to come out of the Spanish-American War. 

 

On his return, the Republican bosses in New York tapped Roosevelt to run for 

governor, despite their doubts about his political loyalty. Elected in 1898, he became 

an energetic reformer, removing corrupt officials and enacting legislation to regulate 

corporations and the civil service. His actions irked the party’s bosses so much that 

they conspired to get rid of him by drafting him for the Republican vice presidential 

nomination in 1900, assuming that his would be a largely ceremonial role. 

 

Elected with McKinley, Roosevelt chafed at his powerless office until 

September 14, 1901, when McKinley died after being shot by an assassin and he 

became president. Six weeks short of his 43rd birthday, Roosevelt was the youngest 

person ever to enter the presidency. Although he promised continuity with 

McKinley’s policies, he transformed the public image of the office at once. He 

renamed the executive mansion the White House and threw open its doors to 

entertain cowboys, prizefighters, explorers, writers, and artists. His refusal to shoot a 

bear cub on a 1902 hunting trip inspired a toy maker to name a stuffed bear after 

him, and the teddy bear fad soon swept the nation. His young children romped on 

the White House lawn, and the marriage of his daughter Alice in 1905 to 

Representative Nicholas Longworth of Ohio became the biggest social event of the 

decade. 

 

From what he called the presidency’s “bully pulpit,” Roosevelt gave speeches 

aimed at raising public consciousness about the nation’s role in world politics, the 

need to control the trusts that dominated the economy, the regulation of railroads, 

and the impact of political corruption. He appointed young, college-educated men to 

administrative positions. But active as he was, he was cautious in his approach to 

domestic affairs. Roosevelt recognized that he had become president by accident, 

and he wanted above all to be elected in 1904. Likewise, as sensitive as he was to 

popular discontent about big business and political machines, he knew that 
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conservative Republicans who were bitterly opposed to all reforms controlled both 

houses of Congress. Roosevelt focused his activities on foreign affairs and used his 

executive power to address problems of business and labour and the conservation of 

natural resources. 

 

Above all, Roosevelt relished the power of the office and viewed the presidency as 

an outlet for his unbounded energy. He was a proud and fervent nationalist who 

willingly bucked the passive Jeffersonian tradition of fearing the rise of a strong 

chief executive and a powerful central government. “I believe in a strong executive; I 

believe in power,” he wrote to British historian Sir George Otto Trevelyan. “While 

President, I have been President, emphatically; I have used every ounce of power 

there was in the office.…I do not believe that any President ever had as thoroughly 

good a time as I have had, or has ever enjoyed himself as much.” 

 

The Square Deal 

 

Despite his caution, Roosevelt managed to do enough in his first three years 

in office to build a platform for election in his own right. In 1902 he resurrected the 

nearly defunct Sherman Antitrust Act by bringing a lawsuit that led to the breakup 

of a huge railroad conglomerate, the Northern Securities Company. Roosevelt 

pursued this policy of “trust-busting” by initiating suits against 43 other major 

corporations during the next seven years. Early in his term, he also sought the 

creation of an agency that would have the power to investigate businesses engaged 

in interstate commerce (though without regulatory powers); the Bureau of 

Corporations was formally established in 1903. 

 

In 1902 Roosevelt intervened in the anthracite coal strike when it threatened 

to cut off heating fuel for homes, schools, and hospitals. The president publicly 

asked representatives of capital and labour to meet in the White House and accept 

his mediation. He also talked about calling in the army to run the mines, and he got 

Wall Street investment houses to threaten to withhold credit to the coal companies 

and dump their stocks. The combination of tactics worked to end the strike and gain 

a modest pay hike for the miners. This was the first time that a president had 

publicly intervened in a labour dispute at least implicitly on the side of workers. 

Roosevelt characterized his actions as striving toward a “Square Deal” between 

capital and labour, and those words became his campaign slogan in the 1904 

election. 

 

Once he won that election—overwhelmingly defeating the Democratic 

contender Alton B. Parker by 336 to 140 electoral votes—Roosevelt put teeth into his 
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Square Deal programs. He pushed Congress to grant powers to the Interstate 

Commerce Commission to regulate interstate railroad rates. The Hepburn Act of 

1906 conveyed those powers and created the federal government’s first true 

regulatory agency. Also in 1906, Roosevelt pressed Congress to pass the Pure Food 

and Drug and Meat Inspection acts, which created agencies to assure protection to 

consumers. The “muckrakers,” investigative journalists of the era, had exposed the 

squalid conditions of food-processing industries. 

 

Roosevelt’s boldest actions came in the area of natural resources. At his 

urging, Congress created the Forest Service (1905) to manage government-owned 

forest reserves, and he appointed a fellow conservationist, Gifford Pinchot, to head 

the agency. Simultaneously, Roosevelt exercised existing presidential authority to 

designate public lands as national forests in order to make them off-limits to 

commercial exploitation of lumber, minerals, and waterpower. Roosevelt set aside 

almost five times as much land as all of his predecessors combined, 194 million acres 

(78.5 million hectares). In commemoration of Roosevelt’s dedication to conservation, 

Theodore Roosevelt National Park in North Dakota and Theodore Roosevelt Island 

in Washington, D.C., a 91-acre (37-hectare) wooded island in the Potomac River, 

were named in his honour. 

 

Foreign Policy 

 

Roosevelt believed that nations, like individuals, should pursue the strenuous 

life and do their part to maintain peace and order, and he believed that “civilized” 

nations had a responsibility for stewardship of “barbarous” ones. He knew that 

taking on the Philippine Islands as an American colony after the Spanish-American 

War had ended America’s isolation from international power politics—a 

development that he welcomed. Every year he asked for bigger appropriations for 

the army and navy. Congress cut back on his requests, but by the end of his 

presidency he had built the U.S. Navy into a major force at sea and reorganized the 

army along efficient, modern lines. 

 

Several times during Roosevelt’s first years in office, European powers 

threatened to intervene in Latin America, ostensibly to collect debts owed them by 

weak governments there. To meet such threats, he framed a policy statement in 1904 

that became known as the Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine. It stated that 

the United States would not only bar outside intervention in Latin American affairs 

but would also police the area and guarantee that countries there met their 

international obligations. In 1905, without congressional approval, Roosevelt forced 
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the Dominican Republic to install an American “economic advisor,” who was in 

reality the country’s financial director. 

 

Big Stick Policy 

 

Quoting an African proverb, Roosevelt claimed that the right way to conduct 

foreign policy was to “speak softly and carry a big stick.” Roosevelt resorted to big-

stick diplomacy most conspicuously in 1903, when he helped Panama to secede from 

Colombia and gave the United States a Canal Zone. Construction began at once on 

the Panama Canal, which Roosevelt visited in 1906, the first president to leave the 

country while in office. He considered the construction of the canal, a symbol of the 

triumph of American determination and technological know-how, his greatest 

accomplishment as president. As he later boasted in his autobiography, “I took the 

Isthmus, started the canal and then left Congress not to debate the canal, but to 

debate me.” Other examples of wielding the big stick came in 1906 when Roosevelt 

occupied and set up a military protectorate in Cuba and when he put pressure on 

Canada in a boundary dispute in Alaska. 

 

Roosevelt showed the soft-spoken, sophisticated side of his diplomacy in 

dealing with major powers outside the Western Hemisphere. In Asia he was 

alarmed by Russian expansionism and by rising Japanese power. In 1904–05 he 

worked to end the Russo-Japanese War by bringing both nations to the Portsmouth 

Peace Conference and mediating between them. More than just to bring peace, 

Roosevelt wanted to construct a balance of power in Asia that might uphold U.S. 

interests. In 1907 he defused a diplomatic quarrel caused by anti-Japanese sentiment 

in California by arranging the so-called Gentlemen’s Agreement, which restricted 

Japanese immigration. In another informal executive agreement, he traded Japan’s 

acceptance of the American position in the Philippines for recognition by the United 

States of the Japanese conquest of Korea and expansionism in China. Contrary to his 

bellicose image, Roosevelt privately came to favour withdrawal from the 

Philippines, judging it to be militarily indefensible, and he renounced any hopes of 

exerting major power in Asia. 

 

During his second term Roosevelt increasingly feared a general European war. He 

saw British and U.S. interests as nearly identical, and he was strongly inclined to 

support Britain behind the scenes in diplomatic controversies. In secret instructions 

to the U.S. envoys to the Algeciras Conference in 1906, Roosevelt told them to 

maintain formal American noninvolvement in European affairs but to do nothing 

that would imperil existing Franco-British understandings, the maintenance of 

which was “to the best interests of the United States.” Despite his bow toward 
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noninvolvement, Roosevelt had broken with the traditional position of isolation 

from affairs outside the Western Hemisphere. At Algeciras, U.S. representatives had 

attended a strictly European diplomatic conference, and their actions favoured 

Britain and France over Germany. 

 

Last Years as President 

 

The end of Roosevelt’s presidency was tempestuous. From his bully pulpit, he 

crusaded against “race suicide,” prompted by his alarm at falling birth rates among 

white Americans, and he tried to get the country to adopt a simplified system of 

spelling. Especially after a financial panic in 1907, his already strained relations with 

Republican conservatives in Congress degenerated into a spiteful stalemate that 

blocked any further domestic reforms. Roosevelt also moved precipitously and high-

handedly to punish a regiment of some 160 African American soldiers, some of 

whom had allegedly engaged in a riot in Brownsville, Texas, in which a man was 

shot and killed. Although no one was ever indicted and a trial was never held, 

Roosevelt assumed all were guilty and issued a dishonourable discharge to every 

member of the group, depriving them of all benefits; many of the soldiers were close 

to retirement and several held the Medal of Honor. When Congress decried the 

president’s actions Roosevelt replied, “The only reason I didn’t have them hung was 

because I could not find out which ones…did the shooting.” This incident, along 

with his establishment of independent agencies within the executive branch and his 

bypassing of Congress and expanded use of executive orders to set aside public 

lands beyond the reach of the public, is why some historians see in Roosevelt’s 

presidency the seeds of abuse that flowered in the administrations of later 20th-

century presidents. Roosevelt’s term ended in March 1909, just four months after his 

50th birthday. 
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Lesson 3 
 

WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT 
 

William Howard Taft, (born September 15, 1857 - died March 8, 1930,) 27th 

president of the United States (1909–13) and 10th chief justice of the United States 

(1921–30). As the choice of President Theodore Roosevelt to succeed him and carry 

on the progressive Republican agenda, Taft as president alienated the progressives—

and later Roosevelt—thereby contributing greatly to the split in Republican ranks in 

1912, to the formation of the Bull Moose Party (also known as the Progressive Party), 

and to his humiliating defeat that year in his bid for a second term. 

 

Early Political Career 

 

The son of Alphonso Taft, secretary of war and attorney general (1876–77) 

under Pres. Ulysses S. Grant, and Louisa Maria Torrey, Taft graduated second in his 

Yale class of 1878, studied law, and was admitted to the Ohio bar in 1880. Drawn to 

politics in the Republican Party, he served in several minor appointive offices until 

1887, when he was named to fill the unfinished term of a judge of the superior court 

of Ohio. The following year he was elected to a five-year term of his own, the only 

time he ever attained office via popular vote other than his election to the 

presidency. From 1892 to 1900 he served as a judge of the United States Sixth Circuit 

Court of Appeals, where he made several decisions hostile to organized labour. He 

upheld the use of an injunction to stop a strike by railroad workers, and he declared 

illegal the use of a secondary boycott. On the other hand, he upheld the rights of 

workers to organize, to join a union, and to strike, and he extended the power of the 

injunction to enforce antitrust laws. 

 

Taft resigned his judgeship on March 15, 1900, to accept appointment by Pres. 

William McKinley to serve as chairman of the Second Philippine Commission. 

Charged with organizing civil government in the islands following the Spanish-

American War (1898), Taft displayed considerable talent as an executive and 

administrator. In 1901 he became the first civilian governor of the Philippines, 

concentrating in that post on the economic development of the islands. Fond of and 

very popular among the Philippine people, Taft twice refused to leave the islands 

when offered appointment to the Supreme Court by Pres. Theodore Roosevelt. In 

1904 he agreed to return to Washington to serve as Roosevelt’s secretary of war, with 

the stipulation that he could continue to supervise Philippine affairs. 
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Although dissimilar in both physique and temperament, the rotund, 

easygoing Taft and the muscular, almost-manic Roosevelt nonetheless became close 

friends; the president regarded his secretary of war as a trusted adviser. When 

Roosevelt declined to run for reelection, he threw his support to Taft, who won the 

1908 Republican nomination and defeated Democrat William Jennings Bryan in the 

electoral college by 321 votes to 162. Progressive Republicans, who had found their 

champion in Theodore Roosevelt, now expected Roosevelt’s handpicked successor 

to carry forward their reform agenda. 

 

Presidency 

 

However, progressives soon found abundant reason to be disappointed with 

Taft. Temperamentally, he lacked Roosevelt’s compelling leadership qualities, which 

had inspired people to charge into battle against all that was wrong in American 

society. Politically, Taft offended progressives when he failed to appoint any from 

their ranks to his cabinet. He further angered progressives when he backed the 

Payne-Aldrich Tariff of 1909, a highly protectionist measure that ironically was the 

product of a special session of Congress called (by Taft) to revise tariff rates 

downward. Progressives, who favoured lower tariffs, expected a veto. When Taft not 

only signed the tariff but called it “the best bill that the party has ever passed,” the 

rupture in Republican ranks seemed unlikely to be mended. 

 

Despite his close relationship with Roosevelt, Taft as president aligned 

himself with the more conservative members in the Republican Party. He did prove 

to be a vigorous trustbuster, however, launching twice as many antitrust 

prosecutions as had his progressive predecessor. He also backed conservation of 

natural resources, another key component of the progressive reform program. But 

when he fired Gifford Pinchot—head of the Bureau of Forestry, ardent 

conservationist, and close friend of Roosevelt—Taft severed whatever support he 

still had among Republican progressives. 

 

Roosevelt returned from an African safari in 1910, and progressives quickly 

urged him to come out publicly in opposition to his political protégé. At first 

Roosevelt declined to criticize Taft by name, but by 1912 a breach between the 

former friends was clearly evident. When Roosevelt decided to challenge Taft for the 

Republican presidential nomination, the two attacked each other mercilessly in the 

Republican primary elections. The primary results proved beyond doubt that 

Republican voters wanted Roosevelt to be the party’s standard-bearer in 1912, but 

Taft’s forces controlled the convention and secured the nomination for the 

incumbent. Believing that the convention had been rigged and that their man had 
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been cheated out of the nomination he deserved, Republican progressives bolted 

their party to form the Bull Moose (or Progressive) Party and nominated Roosevelt 

as their presidential candidate. 

 

The split in Republican ranks assured the election of Democrat Woodrow 

Wilson. Roosevelt came in a distant second, and Taft, capturing less than a quarter of 

the popular vote, won just two states—Utah and Vermont. In the electoral college, 

Taft set a record for the poorest performance by an incumbent president seeking 

reelection: He won a mere 8 electoral votes compared with 88 for Roosevelt and 435 

for Wilson. 

 

As president, Taft frequently claimed that “politics makes me sick.” Never 

eager for the office, he had been prodded to pursue it by his wife, Helen Herron Taft, 

whom he had married in 1886. As first lady, she was a key political adviser to her 

husband. 

 

Domestic Affairs 

 

William Howard Taft entered the White House determined to implement and 

continue Roosevelt's program. His central ambition regarding reform was to create 

an orderly framework for administering a reform agenda. His conception of 

executive leadership was primarily focused on administration rather than legislative 

agenda-setting. He felt most comfortable in executing the law, regardless of his 

personal feelings for the particular piece of legislation. However, during his 

presidency, Congress produced significant reform legislation. In one of his first acts 

in office, Taft called for a special session of Congress to reform tariff law through 

reduced rates. 

 

Among the significant pieces of legislation passed by Congress during Taft's 

presidency was the Mann-Elkins Act of 1910, empowering the Interstate Commerce 

Commission to suspend railroad rate hikes and to set rates. The act also expanded 

the ICC's jurisdiction to cover telephones, telegraphs, and radio. Taft also placed 

35,000 postmasters and 20,000 skilled workers in the Navy under civil service 

protection. In addition, the Department of Commerce and Labor was divided into 

two cabinet departments with Taft's approval. He also vetoed the admissions of 

Arizona and New Mexico to statehood because of their constitutional provision for 

the recall of judges. When the recall clauses were removed, Taft supported 

statehood. And while he pushed the passage of the Sixteenth Amendment (income 

tax), he only reluctantly advocated the Seventeenth Amendment (direct election of 

senators). Among his most controversial actions, Taft promoted an administrative 
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innovation whereby the President, rather than the disparate agencies of government, 

would submit a budget to Congress. Congress prohibited that action, but Taft's effort 

foreshadowed the creation of the executive budget in the Budget and Accounting 

Act of 1921, which gave the President new capacities for efficiency and control in the 

executive branch. 

 

Taft's intent to provide more efficient administration for existing reform 

policies was perfectly suited for the prosecution of antitrust violations. More trust 

prosecutions (99, in all) occurred under Taft than under Roosevelt, who was known 

as the "Great Trust-Buster." The two most famous antitrust cases under the Taft 

Administration, Standard Oil Company of New Jersey and the American Tobacco 

Company, were actually begun during the Roosevelt years. He also won a lawsuit 

against the American Sugar Refining Company to break up the "sugar trust" that 

rigged prices. And when Taft moved to break up U.S. Steel, Roosevelt accused him 

of a lack of insight—unable to distinguish between "good" and "bad" trusts. By 1911, 

however, Taft began to back away from his antitrust efforts, stung by the criticism of 

his conservative business supporters and unsure about the long-range effect of trust-

busting on the national economy. Most importantly, Taft had surrounded himself 

with conservative businessmen who shared his love for golf and recreation at fine 

resorts. His new business cronies isolated Taft from the progressive followers of 

Roosevelt who had supported his election. 

 

Taft stumbled dramatically on two important occasions as President. The first 

misstep occurred with his special congressional session to revise the tariff 

downward. This move activated a concerted effort by the protectionist majority in 

the Republican Party to persuade Taft to back off on tariff reform. In the struggle 

over the tariff, Senator Nelson Aldrich of Rhode Island and Representative Sereno E. 

Payne of New York, representing big business, succeeded in pushing through a tariff 

(the Payne-Aldrich Tariff) that affected only modest reductions. Although during the 

course of congressional action Taft had threatened to veto a tariff bill with 

insufficient reductions, when the Payne-Aldrich bill came to his desk he signed it, 

later claiming it was the best tariff bill ever passed by Congress. Taft's reversal on 

tariff reform immediately alienated progressives who saw high tariffs as the "mother 

of trusts."The second misstep involved his dismissal of Roosevelt's friend, the chief 

forester of the United States, Gifford Pinchot. The affair stemmed from Taft's 

appointment of Washington-state businessman Richard Ballinger as head of the 

Department of the Interior. Ballinger held that Roosevelt had improperly closed 

large sections of federal public-domain lands to economic development, re-opened 

some tracts, including rich coal lands in Alaska that Roosevelt had previously 

designated not for sale. Consequently, Pinchot launched a public attack on Ballinger, 
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and indirectly on Taft, leaving the President with no alternative but to dismiss 

Pinchot. The resulting explosion tore the Republican Party apart and drove an 

inseparable wedge between Taft and his once-beloved friend and mentor, Theodore 

Roosevelt. 

 

Foreign Affairs 

 

President Taft was more committed to the expansion of U.S. foreign trade 

than was Roosevelt. He pursued a program, known as "dollar diplomacy," designed 

to encourage U.S. investments in South and Central American, the Caribbean, and 

the Far East. To implement this foreign policy agenda, Taft used government 

officials to promote the sale of American products overseas, particularly heavy 

industrial goods and military hardware. In Taft's conception of foreign policy, the 

U.S. military was a tool of economic diplomacy. He invited U.S. banks to rescue 

debt-ridden Honduras with loans and grants, and he sent 2,700 U.S. marines to 

stabilize Nicaragua's conservative, pro-U.S. regime when rebels threatened to 

overthrow its government. 

 

Taft's effort at designing a new looks for U.S. foreign policy was generally 

unsuccessful. United States trade with China actually declined under Taft. 

Additionally, his program aimed at seeking commercial advantages in Central 

America aggravated the existing ill will that had been generated by Roosevelt's 

military interventions in Panama and Santa Domingo. The bad relations between the 

United States and other American nations to the south resulted in the convening of a 

Pan-American Conference. This conference was intent on finding ways to curtail 

U.S. commercial penetration, influence, and intervention. When Taft ordered two 

thousand troops to the Mexican border to stand ready to intervene in revolutionary-

torn Mexico to protect U.S. investments, Congress offered stiff opposition. Taft then 

backed off (earning the nickname "Peaceful Bill"), leaving the situation in Mexico for 

his successor to handle. 

 

Life after the Presidency 

 

On his departure from the White House, Taft returned to Yale, where he 

became a professor of constitutional law. With the entry of the United States into 

World War I, he served on the National War Labor Board, and at the war’s 

conclusion he strongly supported American participation in the League of Nations. 

 

In 1921 Pres. Warren G. Harding appointed Taft chief justice of the United 

States, launching what was probably the happiest period in Taft’s long career in 
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public service. He promptly took steps to improve the efficiency of the Supreme 

Court, which had fallen far behind in its work. His influence was decisive in 

securing passage of the Judge’s Act of 1925, which gave the Supreme Court greater 

discretion in choosing its cases so that it could focus more attention on constitutional 

questions and other issues of national importance. 

 

Although generally conservative in his judicial philosophy, Taft was no rigid 

ideologue. His approval of court injunctions, for example, was limited by his 

insistence that injunctions could not be employed to interfere with the rights of 

workers to organize and strike. His most important contribution to constitutional 

law was his opinion in Myers v. United States (1926) upholding the authority of the 

president to remove federal officials, a much-belated endorsement of the position 

taken by Andrew Johnson with respect to the Tenure of Office Act in his 

impeachment trial in 1868. Suffering from heart disease, Taft resigned as chief justice 

on February 3, 1930, and he died a little more than a month later. 
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Lesson 4 

 

WOODROW WILSON 
 

Woodrow Wilson, in full Thomas Woodrow Wilson, (born December 28, 

1856,—died February 3, 1924), 28th president of the United States (1913–21), an 

American scholar and statesman best remembered for his legislative 

accomplishments and his high-minded idealism. Wilson led his country into World 

War I and became the creator and leading advocate of the League of Nations, for 

which he was awarded the 1919 Nobel Prize for Peace. During his second term the 

Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, giving women the right to vote, 

was passed and ratified. He suffered a paralytic stroke while seeking American 

public support for the Treaty of Versailles (October 1919), and his incapacity, which 

lasted for the rest of his term of office, caused the worst crisis of presidential 

disability in American history. 

 

Early Life, Education, and Governorship 

 

Wilson’s father, Joseph Ruggles Wilson, was a Presbyterian minister who had 

moved to Virginia from Ohio and was the son of Scotch-Irish immigrants; his 

mother, Janet Woodrow, the daughter of a Presbyterian minister, had been born in 

England of Scottish parentage. Wilson was the only president since Andrew Jackson 

to have a foreign-born parent. 

 

Naturally enough, the Presbyterian Church played a commanding role in the 

upbringing of “Tommy” Wilson. The family left Virginia before his second birthday, 

as his father successively held pastorates in Augusta, Georgia, and Wilmington, 

North Carolina, and taught at the Columbia Theological Seminary in South Carolina. 

His uncle, James Woodrow, was the leading light of the seminary faculty, and after 

college the young man dropped his first name both to emphasize the family 

connection and because he thought “Woodrow Wilson” sounded more dignified. 

His father served during the Civil War as a chaplain with the Confederate army, and 

his church in Augusta was turned into a military hospital. The young Wilson was 

deeply affected by the horrors of the war. 

 

Apparently dyslexic from childhood, Wilson did not learn to read until after 

he was 10 and never became a rapid reader. Nevertheless, he developed passionate 

interests in politics and literature. He attended Davidson College near Charlotte, 

North Carolina, for a year before entering what is now Princeton University in 1875. 
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At Princeton he blossomed intellectually, reading widely, engaging in debate, and 

editing the college newspaper. While still an undergraduate, he published a 

scholarly essay that compared the American government with the British 

parliamentary system, a subject that he would develop further in his first book and 

apply in his own political career. 

 

After graduation from Princeton in 1879, Wilson studied law at the University 

of Virginia, with the hope that law would lead to politics. Two years of humdrum 

legal practice in Atlanta disillusioned him, and he abandoned his law career for 

graduate study in government and history at Johns Hopkins University, where in 

1886 he received a Ph.D.; he was the only president to have earned that degree. 

 

Wilson’s doctoral thesis was also his first book, Congressional Government: A 

Study in American Politics (1885), which further developed his comparison between 

the American and parliamentary government and suggested reforms that would 

make the American system more efficient and more answerable to public opinion. 

Among his later works are a general analysis of government, The State: Elements of 

Historical and Practical Politics (1889); a history of the United States, Division and 

Reunion, 1829–1889 (1893); the five-volume A History of the American People (1902); 

and Constitutional Government in the United States (1908), in which Wilson 

elegantly set forth the modern view of the president as “the representative of no 

constituency, but of the whole people. When he speaks in his true character, he 

speaks for no special interest.” 

 

In 1885 Wilson married Ellen Louise Axson (Ellen Wilson), the daughter of a 

Presbyterian minister from Rome, Georgia, with whom he had three daughters, 

Margaret, Jessie, and Eleanor. The marriage was warm and happy, although it was 

shadowed by Ellen’s bouts of depression and Wilson’s brief extramarital affair with 

Mary Allen Peck. Ellen’s death in August 1914 devastated Wilson with grief, which 

lifted only when he met and courted Edith Bolling Galt (Edith Wilson), whom he 

married in December 1915. 

 

Wilson was a professional academic before he became president. He began his 

career teaching history and political science at Bryn Mawr College in 1885 and 

moved to Wesleyan University in Connecticut in 1888. Two years later he went to 

Princeton, where he quickly became the most popular and highest-paid faculty 

member. In 1902 he was the unanimous choice to become president of Princeton. 

Wilson upgraded the university both financially and intellectually, and he attempted 

far-reaching reforms of both undergraduate and graduate education. Several of his 

policies were adopted, but his reforms for restructuring and democratizing the 
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university ran afoul of opposition from faculty conservatives and wealthy alumni 

and forced him to abandon several of his key plans. 

 

Meanwhile, the publicity that Wilson had generated as Princeton’s president 

attracted the attention of conservative kingmakers in the Democratic Party, who 

offered him the 1910 nomination for governor of New Jersey. Wilson resigned from 

the university, and, artfully turning the tables on his patrons, he won the 

governorship with a dynamic, progressive campaign. Once in office he put his 

earlier ideas about parliamentary practices to work in implementing a sweeping 

reform program that gave him a national reputation and made him a contender for 

the Democratic presidential nomination. 

 

Prevailing at the 1912 convention after a hard struggle against better-

entrenched rivals, Wilson entered into an exciting three-way race for president. 

Former president Theodore Roosevelt’s bolt to the Progressive (Bull Moose) Party 

had split the dominant Republican Party, a factor that allowed Wilson to be elected 

with only 42 percent of the popular vote but with an electoral college landslide of 

435 votes to Roosevelt’s 88 and William Howard Taft’s 8. In that campaign, Wilson 

answered Roosevelt’s call for a “New Nationalism” with his own equally compelling 

vision of a “New Freedom.” Wilson was the first Southern-born president elected 

since the Civil War. 

 

The New Freedom 

 

The New Freedom was Woodrow Wilson's campaign platform in the 1912 

presidential election, and also refers to the progressive programs enacted by Wilson 

during his first term as president from 1913 to 1916 while the Democrats controlled 

Congress. First expressed in his campaign speeches and promises, Wilson later 

wrote a 1913 book of the same name. In terms of legislation, wartime policies are 

generally not considered part of the New Freedom. After the 1918 midterm elections, 

Republicans took control of Congress and were mostly hostile to the New Freedom. 

As president, Wilson focused on three types of reform: 

 

Tariff reform: This came through the passage of the Underwood Tariff Act of 

1913, which lowered tariffs for the first time since 1857 and went against the 

protectionist lobby. 

 

Business reform: This was established through the passage of the Federal 

Trade Commission Act of 1914, which established the Federal Trade Commission to 
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investigate and halt unfair and illegal business practices by issuing "cease and desist" 

orders, and the Clayton Antitrust Act. 

 

Banking reform: This came in 1913 through the creation of the Federal 

Reserve System and in 1916 through the passage of the Federal Farm Loan Act, 

which set up Farm Loan Banks to support farmers. 

 

First Term as President 

 

The presidency offered Wilson his supreme chance to put his ideas about 

government to work. Admitting that he intended to conduct himself as a prime 

minister, he drew up a legislative program in advance, broke with previous 

presidential practice by appearing before Congress in person, and worked mainly 

through his party. Important help in keeping congressional Democrats in line came 

from the party’s three-time unsuccessful presidential nominee, William Jennings 

Bryan, whom Wilson appointed secretary of state. Indispensable policy advice came 

from the controversial Boston attorney Louis Brandeis, who had helped Wilson 

formulate the New Freedom agenda during the campaign. Wilson also kept 

Congress in session continually from April 1913 to October 1914, almost a year and a 

half, something that had never before happened, not even during the Civil War. 

 

Wilson’s approach achieved spectacular results. He won his first victory with 

passage of the Underwood-Simmons Tariff (1913), which reduced duties on imports 

for the first time in 40 years. Accompanying the new tariff, to offset lost revenues, 

was an income tax, which was permitted under the recently adopted Sixteenth 

Amendment to the Constitution. Wilson’s second victory came when, after months 

of complicated debate and bargaining over banking and currency reform, Congress 

in 1913 passed the act creating the Federal Reserve System, which remains the most 

powerful government agency in economic affairs. A third victory came with passage 

of the Clayton Antitrust Act (1914), which strengthened existing laws against 

anticompetitive business actions and gave labour unions relief from court 

injunctions. Accompanying this act was the Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914, 

which created the Federal Trade Commission, a major agency overseeing business 

practices. 

 

Wilson followed those legislative accomplishments with a second wave of 

reform measures in 1916. In part to attract Roosevelt’s Progressive voters of 1912, he 

pushed through Congress laws to create an agency to regulate overseas shipping, to 

make the first government loans to farmers, to prohibit child labour, to raise income 

and inheritance taxes, and to mandate an eight-hour workday for railroad workers. 
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Wilson also nominated Brandeis to a justiceship on the Supreme Court and 

successfully fought for his confirmation in the Senate. Brandeis, who served until 

1939, was the first Jewish justice and became a major force on the Supreme Court. 

These victories were even more impressive than the earlier ones, because losses in 

the 1914 elections had reduced the Democrats’ majorities in Congress and because 

the Republicans’ opposition had hardened. 

 

Wilson’s first term also had an ugly side. Despite his Southern birth and 

upbringing, the president held racial views that mirrored the then prevailing 

indifference of white Northerners toward injustices meted out to African Americans. 

Several of Wilson’s cabinet members were Southerners, however, and they 

demanded that segregation be introduced into the federal government. Wilson 

permitted such efforts to go forward. Protests by the recently formed National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) compelled the 

administration to drop some of the most blatantly discriminatory measures, such as 

“white” and “colored” restrooms. Some Northern Democrats and Republican 

Progressives, whose support Wilson valued, had also raised objections, and practical 

problems arose in separating the races in the workplace. Taken together, those 

protests, objections, and problems prompted the administration to stage a partial 

formal retreat while maintaining much of the substance of segregation. In a similar 

vein, the numbers and percentages of African Americans in the federal workforce 

were sharply reduced—a practice that continued under Northern-dominated 

Republican administrations in the 1920s. Wilson further soured his relations with 

African Americans by permitting a well-publicized White House screening of D.W. 

Griffith’s artistically ambitious but overtly racist film The Birth of a Nation (1915). 

The only move Wilson made toward improving race relations came in July 1918, 

during his second term, when he eloquently but belatedly condemned lynching. 

 

Foreign affairs bedeviled Wilson from his first days in the White House. Latin 

America was the first trouble spot. Though critical of previous Republican 

interventionism in that region, Wilson and Bryan soon followed the same course, 

occupying Haiti and the Dominican Republic and governing them as protectorates. 

Mexico, which was torn by revolution and counterrevolution, proved most vexing of 

all. First adopting a policy of “watchful waiting” and then seeking to overthrow the 

military dictatorship of Victoriano Huerta only dragged the United States into 

interventions by the navy at Veracruz in 1914 and by the army in 1916 in a “punitive 

expedition” to chase the guerrilla leader Pancho Villa, who had raided across the 

border into New Mexico. Wilson eventually reconciled himself to a hands-off stance 

toward Mexico. 
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The outbreak of World War I in August 1914, which coincided with the death 

of his wife, Ellen, tried Wilson’s mind and soul. Almost no one questioned American 

neutrality in the beginning, but both the British blockade of maritime trade and 

German U-boat attacks soon made neutrality painful. On May 7, 1915, when a U-

boat sank the British liner Lusitania, killing more than 1,100 people, including 128 

Americans, the war came home with a vengeance. Wilson at first urged his 

countrymen to show restraint, declaring, “There is such a thing as a man being too 

proud to fight,” but he also pressed the Germans to rein in their submarines and 

decided to build up the armed forces. Those moves impelled Bryan to resign in 

protest and to oppose Wilson politically. A combination of patience and firmness on 

the president’s part paid off when the Germans, for military reasons of their own, 

pledged to curtail submarine warfare in April 1916. For the rest of that year the 

threat of war receded, while relations with Great Britain worsened because of their 

ever-tightening blockade and their brutal suppression of the Easter Rising, the 

armed revolt in Ireland that eventually led to independence. 

 

Second Term as President 

 

Wilson prevailed in the 1916 election, becoming the first Democrat to win a 

second consecutive term since Andrew Jackson. His narrow victory by 277 to 254 

electoral votes over Charles Evans Hughes, the nominee of the reunited and 

resurgent Republicans, was a great political feat. The campaign cry “He kept us out 

of war” helped, but Wilson’s domestic record on progressive and labour issues 

played the biggest part in his achieving a healthy plurality in the popular vote and a 

small electoral margin. 

 

His reelection assured, Wilson mounted a peace offensive in December 1916 

and January 1917 aimed at ending the world war. First he made a public diplomatic 

appeal to the belligerent countries to state their peace terms and accept American 

mediation, and then on January 22 he gave a stirring speech in which he called for a 

“peace without victory” and pledged to establish a league of nations to prevent 

future wars. 

 

Unfortunately, the Germans rendered Wilson’s peace efforts moot by 

unleashing their submarines on February 1. For the next two months Wilson 

agonized over how to respond. Public opinion remained divided and uncertain, 

even after publication of the Zimmermann Telegram, a secret communication by the 

German foreign secretary that offered Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona to Mexico in 

return for going to war against the United States. Wilson finally decided to 

intervene, mainly because he could see no alternative and hoped to use American 
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belligerency as a means to build a just, lasting peace. On April 2, 1917, he went 

before Congress to ask for a declaration of war so that the United States could strive 

to fulfill his injunction that “the world must be made safe for democracy.” 

 

Wilson proved to be a surprisingly effective war president. Recognizing what 

he did not know, he delegated military decisions to professional soldiers, 

particularly Gen. John J. Pershing, who commanded the American Expeditionary 

Force in France, and economic mobilization to such men as Bernard Baruch, William 

Gibbs McAdoo, and Herbert Hoover. Careful planning also ensured the success of 

the Selective Service Act, which became law in May. This helped to raise the strength 

of the armed forces to five million men and women, two million of whom reached 

France by the war’s end. The boost given to the Allies by American money, supplies, 

and manpower tipped the scales against the Germans, who sued for peace and laid 

down their arms with the Armistice of November 11, 1918. 

 

A less happy side to Wilson’s delegation of war-making tasks came at home, 

where some of his cabinet members, most notably U.S. Attorney General A. Mitchell 

Palmer, brutally suppressed dissent. The overzealous hounding of radical groups, 

aliens, and dissidents both during the war and in the Red Scare of 1919–20 was 

justified on grounds of national security but was condemned by civil libertarians 

and ultimately discredited. Diplomacy was the one job that Wilson kept to himself. 

He seized the initiative on war aims with his Fourteen Points speech of January 8, 

1918, in which he promised a liberal, nonpunitive peace and a league of nations. 

Determined to keep those promises, Wilson made the controversial decision to go in 

person to the Paris Peace Conference, where he spent seven months in wearying, 

often acrimonious negotiations with the British, French, and Italians. The final 

product, the Treaty of Versailles, was signed on June 28, 1919. The treaty’s financial 

and territorial terms severely compromised Wilson’s aims, but those were offset by 

its inclusion of the Covenant of the League of Nations, which he believed would 

adjust international differences and maintain peace. 

 

Wilson returned from the peace conference exhausted and in failing health, in 

no shape to face the biggest fight of his career. Republican senators, led by Henry 

Cabot Lodge, sought either to reject the treaty or to attach reservations that would 

gravely limit America’s commitments to the League of Nations. After two months of 

frustrating talks with senators, Wilson took his case to the people in September 1919 

in the hope of shaping public opinion on this important issue of the day. A master of 

the English language and public oratory, he threw himself into a whirlwind cross-

country tour, giving 39 speeches in three weeks. 
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The strain, both mental and physical, was too much for him. He had a near 

breakdown on September 25, after which his doctor canceled the rest of the tour and 

rushed him back to Washington. On October 2, 1919, Wilson suffered a massive 

stroke that left him partially paralyzed on his left side. His intellectual capacity was 

not affected, but his emotional balance and judgment were badly impaired. 

 

This was the worst crisis of presidential disability in American history, and it 

was handled badly. No one seriously suggested that Wilson resign. His wife, Edith, 

controlled access to him, made decisions by default, and engineered a cover-up of 

his condition, which included misleadingly optimistic reports from his doctors. 

Although he gradually recovered from the worst effects of the stroke, Wilson never 

again fully functioned as president. 

 

The peace treaty went down to defeat in the Senate, as a consequence of 

Wilson’s stroke-induced rigidity. He demanded that Democratic senators spurn all 

efforts at compromise with Lodge and the Republicans. Twice, on November 19, 

1919, and March 19, 1920, the Treaty of Versailles failed to gain the two-thirds vote 

necessary for ratification. Later, under Warren G. Harding, Wilson’s Republican 

successor, the United States made a separate peace with Germany, something 

Wilson had believed “would place ineffable stain upon the gallantry and honor of 

the United States.” The United States never joined the League of Nations. 

 

In the 1920 election Wilson called for “a great and solemn referendum” on the 

treaty and the League of Nations and entertained fantasies about running on that 

issue himself. Edith Wilson and his closest friends quietly scotched those notions. 

Instead, the Democrats nominated James M. Cox, the governor of Ohio, on the 

strength of his lack of association with Wilson, although an administration loyalist, 

Assistant Secretary of the Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt, received the vice presidential 

nomination. The election did become a referendum on Wilson, as Harding called for 

a return to “normalcy” and blamed all the country’s troubles on the man in the 

White House. The Republicans won a landslide victory, which they interpreted as a 

mandate to reverse Wilson’s progressive policies at home and his internationalism 

abroad. 

 

Later Years 

 

Wilson lived in Washington for almost three years after leaving office in 

March 1921. Though an invalid, he never wavered in his conviction that the United 

States should and would eventually join the League of Nations, and he took a keen 

interest in politics. In one of his last public appearances he rode in the funeral 
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procession of his younger and supposedly healthy successor, Harding. Wilson died 

in his sleep at his Washington home. His remains were interred in the newly begun 

National Cathedral; he is the only president buried in the capital city. His historical 

reputation at first suffered from his failure to carry the day in his last years and the 

ascendancy of the Republicans, and it declined further during the 1930s with the 

“revisionist” revulsion against World War I. But during World War II Wilson’s 

reputation soared, as he came to be regarded as a wrongly unheeded prophet whose 

policies would have prevented world calamity. The United Nations and collective 

security pacts are viewed as fulfillment of Wilson’s internationalist vision. 
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Lesson 5 
 

ROLE OF USA IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR 
 

World War I was the deadliest conflict until that point in human history, 

claiming tens of millions of casualties on all sides. Under President Woodrow 

Wilson, the United States remained neutral until 1917 and then entered the war on 

the side of the Allied powers (the United Kingdom, France, and Russia). The 

experience of World War I had a major impact on US domestic politics, culture, and 

society. Women achieved the right to vote, while other groups of American citizens 

were subject to systematic repression. 

 

War in Europe and US Neutrality 

 

On June 28, 1914, Yugoslav nationalist Gavrilo Princip assassinated the heir to 

the throne of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Archduke Franz Ferdinand Princip and 

his accomplices wanted to unite the Yugoslav people and liberate them from 

Austrian rule. The assassination set off a series of events that culminated in a 

declaration of war between Austria-Hungary and Serbia. Due to the European 

alliance system, all major European powers were drawn into the war, which spread 

around the globe and became the first world war in human history.  

 

World War I was truly a world-wide war. Countries that were allied with the 

Triple Entente, known as the Allied Powers and countries that were allied with the 

Central Powers. The war pitted two groups of allies against each other: the Triple 

Entente, composed of Russia, France, and the United Kingdom, against the Central 

Powers, Germany and Austria-Hungary. Though everyone believed the war would 

be quick and decisive, it instead bogged down in a prolonged war of attrition, with 

soldiers in the trenches fighting ferociously to move the battle lines by mere inches. 

 

The United States enters World War I 

 

US President Woodrow Wilson sought to maintain US neutrality but was 

ultimately unable to keep the United States out of the war, largely because of 

escalating German aggression. On May 7, 1915, the Germans sunk the British ocean 

liner RMS Lusitania, which had over a hundred Americans on board. Wilson 

warned that the United States would not permit unrestricted submarine warfare or 

any further violations of international law. 
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In January 1917, the Germans resumed submarine warfare. A few days after 

this announcement, the Wilson administration obtained a copy of the Zimmermann 

Telegram, which urged Mexico to join the war effort on the side of Germany and 

pledged that in the event of a German victory, the territories of Arizona, Texas, and 

New Mexico would be stripped from the United States and returned to Mexico. The 

publication of the Zimmermann Telegram and the escalation of German submarine 

attacks on US merchant vessels led the US Congress to declare war on Germany on 

April 6, 1917. 

 

More than 1.3 million men and twenty thousand women enlisted in the 

armed forces. Though some Americans opposed US entry into the war, many 

believed they had a civic duty to support the war effort. US government propaganda 

sought to mobilize the American citizenry through appeals to patriotism and civic 

duty, and by linking US democracy with support for the democracies of Western 

Europe. 

 

World War I on the home front 

 

The First World War had an enormous impact on US politics, culture, and 

society. Advocates of female suffrage successfully linked the patriotic efforts of 

women in the war with voting rights. This strategy was highly effective, and in 1920, 

the US Congress ratified the Nineteenth Amendment, which guaranteed women the 

right to vote. 

 

Others were not so lucky. Hyper-vigilance on the home front led to 

spontaneous outbreaks of violence against groups whose loyalty to the United States 

was considered suspect. German-Americans, labor activists, suffragists, immigrants, 

African Americans, and socialists were subjected to threats, harassment, 

imprisonment, and physical violence. 

 

At the same time, civil liberties were sharply curtailed. The Espionage Act of 

1917 and the Sedition Act of 1918 criminalized the expression of antiwar sentiment 

and criticism of the US government and armed forces. Voluntary associations were 

created to identify dissidents, and many of these worked together with the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation to patrol the home front and punish perceived “enemies.” 

 

The experience of the First World War was traumatizing. The so-called 

“civilized” Western democracies had plunged into a ferocious and deadly conflict 

with uncertain origins and an unsatisfying outcome. As a result, many became 

disillusioned with the values and ideals of American political democracy and 
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consumer culture. The generation that came of age during the First World War and 

the “Roaring 1920s” is known as the “Lost Generation.” 

 

Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points 

 

Wilson issued his Fourteen Points at a perilous moment when revolution-torn 

Russia was negotiating a separate peace agreement with Germany. In his address to 

Congress on 8 January 1918, Wilson tried (unsuccessfully) to convince Russia to 

reject the punitive peace offered by Germany. Repeating the call for a peace without 

victory, Wilson assured Germany ‘a place of equality among the peoples of the 

world’ after it evacuated all occupied territories in Europe. 

 

The majority of the Fourteen Points focused on settling the problems that 

Wilson believed caused the war (nationalism, imperialism, the arms race, and 

territorial disagreements). The final point proposed the creation of a league of 

nations to guarantee ‘political independence and territorial integrity to great and 

small states alike’. This ambitious plan was also designed to please Americans. 

Wilson’s emphasis on maintaining freedom of the seas addressed the issue that had 

driven the United States to take up arms against Germany. His desire to reduce arms 

‘to the lowest point consistent with domestic safety’ reflected America’s traditional 

preference for a small peacetime army. Finally, Wilson suggested redrawing 

boundaries in southern and eastern Europe to place populations with similar ethnic 

identities in the same nation-states, an idea that appealed to recent immigrants from 

these regions. 

 

The Fourteen Points raised hopes that a better world might emerge from the 

terrible slaughter. Germany even requested an armistice based on the Fourteen 

Points in October, 1918, eager to avoid a harsh peace settlement. Wilson headed to 

the peace conference as the man of the hour, but French premier Georges 

Clemenceau was more sceptical. ‘God gave us the Ten Commandments and we 

broke them. Wilson gives us the Fourteen Points. We shall see,’ he quipped, 

foreshadowing the opposition that Wilson would encounter as the victors negotiated 

the terms of peace. 

 

Peace and Aftermath 

 

In the spring of 1918, the Germans launched a major series of attacks, finally 

breaking the stalemate and advancing all along the Western Front. U.S. forces were 

thrown into action, and helped turn back the German assault. Over the summer and 

into the fall of 1918, the Americans played an emerging role as the Allies finally 
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pushed back the Germans on the Western Front. The Allies also advanced on other 

battlefronts. One by one, the Central Powers surrendered, until Germany stood 

alone. Finally, on the morning of November 11, 1918, Germany signed an armistice 

that brought the fighting to an end. 

 

At least 8.5 million soldiers had been killed and over 20 million wounded. In 

America’s relatively brief involvement, it suffered over 116,000 military deaths and 

200,000 wounded. In addition, more than seven million civilians died worldwide, 

and countless others had been injured, starved, or made homeless. On top of this 

devastation, a global influenza (flu) pandemic in 1918 - 1919 struck down tens of 

millions more. 

 

Against this backdrop of loss and suffering, the nations of the world came 

together in Paris to negotiate the post-war peace treaties. People around the globe 

hoped that the peace conference would lead to a new era of justice and cooperation. 

Unfortunately, the resulting Treaty of Versailles and its related agreements failed to 

capture this spirit, and in fact planted the seeds of World War II and other future 

conflicts. 

 

World War I marked the end of the old European order and the beginning of 

an era that would be dominated by other forces, including the eventual rise of the 

United States as a global power. The mobilization of the U.S. economy and society 

and the service and sacrifice of millions of Americans helped bring an end to the 

war, and laid the foundation for the emergence of the U.S. as a world superpower 

later in the 20th Century. 
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Lesson 6 
 

WARREN G. HARDING 
 

Warren G. Harding, in full Warren Gamaliel Harding, (born November 2, 

1865—died August 2, 1923, San Francisco, California), 29th president of the United 

States (1921–23). Pledging a nostalgic “return to normalcy” following World War I, 

Harding won the presidency by the greatest popular vote margin to that time. He 

died during his third year in office and was succeeded by Vice Pres. Calvin 

Coolidge. His brief administration accomplished little of lasting value, however, and 

soon after his death a series of scandals doomed the Harding presidency to be 

judged among the worst in American history. 

 

Early Life 

 

Born on a farm, Harding was the eldest of eight children of George Tryon 

Harding and Phoebe Dickerson Harding; his ancestry combined English, Scottish, 

and Dutch stock. His father later left farming to become a physician. Following a 

mediocre education at local schools in Ohio and three years at Ohio Central College, 

Harding tried his hand at several vocations until in 1884 he bought a struggling 

weekly newspaper in Marion, Ohio, to which he devoted himself. Seven years later 

he married Florence Kling De Wolfe (Florence Harding), and she proved 

instrumental in transforming The Marion Star into a financially successful daily 

paper. Soon Harding, a man of little discernible intellect or imagination, found 

himself invited to join leading corporate boards and fraternal organizations. As he 

began to associate with the state’s movers and shakers, he was drawn into 

Republican Party politics. A handsome man who was always well dressed and well 

groomed, Harding looked like a leader. It was his outward appearance rather than 

any internal qualities that contributed most strongly to his political success. 

 

Political Career 

 

Harding was elected a state senator (1899–1902) and lieutenant governor 

(1903–04), but he was defeated in his bid for the governorship in 1910. On most 

issues he allied himself with the conservative (“Old Guard”) wing of the Republican 

Party, standing firm against U.S. membership in the League of Nations and always 

supporting legislation friendly to business. He achieved national visibility when he 

was chosen to nominate William Howard Taft at the 1912 Republican Convention, 

and in his next campaign he was elected U.S. senator (1915–21). 
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When the 1920 Republican Convention deadlocked over its selection of a 

presidential nominee, party leaders turned—supposedly in a smoke-filled room in 

Chicago’s Blackstone Hotel—to the handsome, genial Ohioan as a compromise 

candidate. Paired with vice presidential candidate Calvin Coolidge, Harding 

eschewed a speaking tour in favour of a “front porch” campaign—similar to the one 

conducted by fellow Ohioan William McKinley 20 years earlier—in which Harding 

read carefully scripted speeches to delegations of visitors at his Marion home. After 

eight years of the administrations of Pres. Woodrow Wilson, during which 

Americans had been asked to sacrifice greatly to reform the United States and to aid 

the Allied cause in World War I, Harding’s undemanding call for a return to 

normalcy was precisely what war-weary disillusioned voters wanted to hear. 

Harding won the election by the largest landslide to date, capturing some 60 percent 

of the popular vote.  

 

Presidency 

 

Harding appointed to his cabinet a mixture of outstanding leaders and 

unscrupulous politicians waiting for an opportunity to line their pockets. In the first 

category were Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes and Secretary of Commerce 

Herbert Hoover, and in the second were Attorney General Harry Daugherty and 

Secretary of the Interior Albert B. Fall. Harding was a notoriously poor judge of 

character who expected his appointees to repay his trust with integrity. He was to be 

deeply disappointed. 

 

The administration got off to a good start when Congress completed an 

initiative begun in the Wilson administration and established a budget system for 

the federal government; Charles G. Dawes was appointed first director of the 

budget. Then in 1921–22 the United States hosted the Washington Naval 

Disarmament Conference. Under the leadership of Secretary Hughes, the conference 

succeeded in getting the world’s major powers to agree to halt the arms race in 

production of large naval vessels. It was by far the most important achievement of 

the Harding presidency. Other achievements were more in keeping with the Old 

Guard Republican views with which Harding had long been associated: a higher 

protective tariff (Fordney-McCumber), lower taxes on business, and a sharp 

reduction in the number of immigrants allowed to enter the United States from 

southern and eastern Europe. 

 

Early in 1923 Attorney General Daugherty disclosed to Harding that Charles 

Forbes, director of the Veterans Bureau, had been illegally selling government 

medical supplies to private contractors. After violently berating Forbes in the White 
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House, Harding allowed him to leave the country to escape prosecution. Shortly 

thereafter Charles Cranmer, general counsel of the Veterans Bureau, committed 

suicide. Ten weeks later Jesse Smith, Daugherty’s private secretary, also committed 

suicide—one day after a long conversation with Harding in the White House. 

Rumours had been circulating that Smith and a group known as the “Ohio Gang” 

had been profiting from a variety of corrupt activities. 

 

By the spring of 1923, Harding was visibly distraught at what he regarded as 

the betrayal of his friends who were taking advantage of his kindliness and lax 

administration. He sought escape from Washington in mid-June by taking a trip to 

Alaska with his wife and a large entourage. On his way home at the end of July, the 

president complained of abdominal pain, but he seemed to rally as he rested at a San 

Francisco hotel. On the evening of August 2, however, as his wife read to him from a 

magazine, Harding suddenly died from either a heart attack or a stroke. 

 

Domestic Affairs 

 

As President, Warren G. Harding often seemed overwhelmed by the burdens 

of his administration. He frequently confided to his friends that the job was beyond 

him. But he worked at his duties intensely and tried to keep his campaign promise of 

naming the best men in the nation to his cabinet. Some of them were clearly men of 

talent and energy. 

 

His secretary of state, Charles Evans Hughes, the former presidential 

candidate, was one of the ablest of his choices. Andrew Mellon, the fabulously 

wealthy Pittsburgh financier, proved to be a powerful and effective though rigidly 

partisan secretary of the treasury. And the brilliant engineer Herbert Hoover, who 

had earned an international reputation for his work in feeding the starving millions 

of Western Europe after World War I, transformed the Department of Commerce 

into an efficient and effective support agency for U.S. business at home and abroad. 

All three cabinet members would stay on in the Coolidge administration. (Hoover 

would become the thirty-first President of the United States.)Along with these 

distinguished men, Harding also surrounded himself with an unpleasant group of 

dishonest cheats known as "the Ohio gang." Many of them were later charged with 

defrauding the government, and a few of them went to jail. Harding clearly knew of 

their limitations, but he liked to play poker with them, drink whiskey, smoke, tell 

jokes, play golf, and keep late hours. Alice Roosevelt Longworth (the daughter of 

twenty-sixth President Theodore Roosevelt) once described the scene that she 

encountered at one of Harding's card games: "the air heavy with tobacco smoke, 

trays with bottles containing every imaginable brand of whiskey, cards and poker 
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chips ready at hand—a general atmosphere of waistcoat unbuttoned, feet on the 

desk, and spittoons alongside." (He once gambled away the entire White House 

china set in a card game.)His close friend and political manager, Harry Daugherty, 

whom he named attorney general, was one of the worst—and one of the slickest. He 

survived impeachment attempts by Congress and two indictments for defrauding 

the government in the disposal of alien property confiscated by his office from 

German nationals. Another schemer, Albert Fall, secretary of the interior, secretly 

allowed private oil companies to tap the Teapot Dome oil reserve in Wyoming and 

the Elk Hills oil reserve in California in return for least $300,000 paid to him in 

bribes. Fall was eventually sent to prison for his crimes. Charles Forbes, director of 

the Veterans Bureau, diverted alcohol and drugs from Veterans hospitals to 

bootleggers and narcotics dealers and took payoffs from contractors building the 

hospitals. He went to jail for two years. 

 

It is noteworthy to remember that Harding was a man who could not say "no" 

to his friends. In fact, his father once told him that it was good that he had not been 

born "a gal," or else he would have been "in the family way all the time." Apparently, 

the President was not unaware of his problem. He enjoyed being liked, and he tried 

to make up for his weakness by supporting a few reform measures. 

 

Harding did accept some government reforms to improve its efficiency. After 

failing to pass during the Wilson presidency, Harding signed a revised version of the 

Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, which allowed the President to present a 

unified budget for the first time (rather than have each cabinet secretary submit a 

budget to Congress), and which also created the General Accounting Office to audit 

government expenditures. He also supported bills assisting farm cooperatives and 

the liberalization of farm credit. Perhaps most importantly, unlike his predecessor 

Wilson, Harding was generally tolerant on civil liberties, honestly criticizing the 

unfair treatment of African Americans. He once lectured a segregated crowd of 

thirty thousand people at the University of Alabama on the virtues of racial equality 

and the evils of segregation. 

 

Harding backed away from granting a general amnesty to the hundreds of 

Americans jailed for nonviolent antiwar protests during the Wilson years, but he did 

instruct the Justice Department to review each arrest on a case-by-case basis. Among 

those pardoned was Eugene V. Debs, the Socialist leader and five-time presidential 

candidate, who was serving a ten-year sentence at the federal penitentiary in 

Atlanta. Debs had won over ninety thousand votes from his prison cell in the 1920 

election. As a condition for the pardon, Harding insisted that Debs come to the 

White House after being released from jail so the two men could meet. 
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This generous and humane approach to healing domestic war wounds 

contrasted with Harding's support for the Johnson Immigrant Quota Act of 1921, 

which stipulated that the annual immigration of a given nationality could not exceed 

3 percent of the number of immigrants from that nation residing in the U.S. in 1910. 

This quota made it more difficult for immigrants from southern and eastern Europe, 

whose numbers had been smaller in 1910, to enter the country. It would be the first 

in a series of anti-immigrant steps in the 1920s that greatly favored northern 

Europeans and immigrants from the Western Hemisphere over Italians, Russians, 

and eastern and central Europeans. Republicans passed these laws in part because 

immigrants from southern and eastern Europe were more likely to enroll in the 

Democratic Party. 

 

On most issues related to the economy and foreign trade, Harding was 

decidedly conservative—determined, actually, to make the federal government 

serve U.S. business interests. He supported efforts by Secretary Mellon, one of the 

wealthiest men in the nation, to push through substantial tax cuts for the rich and for 

corporations. By 1926, a person earning $1 million annually paid less than a third of 

the income tax he had paid in 1920. And Harding's stand-pat attitude helped bestow 

confidence among U.S. business interests during the sharp deflation in 1920, which 

lasted for about one year. During that downswing of the economy, wages dropped 

drastically, and over twenty thousand business failures occurred. Delivering on his 

campaign promise, Harding supported, moreover, the Fordney-McCumber Tariff 

Act that reversed the downward movement in rates initiated by Wilson. The higher 

rates resulting from this piece of legislation were favored by industrialists who 

supported the Republican Party. Equally important in setting a pro-business tone 

were Harding's actions to encourage the Federal Trade Commission, the Justice 

Department, and the Interstate Commerce Commission to cooperate with 

corporations rather than to regulate them or to instigate antimonopoly actions 

against them. 

 

Foreign Affairs 

 

Warren Harding gave his secretary of state, Charles Evans Hughes, a free 

hand in foreign affairs. A leading internationalist, Hughes worked with Secretary of 

Commerce Herbert Hoover and Secretary of Treasury Andrew Mellon to design a 

foreign policy enabling the U.S. to participate in the world's economic life while 

retaining a free hand in international relations. They hoped to use American banks, 

such as the John D. Rockefeller-backed Chase National Bank, to replace British 

financiers in the handling and financing of world trade. Hoover established a corps 

of commercial attachï¿½s to work with career Foreign Service officers in the pursuit 
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of foreign markets. Hughes and Hoover used the reciprocity provisions of the 

Fordney-McCumber Tariff Act to secure minor concession on rubber in Malaya and 

on oil in the Middle East—especially in Mesopotamia (modern-day Iraq) and Persia 

(modern-day Iran). Hoover and Hughes encouraged seven American oil companies 

to form a consortium, led by Standard Oil of New Jersey, to seek participation in 

Iraqi oil concessions, thus inaugurating an "open door" policy for U.S. investment in 

energy resources in the Middle East. 

 

In Europe, Treasury Secretary Mellon attempted to direct financial affairs in 

the face of the massive U.S. investments and loans during World War I. Resisting 

efforts to forgive European indebtedness to America, which stood at about $12 

billion in 1920, Mellon secured the appointment of Charles G. Dawes, a midwestern 

Republican banker, to head a commission to revise the amount owned by Germany 

for reparations. In March 1923, the Dawes Plan scaled down Germany's payments to 

2.5 billion marks over the next fifty years. The German economy then took off like a 

rocket, fueled by a massive injection of American loans ($2 billion over the next five 

years) that were used to pay reparations. The Europeans, in turn, used part of the 

reparation payments to fund debts (drastically reduced by the Dawes Plan) owed to 

the U.S. in a curiously circular flow of capital. In total, the actual debt paid to the 

U.S. never equaled more than a mere fraction of the original debt and interest due 

(about $22 billion). 

 

High on Mellon's and Hughes's agenda was their desire to curb the arms race 

that had spun out of control prior to 1914. Committed to reducing spending, Mellon 

did not want to continue expensive naval development. The U.S. now rivaled 

England as a naval power, with Japan close behind. Fearful of a costly naval rivalry 

in the Pacific, Hughes called for a naval conference in Washington to negotiate 

freezing the present status. Hughes shocked the delegates with his proposal for 

scrapping fifteen American capital ships built during the war. His plan called for 

rough equality between England and the U.S., with a Japanese navy 60 percent as 

strong as the two leaders. Since Japan used its fleet only in the western Pacific while 

England and the U.S. had a two-ocean navy, the Japanese actually would be the 

premier naval power in its home waters. France and Italy were held at a ratio far 

below the other three. Moreover, a Nine Power Treaty emerged out of the 

conference, in which all of the signature states with interests in the Far East 

guaranteed the territorial integrity of China and an "open door" to trade and 

investment there. 
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Washington Naval Conference 

 

The Washington Naval Conference was a disarmament conference called by 

the United States and held in Washington, DC from November 12, 1921 to February 

6, 1922. It was conducted outside the auspices of the League of Nations. It was 

attended by nine nations (the United States, Japan, China, France, Britain, Italy, 

Belgium, Netherlands, and Portugal) regarding interests in the Pacific Ocean and 

East Asia. Soviet Russia was not invited to the conference. It was the first arms 

control conference in history, and Kaufman shows that it is studied by political 

scientists as a model for a successful disarmament movement. 

 

Held at Memorial Continental Hall, in Downtown Washington, it resulted in 

three major treaties: Four-Power Treaty, Five-Power Treaty (more commonly known 

as the Washington Naval Treaty), the Nine-Power Treaty, and a number of smaller 

agreements. These treaties preserved the peace during the 1920s but were not 

renewed in the increasingly-hostile world of the Great Depression. 

 

The Four-Power Pact, signed by the United States, Great Britain, Japan, and 

France on December 13, 1921, stipulated that all the signatories would be consulted 

in the event of a controversy between any two of them over “any Pacific question.” 

An accompanying agreement stated they would respect one another’s rights 

regarding the various Pacific islands and mandates that they possessed. These 

agreements ensured that a consultative framework existed between the United 

States, Great Britain, and Japan—i.e., the three great powers whose interests in the 

Pacific were most likely to lead to a clash between them. But the agreements were 

too vaguely worded to have any binding effect, and their chief importance was that 

they abrogated the Anglo-Japanese Alliance (1902; renewed 1911), which had 

previously been one of the principal means of maintaining a balance of power in 

East Asia. Another supplementary document defined the “insular possessions and 

dominions” of Japan. 

 

The Five-Power Naval Limitation Treaty, which was signed by the United 

States, Great Britain, Japan, France, and Italy on February 6, 1922, grew out of the 

opening proposal at the conference by U.S. Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes 

to scrap almost 1.9 million tons of warships belonging to the great powers. This bold 

disarmament proposal astonished the assembled delegates, but it was indeed 

enacted in a modified form. A detailed agreement was reached that fixed the 

respective numbers and tonnages of capital ships to be possessed by the navies of 

each of the contracting nations. (Capital ships, defined as warships of more than 

10,000 tons displacement or carrying guns with a calibre exceeding 8 inches, 
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basically denoted battleships and aircraft carriers.) The respective ratios of capital 

ships to be held by each of the signatories was fixed at 5 each for the United States 

and Great Britain, 3 for Japan, and 1.67 each for France and Italy. The Five-Power 

Naval Limitation Treaty halted the post-World War I race in building warships and 

even reversed the trend; it necessitated the scrapping of 26 American, 24 British, and 

16 Japanese warships that were either already built or under construction. The 

contracting nations also agreed to abandon their existing capital-ship building 

programs for a period of 10 years, subject to certain specified exceptions. Under 

another article in the treaty, the United States, Great Britain, and Japan agreed to 

maintain the status quo with regard to their fortifications and naval bases in the 

eastern Pacific. 

 

The Naval Limitation Treaty remained in force until the mid-1930s. At that 

time Japan demanded equality with the United States and Great Britain in regard to 

the size and number of its capital ships. When this demand was rejected by the other 

contracting nations, Japan gave advance notice of its intention to terminate the 

treaty, which thus expired at the end of 1936. 

 

The same five powers signed another treaty regulating the use of submarines 

and outlawing the use of poison gas (see chemical weapon) in warfare. A Nine-

Power Pact signed by the above five powers plus the Netherlands, Portugal, 

Belgium, and China affirmed China’s sovereignty, independence, and territorial 

integrity and gave all nations the right to do business with it on equal terms. In a 

related treaty the nine powers established an international commission to study 

Chinese tariff policies. 
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Lesson 7 
 

CALVIN COOLIDGE 
 

Calvin Coolidge, in full John Calvin Coolidge, (born July 4, 1872—died 

January 5, 1933), 30th president of the United States (1923–29). Coolidge acceded to 

the presidency after the death in office of Warren G. Harding, just as the Harding 

scandals were coming to light. He restored integrity to the executive branch of the 

federal government while continuing the conservative pro-business policies of his 

predecessor. 

 

Early Life and Career 

 

Coolidge was the only son of John Calvin Coolidge and Victoria Moor 

Coolidge. His father, whose forebears had immigrated to America about 1630, was a 

storekeeper who instilled in his son the New England Puritan virtues—honesty, 

industry, thrift, taciturnity, and piety—while his mother cultivated in him a love of 

nature and books. A graduate of Amherst College, Coolidge began practicing law in 

1897. In 1905 he married Grace Anna Goodhue, a teacher in the Clarke Institute for 

the Deaf, with whom he had two sons. 

 

A Republican, Coolidge entered politics as a city councilman in Northampton, 

Massachusetts, in 1898. He was elected mayor of Northampton in 1909 and then 

served in the Massachusetts state government as senator (1911–15) and lieutenant 

governor (1915–18). Elected governor in 1918, Coolidge captured national attention 

the following year when he called out the state guard to quell violence and disorder 

resulting from a strike by the Boston police, who had formed a labour union to press 

their demands for better pay and working conditions. When labour leaders called on 

him to support their demands for reinstatement of police officers who had been fired 

for striking, Coolidge refused, summing up his reasoning in a single sentence that 

reverberated throughout the country: “There is no right to strike against the public 

safety by anybody, anywhere, any time.” 

 

That statement—combined with Coolidge’s strong stand against the Boston 

police at a time when many Americans viewed organized labour as too radical—

catapulted Coolidge onto the Republican Party’s ticket in 1920 as Harding’s vice-

presidential running mate. The personality of the taciturn Coolidge could not have 

provided a greater contrast to that of the gregarious Harding. In terms of policy, 

however, Harding and Coolidge were nearly identical. Both were members of the 

Old Guard Republicans, that conservative segment of the party that had remained 
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with Pres. William Howard Taft in the 1912 election when Theodore Roosevelt left to 

form the Bull Moose Party. Promising the American people a “return to normalcy,” 

Harding and Coolidge achieved the greatest popular vote margin in presidential 

elections to that time, crushing the Democratic ticket of James Cox and Franklin 

Delano Roosevelt by 60 to 34 percent. The electoral vote was equally one-sided: 404 

to 127. 

 

Presidency 

 

Acceding to the presidency upon Harding’s unexpected death (August 2, 

1923), Coolidge took the oath of office from his father, a notary public, by the light of 

a kerosene lamp at 2:47 AM on August 3 at the family home in Plymouth, Vermont. 

He inherited an administration mired in scandal. Cautiously, quietly, and skillfully, 

Coolidge rooted out the perpetrators and restored integrity to the executive branch. 

A model of personal rectitude himself, Coolidge convinced the American people that 

the presidency was once again in the hands of someone they could trust. The change 

of ambience in the White House did not miss the keen eye of Alice Roosevelt 

Longworth, daughter of Pres. Theodore Roosevelt, who said that the new White 

House was “as different as a New England front parlor is from a backroom in a 

speakeasy.” 

 

At the Republican convention in 1924 Coolidge was nominated virtually 

without opposition. Running on the slogan “Keep Cool with Coolidge,” he won a 

landslide victory over conservative Democrat John W. Davis and Progressive Party 

candidate Robert La Follette, gaining about 54 percent of the popular vote to Davis’s 

29 percent and La Follette’s nearly 17 percent; in the electoral college Coolidge 

received 382 votes to Davis’s 136 and La Follette’s 13. Coolidge’s inaugural address, 

the first inaugural address to be broadcast on national radio, focused principally on 

his vision of the role of the United States in the world. 

 

Coolidge was famous for being a man of few but well-chosen words. Despite 

his reputation, “Silent Cal,” as he was called, had a keen sense of humour, and he 

could be talkative in private family settings. His wit was displayed in a characteristic 

exchange with a Washington, D.C., hostess, who told him, “You must talk to me, Mr. 

President. I made a bet today that I could get more than two words out of you.” 

Coolidge replied, “You lose.” 

 

Coolidge captured the prevailing sentiment of the American people in the 

1920s when he said, “The chief business of the American people is business.” The 

essence of the Coolidge presidency was its noninterference in and bolstering of 
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American business and industry. Government regulatory agencies, such as the 

Federal Trade Commission, now were staffed by people who sought to assist 

business expansion rather than to police business practices. Most Americans, 

identifying their own prosperity with the growth of corporate profits, welcomed this 

reversal of progressive reforms. They generally agreed with the assessment of Oliver 

Wendell Holmes, associate justice of the Supreme Court: “While I don’t expect 

anything very astonishing from [Coolidge] I don’t want anything very astonishing.” 

 

Key to the conservative, pro-business focus of the Coolidge administration 

was Secretary of the Treasury Andrew Mellon. A multimillionaire himself, Mellon 

believed strongly that reducing taxes for the rich was the best way to expand the 

nation’s wealth. He held that, as the rich invested funds that otherwise would have 

been taken away in taxes, new businesses would form and older enterprises would 

expand and that the result would be more jobs and greater national production. 

Under the leadership of Coolidge and Mellon, Congress sharply reduced income 

taxes and estate taxes. 

 

One form of business enterprise, however, received almost no help from the 

Coolidge administration: agriculture. Farmers constituted the one group of 

producers clearly not participating in the decade’s prosperity. Twice Congress 

passed the McNary-Haugen bill, calling for the federal government to purchase 

surplus crops. Twice (1927 and 1928) Coolidge vetoed it, and the economic woes of 

American farmers persisted well into the following decade. Coolidge also vetoed a 

bill offering a bonus to veterans of World War I; Congress overrode that veto in 

1924. 

 

Reflecting its focus on internal economic growth, the Coolidge administration 

showed little interest in events outside the nation’s borders. Coolidge adamantly 

opposed U.S. membership in the League of Nations, though he did increase 

unofficial American involvement in the international organization. Ironically for 

such an inward-looking administration, two of its members received the Nobel Prize 

for Peace. In 1925, Vice President Charles G. Dawes won the prize for his program to 

help Germany meet its war debt obligations, and Secretary of State Frank B. Kellogg 

won it in 1929 for his role in negotiating the Kellogg-Briand Pact, a multinational 

agreement renouncing war as an instrument of national policy. 

 

In 1928, announcing, “I do not choose to run,” Coolidge turned his back on 

what surely would have been another election victory and instead retired to 

Northampton. There he wrote a syndicated newspaper column, several magazine 

articles, and his autobiography (1929). And there, a little less than four years after 
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leaving the White House, he died of a heart attack. After his death, as the country 

suffered through the worst economic crisis in its history, many came to view the 

Coolidge era as a time of inaction and complacency in the face of looming disaster. 

Although Coolidge’s personality continued to be the butt of jokes—upon hearing 

that Coolidge was dead, the writer Dorothy Parker quipped, “How can they tell?”—

he was fondly remembered for his quiet New England virtues and for the renewed 

dignity and respect he brought to his office. 

 

Coolidge was survived by first lady Grace Coolidge, a woman whose 

outgoing personality contrasted sharply with that of her tight-lipped spouse. She 

lived another 24 years, during which time she devoted herself to the needs of the 

hearing-impaired. 

 

Domestic Affairs 

 

Calvin Coolidge brought a unique style to the White House. Although known 

for his public discomfort with chitchat and for his philosophical dislike of excessive 

leadership, Coolidge was a highly visible president. During his 67 months as 

President, he held 520 press conferences or an average of nearly eight each month, 

"bringing himself almost daily," wrote a reporter in 1927, "into the American home." 

He spoke on the radio at least monthly to national audiences. Coolidge also enjoyed 

having himself photographed. To the delight of cameramen, the President posed in 

old-fashioned overalls (when working on his father's farm), full Indian headdress 

(speaking to a crowd of ten thousand Sioux), and cowboy chaps and hat (on vacation 

in South Dakota). He was the first President to appear in a talking film--a recording 

of one of his speeches. He liked to make people laugh, and he used his dry, lean wit 

to punctuate his silence with pithy slogans. In formal addresses, in contrast, he was 

high-minded, serious, and dignified. 

 

Although mocked for his afternoon naps, Coolidge was hardly slothful. He 

worked diligently, relying heavily on his Cabinet, but devoting serious attention to 

issues that crossed his desk. But his view of the presidency, like that of Harding 

immediately before him, marked a departure from the activism of Theodore 

Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson. Coolidge's political philosophy and personal 

temperament conveniently aligned in his belief that the President should not 

undertake sweeping new reforms to address the challenges of the modern, industrial 

age. He favored instead a hands-off leadership style and a restrained view of the 

executive, delegating tasks to his Cabinet, leaving most issues to the states to resolve, 

and even on federal matters frequently deeming restraint to be the wiser course than 

bold action. 
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Yet Coolidge was no reactionary. He is better understood as a transitional 

figure between the 19th century and the 20th. He embodied the small-town values of 

thrift and industry and a philosophy of minimal government, but at the same time 

he celebrated the economic boom over which he presided, and he embraced the new 

media of the modern culture. 

 

Coolidge's domestic legacy can generally be described as conservative. His 

main concern was to sustain the economic prosperity that was returning when he 

took office. He favored a light hand in regulating business, strove hard to balance 

the budget (even managing to run a surplus), and cut the national debt. His fiscal 

restraint led him to veto two bills, both popular in Congress, that would have given 

bonuses to veterans--only to see them passed with a two-thirds majority. 

 

The centerpiece of Coolidge's domestic agenda was his tax cutting. He 

championed the Revenue Acts of 1924 and 1926, a pet issue of his Secretary of the 

Treasury Andrew Mellon, the wealthy Pittsburgh industrialist whose "trickle-down 

economics" would later fall into disrepute. The Revenue Acts sharply reduced 

income taxes, especially surtaxes on the wealthy (taxes on most Americans were 

already very low). They also cut gift, excise, and inheritance taxes. At the time, many 

observers credited the cuts for what was widely called the "Coolidge Prosperity": 

robust growth, rising wages, declining unemployment and inflation, and a bull 

market. In fact, such propitious conditions probably had more to do with the effects 

of wartime spending and economic mobilization several years before. 

 

It would be unfair to blame Coolidge for sharing the prevalent optimism of 

his time. In retrospect, however, it became apparent that his policies contributed to 

the stock market crash of 1929 and the Great Depression that followed. His fiscal 

policy encouraged speculation and ignored inequality, as the flow of dollars into the 

pockets of the wealthy helped tip the healthy investment of the mid-1920s into the 

gambling that followed. His hands-off regulatory policy took its toll especially in the 

financial arena, where the dangerous practice of margin trading was allowed to 

flourish unrestrained. And for all the heady growth of the 1920s, Coolidge's policies 

exacerbated the uneven distribution of income and buying power, which led to the 

overproduction of goods for which there were not enough affluent consumers. 

 

Making matters worse, Coolidge failed to address the worsening economic 

plight of farmers. Many farm-state progressives embraced a panacea known as 

McNary-Haugenism, based on a proposal dating back to 1921 that would have 

established a government corporation to buy surplus crops at artificially set prices 

(to be held or sold abroad when market prices rose). Although the scheme might 
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have shored up the depressed farm economy, it would have encouraged 

overproduction, hurt consumers, and posed dangers to the international system. 

Congress passed versions of the McNary-Haugen bill twice, but Coolidge vetoed 

them. Still he failed to champion any alternative legislation, thus worsening the farm 

crisis when the Great Depression struck. 

 

Coolidge was not always doctrinaire. He put aside his political conservatism 

on several issues, particularly when prodded by his Secretary of Commerce Herbert 

Hoover, who ironically was considered at the time to be fairly activist and 

progressive in his views. Coolidge thought Hoover boastful and derided him as 

"Wonder Boy." "That man," he said, "has offered me unsolicited advice every day for 

six years, all of it bad." But he allowed Hoover to establish a new regulatory regime 

for the emerging industry of radio by signing the Radio Act, which declared the 

airwaves to be public property and subject to governmental control by the new 

Federal Radio Commission (later the Federal Communications Commission). He 

also reluctantly sent Hoover to the Midwest to undertake a massive rescue, relief, 

and reconstruction effort after the Mississippi River flood of 1927, the worst natural 

disaster in the United States until Hurricane Katrina in 2005. When Congress sought 

federal legislation, Coolidge balked, believing cities and states should bear the costs, 

but ultimately acquiesced in a compromise that spared the localities that burden. 

 

On cultural matters, Coolidge tried to walk a fine line between the gaudy, 

freewheeling, new culture of the Jazz Age--many aspects of which he despised--and 

the resurgent fundamentalism represented by Prohibition, anti-evolutionists, and the 

Ku Klux Klan. He came under criticism for condemning the Klan only tepidly when 

it marched down Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington in 1925. He signed the 

Immigration Act of 1924, which set strict quotas on the number of eastern and 

southern Europeans allowed into America and excluded the Japanese altogether. On 

controversies that set the nation abuzz such as the Scopes Trial and the case of Sacco 

and Vanzetti, he kept a low profile. 

 

Foreign Affairs 

 

Coolidge himself was not versed or deeply interested in world affairs. To 

handle international issues, Coolidge looked to Treasury Secretary Andrew Mellon, 

Commerce Secretary Herbert Hoover, and his Secretaries of State, Charles Evans 

Hughes and, in the second term, Frank B. Kellogg. Neither a Wilsonian 

internationalist nor an isolationist, Coolidge believed in expanding America's 

commercial interactions with other nations, policing the Western Hemisphere in 

keeping with the Monroe Doctrine, and refraining from entangling alliances and 
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participation in the League of Nations. But he favored joining the World Court 

(although he could not get Congress to agree), and he authorized American 

representatives--first Charles Dawes, then Owen Young--to help settle continuing 

European financial issues stemming from World War I. The Dawes Plan introduced 

mechanisms to balance the German budget, reorganize the Reichsbank, and stabilize 

the currency. It was later replaced by the Young Plan during the Hoover 

administration. 

 

Coolidge also signed the Kellogg-Briand Pact, which renounced war as a 

means of solving conflicts. Named for the U.S. Secretary of State and for French 

Foreign Minister Aristide Briand, the proclamation carried with it no means of 

enforcement. Coolidge recognized the essentially symbolic nature of the pact and 

had doubts that it would actually prevent war. But the pact, which won the 

signatures of fourteen countries, nonetheless represented a step toward the creation 

of global protocols that would serve as norms for international behavior in later 

years, and it brought a Nobel Peace Prize to Kellogg--the second Coolidge 

administration official, after Charles Dawes for the Dawes Plan, to be so honored. 

 

During Coolidge's term in office, the United States continued to maintain a 

strong presence and assert influence in Latin America. Direct investments, which 

rose from $1.26 billion in 1920 to $3.52 billion in 1928, inextricably tied the economies 

of those countries to America. For example, the United Fruit and Standard Fruit 

companies controlled most of the revenue of Honduras, and U.S. firms dominated 

Venezuelan oil production. Control of the Panama Canal and a policy of using 

troops, when necessary, to safeguard U.S. interests also worked to give the United 

States the upper hand in the region. In a direct show of influence, U.S. troops trained 

and maintained a pro-American National Guard in the Dominican Republic and 

occupied Nicaragua and Haiti with a peacekeeping force of U.S. soldiers throughout 

the decade. Americans also controlled Cuban politics and the Cuban economy, and 

the United States nearly came to blows with Mexico over the ownership of Mexican 

oil fields by American companies. 

 

So embittered were most Latin American leaders over America's policies that 

the republics of the Western Hemisphere assembled for their triennial conference in 

Havana, Cuba, in 1928 eager to demand changes in American conduct. In a rare trip 

overseas, President Coolidge personally traveled to Havana to address the 

conference and extend an olive branch. Former Secretary of State Charles Evans 

Hughes, serving as a special envoy, gave a tour de force of a speech that persuaded 

the delegates to refrain from passing a strong anti-U.S. resolution. Afterward, 

Kellogg had his legal adviser draft a white paper that argued against direct military 
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intervention in Latin America. Although not a change in policy, it reflected a 

dawning awareness of the need for change, which would finally come when 

President Franklin Roosevelt announced a "Good Neighbor Policy" of 

nonintervention in 1933. 
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Lesson 8 
 

HERBERT HOOVER 
 

Early Life and Political Career 

 

Herbert Clark Hoover was born on August 10, 1874. For the first nine years of 

his life, he lived in the small town of West Branch, Iowa, the place of his birth. His 

Quaker father, Jessie Clark Hoover, a blacksmith and farm equipment salesman, 

suffered a heart attack and died when Herbert was six years old. Three years later, 

the boy's mother, Huldah Minthorn Hoover, developed pneumonia and also passed 

away, orphaning Herbert, his older brother Theodore, and little sister Mary. Passed 

around among relatives for a few years, Hoover ended up with his uncle, Dr. John 

Minthorn, who lived in Oregon. 

 

The young Hoover was shy, sensitive, introverted, and somewhat suspicious, 

characteristics that developed, at least in part, in reaction to the loss of his parents at 

such a young age. He attended Friends Pacific Academy in Newberg, Oregon, 

earning average to failing grades in all subjects except math. Determined, 

nevertheless, to go to the newly established Stanford University in Palo Alto, 

California, Hoover studied hard and barely passed the university's entrance exam. 

He went on to major in geology and participated in a host of extracurricular 

activities, serving as class treasurer of the junior and senior student bodies and 

managing the school baseball and football teams. To pay his tuition, Hoover worked 

as a clerk in the registration office and showed considerable entrepreneurial skill by 

starting a student laundry service. 

 

During the summers, Hoover worked as a student assistant on geological 

survey teams in Arkansas, California, and Nevada. After his graduation in 1895, he 

looked hard to find work as a surveyor but ended up laboring seventy hours a week 

at a gold mine near Nevada City, California, pushing ore carts. Luck came his way 

with an office job in San Francisco, putting him in touch with a firm in need of an 

engineer to inspect and evaluate mines for potential purchase. Hoover then moved 

to Australia in 1897 and China in 1899, where he worked as a mining engineer until 

1902. A string of similar jobs took him all over the world and helped Hoover become 

a giant in his field. He opened his own mining consulting business in 1908; by 1914, 

Hoover was financially secure, earning his wealth from high-salaried positions, his 

ownership of profitable Burmese silver mines, and royalties from writing the leading 

textbook on mining engineering. 
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His wife, Lou Henry Hoover, traveled with him everywhere he went. Herbert 

and Lou met in college, where she was the sole female geology major at Stanford. He 

proposed to her by cable from Australia as he prepared to move to China; she 

accepted by return wire and they married in 1899. The couple was in China during 

the Boxer Rebellion of 1900, a time when Lou helped nurse wounded Western 

diplomats and soldiers while Herbert assisted in the fighting to defend Tianjin, a city 

near the uprising. By the time the couple returned home to America in 1917, Lou had 

learned to shoot a gun and had mastered eight languages. 

 

Over the course of his career as a mining engineer and businessman, Hoover's 

intellect and understanding of the world matured considerably. Hoover was raised a 

Quaker and although he rarely went to Meeting as an adult, he internalized that 

faith's belief in the power of the individual, the importance of freedom, and the 

value of "conscientious work" and charity. Hoover also applied the ethos of 

engineering to the world in general, believing that scientific expertise, when 

employed thoughtfully and properly, led to human progress. Hoover worked 

comfortably in a capitalist economy but believed in labor's right to organize and 

hoped that cooperation (between labor and management and among competitors) 

might come to characterize economic relations. During these years, Hoover 

repeatedly made known to friends his desire for public service. 

 

Politically, Hoover identified with the progressive wing of the Republican 

Party, supporting Theodore Roosevelt's third-party bid in 1912. World War I 

brought Hoover to prominence in American politics and thrust him into the 

international spotlight. In London when the war broke out, he was asked by the U.S. 

consul to organize the evacuation of 120,000 Americans trapped in Europe. 

Germany's devastating invasion of Belgium led Hoover to pool his money with 

several wealthy friends to organize the Committee for the Relief of Belgium. 

Working without direct government support, Hoover raised millions of dollars for 

food and medicine to help desperate Belgians. 

 

In 1917, after the United States entered the war, President Woodrow Wilson 

asked Hoover to run the U.S. Food Administration. Hoover performed quite 

admirably, guiding the effort to conserve resources and supplies needed for the war 

and to feed America's European allies. Hoover even became a household name 

during the war; nearly all Americans knew that the verb "to Hooverize" meant the 

rationing of household materials. After the armistice treaty was signed in November 

1918, officially ending World War I, Wilson appointed Hoover to head the European 

Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. In this capacity, Hoover channeled 34 
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million tons of American food, clothing, and supplies to war-torn Europe, aiding 

people in twenty nations. 

 

His service during World War I made Hoover one of the few Republicans 

trusted by Wilson. Because of Hoover's knowledge of world affairs, Wilson relied 

him at the Versailles Peace Conference and as director of the President's Supreme 

Economic Council in 1918. The following year, Hoover founded the Hoover Library 

on War, Revolution, and Peace at Stanford University as an archive for the records of 

World War I. This privately endowed organization later became the Hoover 

Institution, devoted to the study of peace and war. No isolationist, Hoover 

supported American participation in the League of Nations. He believed, though, 

that Wilson's stubborn idealism led Congress to reject American participation in the 

League. 

 

In 1920, Hoover emerged as a contender for the Republican presidential 

nomination. His run was blocked, however, by fellow a Californian, Senator Hiram 

Johnson, who objected to Hoover's support for the League. Republican Warren 

Harding won the White House in 1920 and appointed Hoover as his secretary of 

commerce, a position that Hoover retained under Harding's successor, President 

Calvin Coolidge. 

 

Under Hoover's leadership, the Department of Commerce became as 

influential and important a government agency as the Departments of State and 

Treasury. Hoover encouraged research into measures designed to counteract 

harmful business cycles. He supported government regulation of new industries like 

aviation and radio. He brought together more than one hundred different industries 

and convinced them to adopt standardized tools, hardware, building materials, and 

automobile parts. Finally, he aggressively pursued international trade opportunities 

for American business. To win these reforms, Hoover strengthened existing agencies 

in the Commerce Department, like the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 

or simply established new ones, like the Bureau of Standards, for the standardization 

project. He also formed commissions that brought together government officials, 

experts, and leaders of the relevant economic sectors to work towards reform. 

 

The initiatives Hoover supported as commerce secretary—and the ways in 

which he pursued them—reveal his thinking about contemporary life in the United 

States and about the federal government's role in American society. Hoover hoped to 

create a more organized economy that would regularize the business cycle, 

eliminating damaging ebbs and flows and generating higher rates of economic 

growth. He believed that eradicating waste and improving efficiency would achieve 
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some of these results— thus, his support for standardization and for statistical 

research into the workings of the economy. He also believed that the American 

economy would be healthier if business leaders worked together, and with 

government officials and experts from the social sciences, in a form of private-sector 

economic planning. This stance led him to support trade associations—industry-

wide cooperative groups wherein information on prices, markets, and products 

could be exchanged among competitors—which Hoover saw as a middle way 

between competition and monopoly. He insisted, though, that participation in these 

associations remain voluntary and that the government merely promote and 

encourage, rather than require, their establishment. 

 

Hoover hoped that these innovations would strengthen what he saw as the 

central component of the American experience: individualism. In 1922, Hoover 

published a small book, entitled American Individualism, that examined the 

Western intellectual tradition's major social philosophies, including individualism, 

socialism, communism, capitalism, and autocracy. Hoover concluded that 

individualism was the superior principle around which to organize society. He 

rejected the laissez-faire capitalism of the Right and the socialism and communism of 

the Left because he believed that these ideologies hindered rather than helped the 

individual. Instead, Hoover sought a "balance of perspective" between Right and 

Left that theoretically would create and maintain opportunities for Americans to 

succeed. Through enterprises like those he championed as commerce secretary, 

Hoover believed the federal government could facilitate the creation of political, 

social, and economic conditions in which individual Americans could flourish. 

 

Hoover's positions and thinking placed him solidly in the progressive camp 

of the Republican Party. As secretary of commerce, Hoover emerged as a potential 

running-mate for Coolidge in the 1924 presidential election, though that effort fell 

short. Hoover's reputation with the American people reached its peak in 1927, when 

he took charge of relief efforts following disastrous floods along the Mississippi 

River. The episode displayed Hoover at his best: as a humanitarian and leader with 

the ability to solve problems. When Coolidge announced in 1927 that he would not 

seek reelection, Hoover became the leading candidate for the Republican 

presidential nomination. 

 

Presidential Years 

 

In 1921 President-elect Warren G. Harding chose Hoover to serve as secretary 

of commerce. In the Harding cabinet Hoover proved to be one of the few progressive 

voices in a Republican administration that generally saw little role for government 
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other than assisting the growth of business. Hoover alienated many Old Guard 

Republican leaders as he vigorously supported U.S. membership in the League of 

Nations, collective bargaining rights for labour, and government regulation of such 

new industries as radio broadcasting and commercial aviation. Continuing as 

commerce secretary under Pres. Calvin Coolidge, Hoover spearheaded efforts that 

ultimately led to construction of Hoover Dam and the St. Lawrence Seaway. He 

illustrated his continuing dedication to humanitarian rescue when he supervised 

relief efforts during and after the Mississippi River flood of 1927. 

 

When President Coolidge decided not to run for another term in 1928, Hoover 

received the Republican presidential nomination, despite the objections of 

conservatives opposed to his departure from the party’s traditional laissez-faire 

philosophy. In the ensuing campaign, Hoover and running mate Charles Curtis ran 

against New York Gov. Alfred E. Smith and vice presidential candidate Joseph T. 

Robinson in a contest that focused on Prohibition and religion. Smith opposed 

Prohibition, while Hoover remained equivocal, calling it an “experiment noble in 

motive.” Smith’s Roman Catholicism proved a liability, especially in the South, but 

the election outcome chiefly reflected the close identification in the public mind of 

the Republican Party with the enormous prosperity of the 1920s. Hoover captured 

more than 21 million popular votes to Smith’s approximately 15 million, and he 

received 444 electoral votes to his Democratic opponent’s 87. 

 

Domestic Affairs 

 

Herbert Hoover took office in 1929 with a display of optimism and the 

promise of a "New Day." In his inaugural, he boasted that "in no nation are the fruits 

of accomplishment more secure" and claimed that "anyone not only can be rich, but 

ought to be rich." He warned his audience of the dangers of a large and activist 

federal government but also decried the self-serving greed of large corporations. 

Hoover reiterated his belief in the centrality of the individual in the American 

experience, the theme he had developed at some length in his 1922 book American 

Individualism. 

 

Hoover's cabinet choices were generally strong ones. The standouts, like 

Secretary of State Henry Stimson, Secretary of the Interior Ray Wilbur, Secretary of 

the Navy Charles Adams, and Attorney General William Mitchell, more than 

compensated for lesser lights such as Secretary of War James Good, Secretary of 

Labor James Davis, Secretary of Commerce Robert Lamont, and Secretary of 

Agriculture Arthur Hyde. Postmaster General Walter F. Brown proved valuable to 

Hoover as the President's chief connection to (and adviser about) the Republican 
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Party. At the Treasury Department, Hoover retained Coolidge's appointee, Andrew 

Mellon, even though Mellon's economic views were much less progressive than 

those of the President. Hoover instead depended on Undersecretary of the Treasury 

Odgen Mills for economic advice. In fact, Hoover stocked the higher reaches of 

various executive departments with confidantes he called on regularly for advice. 

 

Hoover's White House staff was, per contemporary custom, quite small. 

Walter Newton, the President's senior secretary, monitored relations with Congress 

and the executive departments and offered advice on executive appointments. 

Lawrence Richey helped manage the President's personal affairs and 

correspondence. George Akerson handled Hoover's relations with the press, albeit 

poorly. Hoover's executive clerk French Strother coordinated research projects on 

issues of social reform, topics that interested the President greatly. Hoover's staff 

was extremely loyal—Richey, Akerson, and Strother had worked on the 1928 

campaign—and generally competent. While Hoover kept in place many of 

Coolidge's appointees at the lower levels of the federal bureaucracy, he did appoint 

hundreds of young technocrats and professionals trained in the new social sciences 

to government positions and special commissions. 

 

Hoover began his presidency with a burst of energy and enthusiasm that 

demonstrated his progressive political leanings. He directed the Department of the 

Interior to improve conditions for Native Americans on government-controlled 

reservations. He won passage of the Boulder Canyon Project Act, which mandated 

the construction of a massive dam (later named the Hoover Dam) that would 

provide power for public utilities in California. And he appointed the 

conservationist Horace Albright to the National Park Service and placed nearly two 

million acres of federal land in the national forest reserve, demonstrating his belief in 

the conservation of national resources. 

 

Underscoring his faith in the desirability of managerial expertise, the value of 

social science knowledge, and the benefits of private-public cooperation, Hoover 

convened a variety of conferences and appointed numerous commissions to study 

and solve vexing social problems. The White House Conference on Health and the 

Protection of Children of July 1929 looked at child welfare and produced an 

astounding 35 volumes of findings that social workers would use in the coming 

decades. The Wickersham Commission on Law Enforcement investigated the federal 

government's judicial system, including the politically dangerous issue of 

Prohibition enforcement. Finally, Hoover tasked the President's Committee on 

Recent Social Trends with assessing twenty-four aspects of American life, such as 

population, food, and public administration; in the final year of Hoover's 
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presidency, the Committee provided a comprehensive statistical survey of each field. 

Consistent with Hoover's thinking, these commissions and committees gathered and 

publicized information, made recommendations, summoned voluntary efforts, and, 

in some cases, suggested legislation. Invariably, these groups resisted calls for an 

activist federal role in solving social or economic problems. 

 

Two issues in particular took center stage during Hoover's first nine months 

as President: improving the economic health of the nation's agricultural sector and 

tariff reform. Upon entering office, Hoover called Congress into a special session to 

address these challenges. 

 

American farmers suffered greatly in the 1920s as their incomes shrunk to 

only one-third the national average. The chief problem was overproduction. 

American farmers benefited from new technologies that increased their productivity, 

but the glut of product, along with overseas competition, caused prices at market to 

drop precipitously. Many farmers were demanding federal government subsidies 

(known as McNary-Hauganism for the congressional sponsors of such legislation) to 

boost farm incomes. Secretary of Commerce Hoover rejected this solution. 

 

By the time Hoover became President in early 1929, the agricultural sector 

was still reeling. The President, nevertheless, still opposed subsidies; along with his 

congressional allies, Hoover instead supported a bill that created a Federal Farm 

Board. With a $500 million budget, the Federal Farm Board would loan money to 

farmers to create and strengthen farm cooperatives in the hope that these entities 

would control production and bring crops to market more efficiently. Hoover saw 

the Board as a shining example how voluntarism and cooperation among 

competitors could produce a more efficient economy without the government 

intervention that subsidies represented. The farm bloc in Congress, however, still 

vigorously supported subsidies. A political deadlock ensued, as factions in Congress 

battled over farm policy and Hoover did little to break the impasse. Finally, in June 

1929, Congress passed the Agricultural Marketing Act, replete with a Federal Farm 

Board and no subsidies for farmers. Hoover got his desired agricultural program but 

not without significant political costs. By the fall of 1929, the Federal Farm Board 

was up and running. 

 

Tariff policy, the other early challenge facing Hoover, had long been a 

flashpoint in American politics. Hoover was not a supporter of high tariffs but he 

did believe that farmers deserved some sort of protection, a position that aligned the 

President with progressive Republicans from the midwest, such as powerful Idaho 

senator William Borah. The House of Representatives largely acceded to Hoover's 
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request for high tariffs on agricultural products alone, but senators from eastern 

states passed a tariff bill that raised rates on industrial and manufacturied products. 

Borah and his allies were understandably very angry. Hoover, privately and 

discretely, supported insertion of a codicil into the legislation creating a non-partisan 

Tariff Commission that could raise or lower rates; he reasoned that the Commission 

would lower excessive rates after the tariff bill passed. The proposed commission, 

though, had little support among either protectionists or free-traders in either party 

and thus was defeated in the fall of 1929. After months of discussion, tariff reform 

remained at a standstill. 

 

In both the tariff and agriculture debates, President Hoover demonstrated 

questionable political acumen. The "Great Engineer" had proven as ineffective a 

politician as he was an effective organizer of exploratory commissions and 

committees. Instead of convincing Congress that his proposals were sound, Hoover 

chose to limit his involvement and let Congress legislate. The result, though, was 

policy stalemate and political tension between the President and Republicans, 

especially progressives like Borah, who might have been among Hoover's stronger 

supporters. It was a performance that did not bode well for the future, when 

Hoover's skills would be put to the test as the nation confronted its greatest crisis 

since the Civil War: the Great Depression. 

 

Great Depression 

 

The American economy of the 1920s, while prosperous, was fundamentally 

unsound. The economic collapse that defined the Great Depression did not occur all 

at once, nor for one particular reason. Historians have identified four interwoven 

and reinforcing causes of the nation's most severe economic crisis: structural 

weaknesses in both American agriculture and industry; the frailty of the 

international economy in the late 1920s and the early 1930s; and the overly 

speculative and unstable foundations of the American financial sector. 

 

As discussed previously, the nation's agricultural sector during the 1920s was 

unhealthy, a condition that was due largely to overproduction. But if the economic 

outlook looked bleak from the nation's fields, they appeared just as dreary from its 

factory floors. While industrial productivity and profits increased during the decade, 

wages remained stagnant. These profits, more often than not, were placed in the 

stock market or in speculative schemes rather than re-invested in new factories or 

used to fund new businesses, both of which (theoretically) would have created new 

jobs. The combination of agricultural woes and industrial stagnation conspired to 

grind America's economy to a halt. 
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The world economy also suffered from a general slowdown in the late 1920s. 

The Treaty of Versailles that ended the Great War required Germany to pay 

reparations to France and Britain, countries which owed money to American banks. 

The German economy, wrecked by the war, could not sustain these payments, and 

the German government looked to the United States for cash. Europe's economic 

health, then, was built on a web of financial arrangements and hinged on a robust 

American economy. 

 

Finally, America's financial sector was a house of cards. During the 1920s, 

American businesses were increasingly raising capital either by soliciting private 

investment or by selling stock. Over two million Americans poured their savings 

into the stock market and many more into investment schemes. But there was little 

or no regulation of these companies and supposed investment opportunities, nor 

much oversight of the process. Too often, Americans put their money into "get rich 

quick" schemes which had no chance of long-term financial return, or into 

companies that made no real profits—and sometimes no actual products!The stock 

market was particularly volatile during the 1920s. It soared during the second half of 

the decade, with the New York Times index of industrial stocks growing from 159 

points in 1925 to 452 points in September 1929. Investors bought stocks "on margin," 

meaning they produced only a small down-payment and borrowed the rest from 

their broker or bank. As long as the stock increased in value, all was well. The 

investor would later sell the stock, repay the broker or the bank, and pocket the 

profit. 

 

Each of these factors helped create and sustain a severely unequal distribution 

of wealth in the United States, where a tiny minority possessed incredible riches. In 

1929, five percent of the populace held nearly a third of the money and property; 

over 80 percent of Americans held no savings at all. In addition, the stagnation in 

wages, the collapse of agricultural markets, and rising unemployment (all of which 

led to the growing gap between rich and poor), meant that most Americans could 

not buy the products that made the economy hum. Wealthier Americans, moreover, 

failed to spend their money, choosing instead to invest it. In short, the American 

economy was a consumer economy in which few consumed. 

 

As the economy began to slow in 1929—with fewer purchases, creeping 

unemployment, and higher interest rates—stock owners tried to sell but found no 

buyers; the market tumbled. Two days in particular, October 24 ("Black Thursday") 

and October 29 ("Black Tuesday"), saw investors desperately trying to dump stocks. 

On that Tuesday alone, brokers sold over 16 million shares. The market slide 

continued for more than two years, with one estimate claiming that investors lost 
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nearly $75 billion. "The Great Crash," as it came to be known, was only one cause of 

the economic Depression that followed, but it brought home to many Americans in 

stunning fashion the harsh reality of the American economic landscape. 

 

The nation's economic woes deepened considerably in the months and years 

after the stock market crash. With American farmers earning less, they could not pay 

their bills and mortgages. Rural banks failed without these payments, placing more 

pressure on a banking system already shaky from the shocks that hit Wall Street. 

After 1932, drought conditions plagued the midwest, further compounding existing 

agricultural problems. As industries failed, factories closed and stores shuttered. 

Between 1929 and 1933, 5,000 American banks collapsed, one in four farms went into 

foreclosure, and an average of 100,000 jobs vanished each week. By 1932, over 12 

million Americans—nearly one-quarter of the workforce—were unemployed. 

Statistics alone, however, do not tell the story of the "Great Depression." For tens of 

millions, it was a time of panic and poverty, hunger and hopelessness. The national 

will sagged and its future seemed, at least to some, in doubt. 

 

The collapse of the stock market and the Great Depression did not catch 

Hoover completely unaware, although he surely—like the vast majority of 

Americans—was utterly surprised by the severity of these developments. As 

secretary of commerce, Hoover had worried about speculation in the stock market, 

even asking for new government regulation of banks and stock exchanges to prevent 

"insider trading" and the dangerous practice of "margin buying." He had also called 

on the Federal Reserve Board to raise interest rates, but the board lowered them 

instead, thus fueling a stock market boom in the two years prior to his presidency. 

 

During his first eight months in the White House, Hoover and his advisers 

continued to voice their concerns about the shape and future of the economy. 

Hoover supported the Agricultural Marketing Act because he believed it would 

shore up a weak agricultural sector. Suspicious of stock speculation, he approved of 

efforts by the Federal Reserve System to convince the New York Federal Reserve 

Bank to halt the practice of giving discounts to smaller banks, a practice that many 

experts believed fueled stock speculation. Hoover was dubious, however, of the 

wisdom of the Federal Reserve Board asking its member banks to tighten the money 

supply to halt speculative loans. Moreover, as the historian Martin Fausold explains, 

no one in government or the financial sector could agree upon the exact role that the 

Federal Reserve should play in monitoring and overseeing the financial sector. 

 

Hoover reacted to the October 24 ("Black Thursday") stock market crash by 

stating that "the fundamental business of the country, that is production and 
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distribution, is on a sound and prosperous basis." But shielded from public view, he 

and his administration worked hard to counter what they worried might be the 

beginning of a cyclical economic downturn. Hoover's advisers drew up proposals to 

stimulate the economy with reductions in taxes, a plan for the Federal Reserve to 

loosen its credit policies, and more public works spending. Hoover also called 

openly for local and state governments to expand public works projects, and 

organized a series of conferences in November 1929 which brought together leaders 

of industry, labor, and government to discuss the economy. Hoover asked for and 

received pledges from industry not to cut jobs or wages, and from labor not to press 

for higher wages. 

 

The President's actions in the wake of the stock market crash were premised 

on his belief that the economy faced a mere downturn rather than the prospect of 

complete collapse. Likewise, Hoover's actions accorded with his faith in 

voluntarism, cooperation, the value of expertise and statistics, and the effectiveness 

of limited government measures to counteract economic cycles. He urged 

cooperation among and between industry and labor. He also ordered the 

Departments of Labor and Commerce to compile precise and accurate economic 

statistics. Unfortunately for Hoover, those statistics showed that in the week-and-a-

half before Christmas 1929, one million Americans lost their jobs. The nation's 

economic slide would only continue. 

 

Nonetheless, during the first half of 1930, issues other than the nation's 

economic problems consumed much of Hoover's time. The death of Supreme Court 

Justice Edward Sanford left a vacancy on the Court that Hoover needed to fill. The 

President chose John J. Parker, a highly regarded judge on the Fourth Circuit Court 

of Appeals. Parker's nomination initially won wide support, but labor groups and 

the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) argued 

that the judge's record was hostile toward unions and African-Americans. At 

Parker's Senate confirmation hearings, organized labor and the NAACP attacked the 

nomination; Progressive Republicans like Senator Borah, who already had a testy 

relationship with the President because of farm policy and the tariff, took the 

criticisms seriously. As a vote neared in the full Senate, some rank-and-file 

Republicans began to rethink their support for Parker. Hoover compounded the 

problem by failing to give Parker a strong public show of support and by refusing to 

let the judge appear before Senators to explain his civil rights and labor positions. 

The Senate killed the Parker nomination in early May 1930 by a tally of 41 to 39, with 

ten Republicans voting "nay."The other domestic issue Hoover addressed in the first 

half of 1930 was the tariff, which lay unresolved after the failure of legislation one 

year earlier. As the Seventy-first Congress convened in December 1929, Borah and 
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other progressive Republicans still opposed both higher tariffs on industrial 

products and a tariff commission that could adjust rates; instead, they supported a 

plan—called export debenture—in which the government would compensate 

farmers who sold their products overseas at a loss. Politicians from industrial states 

unsurprisingly favored higher tariffs on industrial and manufacturing imports. 

Hoover, meanwhile, still supported the commission and opposed export debentures 

just as strongly. The President, however, refused to interfere in the congressional 

deliberations, though he did finally make his preferences known. Six months of 

legislative wrangling produced the Smoot-Hawley tariff bill in June 1930 that raised 

rates on both agricultural and industrial products to historic levels, provided for a 

commission, and rejected export debentures. Hoover quickly signed the legislation. 

 

In subsequent years, some Democrats argued that the tariff caused the Great 

Depression. This charge was politically motivated and historically inaccurate; the 

Depression was well underway by time of Smoot-Hawley's passage. Nonetheless, 

higher tariff rates, most economists and historians agree, did little to help the 

American economy as it swooned in the early 1930s. Instead, protectionism further 

weakened the international economy by suffocating world trade, which in turn 

made it more difficult for the U.S. economy to recover. Just as important, the battles 

over Judge Parker's nomination and the tariff worsened Hoover's relations with the 

more progressive elements of the Republican Party. 

 

The Hoover administration continued throughout 1930 to battle the nation's 

economic problems. To a remarkable degree, state and local governments, as well as 

leading industries, followed through on Hoover's requests. The President's 

proposals for increased government and private-sector spending were outlined at 

conferences that brought together business, labor, and political leaders in the wake 

of the market crash. Hoover pressed Congress in 1930 to pass bills that would spur 

infrastructure construction, even while he asked executive departments to hold the 

line on spending so as not to increase the federal budget deficit. 

 

By March 1930, the Labor and Commerce Departments told Hoover that the 

worst of the crisis had passed, news that the President happily passed on to the 

public. Other observers—both in and out of government—were not so sure. Hoover 

ignored these pessimistic forecasts and rejected calls for more aggressive 

government actions (like relief bills or bond sales to fund unemployment benefits) to 

combat the nation's economic problems. Instead, he formed the President's 

Emergency Committee on Employment (PECE) in the fall of 1930 to coordinate 

private organizations' efforts to help the unemployed. Even Hoover's own appointee 
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to head PECE, though, warned the President that greater government spending was 

needed to combat unemployment. 

 

Hoover dismissed this suggestion, although unemployment had climbed to 

8.7 percent of the workforce by the end of 1930, meaning that more than 4 million 

Americans were out of a job. Other indicators were just as dreary. Industrial 

production in 1930 fell by one-quarter; roughly 1,350 banks failed that year as well, 

more than twice as many as in 1929. As American economic problems grew—and his 

anti-Depression efforts floundered—Hoover frequently advanced the argument that 

a global economic slowdown was primarily to blame for the dismal economic 

circumstances at home. This assessment indicated that Hoover would likely pair his 

domestic anti-Depression measures with increased efforts in the international arena. 

 

By 1931, members of Congress—especially Democrats and midwestern 

progressive Republicans—began to call even more vociferously for decisive 

government action to combat the effects of the Depression. They were particularly 

desirous of relief bills for farmers and the unemployed. Most of these bills failed, 

largely because progressives and liberals were a distinct minority in Congress. 

Increasingly, however, other members of Congress gave credence to these requests. 

While not a relief measure per se, Congress did pass (over Hoover's veto) the Bonus 

Bill in the winter of 1931. The bill allowed veterans to borrow up to one-half the 

value of life insurance policies that Congress had purchased in 1924; with the 

policies set to mature in 1945, early access to these funds came to be regarded as a 

"bonus." Likewise, Senator Robert Wagner of New York, perhaps the Senate's most 

prominent liberal, won passage of bills providing for the collection of 

unemployment statistics and the systematic planning of public works. A third 

Wagner bill related to unemployment, which would have set up a system of 

employment agencies at the state level, was vetoed by Hoover. 

 

By the spring of 1931, as he had a year earlier, Hoover still clung to the notion 

that the worst had passed. The President had not taken leave of his senses; other 

respected observers offered similar prognostications. Unfortunately, those 

assumptions proved wrong. By June, more than one-quarter of the factory work 

force was unemployed, along with 15 percent (more than eight million people) of the 

total work force. Bank failures continued to rise, with more than 2,200 banks folding 

in 1931 alone. Personal income, industrial production, and stock prices all began 

precipitous slides in the spring of 1931 after showing a burst of recovery in the 

preceding months. Social workers and labor leaders, who worked closely with 

communities bearing the brunt of the Depression, called attention to the inability of 
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private relief to ameliorate the suffering and pleaded for more substantive 

government action. 

 

Even as the crisis deepened in 1931, Hoover held fast to his course. He 

reiterated that the nation's economic woes were largely the result of depressed world 

economic conditions. He also made clear that he opposed federal intervention in the 

economy or the construction of a welfare state. Instead, Hoover maintained that 

voluntarism and individual effort would solve the country's economic woes. His 

administration's policies throughout 1931 reflected these approaches. To stabilize the 

international financial and economic situation, Hoover called in June 1931 for a one-

year moratorium on intergovernmental debts. In August, PECE morphed into a new 

agency, the President's Organization for Unemployment Relief (POUR), which 

essentially carried on its predecessor's mission of mobilizing private assistance. 

POUR did assume more of an advisory role than PECE, suggesting federal public 

works programs and strategies to fight unemployment; it did not, however, push for 

federal relief programs. In the early fall of 1931, Hoover convinced leading bankers 

to voluntarily organize the National Credit Corporation, which would use a $500 

million reserve to aid small, insolvent banks. Bankers, though, extracted a pledge 

from the President that if the non-governmental, voluntary effort failed, he would 

support a similar federal effort. Despite these maneuvers, the economy showed no 

signs of recovery. Indeed, the crisis only deepened. 

 

Hoover's New Approach 

 

In late 1931, Hoover changed his approach to fighting the Depression. He 

justified his call for more federal assistance by noting that "We used such emergency 

powers to win the war; we can use them to fight the Depression, the misery, and 

suffering from which are equally great." This new approach embraced a number of 

initiatives. Unfortunately for the President, none proved especially effective. Just as 

important, with the presidential election approaching, the political heat generated by 

the Great Depression and the failure of Hoover's policies grew only more withering. 

 

The National Credit Corporation quickly proved insufficient, largely because 

its private-sector leaders were too tight-fisted and reluctant to bail-out smaller 

banks. As the NCC floundered, the Hoover administration drafted legislation for the 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC). The RFC, which would be government-

run and funded, was designed to stabilize the nation's financial structures by 

providing credit to banks weak and strong, as well as to other entities like railroads 

and agricultural organizations; Hoover hoped that by improving the nation's 

financial health, public confidence would grow and that both employment 
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opportunities and international trade would expand. Congress created the RFC in 

early 1932. While the RFC, like the NCC, often failed to help smaller banks, 

historians and economists now sing its praises for saving many of the nation's larger 

financial institutions from ruin. The RFC, however, did not fulfill Hoover's hopes by 

cutting into unemployment. 

 

Hoover also bowed to growing public and congressional pressure for 

emergency federal relief. In the summer of 1932, he signed the Emergency Relief 

Construction Act, which provided $2 billion for public works projects and $300 

million for direct relief programs run by state governments. While the bill only 

appropriated a pittance for direct relief and placed many restrictions on how the 

$300 million could be used, its endorsement by Hoover testified, at least partially, to 

the failure of voluntarism and private relief. Hoover, however, saw the act as a 

temporary measure to provide emergency relief; he remained resolutely opposed to 

large-scale and permanent government expenditures on relief and welfare. 

 

Finally, in March 1932, Hoover signed the Norris-La Guardia Anti-injunction 

Act. The law accomplished three important objectives supported by organized labor. 

First, it severely curbed the use of "yellow dog" contracts in which employers hired 

replacement workers to break strikes. Second, it strongly curtailed the ability of 

federal judges to issue sweeping injunctions against strikes. Finally, it encouraged 

and confirmed the right of laborers to organize. Norris-LaGuardia was an important 

forerunner of pro-labor legislation, like the 1935 Wagner Act, and a personal victory 

for Hoover, who had made clear since the 1920s his opposition to the use of 

injunctions. 

 

Despite the creation of the RFC and the passage of the Emergency Relief and 

Construction Act, Hoover (and those under his command) committed two blunders 

in 1932 that greatly damaged his political standing. First, the President became 

embroiled in a political spat with Congress over taxes. Committed to keeping the 

United States on the gold standard, Hoover wanted to close the federal 

government's budget deficit, which had grown during his presidency, by raising 

taxes. The key issue was how to allocate the increased tax burden among Americans. 

Hoover and his advisers did not want to raise taxes so much that wealthy Americans 

and businesses were discouraged from investing--an activity that, theoretically, 

created jobs. Hoover's original tax plan, then, was to spread tax increases among 

different economic sectors and between rich and poor Americans. In Congress, 

conservative southern Democrats countered with a plan in which half of the new tax 

revenues would come from a sales tax on manufactured goods. 
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Hoover agreed to support the sales tax—after receiving assurances that it 

would not affect the prices of "staple food or cheaper clothing"—but progressive 

Republicans and liberal Democrats rebelled at what they saw as an attempt to pass 

the tax burden on to those who could least afford to pay it. The issue became a 

political firestorm. Opponents of the sales tax aggressively attacked Hoover, 

portraying him as a retrograde conservative. Meanwhile, each party's leaders tried to 

keep the maverick sales tax opponents in line. They failed, however, and the 

Revenue Act of 1932 passed in the late spring of 1932 without a sales tax. Hoover 

signed the measure, but the political damage had been done. 

 

In late July 1932, the President's political fortunes took another precipitous 

dip, only a few weeks after Republicans had re-nominated Hoover as their candidate 

for that year's presidential election. Unemployed American veterans of World War I, 

suffering from the hardships of the Depression, marched along with their families to 

Washington, D.C., to demand immediate full payment of their bonuses, which, by 

law, were payable in 1945. Hoover joined Congress in rejecting the demands of the 

"Bonus Army" marchers, though he did support their right to demonstrate and 

quietly made available to them shelter and supplies. While in Washington, some in 

the Bonus Army took up quarters in unoccupied federal building scheduled for 

demolition. After Congress refused to grant the Bonus Army's demands, most of the 

protesters left Washington. Some, however, remained in the abandoned buildings, in 

nearby camps, and in hovels on the shores of the Anacostia River. 

 

The administration decided to remove the members of the Bonus Army 

occupying the condemned buildings. Hoover gave precise instructions to the 

military to peacefully escort the protestors to nearby camps. Secretary of War Patrick 

Hurley, who feared the Bonus Army might riot, exceeded Hoover's instructions and 

ordered General Douglas MacArthur to relocate the marchers from Washington's 

political and business district to the Anacostia River flats. MacArthur, in turn, 

exceeded his orders and decided to drive the Bonus Army from Washington, D.C., 

altogether. The military attacked the veterans with tanks, tear gas, bayonets, and 

guns, burned the camps in Anacostia, and killed one Bonus Army member; 

MacArthur repeatedly ignored orders from superiors to halt the rampage. 

Americans from around the nation saw the horrific images of the attack in their 

newspapers. When MacArthur and Hurley obstinately refused to take responsibility 

for the melee, Hoover did so. The President's standing with the public only sank 

further. With the 1932 election fast approaching, Hoover's chance of winning another 

four years in the White House were nearly extinct. 
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Foreign Affairs 

 

Herbert Hoover had an admirable reservoir of experience in international 

affairs when he became President in March 1929. He had traveled the world 

extensively as a mining engineer, served on President Wilson's delegation to the 

peace talks at the end of World War I, and worked on international trade issues as 

secretary of commerce. He was no American provincial. 

 

As President, Hoover's foreign policies were conditioned by the Great 

Depression. Indeed, by the fall of 1930, Hoover was blaming America's economic 

malaise on international, and especially European, economic realities. As a result, he 

looked increasingly for ways to improve the international economy as the 

Depression deepened. At the same time, Hoover pushed for disarmament treaties, 

rethought American relations with the countries of South and Central America, and 

confronted Japanese aggression in China. 

 

Hoover's most important foreign policy adviser was Secretary of State Henry 

Stimson. Stimson's previous experience in the federal government, as secretary of 

war under President Taft and as governor-general of the Philippine Islands from 

1928 to 1929, made him an ideal choice to head the Department of State. Stimson and 

Hoover had vastly different personalities; the latter was a somewhat dour 

workaholic while the former was extroverted and rarely missed a chance to get away 

from the office. Likewise, they often entertained different views of America's role in 

the world, with the President much more reticent than his chief diplomat about 

using military force or coercive economic sanctions. Nonetheless, the two men 

worked together effectively to craft American foreign policy during the Hoover 

presidency. 

 

Hoover's attempts in 1929 and 1930 to enact tariff reform quickly emerged as 

a major domestic policy and political issue. While foreign policy considerations were 

never central to the debates about, and passage of, the Smoot-Hawley tariff in 1930, 

that law had distinct consequences for American foreign affairs. Smoot-Hawley 

raised duties on both agricultural and industrial imports to the United States, and 

led European nations and Japan to erect (or to heighten existing) protectionist trade 

walls against American products. This dynamic produced what the historian 

Benjamin Rhodes has called a "suicidal international trade war" in the wake of the 

stock market crash. 

 

The market crash in October 1929, moreover, weakened an already shaky 

global economic order. Following World War I, the United States emerged as the 
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linchpin of the world economy. Germany depended upon American loans to pay its 

Great War reparations to France and Britain, which owed the United States for the 

loans they received during the war. American dollars made these delicate financial 

arrangements possible, but those dollars disappeared with the Great Crash. As a 

result, an already sluggish world economy slowed further. In the summer of 1931, 

German banks defaulted on their reparations payments, endangering nearly $700 

million of American loans. Hoping to avert a severe crisis, Hoover called for an 

eighteen-month moratorium on intergovernmental debt payments. Hoover's gambit 

won the approval of all European nations; only France balked initially. Hoover also 

managed to secure an agreement from the Europeans to advance Germany short-

term credit. 

 

Stabilizing Germany's finances did little to help the British government, 

which oversaw an economy wracked by international debts and unemployment. To 

stop the outflow of its gold reserves, Britain left the gold standard and devalued its 

currency in the fall of 1931. While British goods became more competitive on the 

international market, the maneuver sparked a round of devaluations and accelerated 

the destructive trade war. The U.S. Congress, meanwhile, approved Hoover's plans 

for a debt moratorium and a short-term credit loan to Germany. However it flatly 

rejected Hoover's call for the recreation of the World War Foreign Debt Commission. 

Opponents of the debt commission insisted it was only the first step in repudiating, 

rather than repaying, Europe's war debts. 

 

Hoover continued to struggle with the debt issue during his final year in 

office. Throughout 1932, members of both parties loudly reminded the President that 

they expected America's foreign debtors to pay in full. The Lausanne Conference, 

which reduced Germany's payments to the Allies to just over $700 million, only 

inflamed American opinion. On November 10—two days after Democrat Franklin D. 

Roosevelt defeated Hoover in the presidential election—British diplomats informed 

State Department officials that they wanted to postpone an upcoming debt payment 

and review the plans for repayment they had agreed to in the early 1920s. Other 

European nations, including France, quickly followed suit. 

 

Hoover, by this time a lame-duck President, consulted Roosevelt and 

suggested the recreation of the War Debts Commission. FDR offered Hoover little 

support, not wanting to be hamstrung by his predecessor's policies after he took 

office in March. Hoover alerted the British that they would have to make their 

scheduled payment, but that negotiations about future payments were possible. 

Much to Hoover's relief, Britain did make its December 15 payment; the other 

European nations, with the exception of Italy, defaulted. Hoover continued 
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throughout the interregnum (the period between FDR's election in November 1932 

and his inauguration in March 1933) to press FDR to support a commission on the 

debt issue, but to no avail. This matter, as well as the general state of the 

international economy, would be left for Roosevelt's consideration. 

 

Hoover worked assiduously during his term to bring about international 

agreements on disarmament. In 1930, he sent Secretary of State Stimson and a highly 

credentialed, bipartisan delegation to the London Naval Conference to discuss 

further reductions in naval armaments; the 1930 Conference was itself a successor to 

conferences in Washington, D.C., in 1922 and Geneva, Switzerland, in 1927. While 

the summit quickly became bogged down in arcane technical discussions about the 

size, speed, and armaments of specific classes of naval warships, Stimson hammered 

out an agreement with Britain and Japan to limit the number and size of each 

signatory's naval cruisers. The Senate approved the agreement in July 1930. 

 

Later, in 1932, Hoover sent Stimson to the World Disarmament Conference at 

Geneva. Consumed by the Depression and facing a presidential election, Hoover 

paid scant attention to the deliberations and gave the American delegation's leader, 

Ambassador Hugh Gibson, unrealistic proposals which called for the abolition of 

submarines, airplanes and, tanks. The conference ultimately failed because France 

made arms reductions contingent on a "consultative pact," between France, the 

United States, and England, designed to thwart German militarism should it 

reappear. Neither the United States nor Britain agreed to this condition. 

 

One of Hoover's most successful diplomatic initiatives was his "Good 

Neighbor" policy toward the nations of South and Central America. While most 

Americans associate the policy with President Franklin D. Roosevelt, it actually 

originated with the previous administration. Hoover's approach had both symbolic 

and substantive elements. After his election in 1928, but before assuming the 

presidency, Hoover embarked on a ten-week tour of Latin America during which he 

delivered twenty-five speeches, almost all of which stressed his plans to reduce 

American political and military interference in Latin American affairs. In sum, he 

pledged that the United States would act as a "good neighbor." Just as important, in 

1930, Hoover ordered the release of a 1928 State Department paper—the "Clark 

Memorandum"—that disputed the legality of American intervention in Latin 

America under the Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine. 

 

In a number of instances, Hoover backed up this symbolism with concrete 

actions. He removed American troops from Nicaragua after the 1932 election. He 

signed a treaty with Haiti that same year, promising to end the American occupation 
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by January 1, 1935. And he personally arbitrated a dispute between Chile, Peru, and 

Bolivia, which Secretary of State Stimson called Hoover's "greatest personal 

triumph." Hoover's "Good Neighbor policy" established a solid foundation on which 

his immediate successor could build. 

 

In September 1931, Japan invaded the Chinese province of Manchuria, a 

mineral-rich and agriculturally productive region that had long been coveted by 

Japanese expansionists. Hoover and Stimson decided against an immediate 

American response, but Japan's successful campaign in the following months to 

seize all of Manchuria worried Stimson. The question was how the United States and 

the world community would respond to the flagrant violations of Chinese 

sovereignty and the Kellogg-Briand Pact of 1929 (of which Japan was a signatory) 

that renounced war as an "instrument of national policy." In November 1931, the 

League of Nations passed a resolution demanding that Japan withdraw from 

Chinese territory. Japan, however, ignored the dictum. 

 

Hoover and Stimson, meanwhile, were at loggerheads. The President, fearful 

that the United States might become embroiled in a military conflict in Asia, wanted 

to reduce the nation's profile there. His most hawkish proposal was to favor a policy 

of not recognizing Japanese territorial gains should Japan and China sign a peace 

treaty. Stimson understood Hoover's desire to avoid war and supported the non-

recognition policy, but also privately considered the use of military action or 

economic sanctions. In January 1932, as Japanese forces occupied the southern 

Manchurian city of Chinchou, Stimson drafted a diplomatic note warning the 

Japanese that the United States would not accept any treaty resolving the 

Manchurian crisis which violated existing treaties such as the Kellogg-Briand Pact; in 

essence, Stimson's note, which came to be known as the Stimson Doctrine—even 

though President Hoover was its intellectual author—meant that the United States 

would not recognize Japan's territorial gains in Manchuria. 

 

The Stimson Doctrine failed to halt the Japanese, who soon laid siege to the 

city of Shanghai. Stimson grew frustrated that even this provocation failed to move 

Hoover to more decisive action, though the Secretary of State largely kept his 

thoughts private. Instead, Stimson, with Hoover's support, wrote a letter 

(subsequently released to the public) to Senator William Borah, chair of the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee. In it, he warned that continued Japanese aggression in 

Manchuria permitted the United States to abrogate the arms control agreements it 

had signed with Japan over the previous decade. Stimson also convinced Hoover 

that the letter not disavow the possibility of coercive action against the Japan. 
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While Japan did halt its attack on Shanghai, the Borah letter had little effect. 

Instead, it clarified Hoover's and Stimson's different approach to the Manchurian 

crisis and to international affairs more generally. Stimson supported both non-

recognition and the possible use of force. Hoover, on the other hand, would go no 

farther than non-recognition. This debate would reappear in American foreign 

policy circles throughout the 1930s. 
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Lesson 9 
 

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT 
 

Franklin D. Roosevelt, in full Franklin Delano Roosevelt, byname FDR, (born 

January 30, 1882, Hyde Park, New York, U.S.—died April 12, 1945, Warm Springs, 

Georgia), 32nd president of the United States (1933–45). The only president elected 

to the office four times, Roosevelt led the United States through two of the greatest 

crises of the 20th century: the Great Depression and World War II. In so doing, he 

greatly expanded the powers of the federal government through a series of 

programs and reforms known as the New Deal, and he served as the principal 

architect of the successful effort to rid the world of German National Socialism and 

Japanese militarism. 

 

Early Life 

 

Roosevelt was the only child of James and Sara Delano Roosevelt. The family 

lived in unostentatious and genteel luxury, dividing its time between the family 

estate in the Hudson River valley of New York state and European resorts. Young 

Roosevelt was educated privately at home until age 14, when he entered Groton 

Preparatory School in Groton, Massachusetts. At Groton, as at home, he was reared 

to be a gentleman, assuming responsibility for those less fortunate and exercising 

Christian stewardship through public service. 

 

In 1900 Roosevelt entered Harvard University, where he spent most of his 

time on extracurricular activities and a strenuous social life; his academic record was 

undistinguished. It was during his Harvard years that he fell under the spell of his 

fifth cousin, Pres. Theodore Roosevelt, the progressive champion who advocated a 

vastly increased role for the government in the nation’s economy. It was also during 

his Harvard years that he fell in love with Theodore Roosevelt’s niece, Eleanor 

Roosevelt, who was then active in charitable work for the poor in New York City. 

The distant cousins became engaged during Roosevelt’s final year at Harvard, and 

they were married on March 17, 1905. Eleanor would later open her husband’s eyes 

to the deplorable state of the poor in New York’s slums. 

 

Roosevelt attended Columbia University Law School but was not much 

interested in his studies. After passing the New York bar exam, he went to work as a 

clerk for the distinguished Wall Street firm of Carter, Ledyard, and Milburn, but he 

displayed the same attitude of indifference toward the legal profession as he had 

toward his education. 
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Early Political Activities 

 

Motivated by his cousin Theodore, who continued to urge young men of 

privileged backgrounds to enter public service, Roosevelt looked for an opportunity 

to launch a career in politics. That opportunity came in 1910, when Democratic Party 

leaders of Dutchess county, New York, persuaded him to undertake an apparently 

futile attempt to win a seat in the state senate. Roosevelt, whose branch of the family 

had always voted Democratic, hesitated only long enough to make sure his 

distinguished Republican Party relative would not speak against him. He 

campaigned strenuously and won the election. Not quite 29 when he took his seat in 

Albany, he quickly won statewide and even some national attention by leading a 

small group of Democratic insurgents who refused to support Billy Sheehan, the 

candidate for the United States Senate backed by Tammany Hall, the New York City 

Democratic organization. For three months Roosevelt helped hold the insurgents 

firm, and Tammany was forced to switch to another candidate. 

 

In the New York Senate Roosevelt learned much of the give-and-take of 

politics, and he gradually abandoned his patrician airs and attitude of superiority. In 

the process, he came to champion the full program of progressive reform. By 1911 

Roosevelt was supporting progressive New Jersey Gov. Woodrow Wilson for the 

Democratic presidential nomination of 1912. In that year Roosevelt was reelected to 

the state senate, despite an attack of typhoid fever that prevented him from making 

public appearances during the campaign. His success was attributable in part to the 

publicity generated by an Albany journalist, Louis McHenry Howe. Howe saw in 

the tall, handsome Roosevelt a politician with great promise, and he remained 

dedicated to Roosevelt for the rest of his life. 

 

For his work on behalf of Wilson, Roosevelt was appointed assistant secretary 

of the navy in March 1913. Roosevelt loved the sea and naval traditions, and he 

knew more about them than did his superior, navy secretary Josephus Daniels, with 

whom he was frequently impatient. Roosevelt tried with mixed success to bring 

reforms to the navy yards, which were under his jurisdiction, meanwhile learning to 

negotiate with labour unions among the navy’s civilian employees. 

 

After war broke out in Europe in 1914, Roosevelt became a vehement 

advocate of military preparedness, and following U.S. entry into the war in 1917, he 

built a reputation as an effective administrator. In the summer of 1918 he made an 

extended tour of naval bases and battlefields overseas. Upon his return, Eleanor 

Roosevelt discovered that her husband had been romantically involved with her 

social secretary, Lucy Mercer. She offered him a divorce; he refused and promised 
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never to see Mercer again (a promise he would break in the 1940s). Although the 

Roosevelts agreed to remain together, their relationship ceased to be an intimate one. 

 

Paralysis to Presidency 

 

At the 1920 Democratic convention Roosevelt won the nomination for vice 

president on a ticket with presidential nominee James M. Cox. Roosevelt 

campaigned vigorously on behalf of American entry into the League of Nations, but 

the Democrats lost in a landslide to the Republican ticket of Warren G. Harding and 

Calvin Coolidge. Roosevelt then became vice president of a bonding company, 

Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland, and entered into several other business 

ventures. 

 

In August 1921, while Roosevelt was on vacation at Campobello Island, New 

Brunswick, Canada, his life was transformed when he was stricken with 

poliomyelitis. He suffered intensely, and for some time he was almost completely 

paralyzed. His mother urged him to retire to the family estate at Hyde Park, but his 

wife and Howe believed it essential that he remain active in politics. For his part, 

Roosevelt never abandoned hope that he would regain the use of his legs. 

 

Unable to pursue an active political career as he recovered from polio, 

Roosevelt depended on his wife to keep his name alive in Democratic circles. 

Although initially very shy, Eleanor Roosevelt became an effective public speaker 

and an adroit political analyst under Howe’s tutelage. As a result of her speaking 

engagements all over New York state, Roosevelt never faded entirely from the 

political scene, despite what seemed to be a career-ending affliction. In 1924 he made 

a dramatic appearance at the Democratic convention to nominate Alfred E. Smith, 

governor of New York, for president, and he repeated his nomination of Smith at the 

1928 convention. Smith, in turn, urged Roosevelt to run for governor of New York in 

1928. Roosevelt was at first reluctant but eventually agreed. 

 

As he traveled by automobile around the state, Roosevelt demonstrated that 

his illness had not destroyed the youthful resilience and vitality that had led people 

such as Howe to predict great political success. He also showed that he had matured 

into a more serious person, one now with a keen appreciation for life’s hardships. 

On election day Roosevelt won by 25,000 votes, even though New York state went 

Republican in the presidential election, contributing to Herbert Hoover’s landslide 

victory in the 1928 presidential election over Smith. 
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Succeeding Smith as governor, Roosevelt realized he had to establish an 

administration distinct from that of his predecessor. Accordingly, he declined to 

appoint Smith’s cronies to state office and did not look to Smith, the “Happy 

Warrior,” for guidance. Smith, already stung by his defeat for the presidency, was 

hurt by Roosevelt’s apparent lack of gratitude, and a breach developed between the 

two men. 

 

During his first term, Governor Roosevelt concentrated on tax relief for 

farmers and cheaper public utilities for consumers. The appeal of his programs, 

particularly in upstate New York, led to his reelection in 1930 by 725,000 votes. As 

the depression worsened during his second term, Roosevelt moved farther to the 

political left, mobilizing the state government to provide relief and to aid in 

economic recovery. In the fall of 1931 he persuaded the Republican-dominated 

legislature to establish the Temporary Emergency Relief Administration, which 

eventually provided unemployment assistance to 10 percent of New York’s families. 

His aggressive approach to the economic problems of his state, along with his 

overwhelming electoral victory in 1930, boosted Roosevelt into the front ranks of 

contenders for the Democratic presidential nomination in 1932. 

 

Because winning the nomination then required a two-thirds vote in the 

Democratic convention, even a leading contender could be stopped with relative 

ease. It soon became apparent that Roosevelt’s strongest opposition would come 

from urban and conservative Eastern Democrats still loyal to Smith; his strongest 

support was in the South and West. The opposition became stronger when John 

Nance Garner of Texas, speaker of the House of Representatives, won the California 

Democratic primary. But on the third ballot at the 1932 convention, Garner released 

his delegates to Roosevelt, who then captured the required two-thirds vote on the 

fourth ballot. Garner received the vice presidential nomination. Roosevelt then broke 

tradition by appearing in person to accept his party’s nomination. In his speech 

before the delegates, he said, “I pledge you, I pledge myself, to a new deal for the 

American people.” 

 

With the depression the only issue of consequence in the presidential 

campaign of 1932, the American people had a choice between the apparently 

unsuccessful policies of the incumbent Hoover and the vaguely defined New Deal 

program presented by Roosevelt. While Roosevelt avoided specifics, he made clear 

that his program for economic recovery would make extensive use of the power of 

the federal government. In a series of addresses carefully prepared by a team of 

advisers popularly known as the Brain Trust, he promised aid to farmers, public 

development of electric power, a balanced budget, and government policing of 
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irresponsible private economic power. Besides having policy differences, the two 

candidates presented a stark contrast in personal demeanour as well. Roosevelt was 

genial and exuded confidence, while Hoover remained unremittingly grim and 

dour. On election day, Roosevelt received nearly 23 million popular votes to 

Hoover’s nearly 16 million; the electoral vote was 472 to 59. In a repudiation not just 

of Hoover but also of the Republican Party, Americans elected substantial 

Democratic majorities to both houses of Congress. 

 

In the four months between the election and Roosevelt’s inauguration, 

President Hoover sought Roosevelt’s cooperation in stemming the deepening 

economic crisis. But Roosevelt refused to subscribe to Hoover’s proposals, which 

Hoover himself admitted would mean “the abandonment of 90 percent of the so-

called new deal.” As a result, the economy continued to decline. By inauguration 

day—March 4, 1933—most banks had shut down, industrial production had fallen to 

just 56 percent of its 1929 level, at least 13 million wage earners were unemployed, 

and farmers were in desperate straits. 

 

The First Term 

 

In his inaugural address Roosevelt promised prompt, decisive action, and he 

conveyed some of his own unshakable self-confidence to millions of Americans 

listening on radios throughout the land. “This great nation will endure as it has 

endured, will revive and prosper,” he asserted, adding, “the only thing we have to 

fear is fear itself.” 

 

“The Hundred Days” 

 

Roosevelt followed up on his promise of prompt action with “The Hundred 

Days”—the first phase of the New Deal, in which his administration presented 

Congress with a broad array of measures intended to achieve economic recovery, to 

provide relief to the millions of poor and unemployed, and to reform aspects of the 

economy that Roosevelt believed had caused the collapse. Roosevelt was candid in 

admitting that the initial thrust of the New Deal was experimental. He would see 

what worked and what did not, abandoning the latter and persisting with the former 

until the crisis was overcome. 

 

His first step was to order all banks closed until Congress, meeting in special 

session on March 9, could pass legislation allowing banks in sound condition to 

reopen; this “bank holiday,” as Roosevelt euphemistically called it, was intended to 

end depositors’ runs, which were threatening to destroy the nation’s entire banking 
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system. The bank holiday, combined with emergency banking legislation and the 

first of Roosevelt’s regular national radio broadcasts (later known as the “fireside 

chats”), so restored public confidence that when banks did reopen the much-feared 

runs did not materialize. 

 

Two key recovery measures of The Hundred Days were the Agricultural 

Adjustment Act (AAA) and the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA). The AAA 

established the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, which was charged with 

increasing prices of agricultural commodities and expanding the proportion of 

national income going to farmers. Its strategy was to grant subsidies to producers of 

seven basic commodities—wheat, corn (maize), hogs, cotton, tobacco, rice, and 

milk—in return for reduced production, thereby reducing the surpluses that kept 

commodity prices low. The subsidies were to be generated from taxes on the 

processing of the commodities. When the Supreme Court invalidated the tax in 1936, 

Roosevelt shifted the focus of the AAA to soil conservation, but the principle of 

paying farmers not to grow remained at the core of American agricultural policy for 

six decades. Although quite controversial when introduced—especially because it 

required the destruction of newly planted fields at a time when many Americans 

were going hungry—the AAA program gradually succeeded in raising farmers’ 

incomes. However, it was not until 1941 that farm income reached even the 

inadequate level of 1929. 

 

The NIRA was a two-part program. One part consisted of a $3.3-billion 

appropriation for public works, to be spent by the Public Works Administration 

(PWA). Had this money been poured rapidly into the economy, it might have done 

much to stimulate recovery. Since Roosevelt wanted to be sure the program would 

not invite fraud and waste, however, the PWA moved slowly and deliberately, and 

it did not become an important factor until late in the New Deal. 

 

The other part of the NIRA was the National Recovery Administration 

(NRA), whose task was to establish and administer industrywide codes that 

prohibited unfair trade practices, set minimum wages and maximum hours, 

guaranteed workers the right to bargain collectively, and imposed controls on prices 

and production. The codes eventually became enormously complex and difficult to 

enforce, and by 1935 the business community, which at first had welcomed the NRA, 

had become disillusioned with the program and blamed Roosevelt for its 

ineffectiveness. In May of that year the Supreme Court invalidated the NRA, which 

by that time had few supporters in Congress or the administration. 
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Another important recovery measure was the Tennessee Valley Authority 

(TVA), a public corporation created in 1933 to build dams and hydroelectric power 

plants and to improve navigation and flood control in the vast Tennessee River 

basin. The TVA, which eventually provided cheap electricity to impoverished areas 

in seven states along the river and its tributaries, reignited a long-standing debate 

over the proper role of government in the development of the nation’s natural 

resources. The constitutionality of the agency was challenged immediately after its 

establishment but was upheld by the Supreme Court in 1936. 

 

The Hundred Days also included relief and reform measures, the former 

referring to short-term payments to individuals to alleviate hardship, the latter to 

long-range programs aimed at eliminating economic abuses. The Federal Emergency 

Relief Administration (FERA) granted funds to state relief agencies, and the Civilian 

Conservation Corps (CCC) employed hundreds of thousands of young men in 

reforestation and flood-control work. The Home Owners’ Refinancing Act provided 

mortgage relief for millions of unemployed Americans in danger of losing their 

homes. 

 

Reform measures included the Federal Securities Act, which provided 

government oversight of stock trading (later augmented by establishment of the 

Securities and Exchange Commission [SEC]), and the Glass-Steagall Banking Reform 

Act, which prohibited commercial banks from making risky investments and 

established the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) to protect depositors’ 

accounts. 

 

The New Deal 

 

By the fall of 1934, the measures passed during The Hundred Days had 

produced a limited degree of recovery; more importantly, they had regenerated 

hope that the country would surmount the crisis. Although the New Deal had 

alienated conservatives, including many businessmen, most Americans supported 

Roosevelt’s programs. That support manifested itself in the congressional elections 

of 1934, in which Democrats added to their already substantial majorities in both 

houses. 

 

Yet by 1935 Roosevelt knew he had to do more. Although the economy had 

begun to rise from its nadir during the winter of 1932–33, it was still far below its 

level before the stock market crash of 1929. Millions of Americans were still 

unemployed—many had been jobless for several years—and the destitute were 

beginning to listen to demagogues who criticized the New Deal for not going far 
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enough. Roosevelt foresaw the possibility that in the 1936 presidential election he 

would face a significant third-party challenge from the left. 

 

To meet this threat, Roosevelt asked Congress to pass additional New Deal 

legislation—sometimes called the “Second New Deal”—in 1935. The key measures 

of the Second New Deal were the Social Security Act, the Works Progress 

Administration (WPA), and the Wagner Act. The Social Security Act for the first 

time established an economic “safety net” for all Americans, providing 

unemployment and disability insurance and old-age pensions. The WPA, headed by 

Roosevelt’s close confidant Harry Hopkins, aimed to provide the unemployed with 

useful work that would help to maintain their skills and bolster their self-respect. 

Between 1935 and 1941 it employed a monthly average of 2.1 million workers on a 

variety of projects, including the construction of roads, bridges, airports, and public 

buildings; natural-resource conservation; and artistic and cultural programs such as 

painting public murals and writing local and regional histories. The Wagner Act 

(officially the National Labor Relations Act) reestablished labour’s right to bargain 

collectively (which had been eliminated when the Supreme Court had invalidated 

the NRA), and it created the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to adjudicate 

labour disputes. In addition to these hallmark measures, Congress also passed a 

major tax revision—labeled by its opponents as a “soak-the-rich” tax—that raised tax 

rates for persons with large incomes and for large corporations. 

 

The Second Term 

 

Roosevelt ran for reelection in 1936 with the firm support of farmers, 

labourers, and the poor. He faced the equally firm opposition of conservatives, but 

the epithets hurled at him from the right merely helped to unify his following. The 

Republican nominee, Gov. Alfred M. Landon of Kansas, a moderate, could do little 

to stem the Roosevelt tide. Landon received fewer than 17 million votes to 

Roosevelt’s more than 27 million, and Roosevelt carried every state except Maine 

and Vermont. 

 

Declaring in his Second Inaugural Address that “I see one-third of a nation ill-

housed, ill-clad, ill-nourished,” Roosevelt was determined to push forward with 

further New Deal reforms. With large Democratic majorities in both houses of 

Congress, there remained only one obstacle to his objectives: the Supreme Court. 

During Roosevelt’s first term, the court, which consisted entirely of pre-Roosevelt 

appointees, had invalidated several key New Deal measures, and cases challenging 

the Social Security Act and the Wagner Act were pending. To make the court more 

supportive of reform legislation, Roosevelt proposed a reorganization plan that 
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would have allowed him to appoint one new justice for every sitting justice aged 70 

years or older. Widely viewed as a court-packing scheme (even by Roosevelt’s 

supporters), the reorganization bill provoked heated debate in Congress and 

eventually was voted down, which handed Roosevelt his first major legislative 

defeat. Meanwhile, the fight over court packing seemed to alter the Supreme Court’s 

attitude toward the New Deal, and both the Social Security Act and the Wagner Act 

were upheld. 

 

End of the New Deal 

 

By 1937 the economy had recovered substantially, and Roosevelt, seeing an 

opportunity to return to a balanced budget, drastically curtailed government 

spending. The result was a sharp recession, during which the economy began 

plummeting toward 1932 levels. Chastened by the recession, Roosevelt now began to 

pay more attention to advisers who counseled deficit spending as the best way to 

counter the depression. Late in 1937 he backed another massive government 

spending program, and by the middle of 1938 the crisis had passed. 

 

By 1938 the New Deal was drawing to a close. Conservative Southern 

Democrats openly opposed its continuation, and Roosevelt’s attempt to defeat 

several of them in the 1938 Democratic primaries not only proved unsuccessful but 

also produced charges that the president was a dictator trying to conduct a “purge.” 

In the congressional elections that year the Republicans gained 80 seats in the House 

and 7 in the Senate. Despite continued Democratic majorities in both houses, an 

alliance of Republicans and conservative Democrats now blocked any further reform 

legislation. 

 

Foreign Policy 

 

By 1939 foreign policy was overshadowing domestic policy. From the 

beginning of his presidency, Roosevelt had been deeply involved in foreign-policy 

questions. Although he refused to support international currency stabilization at the 

London Economic Conference in 1933, by 1936 he had stabilized the dollar and 

concluded stabilization agreements with Great Britain and France. Roosevelt 

extended American recognition to the government of the Soviet Union, launched the 

Good Neighbor Policy to improve U.S. relations with Latin America, and backed 

reciprocal agreements to lower trade barriers between the U.S. and other countries. 

 

Congress, however, was dominated by isolationists who believed that 

American entry into World War I had been mistaken and who were determined to 
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prevent the United States from being drawn into another European war. Beginning 

with the Neutrality Act of 1935, Congress passed a series of laws designed to 

minimize American involvement with belligerent nations. Roosevelt accepted the 

neutrality laws but at the same time warned Americans of the danger of remaining 

isolated from a world increasingly menaced by the dictatorial regimes in Germany, 

Italy, and Japan. Speaking in Chicago in October 1937, he proposed that peace-

loving nations make concerted efforts to quarantine aggressors. Although he seemed 

to mean nothing more drastic than breaking off diplomatic relations, the proposal 

created such alarm throughout the country that he quickly backed away from even 

this modest level of international involvement. Then, in December, the Japanese 

sank an American gunboat, the USS Panay, on the Yangtze River in China. Most 

Americans feared that the attack would lead to war, and they were pleased when 

Roosevelt accepted Japan’s apologies. 

 

When World War II broke out in Europe in September 1939, Roosevelt called 

Congress into special session to revise the neutrality acts to permit belligerents—i.e., 

Britain and France—to buy American arms on a “cash-and-carry” basis; over the 

objections of isolationists, the cash-and-carry policy was enacted. When France fell to 

the Germans in the spring and early summer of 1940, and Britain was left alone to 

face the Nazi war machine, Roosevelt convinced Congress to intensify defense 

preparations and to support Britain with “all aid short of war.” In the fall of that 

year Roosevelt sent 50 older destroyers to Britain, which feared an imminent 

German invasion, in exchange for eight naval bases. 

 

The Third and Fourth Terms 

 

The swap of ships for bases took place during the 1940 presidential election 

campaign. Earlier in the year the Democrats had nominated Roosevelt for a third 

term, even though his election would break the two-term tradition honoured since 

the presidency of George Washington. The Republican nominee, Wendell L. Willkie, 

represented a departure from the isolationist-dominated Republican Party, and the 

two candidates agreed on most foreign-policy issues, including increased military 

aid to Britain. On election day, Roosevelt defeated Willkie soundly—by 27 million to 

22 million popular votes—though his margin of victory was less than it had been in 

1932 and 1936. Roosevelt’s support was reduced by a number of factors, including 

the court-packing scheme, the attempted “purge” of conservative Democrats in 1938, 

the breaking of the two-term tradition, and fears that he would lead the nation into 

war. 
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By inauguration day in 1941, Britain was running out of cash and finding it 

increasingly difficult—owing to German submarine attacks—to carry American 

arms across the Atlantic. In March 1941, after a bitter debate in Congress, Roosevelt 

obtained passage of the Lend-Lease Act, which enabled the United States to accept 

noncash payment for military and other aid to Britain and its allies. Later that year 

he authorized the United States Navy to provide protection for lend-lease 

shipments, and in the fall he instructed the navy to “shoot on sight” at German 

submarines. All these actions moved the United States closer to actual belligerency 

with Germany. 

 

In August 1941, on a battleship off Newfoundland, Canada, Roosevelt and 

British Prime Minister Winston Churchill issued a joint statement, the Atlantic 

Charter, in which they pledged their countries to the goal of achieving “the final 

destruction of the Nazi tyranny.” Reminiscent of the Four Freedoms that Roosevelt 

outlined in his annual message to Congress in January 1941, the statement 

disclaimed territorial aggrandizement and affirmed a commitment to national self-

determination, freedom of the seas, freedom from want and fear, greater economic 

opportunities, and disarmament of all aggressor nations. 

 

Attack on Pearl Harbor 

 

Yet it was in the Pacific rather than the Atlantic that war came to the United 

States. When Japan joined the Axis powers of Germany and Italy, Roosevelt began to 

restrict exports to Japan of supplies essential to making war. Throughout 1941, Japan 

negotiated with the United States, seeking restoration of trade in those supplies, 

particularly petroleum products. When the negotiations failed to produce 

agreement, Japanese military leaders began to plan an attack on the United States. 

According to one school of thought, this was exactly what Roosevelt wanted, for, by 

backing Japan into a corner and forcing it to make war on the United States, the 

president could then enter the European war in defense of Britain—the so-called 

“back door to war” theory. This controversial hypothesis continues to be debated 

today.  

 

By the end of November, Roosevelt knew that an attack was imminent (the 

United States had broken the Japanese code), but he was uncertain where it would 

take place. To his great surprise, the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, on 

December 7, 1941, destroying or damaging nearly the entire U.S. Pacific fleet and 

hundreds of airplanes and killing about 2,500 military personnel and civilians. On 

December 8, at Roosevelt’s request, Congress declared war on Japan; on December 

11 Germany and Italy declared war on the United States. 
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At a press conference in December 1943, Roosevelt asserted that “Dr. New 

Deal” had been replaced by “Dr. Win the War.” The many New Deal agencies 

designed to provide employment during the Great Depression rapidly disappeared 

as war mobilization created more jobs than there were people to fill them. Full 

economic recovery, which had resisted Roosevelt’s efforts throughout the 1930s, 

suddenly came about as a consequence of massive government spending on war 

production in the early 1940s. 

 

Relations with the Allies 

 

From the start of American involvement in World War II, Roosevelt took the 

lead in establishing a grand alliance among all countries fighting the Axis powers. 

He met with Churchill in a number of wartime conferences at which differences 

were settled amicably. One early difference centred upon the question of an invasion 

of France. Churchill wanted to postpone such an invasion until Nazi forces had been 

weakened, and his view prevailed until the great Normandy Invasion was finally 

launched on “D-Day,” June 6, 1944. Meanwhile, American and British forces 

invaded North Africa in November 1942, Sicily in July 1943, and Italy in September 

1943. 

 

Relations with the Soviet Union posed a difficult problem for Roosevelt. 

Throughout the war the Soviet Union accepted large quantities of lend-lease 

supplies but seldom divulged its military plans or acted in coordination with its 

Western allies. Roosevelt, believing that the maintenance of peace after the war 

depended on friendly relations with the Soviet Union, hoped to win the confidence 

of Joseph Stalin. He, Stalin, and Churchill seemed to get along well when they met at 

Tehrān in November 1943. By the time the “Big Three” met again at the Yalta 

Conference in Crimea, U.S.S.R., in February 1945, the war in Europe was almost 

over. At Yalta, Roosevelt secured Stalin’s commitment to enter the war against Japan 

soon after Germany’s surrender and to establish democratic governments in the 

nations of eastern Europe occupied by Soviet troops. Stalin kept his pledge 

concerning Japan but proceeded to impose Soviet satellite governments throughout 

eastern Europe. 

 

Declining Health and Death 

 

Roosevelt had been suffering from advanced arteriosclerosis for more than a 

year before the Yalta Conference. His political opponents had tried to make much of 

his obviously declining health during the campaign of 1944, when he ran for a fourth 

term against Governor Thomas E. Dewey of New York. But Roosevelt campaigned 
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actively and won the election by a popular vote of 25 million to 22 million and an 

electoral college vote of 432 to 99. By the time of his return from Yalta, however, he 

was so weak that for the first time in his presidency he spoke to Congress while 

sitting down. Early in April 1945 he traveled to his cottage in Warm Springs, 

Georgia—the “Little White House”—to rest. On the afternoon of April 12, while 

sitting for a portrait, he suffered a massive cerebral hemorrhage, and he died a few 

hours later. With him at his death were two cousins, Laura Delano and Margaret 

Suckley, and Lucy Mercer Rutherfurd (by then a widow), with whom he had 

renewed his relationship a few years before. 

 

During his lifetime Franklin D. Roosevelt was simultaneously one of the most 

loved and most hated men in American history. His supporters hailed him as the 

saviour of his nation during the Great Depression and the defender of democracy 

during World War II. Opponents criticized him for undermining American free-

market capitalism, for unconstitutionally expanding the powers of the federal 

government, and for transforming the nation into a welfare state. It is generally 

accepted by all, however, that he was a brilliant politician, able to create a massive 

coalition of supporters that sustained the Democratic Party for decades after his 

death. There is also little argument that he was a talented administrator, able to 

retain leaders of diverse views within the executive branch. At his death most 

Americans were plunged into profound grief, testimony to the strong emotional 

attachment they felt for the man who had led them through two of the darkest 

periods in the nation’s history. Although much of that emotion has dissipated over 

the years, Roosevelt’s standing as one of the few truly great American presidents 

seems secure. 
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Lesson 10 
 

USA IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR 
 

After World War I most Americans concluded that participating in 

international affairs had been a mistake. They sought peace through isolation and 

throughout the 1920s advocated a policy of disarmament and nonintervention. As a 

result, relations with Latin-American nations improved substantially under Hoover, 

an anti-imperialist. This enabled Roosevelt to establish what became known as the 

Good Neighbor Policy, which repudiated altogether the right of intervention in Latin 

America. By exercising restraint in the region as a whole and by withdrawing 

American occupation forces from the Caribbean, Roosevelt increased the prestige of 

the United States in Latin America to its highest level in memory. 

 

As the European situation became more tense, the United States continued to 

hold to its isolationist policy. Congress, with the approval of Roosevelt and Secretary 

of State Cordell Hull, enacted a series of neutrality laws that legislated against the 

factors that supposedly had taken the United States into World War I. As Italy 

prepared to invade Ethiopia, Congress passed the Neutrality Act of 1935, 

embargoing shipment of arms to either aggressor or victim. Stronger legislation 

followed the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in 1936, in effect penalizing the 

Spanish government, whose fascist enemies were receiving strong support from 

Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler. 

 

In the Pacific Roosevelt continued Hoover’s policy of nonrecognition of 

Japan’s conquests in Asia. When Japan invaded China in 1937, however, he seemed 

to begin moving away from isolationism. He did not invoke the Neutrality Act, 

which had just been revised, and in October he warned that war was like a disease 

and suggested that it might be desirable for peace-loving nations to “quarantine” 

aggressor nations. He then quickly denied that his statement had any policy 

implications, and by December, when Japanese aircraft sank a U.S. gunboat in the 

Yangtze River, thoughts of reprisal were stifled by public apathy and by Japan’s 

offer of apologies and indemnities. With strong public opposition to foreign 

intervention, Roosevelt concentrated on regional defense, continuing to build up the 

navy and signing mutual security agreements with other governments in North and 

South America. 

 

When Germany’s invasion of Poland in 1939 touched off World War II, 

Roosevelt called Congress into special session to revise the Neutrality Act to allow 

belligerents (in reality only Great Britain and France, both on the Allied side) to 
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purchase munitions on a cash-and-carry basis. With the fall of France to Germany in 

June 1940, Roosevelt, with heavy public support, threw the resources of the United 

States behind the British. He ordered the War and Navy departments to resupply 

British divisions that had been rescued at Dunkirk minus their weaponry, and in 

September he agreed to exchange 50 obsolescent destroyers for 99-year leases on 

eight British naval and air bases in the Western Hemisphere. 

 

The question of how much and what type of additional aid should be given to 

the Allies became a major issue of the election of 1940, in which Roosevelt ran for an 

unprecedented third term. Public opinion polls, a new influence upon decision 

makers, showed that most Americans favoured Britain but still wished to stay out of 

war. Roosevelt’s opponent, Wendell Willkie, capitalized on this and rose steadily in 

the polls by attacking the president as a warmonger. An alarmed Roosevelt fought 

back, going so far as to make what he knew was an empty promise. “Your boys,” he 

said just before the election, “are not going to be sent into any foreign wars.” In 

truth, both candidates realized that U.S. intervention in the war might become 

essential, contrary to their public statements. Roosevelt won a decisive victory. 

 

Upon being returned to office, Roosevelt moved quickly to aid the Allies. His 

Lend-Lease Act, passed in March 1941 after vehement debate, committed the United 

States to supply the Allies on credit. When Germany, on March 25, extended its war 

zone to include Iceland and the Denmark Strait, Roosevelt retaliated in April by 

extending the American Neutrality Patrol to Iceland. In July the United States 

occupied Iceland, and U.S. naval vessels began escorting convoys of American and 

Icelandic ships. That summer Lend-Lease was extended to the Soviet Union after it 

was invaded by Germany. In August Roosevelt met with the British prime minister, 

Winston Churchill, off the coast of Newfoundland to issue a set of war aims known 

as the Atlantic Charter. It called for national self-determination, larger economic 

opportunities, freedom from fear and want, freedom of the seas, and disarmament. 

 

Although in retrospect U.S. entry into World War II seems inevitable, in 1941 

it was still the subject of great debate. Isolationism was a great political force, and 

many influential individuals were determined that U.S. aid policy stop short of war. 

In fact, as late as August 12, 1941, the House of Representatives extended the 

Selective Training and Service Act of 1940 by a vote of only 203 to 202. Despite 

isolationist resistance, Roosevelt pushed cautiously forward. In late August the navy 

added British and Allied ships to its Icelandic convoys. Its orders were to shoot 

German and Italian warships on sight, thus making the United States an undeclared 

participant in the Battle of the Atlantic. During October one U.S. destroyer was 

damaged by a German U-boat and another was sunk. The United States now 
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embarked on an undeclared naval war against Germany, but Roosevelt refrained 

from asking for a formal declaration of war. According to public opinion polls, a 

majority of Americans still hoped to remain neutral. 

 

The war question was soon resolved by events in the Pacific. As much as a 

distant neutral could, the United States had been supporting China in its war against 

Japan, yet it continued to sell Japan products and commodities essential to the 

Japanese war effort. Then, in July 1940, the United States applied an embargo on the 

sale of aviation gas, lubricants, and prime scrap metal to Japan. When Japanese 

armies invaded French Indochina in September with the apparent purpose of 

establishing bases for an attack on the East Indies, the United States struck back by 

embargoing all types of scrap iron and steel and by extending a loan to China. Japan 

promptly retaliated by signing a limited treaty of alliance, the Tripartite Pact, with 

Germany and Italy. Roosevelt extended a much larger loan to China and in 

December embargoed iron ore, pig iron, and a variety of other products. 

 

Attack on Pearl Harbor 

 

Japan and the United States then entered into complex negotiations in the 

spring of 1941. Neither country would compromise on the China question, however, 

Japan refusing to withdraw and the United States insisting upon it. Believing that 

Japan intended to attack the East Indies, the United States stopped exporting oil to 

Japan at the end of the summer. In effect an ultimatum, since Japan had limited oil 

stocks and no alternative source of supply, the oil embargo confirmed Japan’s 

decision to eliminate the U.S. Pacific Fleet and to conquer Southeast Asia, thereby 

becoming self-sufficient in crude oil and other vital resources. By the end of 

November Roosevelt and his military advisers knew (through intercepted Japanese 

messages) that a military attack was likely; they expected it to be against the East 

Indies or the Philippines. To their astonishment, on December 7 Japan directed its 

first blow against naval and air installations in Hawaii. In a bold surprise attack, 

Japanese aircraft destroyed or damaged 18 ships of war at Pearl Harbor, including 

the entire battleship force, and 347 planes. Total U.S. casualties amounted to 2,403 

dead and 1,178 wounded. 

 

On December 8, 1941, Congress with only one dissenting vote declared war 

against Japan. Three days later Germany and Italy declared war against the United 

States; and Congress, voting unanimously, reciprocated. As a result of the attack on 

Pearl Harbor, the previously divided nation entered into the global struggle with 

virtual unanimity. 
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The United States at War 

 

Although isolationism died at Pearl Harbor, its legacy of unpreparedness 

lived on. Anticipating war, Roosevelt and his advisers had been able to develop and 

execute some plans for military expansion, but public opinion prohibited large-scale 

appropriations for armament and defense. Thus, when Pearl Harbor was attacked, 

the United States had some 2,200,000 men under arms, but most were ill-trained and 

poorly equipped. Barely a handful of army divisions even approached a state of 

readiness. The Army Air Corps possessed only 1,100 combat planes, many of which 

were outdated. The navy was better prepared, but it was too small to fight a two-

ocean war and had barely been able to provide enough ships for convoy duty in the 

North Atlantic. Eventually more than 15,000,000 men and women would serve in the 

armed forces, but not until 1943 would the United States be strong enough to 

undertake large-scale offensive operations.  

 

War Production 

 

Roosevelt had begun establishing mobilization agencies in 1939, but none had 

sufficient power or authority to bring order out of the chaos generated as industry 

converted to war production. He therefore created the War Production Board in 

January 1942 to coordinate mobilization, and in 1943 an Office of War Mobilization 

was established to supervise the host of defense agencies that had sprung up in 

Washington, D.C. Gradually, a priorities system was devised to supply defense 

plants with raw materials; a synthetic rubber industry was developed from scratch; 

rationing conserved scarce resources; and the Office of Price Administration kept 

inflation under control. 

 

After initial snarls and never-ending disputes, by the beginning of 1944 

production was reaching astronomical totals—double those of all the enemy 

countries combined. Hailed at the time as a production miracle, this increase was 

about equal to what the country would have produced in peacetime, assuming full 

employment. War production might have risen even higher if regulation of civilian 

consumption and industry had been stricter. 

 

Scientists, under the direction of the Office of Scientific Research and 

Development, played a more important role in production than in any previous war, 

making gains in rocketry, radar and sonar, and other areas. Among the new 

inventions was the proximity fuze, which contained a tiny radio that detonated an 

artillery shell in the vicinity of its target, making a direct hit unnecessary. Of greatest 
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importance was the atomic bomb, developed by scientists in secrecy and first tested 

on July 6, 1945. 

 

Financing the War 

 

The total cost of the war to the federal government between 1941 and 1945 

was about $321,000,000,000 (10 times as much as World War I). Taxes paid 41 

percent of the cost, less than Roosevelt requested but more than the World War I 

figure of 33 percent. The remainder was financed by borrowing from financial 

institutions, an expensive method but one that Congress preferred over the 

alternatives of raising taxes even higher or making war bond purchases compulsory. 

In consequence the national debt increased fivefold, amounting to $259,000,000,000 

in 1945. The Revenue Act of 1942 revolutionized the tax structure by increasing the 

number who paid income taxes from 13,000,000 to 50,000,000. At the same time, 

through taxes on excess profits and other sources of income, the rich were made to 

bear a larger part of the burden, making this the only period in modern history when 

wealth was significantly redistributed. 

 

Social Consequences of the War 

 

Despite the vast number of men and women in uniform, civilian employment 

rose from 46,000,000 in 1940 to more than 53,000,000 in 1945. The pool of 

unemployed men dried up in 1943, and further employment increases consisted of 

women, minorities, and over- or underage males. These were not enough to meet all 

needs, and by the end of the year a manpower shortage had developed. 

 

One result of this shortage was that blacks made significant social and 

economic progress. Although the armed forces continued to practice segregation, as 

did Red Cross blood banks, Roosevelt, under pressure from blacks, who were 

outraged by the refusal of defense industries to integrate their labour forces, signed 

Executive Order 8802 on June 25, 1941. It prohibited racial discrimination in job 

training programs and by defense contractors and established a Fair Employment 

Practices Committee to insure compliance. By the end of 1944 nearly 2,000,000 blacks 

were at work in defense industries. As black contributions to the military and 

industry increased, so did their demands for equality. This sometimes led to racial 

hostilities, as on June 20, 1943, when mobs of whites invaded the black section of 

Detroit. Nevertheless, the gains offset the losses. Lynching virtually died out, several 

states outlawed discriminatory voting practices, and others adopted fair 

employment laws. 
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Full employment also resulted in raised income levels, which, through a 

mixture of price and wage controls, were kept ahead of inflation. Despite both this 

increase in income and a no-strike pledge given by trade union leaders after Pearl 

Harbor, there were numerous labour actions. Workers resented wage ceilings 

because much of their increased income went to pay taxes and was earned by 

working overtime rather than through higher hourly rates. In consequence, there 

were almost 15,000 labour stoppages during the war at a cost of some 36,000,000 

man-days. Strikes were greatly resented, particularly by the armed forces, but their 

effects were more symbolic than harmful. The time lost amounted to only one-ninth 

of 1 percent of all hours worked. 

 

Because Pearl Harbor had united the nation, few people were prosecuted for 

disloyalty or sedition, unlike during World War I. The one glaring exception to this 

policy was the scandalous treatment of Japanese and Americans of Japanese descent. 

In 1942, on the basis of groundless racial fears and suspicions, virtually the entire 

Japanese-American population of the West Coast, amounting to 110,000 persons, 

was rounded up and imprisoned in “relocation” centres, which the inmates 

regarded as concentration camps. The Japanese-Americans lost their liberty, and in 

most cases their property as well, despite the fact that the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation, which had already arrested those individuals it considered security 

risks, had verified their loyalty. 

 

Roosevelt soundly defeated Gov. Thomas E. Dewey of New York in the 1944 

election, but his margin of victory was smaller than it had been previously. His 

running mate, chosen by leaders who disliked former vice president Henry A. 

Wallace for his extreme liberalism, was Sen. Harry S. Truman of Missouri, a party 

Democrat who had distinguished himself by investigating fraud and waste among 

war contractors. 

 

The new U.S. role in world affairs 

 

The U.S. entry into World War II had brought an end to isolation, and 

President Roosevelt was determined to prevent a retreat into isolationism once the 

war was over. After a series of conferences in December 1941, Roosevelt and Prime 

Minister Churchill announced the formation of the United Nations, a wartime 

alliance of 26 nations. In 1943 Roosevelt began planning the organization of a 

postwar United Nations, meeting with congressional leaders to assure bipartisan 

support. The public supported Roosevelt’s efforts, and that fall Congress passed 

resolutions committing the United States to membership in an international body 

“with power adequate to establish and to maintain a just and lasting peace.” Finally, 
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in the spring of 1945, delegates from 50 nations signed the charter for a permanent 

United Nations. In addition to political harmony, Roosevelt promoted economic 

cooperation, and, with his full support, in 1944 the World Bank and the International 

Monetary Fund were created to bar a return of the cutthroat economic nationalism 

that had prevailed before the war. 

 

Throughout the war Roosevelt met with Churchill and Stalin to plan military 

strategy and postwar policy. His last great conference with them took place at Yalta 

in Crimea in February 1945. There policies were agreed upon to enforce the 

unconditional surrender of Germany, to divide it into zones for occupation and 

policing by the respective Allied forces, and to provide democratic regimes in 

eastern European nations. A series of secret agreements were also made at Yalta; 

chief among these was the Soviet pledge to enter the war against Japan after the 

German surrender, in return for concessions in East Asia. Prime Minister Winston 

Churchill, Pres. Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Premier Joseph Stalin meeting at the 

Yalta Conference, 1945. 

 

Roosevelt died suddenly of a cerebral haemorrhage on April 12 and was 

succeeded by Truman. In the following months the German armed forces collapsed, 

and on May 7 all German forces surrendered. In the Pacific the invasions of Iwo Jima 

and Okinawa in early 1945 brought Japan under a state of siege. In the summer, 

before an invasion could take place, the United States dropped atomic bombs on 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki. On September 2 the surrender of Japan was signed in 

Tokyo harbour on the battleship Missouri. 
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Lesson 11 
 

HARRY S. TRUMAN 
 

Harry S. Truman, (born May 8, 1884, Lamar, Missouri, U.S.—died December 

26, 1972, Kansas City, Missouri), 33rd president of the United States (1945–53), who 

led his country through the final stages of World War II and through the early years 

of the Cold War, vigorously opposing Soviet expansionism in Europe and sending 

U.S. forces to turn back a communist invasion of South Korea. 

 

Early Life and Career 

 

Truman was the eldest of three children of John A. and Martha E. Truman; his 

father was a mule trader and farmer. After graduating from high school in 1901 in 

Independence, Missouri, he went to work as a bank clerk in Kansas City. In 1906 he 

moved to the family farm near Grandview, and he took over the farm management 

after his father’s death in 1914. When the United States entered World War I in 1917, 

Truman—nearly 33 years old and with two tours in the National Guard (1905–11) 

behind him—immediately volunteered. He was sent overseas a year later and served 

in France as the captain of Battery D, a field artillery unit that saw action at Saint 

Mihiel and the Meuse-Argonne. The men under his command came to be devoted to 

him, admiring him for his bravery and evenhanded leadership. 

 

Returning to the United States in 1919, Truman married Elizabeth Wallace 

(Bess Truman), whom he had known since childhood. With army friend Edward 

Jacobson he opened a haberdashery, but the business failed in the severe recession of 

the early 1920s. Another army friend introduced him to Thomas Pendergast, 

Democratic boss of Kansas City. With the backing of the Pendergast machine, 

Truman launched his political career in 1922, running successfully for county judge. 

He lost his bid for reelection in 1924, but he was elected presiding judge of the 

county court in 1926, again with Pendergast’s support. He served two four-year 

terms, during which he acquired a reputation for honesty (unusual among 

Pendergast politicians) and for skillful management. 

 

In 1934 Truman’s political career seemed at an end because of the two-term 

tradition attached to his job and the reluctance of the Pendergast machine to advance 

him to higher office. When several people rejected the machine’s offer to run in the 

Democratic primary for a seat in the U.S. Senate, however, Pendergast extended the 

offer to Truman, who quickly accepted. He won the primary with a 40,000-vote 
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plurality, assuring his election in solidly Democratic Missouri. In January 1935 

Truman was sworn in as Missouri’s junior senator by Vice Pres. John Nance Garner. 

 

He began his Senate career under the cloud of being a puppet of the corrupt 

Pendergast, but Truman’s friendliness, personal integrity, and attention to the duties 

of his office soon won over his colleagues. He was responsible for two major pieces 

of legislation: the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, establishing government regulation 

of the aviation industry, and the Wheeler-Truman Transportation Act of 1940, 

providing government oversight of railroad reorganization. Following a tough 

Democratic primary victory in 1940, he won a second term in the Senate, and it was 

during this term that he gained national recognition for leading an investigation into 

fraud and waste in the U.S. military. While taking care not to jeopardize the massive 

effort being launched to prepare the nation for war, the Truman Committee 

(officially the Special Committee Investigating National Defense) exposed graft and 

deficiencies in production. The committee made it a practice to issue draft reports of 

its findings to corporations, unions, and government agencies under investigation, 

allowing for the correction of abuses before formal action was initiated. 

 

Respected by his Senate colleagues and admired by the public at large, 

Truman was selected to run as Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s vice president on the 

1944 Democratic ticket, replacing Henry A. Wallace. The Roosevelt-Truman ticket 

garnered 53 percent of the vote to 46 percent for their Republican rivals, and Truman 

took the oath of office as vice president on January 20, 1945. His term lasted just 82 

days, however, during which time he met with the president only twice. Roosevelt, 

who apparently did not realize how ill he was, made little effort to inform Truman 

about the administration’s programs and plans, nor did he prepare Truman for 

dealing with the heavy responsibilities that were about to devolve upon him. 

 

Succession to the Presidency 

 

Roosevelt died suddenly of a cerebral hemorrhage on April 12, 1945, leaving 

Truman and the public in shock. Truman told reporters the day after taking the oath 

of office that he felt as if “the moon, the stars, and all the planets had fallen” on him 

and asked them to pray for him. He was hardly, however, as scholars have noted, a 

political naïf. Although he had no foreign policy experience, he was a capable 

administrator of large bureaucracies and a skilled politician who knew how to use 

the press to his purposes. 

 

Truman was sworn in as president on the same day as Roosevelt’s death, 

which was just weeks away from Truman’s 61st birthday. He began his presidency 
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with great energy, making final arrangements for the San Francisco meeting to draft 

a charter for the United Nations, helping to arrange Germany’s unconditional 

surrender on May 8, and traveling to Potsdam in July for a meeting with Allied 

leaders to discuss the fate of postwar Germany. While in Potsdam Truman received 

word of the successful test of an atomic bomb at Los Alamos, New Mexico, and it 

was from Potsdam that Truman sent an ultimatum to Japan to surrender 

unconditionally or face “utter devastation.” When Japan did not surrender and his 

advisers estimated that up to 500,000 Americans might be killed in an invasion of 

Japan, Truman authorized the dropping of atomic bombs on the cities of Hiroshima 

(August 6) and Nagasaki (August 9), killing more than 100,000 men, women, and 

children. This remains perhaps the most controversial decision ever taken by a U.S. 

president, one that scholars continue to debate today. In his address to the American 

people on August 7, Truman said in part: 

 

It was to spare the Japanese people from utter destruction that the ultimatum 

of July 26 was issued at Potsdam. Their leaders promptly rejected that ultimatum. If 

they do not now accept our terms they may expect a rain of ruin from the air, the like 

of which has never been seen on this earth….The fact that we can release atomic 

energy ushers in a new era in man’s understanding of nature’s forces. 

 

Japan surrendered on August 14, and the Pacific war ended officially on 

September 2, 1945. On the deck of the battleship USS Missouri, General Douglas 

MacArthur invites representatives of Japan to sign the terms of surrender, thus 

formally ending World War II.  

 

Truman Doctrine 

 

Scarcely had the guns of World War II been silenced than Truman faced the 

threat of Soviet expansionism in eastern Europe. Early in 1946 Truman brought 

British statesman Winston Churchill, who had just completed his first term (1940–45) 

as prime minister, to Missouri to sound the alarm with his “iron curtain” address. 

The following year Truman put the world on notice through his Truman Doctrine 

that the United States would oppose communist aggression everywhere; specifically, 

he called for economic aid to Greece and Turkey to help those countries resist 

communist takeover. In the process, Truman shifted U.S. foreign policy from 

cooperation with the Soviet Union to “containment” of Soviet power. On March 12, 

1947, he addressed a joint session of Congress, saying in part: 

 

One of the primary objectives of the foreign policy of the United States is the 

creation of conditions in which we and other nations will be able to work out a way 
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of life free from coercion….We shall not realize our objectives, however, unless we 

are willing to help free peoples to maintain their free institutions and their national 

integrity against aggressive movements that seek to impose upon them totalitarian 

regimes. This is no more than a frank recognition that totalitarian regimes imposed 

on free peoples, by direct or indirect aggression, undermine the foundations of 

international peace and hence the security of the United States….I believe that it 

must be the policy of the United States to support free peoples who are resisting 

attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures. I believe that we 

must assist free peoples to work out their own destinies in their own way. I believe 

that our help should be primarily through economic and financial aid, which is 

essential to economic stability and orderly political processes. 

 

Later in 1947 the president backed Secretary of State George Marshall’s 

strategy for undercutting communism’s appeal in western Europe by sending 

enormous amounts of financial aid (ultimately about $13 billion) to rebuild 

devastated European economies. Both the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan 

(officially the European Recovery Program) achieved their objectives, but they also 

contributed to the global polarization that characterized five decades of Cold War 

hostility between East and West. 

 

Winning a Second Term 

 

As the presidential election of 1948 approached, the odds against Truman’s 

winning the presidency seemed enormous. The Republicans had triumphed in the 

congressional elections of 1946, running against Truman as the symbol of the New 

Deal. That electoral triumph seemed to indicate that the American people were 

weary of reform and of the Democratic Party. Worsening Truman’s chances for 

reelection was the defection of liberal Democrats, breaking with the president over 

his hard-line opposition to the Soviet Union; many of these liberals supported the 

candidacy of Henry A. Wallace, who was running as the Progressive Party candidate 

for president. At the Democratic National Convention, Southern delegates bolted as 

well, angry at the president for his strong civil rights initiatives; these Southern 

Democrats supported Strom Thurmond, the States’ Rights (“Dixiecrat”) presidential 

candidate. 

 

But Truman surprised everyone. He launched a cross-country whistle-stop 

campaign, blasting the “do-nothing, good-for-nothing Republican Congress.” As he 

hammered away at Republican support for the antilabour Taft-Hartley Act (passed 

over Truman’s veto) and other conservative policies, crowds responded with “Give 

’em hell, Harry!” The excitement generated by Truman’s vigorous campaigning 
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contrasted sharply with the lacklustre speeches of Republican candidate Thomas E. 

Dewey, and Truman won by a comfortable margin, 49 percent to 45 percent; Wallace 

and Thurmond had little impact on the outcome. 

 

Fair Deal 

 

Energized by his surprising victory, Truman presented his program for 

domestic reform in 1949. The Fair Deal included proposals for expanded public 

housing, increased aid to education, a higher minimum wage, federal protection for 

civil rights, and national health insurance. Despite Democratic majorities in the 

House and Senate, most Fair Deal proposals either failed to gain legislative 

majorities or passed in much weakened form. Truman succeeded, however, in laying 

the groundwork for the domestic agenda for decades to come. 

 

In part, the Fair Deal fell victim to rising Cold War tensions that absorbed 

attention and resources. In 1949 Chinese communists finally won their long civil 

war, seizing control of the mainland. Almost simultaneously, the Soviet Union 

successfully tested a nuclear bomb, ending the nuclear monopoly enjoyed by the 

United States since 1945. Truman, who had faced down the Soviet threat to Berlin in 

1948 with a massive airlift of food and supplies to sustain the noncommunist sectors 

of the city, led the United States into a collective security agreement with 

noncommunist European nations—the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO)—to resist Soviet expansionism. In 1950 he authorized development of the 

hydrogen bomb in order to maintain an arms lead over the Soviets. By the end of the 

decade, the wartime alliance linking the United States and Soviet Union had been 

completely severed, and the two nations had embarked on an arms race of 

potentially world-destroying dimensions. 

 

Outbreak of the Korean War 

 

In June 1950 military forces of communist North Korea suddenly plunged 

southward across the 38th parallel boundary in an attempt to seize noncommunist 

South Korea. Outraged, Truman reportedly responded, “By God, I’m going to let 

them [North Korea] have it!” Truman did not ask Congress for a declaration of war, 

and he was later criticized for this decision. Instead, he sent to South Korea, with UN 

sanction, U.S. forces under Gen. Douglas MacArthur to repel the invasion. Ill-

prepared for combat, the Americans were pushed back to the southern tip of the 

Korean peninsula before MacArthur’s brilliant Inchon offensive drove the 

communists north of the 38th parallel. South Korea was liberated, but MacArthur 

wanted a victory over the communists, not merely restoration of the status quo. U.S. 
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forces drove northward, nearly to the Yalu River boundary with Manchuria. 

Hundreds of thousands of Chinese troops then poured into North Korea, pushing 

the fighting once again down to the 38th parallel. When MacArthur insisted on 

extending the war to China and using nuclear weapons to defeat the communists, 

Truman removed him from command—a courageous assertion of civilian control 

over the military. The administration was devoted to its policy of containment. The 

war, however, dragged on inconclusively past the end of Truman’s presidency, 

eventually claiming the lives of more than 33,000 Americans and leaving a residual 

bitterness at home. 

 

The inability of the United States to achieve a clear-cut victory in Korea 

following Soviet conquests in eastern Europe and the triumph of communism in 

China led many Americans to conclude that the United States was losing the Cold 

War. Accusations began to fly that the president and some of his top advisers were 

“soft on communism,” thereby explaining why the United States—without question 

the world’s greatest power in 1945—had been unable to halt the communist 

advance. As the nation’s second “Red Scare” (the fear that communists had 

infiltrated key positions in government and society) took hold in the late 1940s and 

early ’50s, Truman’s popularity began to plummet. In March 1952 he announced he 

was not going to run for reelection. By the time he left the White House in January 

1953, his approval rating was just 31 percent; it had peaked at 87 percent in July 

1945. 

 

Over the next two decades, however, Truman’s standing among American 

presidents rose. He began to be appreciated as a president who had, in Truman’s 

own words, “done his damnedest.” The ultimate common man thrust into 

leadership at a critical time in the nation’s history, Truman had risen to the challenge 

and acquitted himself far better than nearly everyone had expected. Later presidents, 

regardless of political party, looked back on him fondly, admiring his willingness to 

take responsibility for the country (as a sign on his desk read, “The Buck Stops 

Here!”) and trying to emulate his appeal to the average voter. His Fair Deal social 

programs, such as those delineating civil rights for African Americans, had been 

defeated during his presidency but were enacted in the 1960s and retained by 

Democratic and Republican administrations alike. Truman did, however, issue an 

executive order (9981) that desegregated the military, and he was noted for 

appointing African Americans to high-level positions. His reputation suffered 

slightly in the 1980s, when scholars highlighted the fact that in private conversation 

and personal correspondence, Truman told off-colour jokes and referred to 

minorities and ethnic groups in terms considered highly offensive today. 
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His life in retirement was modest but active, perhaps epitomized by his habit 

of taking a brisk morning walk, or “constitutional,” along the sidewalks of 

Independence, Mo. He enjoyed joking with reporters, and he seems to have initiated 

a controversy over the period after his middle initial. He remained in good health, 

spending his days reading voraciously, until the mid-1960s, when he declined 

rapidly. On Christmas Day 1972, Truman lapsed into unconsciousness, and he died 

the next morning. 
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Lesson 12 
 

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION 
 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), military alliance established by 

the North Atlantic Treaty (also called the Washington Treaty) of April 4, 1949, which 

sought to create a counterweight to Soviet armies stationed in central and eastern 

Europe after World War II. Its original members were Belgium, Canada, Denmark, 

France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, the United 

Kingdom, and the United States. Joining the original signatories were Greece and 

Turkey (1952); West Germany (1955; from 1990 as Germany); Spain (1982); the Czech 

Republic, Hungary, and Poland (1999); Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, 

Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia (2004); Albania and Croatia (2009); and 

Montenegro (2017). France withdrew from the integrated military command of 

NATO in 1966 but remained a member of the organization; it resumed its position in 

NATO’s military command in 2009. 

 

NATO invoked Article 5 for the first time in 2001, after the September 11 

attacks organized by exiled Saudi Arabian millionaire Osama bin Laden destroyed 

the World Trade Center in New York City and part of the Pentagon outside 

Washington, D.C., killing some 3,000 people. 

 

Article 6 defines the geographic scope of the treaty as covering “an armed 

attack on the territory of any of the Parties in Europe or North America.” Other 

articles commit the allies to strengthening their democratic institutions, to building 

their collective military capability, to consulting each other, and to remaining open 

to inviting other European states to join. 

 

Historical Background 

 

After World War II in 1945, Western Europe was economically exhausted and 

militarily weak (the western Allies had rapidly and drastically reduced their armies 

at the end of the war), and newly powerful communist parties had arisen in France 

and Italy. By contrast, the Soviet Union had emerged from the war with its armies 

dominating all the states of central and Eastern Europe, and by 1948 communists 

under Moscow’s sponsorship had consolidated their control of the governments of 

those countries and suppressed all non-communist political activity. What became 

known as the Iron Curtain, a term popularized by Winston Churchill, had 

descended over central and Eastern Europe. Further, wartime cooperation between 

the western Allies and the Soviets had completely broken down. Each side was 
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organizing its own sector of occupied Germany, so that two German states would 

emerge, a democratic one in the west and a communist one in the east. 

 

In 1948 the United States launched the Marshall Plan, which infused massive 

amounts of economic aid to the countries of western and southern Europe on the 

condition that they cooperate with each other and engage in joint planning to hasten 

their mutual recovery. As for military recovery, under the Brussels Treaty of 1948, 

the United Kingdom, France, and the Low Countries—Belgium, the Netherlands, 

and Luxembourg—concluded a collective-defense agreement called the Western 

European Union. It was soon recognized, however, that a more formidable alliance 

would be required to provide an adequate military counterweight to the Soviets. 

 

By this time Britain, Canada, and the United States had already engaged in 

secret exploratory talks on security arrangements that would serve as an alternative 

to the United Nations (UN), which was becoming paralyzed by the rapidly emerging 

Cold War. In March 1948, following a virtual communist coup d’état in 

Czechoslovakia in February, the three governments began discussions on a 

multilateral collective-defense scheme that would enhance Western security and 

promote democratic values. These discussions were eventually joined by France, the 

Low Countries, and Norway and in April 1949 resulted in the North Atlantic Treaty. 

 

Organization 

 

Spurred by the North Korean invasion of South Korea in June 1950, the 

United States took steps to demonstrate that it would resist any Soviet military 

expansion or pressures in Europe. General Dwight D. Eisenhower, the leader of the 

Allied forces in western Europe in World War II, was named Supreme Allied 

Commander Europe (SACEUR) by the North Atlantic Council (NATO’s governing 

body) in December 1950. He was followed as SACEUR by a succession of American 

generals. 

 

The North Atlantic Council, which was established soon after the treaty came 

into effect, is composed of ministerial representatives of the member states, who 

meet at least twice a year. At other times the council, chaired by the NATO 

secretary-general, remains in permanent session at the ambassadorial level. Just as 

the position of SACEUR has always been held by an American, the secretary-

generalship has always been held by a European. 

 

NATO’s military organization encompasses a complete system of commands 

for possible wartime use. The Military Committee, consisting of representatives of 
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the military chiefs of staff of the member states, subsumes two strategic commands: 

Allied Command Operations (ACO) and Allied Command Transformation (ACT). 

ACO is headed by the SACEUR and located at Supreme Headquarters Allied 

Powers Europe (SHAPE) in Casteau, Belgium. ACT is headquartered in Norfolk, 

Virginia, U.S. During the alliance’s first 20 years, more than $3 billion worth of 

“infrastructure” for NATO forces—bases, airfields, pipelines, communications 

networks, depots—was jointly planned, financed, and built, with about one-third of 

the funding from the United States. NATO funding generally is not used for the 

procurement of military equipment, which is provided by the member states—

though the NATO Airborne Early Warning Force, a fleet of radar-bearing aircraft 

designed to protect against a surprise low-flying attack, was funded jointly. 

 

The Role of Germany 

 

A serious issue confronting NATO in the early and mid-1950s was the 

negotiation of West Germany’s participation in the alliance. The prospect of a 

rearmed Germany was understandably greeted with widespread unease and 

hesitancy in western Europe, but the country’s strength had long been recognized as 

necessary to protect western Europe from a possible Soviet invasion. Accordingly, 

arrangements for West Germany’s “safe” participation in the alliance were worked 

out as part of the Paris Agreements of October 1954, which ended the occupation of 

West German territory by the western Allies and provided for both the limitation of 

West German armaments and the country’s accession to the Brussels Treaty. In May 

1955 West Germany joined NATO, which prompted the Soviet Union to form the 

Warsaw Pact alliance in central and eastern Europe the same year. The West 

Germans subsequently contributed many divisions and substantial air forces to the 

NATO alliance. By the time the Cold War ended, some 900,000 troops—nearly half 

of them from six countries (United States, United Kingdom, France, Belgium, 

Canada, and the Netherlands)—were stationed in West Germany. 

 

The Role of France 

 

France’s relationship with NATO became strained after 1958, as President 

Charles de Gaulle increasingly criticized the organization’s domination by the 

United States and the intrusion upon French sovereignty by NATO’s many 

international staffs and activities. He argued that such “integration” subjected 

France to “automatic” war at the decision of foreigners. In July 1966 France formally 

withdrew from the military command structure of NATO and required NATO 

forces and headquarters to leave French soil; nevertheless, de Gaulle proclaimed 

continued French adherence to the North Atlantic Treaty in case of “unprovoked 
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aggression.” After NATO moved its headquarters from Paris to Brussels, France 

maintained a liaison relationship with NATO’s integrated military staffs, continued 

to sit in the council, and continued to maintain and deploy ground forces in West 

Germany, though it did so under new bilateral agreements with the West Germans 

rather than under NATO jurisdiction. In 2009 France rejoined the military command 

structure of NATO. 

 

NATO during the Cold War 

 

From its founding, NATO’s primary purpose was to unify and strengthen the 

Western Allies’ military response to a possible invasion of western Europe by the 

Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies. In the early 1950s NATO relied partly on 

the threat of massive nuclear retaliation from the United States to counter the 

Warsaw Pact’s much larger ground forces. Beginning in 1957, this policy was 

supplemented by the deployment of American nuclear weapons in western 

European bases. NATO later adopted a “flexible response” strategy, which the 

United States interpreted to mean that a war in Europe did not have to escalate to an 

all-out nuclear exchange. Under this strategy, many Allied forces were equipped 

with American battlefield and theatre nuclear weapons under a dual-control (or 

“dual-key”) system, which allowed both the country hosting the weapons and the 

United States to veto their use. Britain retained control of its strategic nuclear arsenal 

but brought it within NATO’s planning structures; France’s nuclear forces remained 

completely autonomous. 

 

A conventional and nuclear stalemate between the two sides continued 

through the construction of the Berlin Wall in the early 1960s, détente in the 1970s, 

and the resurgence of Cold War tensions in the 1980s after the Soviet Union’s 

invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 and the election of U.S. President Ronald Reagan in 

1980. After 1985, however, far-reaching economic and political reforms introduced 

by Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev fundamentally altered the status quo. In July 

1989 Gorbachev announced that Moscow would no longer prop up communist 

governments in central and Eastern Europe and thereby signaled his tacit acceptance 

of their replacement by freely elected (and non-communist) administrations. 

Moscow’s abandonment of control over central and eastern Europe meant the 

dissipation of much of the military threat that the Warsaw Pact had formerly posed 

to western Europe, a fact that led some to question the need to retain NATO as a 

military organization—especially after the Warsaw Pact’s dissolution in 1991. The 

reunification of Germany in October 1990 and its retention of NATO membership 

created both a need and an opportunity for NATO to be transformed into a more 

“political” alliance devoted to maintaining international stability in Europe. 
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NATO in the Post-Cold War Era 

 

After the Cold War, NATO was reconceived as a “cooperative-security” 

organization whose mandate was to include two main objectives: to foster dialogue 

and cooperation with former adversaries in the Warsaw Pact and to “manage” 

conflicts in areas on the European periphery, such as the Balkans. In keeping with 

the first objective, NATO established the North Atlantic Cooperation Council (1991; 

later replaced by the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council) to provide a forum for the 

exchange of views on political and security issues, as well as the Partnership for 

Peace (PfP) program (1994) to enhance European security and stability through joint 

military training exercises with NATO and non-NATO states, including the former 

Soviet republics and allies. Special cooperative links were also set up with two PfP 

countries: Russia and Ukraine. 

 

The second objective entailed NATO’s first use of military force, when it 

entered the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1995 by staging air strikes against 

Bosnian Serb positions around the capital city of Sarajevo. The subsequent Dayton 

Accords, which were initialed by representatives of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the 

Republic of Croatia, and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, committed each state to 

respecting the others’ sovereignty and to settling disputes peacefully; it also laid the 

groundwork for stationing NATO peacekeeping troops in the region. A 60,000-

strong Implementation Force (IFOR) was initially deployed, though a smaller 

contingent remained in Bosnia under a different name, the Stabilization Force 

(SFOR). In March 1999 NATO launched massive air strikes against Serbia in an 

attempt to force the Yugoslav government of Slobodan Milošević to accede to 

diplomatic provisions designed to protect the predominantly Muslim Albanian 

population in the province of Kosovo. Under the terms of a negotiated settlement to 

the fighting, NATO deployed a peacekeeping force called the Kosovo Force (KFOR). 

 

The crisis over Kosovo and the ensuing war gave renewed impetus to efforts 

by the European Union (EU) to construct a new crisis-intervention force, which 

would make the EU less dependent on NATO and U.S. military resources for conflict 

management. These efforts prompted significant debates about whether enhancing 

the EU’s defensive capabilities would strengthen or weaken NATO. Simultaneously 

there was much discussion of the future of NATO in the post-Cold War era. Some 

observers argued that the alliance should be dissolved, noting that it was created to 

confront an enemy that no longer existed; others called for a broad expansion of 

NATO membership to include Russia. Most suggested alternative roles, including 

peacekeeping. By the start of the second decade of the 21st century, it appeared 

likely that the EU would not develop capabilities competitive with those of NATO or 
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even seek to do so; as a result, earlier worries associated with the spectre of rivalry 

between the two Brussels-based organizations dissipated. 

During the presidency of Bill Clinton (1993–2001), the United States led an 

initiative to enlarge NATO membership gradually to include some of the former 

Soviet allies. In the concurrent debate over enlargement, supporters of the initiative 

argued that NATO membership was the best way to begin the long process of 

integrating these states into regional political and economic institutions such as the 

EU. Some also feared future Russian aggression and suggested that NATO 

membership would guarantee freedom and security for the newly democratic 

regimes. Opponents pointed to the enormous cost of modernizing the military forces 

of new members; they also argued that enlargement, which Russia would regard as 

a provocation, would hinder democracy in that country and enhance the influence of 

hard-liners. Despite these disagreements, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland 

joined NATO in 1999; Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia, and 

Slovenia were admitted in 2004; and Albania and Croatia acceded to the alliance in 

2009. 

 

Meanwhile, by the beginning of the 21st century, Russia and NATO had 

formed a strategic relationship. No longer considered NATO’s chief enemy, Russia 

cemented a new cooperative bond with NATO in 2001 to address such common 

concerns as international terrorism, nuclear nonproliferation, and arms control. This 

bond was subsequently subject to fraying, however, in large part because of reasons 

associated with Russian domestic politics. 

 

Events following the September 11 attacks in 2001 led to the forging of a new 

dynamic within the alliance, one that increasingly favoured the military engagement 

of members outside Europe, initially with a mission against Taliban forces in 

Afghanistan beginning in the summer of 2003 and subsequently with air operations 

against the regime of Muammar al-Qaddafi in Libya in early 2011. As a result of the 

increased tempo of military operations undertaken by the alliance, the long-standing 

issue of “burden sharing” was revived, with some officials warning that failure to 

share the costs of NATO operations more equitably would lead to unraveling of the 

alliance. At the time, however, most observers regarded that scenario as unlikely. 

Later, the burden-sharing issue was raised once more by U.S. President Donald 

Trump, who repeatedly criticized other NATO members for failing to devote a 

sufficient portion of their budgets to defense spending. 
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Lesson 13 
 

COLD WAR 
 

Cold War, the open yet restricted rivalry that developed after World War II 

between the United States and the Soviet Union and their respective allies. The Cold 

War was waged on political, economic, and propaganda fronts and had only limited 

recourse to weapons. The term was first used by the English writer George Orwell in 

an article published in 1945 to refer to what he predicted would be a nuclear 

stalemate between “two or three monstrous super-states, each possessed of a 

weapon by which millions of people can be wiped out in a few seconds.” It was first 

used in the United States by the American financier and presidential adviser Bernard 

Baruch in a speech at the State House in Columbia, South Carolina, in 1947. 

 

Origins of the Cold War 

 

Following the surrender of Nazi Germany in May 1945 near the close of 

World War II, the uneasy wartime alliance between the United States and Great 

Britain on the one hand and the Soviet Union on the other began to unravel. By 1948 

the Soviets had installed left-wing governments in the countries of eastern Europe 

that had been liberated by the Red Army. The Americans and the British feared the 

permanent Soviet domination of eastern Europe and the threat of Soviet-influenced 

communist parties coming to power in the democracies of western Europe. The 

Soviets, on the other hand, were determined to maintain control of eastern Europe in 

order to safeguard against any possible renewed threat from Germany, and they 

were intent on spreading communism worldwide, largely for ideological reasons. 

The Cold War had solidified by 1947–48, when U.S. aid provided under the Marshall 

Plan to western Europe had brought those countries under American influence and 

the Soviets had installed openly communist regimes in eastern Europe. 

 

The Struggle between Superpowers 

 

The Cold War reached its peak in 1948–53. In this period the Soviets 

unsuccessfully blockaded the Western-held sectors of West Berlin (1948–49); the 

United States and its European allies formed the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO), a unified military command to resist the Soviet presence in Europe (1949); 

the Soviets exploded their first atomic warhead (1949), thus ending the American 

monopoly on the atomic bomb; the Chinese communists came to power in mainland 

China (1949); and the Soviet-supported communist government of North Korea 
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invaded U.S.-supported South Korea in 1950, setting off an indecisive Korean War 

that lasted until 1953. 

 

From 1953 to 1957 Cold War tensions relaxed somewhat, largely owing to the 

death of the longtime Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin in 1953; nevertheless, the standoff 

remained. A unified military organization among the Soviet-bloc countries, the 

Warsaw Pact, was formed in 1955; and West Germany was admitted into NATO that 

same year. Another intense stage of the Cold War was in 1958–62. The United States 

and the Soviet Union began developing intercontinental ballistic missiles, and in 

1962 the Soviets began secretly installing missiles in Cuba that could be used to 

launch nuclear attacks on U.S. cities. This sparked the Cuban missile crisis (1962), a 

confrontation that brought the two superpowers to the brink of war before an 

agreement was reached to withdraw the missiles. 

 

The Cuban missile crisis showed that neither the United States nor the Soviet 

Union were ready to use nuclear weapons for fear of the other’s retaliation (and thus 

of mutual atomic annihilation). The two superpowers soon signed the Nuclear Test-

Ban Treaty of 1963, which banned aboveground nuclear weapons testing. But the 

crisis also hardened the Soviets’ determination never again to be humiliated by their 

military inferiority, and they began a buildup of both conventional and strategic 

forces that the United States was forced to match for the next 25 years. 

 

Throughout the Cold War the United States and the Soviet Union avoided 

direct military confrontation in Europe and engaged in actual combat operations 

only to keep allies from defecting to the other side or to overthrow them after they 

had done so. Thus, the Soviet Union sent troops to preserve communist rule in East 

Germany (1953), Hungary (1956), Czechoslovakia (1968), and Afghanistan (1979). 

For its part, the United States helped overthrow a left-wing government in 

Guatemala (1954), supported an unsuccessful invasion of Cuba (1961), invaded the 

Dominican Republic (1965) and Grenada (1983), and undertook a long (1964–75) and 

unsuccessful effort to prevent communist North Vietnam from bringing South 

Vietnam under its rule. 

 

Toward A New World Order 

 

In the course of the 1960s and ’70s, however, the bipolar struggle between the 

Soviet and American blocs gave way to a more-complicated pattern of international 

relationships in which the world was no longer split into two clearly opposed blocs. 

A major split had occurred between the Soviet Union and China in 1960 and 

widened over the years, shattering the unity of the communist bloc. In the 
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meantime, western Europe and Japan achieved dynamic economic growth in the 

1950s and ’60s, reducing their relative inferiority to the United States. Less-powerful 

countries had more room to assert their independence and often showed themselves 

resistant to superpower coercion or cajoling. 

 

The 1970s saw an easing of Cold War tensions as evinced in the Strategic 

Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) that led to the SALT I and II agreements of 1972 and 

1979, respectively, in which the two superpowers set limits on their antiballistic 

missiles and on their strategic missiles capable of carrying nuclear weapons. That 

was followed by a period of renewed Cold War tensions in the early 1980s as the two 

superpowers continued their massive arms buildup and competed for influence in 

the Third World. But the Cold War began to break down in the late 1980s during the 

administration of Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev. He dismantled the totalitarian 

aspects of the Soviet system and began efforts to democratize the Soviet political 

system. When communist regimes in the Soviet-bloc countries of eastern Europe 

collapsed in 1989–90, Gorbachev acquiesced in their fall. The rise to power of 

democratic governments in East Germany, Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia 

was quickly followed by the unification of West and East Germany under NATO 

auspices, again with Soviet approval. 

 

Gorbachev’s internal reforms had meanwhile weakened his own Communist 

Party and allowed power to shift to Russia and the other constituent republics of the 

Soviet Union. In late 1991 the Soviet Union collapsed and 15 newly independent 

nations were born from its corpse, including a Russia with a democratically elected, 

anti-communist leader. The Cold War had come to an end. 
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Lesson 14 
 

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER 
 

Dwight D. Eisenhower, in full Dwight David Eisenhower (born October 14, 

1890—died March 28, 1969), 34th president of the United States (1953–61), who had 

been supreme commander of the Allied forces in western Europe during World War 

II. 

 

Early Career 

 

Eisenhower was the third of seven sons of David Jacob and Ida Elizabeth 

(Stover) Eisenhower. In the spring of 1891 the Eisenhowers left Denison, Texas, and 

returned to Abilene, Kansas, where their forebears had settled as part of a 

Mennonite colony. David worked in a creamery; the family was poor; and Dwight 

and his brothers were introduced to hard work and a strong religious tradition at an 

early age. 

 

“Ike,” as Dwight was called, was a fun-loving youth who enjoyed sports but 

took only a moderate interest in his studies. The latter was perhaps a sign of one of 

his later characteristics: a dislike for the company of scholars. Dwight graduated 

from Abilene High School in 1909, worked for more than a year to support a 

brother’s college education, and then entered the U.S. Military Academy at West 

Point, New York, a decision that left his mother, a pacifist, in tears. He excelled in 

gridiron football but injured a knee in his second year at the academy and was 

forced to stop playing. In the remarkable class of 1915—which was to produce 59 

generals—he ranked 61st academically and 125th in discipline out of the total of 164 

graduates. 

 

After being commissioned a second lieutenant, he was sent to San Antonio, 

Texas, where he met Mamie Geneva Doud (Mamie Eisenhower), daughter of a 

successful Denver meat packer. They were married in 1916 and had two sons: Doud 

Dwight, born in 1917, who died of scarlet fever in 1921, and John Sheldon Doud, 

born in 1922. 

 

During World War I Eisenhower commanded a tank training centre, was 

promoted to captain, and received the Distinguished Service Medal. The war ended 

just before he was to be sent overseas. From 1922 to 1924 he was assigned to the 

Panama Canal Zone, and there he came under the inspiring influence of his 

commander, Brig. Gen. Fox Conner. With Conner’s assistance, Eisenhower was 
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selected to attend the army’s Command and General Staff School at Fort 

Leavenworth, Kansas. Then a major, he graduated first in a class of 275 in 1926 and 

two years later graduated from the Army War College. He then served in France 

(where he wrote a guidebook of World War I battlefields) and in Washington, D.C., 

before becoming an aide to Army Chief of Staff Gen. Douglas MacArthur in 1933. 

Two years later he accompanied MacArthur to the Philippines to assist in the 

reorganization of the commonwealth’s army, and while there he was awarded the 

Distinguished Service Star of the Philippines and promoted to the rank of lieutenant 

colonel. He returned to the United States shortly after Germany’s invasion of Poland 

initiated the European phase of World War II, and in March 1941 he became a full 

colonel. Three months later he was made chief of staff of the Third Army, and he 

soon won the attention of Army Chief of Staff Gen. George C. Marshall for his role in 

planning war games involving almost 500,000 troops. 

 

Supreme Commander 

 

When the United States entered World War II in December 1941, Marshall 

appointed Eisenhower to the army’s war plans division in Washington, D.C., where 

he prepared strategy for an Allied invasion of Europe. Eisenhower had been made a 

brigadier general in September 1941 and was promoted to major general in March 

1942; he was also named head of the operations division of the War Department. In 

June Marshall selected him over 366 senior officers to be commander of U.S. troops 

in Europe. Eisenhower’s rapid advancement, after a long army career spent in 

relative obscurity, was due not only to his knowledge of military strategy and talent 

for organization but also to his ability to persuade, mediate, and get along with 

others. Men from a wide variety of backgrounds, impressed by his friendliness, 

humility, and persistent optimism, liked and trusted him. A phrase that later became 

one of the most famous campaign slogans in American history seemed to reflect the 

impression of everyone who met him: “I like Ike!” 

 

Eisenhower was promoted to lieutenant general in July 1942 and named to 

head Operation Torch, the Allied invasion of French North Africa. This first major 

Allied offensive of the war was launched on November 8, 1942, and successfully 

completed in May 1943. Eisenhower’s decision to work during the campaign with 

the French admiral François Darlan, who had collaborated with the Germans, 

aroused a storm of protest from the Allies, but his action was defended by President 

Franklin D. Roosevelt. A full general since that February, Eisenhower then directed 

the amphibious assault of Sicily and the Italian mainland, which resulted in the fall 

of Rome on June 4, 1944. 
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During the fighting in Italy, Eisenhower participated in plans to cross the 

English Channel for an invasion of France. On December 24, 1943, he was appointed 

supreme commander of the Allied Expeditionary Force, and the next month he was 

in London making preparations for the massive thrust into Europe. On June 6, 1944, 

he gambled on a break in bad weather and gave the order to launch the Normandy 

Invasion, the largest amphibious attack in history. On D-Day more than 156,000 

troops landed in Normandy. Invading Allied forces eventually numbered 1,000,000 

and began to fight their way into the heart of France. On August 25 Paris was 

liberated. After winning the Battle of the Bulge—a fierce German counterattack in 

the Ardennes in December—the Allies crossed the Rhine on March 7, 1945. Germany 

surrendered on May 7, ending the war in Europe. Although Eisenhower was 

criticized, then and later, for allowing the Russians to capture the enemy capital of 

Berlin, he and others defended his actions on several grounds (the Russians were 

closer, had more troops, and had been promised Berlin at the Yalta Conference of 

February 1945). In the meantime, in December 1944, Eisenhower had been made a 

five-star general. 

 

Eisenhower was given a hero’s welcome upon returning to the United States 

for a visit in June 1945, but in November his intended retirement was delayed when 

Pres. Harry S. Truman named him to replace Marshall as chief of staff. For more 

than two years Eisenhower directed demobilization of the wartime army and 

worked to unify the armed services under a centralized command. In May 1948 he 

left active duty as the most popular and respected soldier in the United States and 

became president of Columbia University in New York City. His book Crusade in 

Europe, published that fall, made him a wealthy man. 

 

Eisenhower’s brief career as an academic administrator was not especially 

successful. His technical education and military experience prepared him poorly for 

the post. In the fall of 1950 President Truman asked him to become supreme 

commander of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), and in early 1951 he 

flew to Paris to assume his new position. For the next 15 months he devoted himself 

to the task of creating a united military organization in western Europe to be a 

defense against the possibility of communist aggression. 

 

First Term as President 

 

As early as 1943 Eisenhower was mentioned as a possible presidential 

candidate. His personal qualities and military reputation prompted both parties to 

woo him. As the campaign of 1952 neared, Eisenhower let it be known that he was a 

Republican, and the eastern wing of the party, headed by Gov. Thomas E. Dewey of 
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New York, made an intensive effort to persuade him to seek the Republican 

presidential nomination. His name was entered in several state primaries against the 

more conservative Sen. Robert A. Taft of Ohio. Although the results were mixed, 

Eisenhower decided to run. In June 1952 he retired from the army after 37 years of 

service, returned to the United States, and began to campaign actively. At the party 

convention in July, after a bitter fight with Taft supporters, Eisenhower won the 

nomination on the first ballot. His running mate was Sen. Richard M. Nixon of 

California. The Democrats nominated Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson of Illinois for 

president and Sen. John Sparkman of Alabama for vice president. 

 

Despite his age (61), Eisenhower campaigned tirelessly, impressing millions 

with his warmth and sincerity. His wide, friendly grin, wartime heroics, and middle-

class pastimes—he was an avid golfer and bridge player and a fan not of highbrow 

literature but of the American western—endeared him to the public and garnered 

him vast support. Like her husband, Mamie Eisenhower projected a down-to-earth 

image. She remained an ardent supporter of him, though their marriage had been 

strained by rumours of an affair during World War II between Eisenhower and his 

driver-secretary Kay Summersby. 

 

Eisenhower urged economy and honesty in government and promised to visit 

Korea to explore the possibilities for ending the Korean War, which had broken out 

in 1950 between communist North Korea and pro-Western South Korea and soon 

involved United Nations (mainly U.S.) troops and communist Chinese forces. Many 

Republicans, including Nixon, spoke of pro-communist disloyalty within the 

Truman administration and called for stringent antisubversive measures. The 

Eisenhower-Nixon ticket won handily, carrying 39 states, winning the electoral vote 

442 to 89, and collecting more than 33 million popular votes. The Republican Party 

won control of Congress by a slim margin but lost both houses two years later. 

 

Eisenhower’s basically conservative views on domestic affairs were shared by 

his secretary of the treasury, George M. Humphrey. The administration’s domestic 

program, which came to be labeled “modern Republicanism,” called for reduced 

taxes, balanced budgets, a decrease in government control over the economy, and 

the return of certain federal responsibilities to the states. Controls over rents, wages, 

and prices were allowed to expire, and in 1954 there was a slight tax revision. At 

Eisenhower’s insistence Congress transferred the title to valuable tideland oil 

reserves to the states. But there was no sharp break with policies inherited from 

previous Democratic administrations. The needs of an expanding population (which 

grew from 155 million to 179 million during the Eisenhower era) and the country’s 

overseas commitments caused budget deficits during five out of eight years. The 
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minimum wage was increased to $1 per hour; the Social Security System was 

broadened; and in the spring of 1953 the Department of Health, Education, and 

Welfare was created. 

 

The right wing of the Republican Party clashed with the president more often 

than the Democrats did during his first term. For example, Eisenhower expended a 

great deal of time and energy defeating the Bricker Amendment of 1954, a bill 

sponsored by Republican Sen. John Bricker of Ohio that would have limited the 

president’s liberty to negotiate international treaties that violated the rights of U.S. 

states. The bill fell only one vote short; it was a victory for the president’s extensive 

lobbying campaign. But by far the largest challenge came from Sen. Joseph R. 

McCarthy of Wisconsin. In part to preserve party unity, Eisenhower had refused to 

publicly condemn Senator McCarthy’s charges of communist influence within the 

government. Although privately Eisenhower expressed his distaste for the senator, 

at times he seemed to encourage the attacks of McCarthyites. Hundreds of federal 

employees were fired under his expanded loyalty-security program. With his 

approval Congress passed a law designed to outlaw the American Communist 

Party. Following the sensational hearings on McCarthy’s charges against army and 

civilian officials, televised nationally for five weeks in the spring of 1954, McCarthy’s 

popularity waned, as did the anticommunist hysteria. 

 

Foreign affairs drew much of Eisenhower’s attention. He and his secretary of 

state, John Foster Dulles, worked hard at achieving peace by constructing collective 

defense agreements and by threatening the Soviet Union with “massive retaliatory 

power”; both strategies were designed to check the spread of communism. Another 

strategy was unknown to the public at the time but was heavily criticized in later 

years: the use of the Central Intelligence Agency in covert operations to overthrow 

governments in Iran (1953) and Guatemala (1954). 

 

Eisenhower kept his campaign promise and visited Korea shortly before his 

inauguration. Partly, perhaps, because of Joseph Stalin’s death in March 1953 and 

partly because Eisenhower hinted at his willingness to use nuclear weapons, the 

president was able to negotiate a truce for the Korean War in July 1953. In December 

of that year he proposed to the United Nations that the countries of the world pool 

atomic information and materials under the auspices of an international agency. This 

Atoms for Peace speech bore fruit in 1957, when 62 countries formed the 

International Atomic Energy Agency. 

 

In July 1955 the president met with leaders of Great Britain, France, and the 

Soviet Union at a summit conference in Geneva. His “open skies” proposal, by 
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which the United States and the Soviet Union would permit continuous air 

inspection of each other’s military installations, was welcomed by world opinion but 

was rejected by the U.S.S.R. In September 1954 Eisenhower and Dulles succeeded in 

creating the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) to prevent further 

communist expansion. It was composed of the United States, France, Great Britain, 

Australia, New Zealand, the Philippines, Thailand, and Pakistan. NATO was 

strengthened in 1955 by the inclusion of West Germany. 

 

Critics contended that there were frequent disparities between the 

administration’s words and its deeds in the field of foreign relations. While 

threatening to “unleash” Nationalist Chinese leader Chiang Kai-shek, the United 

States signed a defense treaty with Nationalist China in December 1954 that 

inhibited Chiang’s ability to attack the communist Chinese. Moreover, Dulles spoke 

of “liberating” captive peoples in communist countries, but the administration 

stopped short of this and limited itself to protests when uprisings occurred in East 

Germany (1953) and Hungary (1956). While the secretary of state promised “massive 

retaliation” against communist aggression, the president made the decision to limit 

the American role in the Indochina crisis between France and the guerrillas led by 

Ho Chi Minh to pushing for a partition of Vietnam into a communist North and a 

noncommunist South and to providing financial and military aid to the latter. 

 

Second Term 

 

A heart attack in September 1955 and an operation for ileitis in June 1956 

raised considerable doubt about Eisenhower’s ability to serve a second term. But he 

recovered quickly, and the Republican convention unanimously endorsed the 

Eisenhower-Nixon ticket on the first ballot. The Democrats again selected Adlai E. 

Stevenson and named Sen. Estes Kefauver of Tennessee as his running mate, but 

Eisenhower’s great personal popularity turned the election into a landslide victory, 

the most one-sided race since 1936, as the Republican ticket garnered more than 57 

percent of the popular vote and won the electoral vote 457 to 73. Nevertheless, the 

Democrats once more captured both houses of Congress, a feat they were to 

duplicate in 1958. Eisenhower was the first president to serve with three Congresses 

controlled by the opposition party. 

 

The election campaign of 1956, however, had been complicated by a crisis in 

the Middle East over Egypt’s seizure of the Suez Canal. The subsequent attack on 

Egypt by Great Britain, France, and Israel and the Soviet Union’s support of Egypt 

prompted the president to go before Congress in January 1957 to urge adoption of 
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what came to be called the Eisenhower Doctrine, a pledge to send U.S. armed forces 

to any Middle Eastern country requesting assistance against communist aggression. 

 

When the U.S. Supreme Court, on May 17, 1954, declared racial segregation in 

public schools unconstitutional (Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka), 

controversy and violence broke out, especially in the South. In September 1957 

Eisenhower dispatched 1,000 federal troops to Little Rock, Arkansas, to halt an 

attempt by Gov. Orval E. Faubus to obstruct a federal court order integrating a high 

school. This action was the most serious challenge of his presidency. On several 

occasions Eisenhower had expressed distaste for racial segregation, though he 

doubtless believed that the process of integration would take time. Significantly, the 

Civil Rights Act of 1957 was the first such law passed since 1875. 

 

On October 4, 1957, the Soviet Union launched Sputnik I, the first man-made 

satellite to orbit the Earth. Americans were stunned by the achievement, and many 

blamed Eisenhower for the administration’s insistence on low military budgets and 

its failure to develop a space program. Steps were taken to boost space research and 

to provide funds to increase the study of science, and these would culminate in the 

creation of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in July 1958. The 

administration again came under fire in the fall of 1957 for an economic recession 

that lasted through the following summer. For fear of fueling inflation, Eisenhower 

refused to lower taxes or increase federal spending to ease the slump. 

 

Following the death of Dulles in the spring of 1959, Eisenhower assumed a 

more vigorous and personal role in the direction of American foreign policy. He 

traveled over 300,000 miles (480,000 km) to some 27 countries in his last two years of 

office, a period historians have termed the era of “the new Eisenhower.” His 

masterly use of the new medium of television—holding regularly televised news 

conferences and participating in high-profile motorcades in foreign capitals around 

the world—and his exploitation of the advent of jet travel captivated the public and 

led some scholars to term Eisenhower the first of the imperial presidents. To 

improve relations with the Soviet Union, he invited Premier Nikita Khrushchev to 

visit the United States. Khrushchev toured parts of the country in September 1959 

and held private talks with Eisenhower. Another summit meeting was planned, and 

a new era of personal diplomacy seemed at hand. But when a U-2 reconnaissance 

plane piloted by Francis Gary Powers of the United States was shot down over the 

U.S.S.R. in May 1960, Khrushchev scuttled the talks and angrily withdrew his 

invitation to Eisenhower to visit the Soviet Union. Eisenhower admitted that the 

flights had gone on for four years and shouldered much of the blame for the ill-

timed affair. In a national address on May 25, 1960, Eisenhower said in part: 
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Our program of aerial reconnaissance had been undertaken with my 

approval;...this government is compelled to keep abreast, by one means or another, 

of military activities of the Soviets, just as their government has for years engaged in 

espionage activities in our country and throughout the world. 

 

In January 1961, during the last weeks of the Eisenhower administration, the 

United States broke diplomatic relations with Cuba, which for two years had been 

under the control of Fidel Castro. 

 

Although his administrations had a great many critics, Eisenhower remained 

extraordinarily popular. In his Farewell Address he warned against the rise and 

power of “the military-industrial complex,” but his successors ignored him amid the 

perceived demands of the Cold War. When he left office, Congress restored his rank 

as general of the army. He retired to his farm in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, and 

devoted much of his time to his memoirs. In 1963 he published Mandate for Change, 

which was followed in 1965 by Waging Peace. A lighter work, At Ease: Stories I Tell 

to Friends, appeared in 1967. 
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Lesson 15 
 

SOUTHEAST ASIA TREATY ORGANIZATION 
 

Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO), regional-defense organization 

from 1955 to 1977, created by the Southeast Asia Collective Defence Treaty, signed at 

Manila on September 8, 1954, by representatives of Australia, France, New Zealand, 

Pakistan, the Philippines, Thailand, the United Kingdom, and the United States. The 

treaty came into force on February 19, 1955. Pakistan withdrew in 1968, and France 

suspended financial support in 1975. The organization held its final exercise on 

February 20, 1976, and formally ended on June 30, 1977. 

 

The formation of SEATO was a response to the demand that the Southeast 

Asian area be protected against communist expansionism, especially as manifested 

through military aggression in Korea and Indochina and through subversion backed 

by organized armed forces in Malaysia and the Philippines. Vietnam, Cambodia, 

and Laos (the successor states of Indochina) were not considered for membership in 

SEATO for reasons that related to the Geneva agreements of 1954 on Vietnam. These 

states were, however, accorded military protection by a protocol. Other nations of 

South and Southeast Asia preferred to retain their foreign policies of nonalignment. 

 

The treaty defined its purposes as defensive only and included provisions for 

self-help and mutual aid in preventing and countering subversive activities from 

without and cooperation in promoting economic and social progress. SEATO had no 

standing forces but relied on the mobile striking power of its member states, which 

engaged in combined military exercises. 

 

Origins and structure 

 

The Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty, or Manila Pact, was signed on 8 

September 1954 in Manila, as part of the American Truman Doctrine of creating anti-

communist bilateral and collective defense treaties. These treaties and agreements 

were intended to create alliances that would keep communist powers in check 

(Communist China, in SEATO's case). This policy was considered to have been 

largely developed by American diplomat and Soviet expert George F. Kennan. 

President Dwight D. Eisenhower's Secretary of State John Foster Dulles (1953–1959) 

is considered to be the primary force behind the creation of SEATO, which expanded 

the concept of anti-communist collective defense to Southeast Asia. Then-Vice 

President Richard Nixon advocated an Asian equivalent of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) upon returning from his Asia trip of late 1953, and NATO was 
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the model for the new organization, with the military forces of each member 

intended to be coordinated to provide for the collective defense of the member 

states. 

 

The organization, headquartered in Bangkok, was created in 1955 at the first 

meeting of the Council of Ministers set up by the treaty, contrary to Dulles's 

preference to call the organization "ManPac". Organizationally, SEATO was headed 

by the Secretary General, whose office was created in 1957 at a meeting in Canberra, 

with a council of representatives from member states and an international staff. Also 

present were committees for economics, security, and information. SEATO's first 

Secretary General was Pote Sarasin, a Thai diplomat and politician who had served 

as Thailand's ambassador to the U.S. between 1952 and 1957, and as Prime Minister 

of Thailand from September 1957 to 1 January 1958. 

 

Unlike the NATO alliance, SEATO had no joint commands with standing 

forces.[11] In addition, SEATO's response protocol in the event of communism 

presenting a "common danger" to the member states was vague and ineffective, 

though membership in the SEATO alliance did provide a rationale for a large-scale 

U.S. military intervention in the region during the Vietnam War (1955–1975). 

 

Membership 

 

Despite its name, SEATO mostly included countries located outside of the 

region but with an interest either in the region or the organization itself. They were 

Australia (which administered Papua New Guinea), France (which had recently 

relinquished French Indochina), New Zealand, Pakistan (including East Pakistan, 

now Bangladesh), the Philippines, Thailand, the United Kingdom (which 

administered Hong Kong, North Borneo and Sarawak) and the United States. 

 

The Philippines and Thailand were the only Southeast Asian countries that 

actually participated in the organization. They shared close ties with the United 

States, particularly the Philippines, and they faced incipient communist insurgencies 

against their own governments. Thailand became a member upon the discovery of 

the newly founded "Thai Autonomous Region" (the Xishuangbanna Dai 

Autonomous Prefecture) in Yunnan (in South West China) – apparently feeling 

threatened by potential Chinese communist subversion on its land. Other regional 

countries like Burma and Indonesia were far more mindful of domestic internal 

stability rather than any communist threat, and thus rejected joining it. Malaya 

(including Singapore) also chose not to participate formally, though it was kept 
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updated with key developments due to its close relationship with the United 

Kingdom. 

 

The states newly formed from French Indochina (North Vietnam, South 

Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos) were prevented from taking part in any international 

military alliance as a result of the Geneva Agreements signed 20 July of the same 

year concluding the end of the First Indochina War. However, with the lingering 

threat coming from communist North Vietnam and the possibility of the domino 

theory with Indochina turning into a communist frontier, SEATO got these countries 

under its protection – an act that would be considered to be one of the main 

justifications for the U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War. Cambodia, however 

rejected the protection in 1956. 

 

The majority of SEATO members were not located in Southeast Asia. To 

Australia and New Zealand, SEATO was seen as a more satisfying organization than 

ANZUS – a collective defense organization with the U.S. The United Kingdom and 

France joined partly due to having long maintained colonies in the region, and partly 

due to concerns over developments in Indochina. Last but not least, the U.S. upon 

perceiving Southeast Asia to be a pivotal frontier for Cold War geopolitics saw the 

establishment of SEATO as essential to its Cold War containment policy. 

 

All in all, the membership reflected a mid-1950s combination of anti-

communist Western states and such states in Southeast Asia. The United Kingdom, 

France and the United States, the latter of which joined after the U.S. Senate ratified 

the treaty by an 82–1 vote, represented the strongest Western powers. Canada also 

considered joining, but decided against it in order to concentrate on its NATO 

responsibilities. 

 

Military Aspects 

 

A monoplane aircraft with three men and a fuel tanker truck. One of the men 

is wearing military uniform and the other two are clad only in shorts. The aircraft is 

mainly painted grey, but is marked with the Royal Australian Air Force roundel and 

stripes on its tail. The tail of another aircraft of similar appearance is visible in the 

background. 

 

After its creation, SEATO quickly became insignificant militarily, as most of 

its member nations contributed very little to the alliance. While SEATO military 

forces held joint military training, they were never employed because of internal 

disagreements. SEATO was unable to intervene in conflicts in Laos because France 
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and the United Kingdom rejected use of military action. As a result, the U.S. 

provided unilateral support for Laos after 1962. Though sought by the U.S., 

involvement of SEATO in the Vietnam War was denied because of lack of British 

and French cooperation. 

 

Both the United States and Australia cited the alliance as justification for 

involvement in Vietnam. U.S. membership in SEATO provided the United States 

with a rationale for a large-scale U.S. military intervention in Southeast Asia. Other 

countries, such as the UK and key nations in Asia, accepted the rationale. In 1962, as 

part of its commitment to SEATO, the Royal Australian Air Force deployed CAC 

Sabres of its No. 79 Squadron to Ubon Royal Thai Air Force Base, Thailand. The 

Sabres began to play a role in the Vietnam War in 1965, when their air defence 

responsibilities expanded to include protection of USAF aircraft using Ubon as a 

base for strikes against North Vietnam. 

 

Cultural Effects 

 

In addition to joint military training, SEATO member states worked on 

improving mutual social and economic issues. Such activities were overseen by 

SEATO's Committee of Information, Culture, Education, and Labor Activities, and 

proved to be some of SEATO's greatest successes. In 1959, SEATO's first Secretary 

General, Pote Sarasin, created the SEATO Graduate School of Engineering (currently 

the Asian Institute of Technology) in Thailand to train engineers. SEATO also 

sponsored the creation of the Teacher Development Center in Bangkok, as well as 

the Thai Military Technical Training School, which offered technical programs for 

supervisors and workmen. SEATO's Skilled Labor Project (SLP) created artisan 

training facilities, especially in Thailand, where ninety-one training workshops were 

established. SEATO also provided research funding and grants in agriculture and 

medical fields. In 1959, SEATO set up the Cholera Research Laboratory in Bangkok, 

later establishing a second Cholera Research Laboratory in Dhaka, Bangladesh. The 

Dhaka laboratory soon became the world's leading cholera research facility and was 

later renamed the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh. 

SEATO was also interested in literature, and a SEATO Literature Award was created 

and given to writers from member states. 

 

Criticism and dissolution 

 

Though Secretary of State Dulles considered SEATO an essential element in 

U.S. foreign policy in Asia, historians have considered the Manila Pact a failure, and 

the pact is rarely mentioned in history books. In The Geneva Conference of 1954 on 
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Indochina, Sir James Cable, a diplomat and naval strategist, described SEATO as "a 

fig leaf for the nakedness of American policy", citing the Manila Pact as a "zoo of 

paper tigers". 

 

Consequently, questions of dissolving the organization arose. Pakistan 

withdrew in 1972, after East Pakistan seceded and became Bangladesh on 16 

December 1971. France withdrew financial support in 1975, and the SEATO council 

agreed to the phasing out of the organization. After a final exercise on 20 February 

1976, the organization was formally dissolved on 30 June 1977. 
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Lesson 16 
 

JOHN F. KENNEDY 
 

John F. Kennedy, in full John Fitzgerald Kennedy, byname JFK, (born May 29, 

1917, Brookline, Massachusetts, U.S.—died November 22, 1963, Dallas, Texas), 35th 

president of the United States (1961–63), who faced a number of foreign crises, 

especially in Cuba and Berlin, but managed to secure such achievements as the 

Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty and the Alliance for Progress. He was assassinated while 

riding in a motorcade in Dallas. 

 

Early Life 

 

The second of nine children, Kennedy was reared in a family that demanded 

intense physical and intellectual competition among the siblings—the family’s touch 

football games at their Hyannis Port retreat later became legendary—and was 

schooled in the religious teachings of the Roman Catholic church and the political 

precepts of the Democratic Party. His father, Joseph Patrick Kennedy, had acquired a 

multimillion-dollar fortune in banking, bootlegging, shipbuilding, and the film 

industry, and as a skilled player of the stock market. His mother, Rose, was the 

daughter of John F. (“Honey Fitz”) Fitzgerald, onetime mayor of Boston. They 

established trust funds for their children that guaranteed lifelong financial 

independence. After serving as the head of the Securities and Exchange 

Commission, Joseph Kennedy became the U.S. ambassador to Great Britain, and for 

six months in 1938 John served as his secretary, drawing on that experience to write 

his senior thesis at Harvard University (B.S., 1940) on Great Britain’s military 

unpreparedness. He then expanded that thesis into a best-selling book, Why 

England Slept (1940). 

 

In the fall of 1941 Kennedy joined the U.S. Navy and two years later was sent 

to the South Pacific. By the time he was discharged in 1945, his older brother, Joe, 

who their father had expected would be the first Kennedy to run for office, had been 

killed in the war, and the family’s political standard passed to John, who had 

planned to pursue an academic or journalistic career. 

 

John Kennedy himself had barely escaped death in battle. Commanding a 

patrol torpedo (PT) boat, he was gravely injured when a Japanese destroyer sank it 

in the Solomon Islands. Marooned far behind enemy lines, he led his men back to 

safety and was awarded the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps Medal for heroism. He 

also returned to active command at his own request. (These events were later 
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depicted in a Hollywood film, PT 109 [1963], that contributed to the Kennedy 

mystique.) However, the further injury to his back, which had bothered him since 

his teens, never really healed. Despite operations in 1944, 1954, and 1955, he was in 

pain for much of the rest of his life. He also suffered from Addison disease, though 

this affliction was publicly concealed. “At least one-half of the days he spent on this 

earth,” wrote his brother Robert, “were days of intense physical pain.” (After he 

became president, Kennedy combated the pain with injections of amphetamines—

then thought to be harmless and used by more than a few celebrities for their 

energizing effect. According to some reports, both Kennedy and the first lady 

became heavily dependent on these injections through weekly use.) None of this 

prevented Kennedy from undertaking a strenuous life in politics. His family 

expected him to run for public office and to win. 

 

Congressman and Senator 

 

Kennedy did not disappoint his family; in fact, he never lost an election. His 

first opportunity came in 1946, when he ran for Congress. Although still physically 

weak from his war injuries, he campaigned aggressively, bypassing the Democratic 

organization in the Massachusetts 11th congressional district and depending instead 

upon his family, college friends, and fellow navy officers. In the Democratic primary 

he received nearly double the vote of his nearest opponent; in the November election 

he overwhelmed the Republican candidate. He was only 29. 

 

Kennedy served three terms in the House of Representatives (1947–53) as a 

bread-and-butter liberal. He advocated better working conditions, more public 

housing, higher wages, lower prices, cheaper rents, and more Social Security for the 

aged. In foreign policy he was an early supporter of Cold War policies. He backed 

the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan but was sharply critical of the Truman 

administration’s record in Asia. He accused the State Department of trying to force 

Chiang Kai-shek into a coalition with Mao Zedong. “What our young men had 

saved,” he told the House on January 25, 1949, “our diplomats and our President 

have frittered away.” 

 

His congressional district in Boston was a safe seat, but Kennedy was too 

ambitious to remain long in the House of Representatives. In 1952 he ran for the U.S. 

Senate against the popular incumbent, Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr. His mother and 

sisters Eunice, Patricia, and Jean held “Kennedy teas” across the state. Thousands of 

volunteers flocked to help, including his 27-year-old brother Robert, who managed 

the campaign. That fall the Republican presidential candidate, General Dwight D. 

Eisenhower, carried Massachusetts by 208,000 votes; but Kennedy defeated Lodge 
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by 70,000 votes. Less than a year later, on September 12, 1953, Kennedy enhanced his 

electoral appeal by marrying Jacqueline Lee Bouvier (Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis). 

Twelve years younger than Kennedy and from a socially prominent family, the 

beautiful “Jackie” was the perfect complement to the handsome politician; they 

made a glamorous couple. 

 

As a senator, Kennedy quickly won a reputation for responsiveness to 

requests from constituents, except on certain occasions when the national interest 

was at stake. In 1954 he was the only New England senator to approve an extension 

of President Eisenhower’s reciprocal-trade powers, and he vigorously backed the 

opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway, despite the fact that over a period of 20 years 

no Massachusetts senator or congressman had ever voted for it. 

 

To the disappointment of liberal Democrats, Kennedy soft-pedaled the 

demagogic excesses of Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy of Wisconsin, who in the early 1950s 

conducted witch-hunting campaigns against government workers accused of being 

communists. Kennedy’s father liked McCarthy, contributed to his campaign, and 

even entertained him in the family’s compound at Hyannis Port on Cape Cod in 

Massachusetts. Kennedy himself disapproved of McCarthy, but, as he once 

observed, “Half my people in Massachusetts look on McCarthy as a hero.” Yet, on 

the Senate vote over condemnation of McCarthy’s conduct (1954), Kennedy expected 

to vote against him. He prepared a speech explaining why, but he was absent on the 

day of the vote. Later, at a National Press Club Gridiron dinner, costumed reporters 

sang, “Where were you, John, where were you, John, when the Senate censured 

Joe?” Actually, John had been in a hospital, in critical condition after back surgery. 

For six months afterward he lay strapped to a board in his father’s house in Palm 

Beach, Florida. It was during this period that he worked on Profiles in Courage 

(1956), an account of eight great American political leaders who had defied popular 

opinion in matters of conscience, which was awarded a Pulitzer Prize in 1957. 

Although Kennedy was credited as the book’s author, it was later revealed that his 

assistant Theodore Sorensen had done much of the research and writing. 

 

Back in the Senate, Kennedy led a fight against a proposal to abolish the 

electoral college, crusaded for labour reform, and became increasingly committed to 

civil rights legislation. As a member of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations in 

the late 1950s, he advocated extensive foreign aid to the emerging nations in Africa 

and Asia, and he surprised his colleagues by calling upon France to grant Algerian 

independence. 
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During these years his political outlook was moving leftward. Possibly 

because of their father’s dynamic personality, the sons of Joseph Kennedy matured 

slowly. Gradually John’s stature among Democrats grew, until he had inherited the 

legions that had once followed Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson of Illinois, the two-time 

presidential candidate who by appealing to idealism had transformed the 

Democratic Party and made Kennedy’s rise possible. 

 

Presidential Candidate and President 

 

Kennedy had nearly become Stevenson’s vice presidential running mate in 

1956. The charismatic young New Englander’s near victory and his televised speech 

of concession (Estes Kefauver won the vice presidential nomination) brought him 

into some 40 million American homes. Overnight he had become one of the best-

known political figures in the country. Already his campaign for the 1960 

nomination had begun. One newspaperman called him a “young man in a hurry.” 

Kennedy felt that he had to redouble his efforts because of the widespread 

conviction that no Roman Catholic candidate could be elected president. He made 

his 1958 race for reelection to the Senate a test of his popularity in Massachusetts. 

His margin of victory was 874,608 votes—the largest ever in Massachusetts politics 

and the greatest of any senatorial candidate that year. 

 

A steady stream of speeches and periodical profiles followed, with 

photographs of him and his wife appearing on many a magazine cover. Kennedy’s 

carefully calculated pursuit of the presidency years before the first primary 

established a practice that became the norm for candidates seeking the nation’s 

highest office. To transport him and his staff around the country, his father bought a 

40-passenger Convair aircraft. His brothers Robert (“Bobby,” or “Bob”) and Edward 

(“Teddy,” or “Ted”) pitched in. After having graduated from Harvard University 

(1948) and from the University of Virginia Law School (1951), Bobby had embarked 

on a career as a Justice Department attorney and counsellor for congressional 

committees. Ted likewise had graduated from Harvard (1956) and from Virginia 

Law School (1959). Both men were astute campaigners. 

 

New Frontier 

 

In January 1960 John F. Kennedy formally announced his presidential 

candidacy. His chief rivals were the senators Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota 

and Lyndon B. Johnson of Texas. Kennedy knocked Humphrey out of the campaign 

and dealt the religious taboo against Roman Catholics a blow by winning the 

primary in Protestant West Virginia. He tackled the Catholic issue again, by avowing 
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his belief in the separation of church and state in a televised speech before a group of 

Protestant ministers in Houston, Texas. Nominated on the first ballot, he balanced 

the Democratic ticket by choosing Johnson as his running mate. In his acceptance 

speech Kennedy declared, “We stand today on the edge of a New Frontier.” 

Thereafter the phrase “New Frontier” was associated with his presidential 

programs. 

 

Another phrase—“the Kennedy style”—encapsulated the candidate’s 

emerging identity. It was glamorous and elitist, an amalgam of his father’s wealth, 

John Kennedy’s charisma and easy wit, Jacqueline Kennedy’s beauty and fashion 

sense (the suits and pillbox hats she wore became widely popular), the charm of 

their children and relatives, and the erudition of the Harvard advisers who 

surrounded him (called the “best and brightest” by author David Halberstam). 

 

Kennedy won the general election, narrowly defeating the Republican 

candidate, Vice Pres. Richard M. Nixon, by a margin of less than 120,000 out of some 

70,000,000 votes cast. Many observers, then and since, believed vote fraud 

contributed to Kennedy’s victory, especially in the critical state of Illinois, where Joe 

Kennedy enlisted the help of the ever-powerful Richard J. Daley, mayor of Chicago. 

Nixon had defended the Eisenhower record; Kennedy, whose slogan had been “Let’s 

get this country moving again,” had deplored unemployment, the sluggish 

economy, the so-called missile gap (a presumed Soviet superiority over the United 

States in the number of nuclear-armed missiles), and the new communist 

government in Havana. A major factor in the campaign was a unique series of four 

televised debates between the two men; an estimated 85–120 million Americans 

watched one or more of the debates. Both men showed a firm grasp of the issues, but 

Kennedy’s poise in front of the camera, his tony Harvard accent, and his good looks 

(in contrast to Nixon’s “five o’clock shadow”) convinced many viewers that he had 

won the debate. As president, Kennedy continued to exploit the new medium, 

sparkling in precedent-setting televised weekly press conferences. 

 

He was the youngest man and the first Roman Catholic ever elected to the 

presidency of the United States. His administration lasted 1,037 days. From the onset 

he was concerned with foreign affairs. In his memorable inaugural address, he called 

upon Americans “to bear the burden of a long twilight struggle…against the 

common enemies of man: tyranny, poverty, disease, and war itself.” He declared: 

 

In the long history of the world, only a few generations have been granted the 

role of defending freedom in its hour of maximum danger. I do not shrink from this 

responsibility—I welcome it.…The energy, the faith, the devotion which we bring to 
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this endeavor will light our country and all who serve it—and the glow from that 

fire can truly light the world. And so, my fellow Americans: ask not what your 

country can do for you—ask what you can do for your country. 

 

The administration’s first brush with foreign affairs was a disaster. In the last 

year of the Eisenhower presidency, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) had 

equipped and trained a brigade of anticommunist Cuban exiles for an invasion of 

their homeland. The Joint Chiefs of Staff unanimously advised the new president 

that this force, once ashore, would spark a general uprising against the Cuban 

leader, Fidel Castro. But the Bay of Pigs invasion was a fiasco; every man on the 

beachhead was either killed or captured. Kennedy assumed “sole responsibility” for 

the setback. Privately he told his father that he would never again accept a Joint 

Chiefs recommendation without first challenging it. 

 

The Soviet premier, Nikita Khrushchev, thought he had taken the young 

president’s measure when the two leaders met in Vienna in June 1961. Khrushchev 

ordered a wall built between East and West Berlin and threatened to sign a separate 

peace treaty with East Germany. The president activated National Guard and 

reserve units, and Khrushchev backed down on his separate peace threat. Kennedy 

then made a dramatic visit to West Berlin, where he told a cheering crowd, “Today, 

in the world of freedom, the proudest boast is ‘Ich bin ein [I am a] Berliner.’ ” In 

October 1962 a buildup of Soviet short- and intermediate-range nuclear missiles was 

discovered in Cuba. Kennedy demanded that the missiles be dismantled; he ordered 

a “quarantine” of Cuba—in effect, a blockade that would stop Soviet ships from 

reaching that island. For 13 days nuclear war seemed near; then the Soviet premier 

announced that the offensive weapons would be withdrawn. Ten months later 

Kennedy scored his greatest foreign triumph when Khrushchev and Prime Minister 

Harold Macmillan of Great Britain joined him in signing the Nuclear Test-Ban 

Treaty. Yet Kennedy’s commitment to combat the spread of communism led him to 

escalate American involvement in the conflict in Vietnam, where he sent not just 

supplies and financial assistance, as President Eisenhower had, but 15,000 military 

advisers as well. 

 

Because of his slender victory in 1960, Kennedy approached Congress warily, 

and with good reason; Congress was largely indifferent to his legislative program. It 

approved his Alliance for Progress (Alianza) in Latin America and his Peace Corps, 

which won the enthusiastic endorsement of thousands of college students. But his 

two most cherished projects, massive income tax cuts and a sweeping civil rights 

measure, were not passed until after his death. In May 1961 Kennedy committed the 

United States to land a man on the Moon by the end of the decade, and, while he 
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would not live to see this achievement either, his advocacy of the space program 

contributed to the successful launch of the first American manned spaceflights. 

 

He was an immensely popular president, at home and abroad. At times he 

seemed to be everywhere at once, encouraging better physical fitness, improving the 

morale of government workers, bringing brilliant advisers to the White House, and 

beautifying Washington, D.C. His wife joined him as an advocate for American 

culture. Their two young children, Caroline Bouvier and John F., Jr., were familiar 

throughout the country. The charm and optimism of the Kennedy family seemed 

contagious, sparking the idealism of a generation for whom the Kennedy White 

House became, in journalist Theodore White’s famous analogy, Camelot—the 

magical court of Arthurian legend, which was celebrated in a popular Broadway 

musical of the early 1960s. 

 

Joseph Kennedy, meanwhile, had been incapacitated in Hyannis Port by a 

stroke, but the other Kennedys were in and out of Washington. Robert Kennedy, as 

John’s attorney general, was the second most powerful man in the country. He 

advised the president on all matters of foreign and domestic policy, national 

security, and political affairs. 

 

In 1962 Ted Kennedy was elected to the president’s former Senate seat in 

Massachusetts. Their sister Eunice’s husband, Sargent Shriver, became director of the 

Peace Corps. Their sister Jean’s husband, Stephen Smith, was preparing to manage 

the Democratic Party’s 1964 presidential campaign. Another sister, Patricia, had 

married Peter Lawford, an English-born actor who served the family as an unofficial 

envoy to the entertainment world. All Americans knew who Rose, Jackie, Bobby, 

and Teddy were, and most could identify Bobby’s wife as Ethel and Teddy’s wife as 

Joan. But if the first family had become American royalty, its image of perfection 

would be tainted years later by allegations of marital infidelity by the president 

(most notably, an affair with motion-picture icon Marilyn Monroe) and of his 

association with members of organized crime. 

 

Assassination 

 

President Kennedy believed that his Republican opponent in 1964 would be 

Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona. He was convinced that he could bury Goldwater 

under an avalanche of votes, thus receiving a mandate for major legislative reforms. 

One obstacle to his plan was a feud in Vice Pres. Johnson’s home state of Texas 

between Gov. John B. Connally, Jr., and Sen. Ralph Yarborough, both Democrats. To 

present a show of unity, the president decided to tour the state with both men. On 
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Friday, November 22, 1963, he and Jacqueline Kennedy were in an open limousine 

riding slowly in a motorcade through downtown Dallas. At 12:30 PM the president 

was struck by two rifle bullets, one at the base of his neck and one in the head. He 

was pronounced dead shortly after arrival at Parkland Memorial Hospital. Governor 

Connally, though also gravely wounded, recovered. Vice President Johnson took the 

oath as president at 2:38 PM. Lee Harvey Oswald, a 24-year-old Dallas citizen, was 

accused of the slaying. Two days later Oswald was shot to death by Jack Ruby, a 

local nightclub owner with connections to the criminal underworld, in the basement 

of a Dallas police station. A presidential commission headed by the chief justice of 

the United States, Earl Warren, later found that neither the sniper nor his killer “was 

part of any conspiracy, domestic or foreign, to assassinate President Kennedy,” but 

that Oswald had acted alone. The Warren Commission, however, was not able to 

convincingly explain all the particular circumstances of Kennedy’s murder. In 1979 a 

special committee of the U.S. House of Representatives declared that although the 

president had undoubtedly been slain by Oswald, acoustic analysis suggested the 

presence of a second gunman who had missed. But this declaration did little to 

squelch the theories that Oswald was part of a conspiracy involving either CIA 

agents angered over Kennedy’s handling of the Bay of Pigs fiasco or members of 

organized crime seeking revenge for Attorney General Bobby Kennedy’s relentless 

criminal investigations. Kennedy’s assassination, the most notorious political 

murder of the 20th century, remains a source of bafflement, controversy, and 

speculation. 

 

John Kennedy was dead, but the Kennedy mystique was still alive. Both 

Robert and Ted ran for president (in 1968 and 1980, respectively). Yet tragedy would 

become nearly synonymous with the Kennedys when Bobby, too, was assassinated 

on the campaign trail in 1968. 

 

Jacqueline Kennedy and her two children moved from the White House to a 

home in the Georgetown section of Washington. Continuing crowds of the 

worshipful and curious made peace there impossible, however, and in the summer 

of 1964 she moved to New York City. Pursuit continued until October 20, 1968, when 

she married Aristotle Onassis, a wealthy Greek shipping magnate. The Associated 

Press said that the marriage “broke the spell of almost complete adulation of a 

woman who had become virtually a legend in her own time.” Widowed by Onassis, 

the former first lady returned to the public eye in the mid-1970s as a high-profile 

book editor, and she remained among the most admired women in the United States 

until her death in 1994. As an adult, daughter Caroline was jealous of her own 

privacy, but John Jr.—a lawyer like his sister and debonair and handsome like his 

father—was much more of a public figure. Long remembered as “John-John,” the 
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three-year-old who stoically saluted his father’s casket during live television 

coverage of the funeral procession, John Jr. became the founder and editor-in-chief of 

the political magazine George in the mid-1990s. In 1999, when John Jr., his wife, and 

his sister-in-law died in the crash of the private plane he was piloting, the event was 

the focus of an international media watch that further proved the immortality of the 

Kennedy mystique. It was yet another chapter in the family’s “curse” of tragedy. 
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Lesson 17 
 

CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT 
 

American civil rights movement, mass protest movement against racial 

segregation and discrimination in the southern United States that came to national 

prominence during the mid-1950s. This movement had its roots in the centuries-long 

efforts of enslaved Africans and their descendants to resist racial oppression and 

abolish the institution of slavery. Although enslaved people were emancipated as a 

result of the Civil War and were then granted basic civil rights through the passage 

of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth amendments to the U.S. Constitution, struggles to 

secure federal protection of these rights continued during the next century. Through 

nonviolent protest, the civil rights movement of the 1950s and ’60s broke the pattern 

of public facilities’ being segregated by “race” in the South and achieved the most 

important breakthrough in equal-rights legislation for African Americans since the 

Reconstruction period (1865–77). Although the passage in 1964 and 1965 of major 

civil rights legislation was victorious for the movement, by then militant Black 

activists had begun to see their struggle as a freedom or liberation movement not 

just seeking civil rights reforms but instead confronting the enduring economic, 

political, and cultural consequences of past racial oppression. 

 

Abolitionism of Jim Crow Laws 

 

American history has been marked by persistent and determined efforts to 

expand the scope and inclusiveness of civil rights. Although equal rights for all were 

affirmed in the founding documents of the United States, many of the new country’s 

inhabitants were denied essential rights. Enslaved Africans and indentured servants 

did not have the inalienable right to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness” that 

British colonists asserted to justify their Declaration of Independence. Nor were they 

included among the “People of the United States” who established the Constitution 

in order to “promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to 

ourselves and our Posterity.” Instead, the Constitution protected slavery by allowing 

the importation of enslaved persons until 1808 and providing for the return of 

enslaved people who had escaped to other states. 

 

As the United States expanded its boundaries, Native American peoples 

resisted conquest and absorption. Individual states, which determined most of the 

rights of American citizens, generally limited voting rights to white property-

owning males, and other rights—such as the right to own land or serve on juries—

were often denied on the basis of racial or gender distinctions. A small proportion of 
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Black Americans lived outside the slave system, but those so-called “free Blacks” 

endured racial discrimination and enforced segregation. Although some enslaved 

persons violently rebelled against their enslavement (see slave rebellions), African 

Americans and other subordinated groups mainly used nonviolent means—protests, 

legal challenges, pleas and petitions addressed to government officials, as well as 

sustained and massive civil rights movements—to achieve gradual improvements in 

their status. 

 

During the first half of the 19th century, movements to extend voting rights to 

non-property-owning white male labourers resulted in the elimination of most 

property qualifications for voting, but this expansion of suffrage was accompanied 

by brutal suppression of American Indians and increasing restrictions on free Blacks. 

Owners of enslaved people in the South reacted to the 1831 Nat Turner slave revolt 

in Virginia by passing laws to discourage antislavery activism and prevent the 

teaching of enslaved people to read and write. Despite this repression, a growing 

number of Black Americans freed themselves from slavery by escaping or 

negotiating agreements to purchase their freedom through wage labour. By the 

1830s, free Black communities in the Northern states had become sufficiently large 

and organized to hold regular national conventions, where Black leaders gathered to 

discuss alternative strategies of racial advancement. In 1833 a small minority of 

whites joined with Black antislavery activists to form the American Anti-Slavery 

Society under the leadership of William Lloyd Garrison. 

 

Frederick Douglass became the most famous of the formerly enslaved persons 

who joined the abolition movement. His autobiography—one of many slave 

narratives—and his stirring orations heightened public awareness of the horrors of 

slavery. Although Black leaders became increasingly militant in their attacks against 

slavery and other forms of racial oppression, their efforts to secure equal rights 

received a major setback in 1857, when the U.S. Supreme Court rejected African 

American citizenship claims. The Dred Scott decision stated that the country’s 

founders had viewed Blacks as so inferior that they had “no rights which the white 

man was bound to respect.” This ruling—by declaring unconstitutional the Missouri 

Compromise (1820), through which Congress had limited the expansion of slavery 

into western territories—ironically strengthened the antislavery movement, because 

it angered many whites who did not hold enslaved people. The inability of the 

country’s political leaders to resolve that dispute fueled the successful presidential 

campaign of Abraham Lincoln, the candidate of the antislavery Republican Party. 

Lincoln’s victory in turn prompted the Southern slave states to secede and form the 

Confederate States of America in 1860–61. 
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Although Lincoln did not initially seek to abolish slavery, his determination 

to punish the rebellious states and his increasing reliance on Black soldiers in the 

Union army prompted him to issue the Emancipation Proclamation (1863) to deprive 

the Confederacy of its enslaved property. After the American Civil War ended, 

Republican leaders cemented the Union victory by gaining the ratification of 

constitutional amendments to abolish slavery (Thirteenth Amendment) and to 

protect the legal equality of formerly enslaved persons (Fourteenth Amendment) 

and the voting rights of male ex-slaves (Fifteenth Amendment). Despite those 

constitutional guarantees of rights, almost a century of civil rights agitation and 

litigation would be required to bring about consistent federal enforcement of those 

rights in the former Confederate states. Moreover, after federal military forces were 

removed from the South at the end of Reconstruction, white leaders in the region 

enacted new laws to strengthen the “Jim Crow” system of racial segregation and 

discrimination. In its Plessy v. Ferguson decision (1896), the Supreme Court ruled 

that “separate but equal” facilities for African Americans did not violate the 

Fourteenth Amendment, ignoring evidence that the facilities for Blacks were inferior 

to those intended for whites. 

 

The Southern system of white supremacy was accompanied by the expansion 

of European and American imperial control over nonwhite people in Africa and Asia 

as well as in island countries of the Pacific and Caribbean regions. Like African 

Americans, most nonwhite people throughout the world were colonized or 

economically exploited and denied basic rights, such as the right to vote. With few 

exceptions, women of all races everywhere were also denied suffrage rights. 

 

Du Bois to Brown 

 

During the early decades of the 20th century, movements to resist such racial 

and gender discrimination gained strength in many countries. While a Pan-African 

movement emerged in response to European imperialism, African Americans 

developed various strategies to challenge racial discrimination in the United States. 

Educator Booker T. Washington emphasized economic development without openly 

challenging the Jim Crow system, Harvard University-educated scholar W.E.B. Du 

Bois became a leading advocate for civil rights and Pan-African unity among 

Africans and African descendants elsewhere in the world. In 1909 Du Bois and other 

African American leaders joined with white proponents of racial equality to form the 

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), which 

became the country’s most enduring civil rights organization. Under the leadership 

of Du Bois, James Weldon Johnson, Walter White, Thurgood Marshall, and others, 

the NAACP publicized racial injustices and initiated lawsuits to secure equal 
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treatment for Black Americans in education, employment, housing, and public 

accommodations. 

 

The NAACP faced competition from various groups offering alternative 

strategies for racial advancement. In 1941 labour leader A. Philip Randolph’s threat 

to stage a march on Washington, D.C., prodded Pres. Franklin D. Roosevelt to issue 

an executive order against employment discrimination in the wartime defense 

industries. The interracial Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) also undertook small-

scale civil disobedience to combat segregation in Northern cities. 

 

In the aftermath of World War II, African American civil rights efforts were 

hampered by ideological splits. Du Bois and prominent African American 

entertainer Paul Robeson were among the leftist leaders advocating mass civil rights 

protests while opposing the Cold War foreign and domestic policies of Pres. Harry S. 

Truman, but Truman prevailed in the 1948 presidential election with critical backing 

from NAACP leaders and most African Americans able to vote. Marshall and other 

NAACP leaders gained additional Black support when the Supreme Court ruled 

public school segregation unconstitutional in 1954 in the NAACP-sponsored case of 

Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka. 

 

Yet, even as the NAACP consolidated its national dominance in the civil 

rights field, local Black activists acted on their own to protest racial segregation and 

discrimination. For example, in 1951 a student walkout at a Virginia high school led 

by Barbara Johns, age 16, was one of the local efforts that culminated in the Brown 

decision. When the Supreme Court did not set a time limit for states to desegregate 

their school systems and instead merely called for desegregation “with all deliberate 

speed,” the stage was set for years of conflicts over public school desegregation and 

other discriminatory practices. 

 

Montgomery Bus Boycott to the Voting Rights Act 

 

In December 1955 NAACP activist Rosa Parks’s impromptu refusal to give up 

her seat to a white man on a bus in Montgomery, Alabama, sparked a sustained bus 

boycott that inspired mass protests elsewhere to speed the pace of civil rights 

reform. After boycott supporters chose Baptist minister Martin Luther King, Jr., to 

head the newly established Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA), King 

soon became the country ’s most influential advocate of the concepts of nonviolent 

resistance forged by Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi. Despite the bombing of King’s 

house and other acts of intimidation by segregationists, MIA leaders were able to 

sustain the boycott until November 1956, when the NAACP won a Supreme Court 
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order to desegregate the bus system. In 1957 King and his supporters founded the 

Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) to provide an institutional 

framework supporting local protest movements. 

 

Four Black college students in Greensboro, North Carolina, sparked a new 

phase of the Southern civil rights movement on February 1, 1960, when they staged a 

sit-in at a drugstore lunch counter reserved for whites. In the wake of the 

Greensboro sit-in, thousands of students in at least 60 communities, mostly in the 

upper, urbanized South, joined the sit-in campaign during the winter and spring of 

1960. Despite efforts by the NAACP, SCLC, and CORE to impose some control over 

the sit-in movement, the student protesters formed their own group, the Student 

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), to coordinate the new movement. 

SNCC gradually acquired a staff of full-time organizers, many of whom were former 

student protesters, and launched a number of local projects designed to achieve 

desegregation and voting rights. Although SNCC’s nonviolent tactics were 

influenced by King, SNCC organizers typically stressed the need to develop self-

reliant local leaders to sustain grassroots movements. 

 

The Freedom Rides of 1961 signaled the beginning of a period when civil 

rights protest activity grew in scale and intensity. CORE sponsored the first group of 

bus riders who sought to desegregate Southern bus terminals. After attacks by white 

mobs in Alabama turned back the initial protesters, student activists from Nashville 

and other centers of sit-in activities continued the rides into Jackson, Mississippi, 

where they were promptly arrested for disobeying racial segregation rules. Despite 

U.S. Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy’s plea for a “cooling-off” period, the 

Freedom Rides demonstrated that militant but nonviolent young activists could 

confront Southern segregation at its strongest points and pressure the federal 

government to intervene to protect the constitutional rights of African Americans. 

The Freedom Rides encouraged similar protests elsewhere against segregated 

transportation facilities and stimulated local campaigns in many Southern 

communities that had been untouched by the student sit-ins. 

 

SCLC leaders worked with Birmingham, Alabama, minister Fred 

Shuttlesworth to launch a major campaign featuring confrontations between 

nonviolent demonstrators and the often brutal law-enforcement personnel directed 

by Birmingham’s police commissioner, Eugene T. (“Bull”) Connor. Televised 

confrontations between nonviolent protesters and vicious policemen with clubs and 

police dogs attracted Northern support and resulted in federal intervention to bring 

about a settlement that included civil rights concessions. King’s “Letter from 

Birmingham City Jail” of April 16, 1963, defended civil disobedience and warned 
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that frustrated African Americans might turn to Black nationalism, a development 

that he predicted would lead inevitably to a frightening racial nightmare. 

International news coverage of the Birmingham clashes prompted Pres. John F. 

Kennedy to introduce legislation that eventually became the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

 

Similar mass protests in dozens of other cities made white Americans more 

aware of the antiquated Jim Crow system, though Black militancy also prompted a 

white “backlash.” Those mass protests culminated on August 28, 1963, in the March 

on Washington for Jobs and Freedom, which attracted over 200,000 participants. 

King used his concluding “I Have a Dream” speech at the march as an opportunity 

to link Black civil rights aspirations with traditional American political values. He 

insisted that the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution comprised “a 

promissory note” guaranteeing all Americans “the unalienable rights of life, liberty, 

and the pursuit of happiness.” 

 

While media attention concentrated on the urban demonstrations in 

Birmingham, the voter-registration campaign in rural Mississippi and Alabama, 

spearheaded by SNCC and groups under the auspices of the Council of Federated 

Organizations (COFO), stimulated the emergence of resilient indigenous leadership 

and the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP). COFO director Robert 

Moses spearheaded a summer project in 1964 that brought together voting rights 

organizers and hundreds of Northern white volunteers. While the murders of three 

civil rights workers focused national attention on Mississippi, the MFDP, led by 

Fannie Lou Hamer, failed in its attempt to unseat the regular all-white delegation at 

the 1964 National Democratic Convention. During the following year, however, 

mass protests in the Alabama cities of Selma and Montgomery led Pres. Lyndon B. 

Johnson to introduce legislation that became the Voting Rights Act of 1965. 

 

From Black Power to the Assassination of Martin Luther King 

 

The Selma-to-Montgomery march in March 1965 would be the last sustained 

Southern protest campaign that was able to secure widespread support among 

whites outside the region. The passage of voting rights legislation, the upsurge in 

Northern urban racial violence, and white resentment of Black militancy lessened 

the effectiveness and popularity of nonviolent protests as a means of advancing 

African American interests. In addition, the growing militancy of Black activists 

inspired by the then recently assassinated Black nationalist Malcolm X spawned an 

increasing determination among African Americans to achieve political power and 

cultural autonomy by building Black-controlled institutions. 
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When he accepted the 1964 Nobel Peace Prize, King connected the Black 

American struggle to the anticolonial struggles that had overcome European 

domination elsewhere in the world. In 1966 King launched a new campaign in 

Chicago against Northern slum conditions and segregation, but he soon faced a 

major challenge from “Black power” proponents, such as SNCC chairman Stokely 

Carmichael. This ideological conflict came to a head in June 1966 during a voting 

rights march through Mississippi following the wounding of James Meredith, who 

had desegregated the University of Mississippi in 1962. Carmichael’s use of the 

“Black power” slogan encapsulated the emerging notion of a freedom struggle 

seeking political, economic, and cultural objectives beyond narrowly defined civil 

rights reforms. By the late 1960s not only the NAACP and SCLC but even SNCC and 

CORE faced challenges from new militant organizations, such as the Black Panther 

Party, whose leaders argued that civil rights reforms were insufficient because they 

did not fully address the problems of poor and powerless Blacks. They also 

dismissed nonviolent principles, often quoting Malcolm X’s imperative: “by any 

means necessary.” Questioning American citizenship and identity as goals for 

African Americans, Black power proponents called instead for a global struggle for 

Black national “self-determination” rather than merely for civil rights. 

 

Although King criticized calls for Black separatism and armed self-defense, he 

supported anticolonial movements and agreed that African Americans should seek 

compensatory government actions to redress historical injustices and end poverty. 

He criticized U.S. military intervention in the Vietnam War, which he characterized 

as a civil war, insisting that war was immoral and that the American government 

had wrongly opposed nationalist movements in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. In 

December 1967 he announced a Poor People’s Campaign that intended to bring 

thousands of protesters to Washington, D.C., to lobby for an end to poverty. 

 

After King’s assassination in April 1968, the Poor People’s Campaign 

floundered, and the Black Panther Party and other Black militant groups 

encountered intense government repression from local police and the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation’s Counterintelligence Program (COINTELPRO). In 1968 the 

National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (also known as the Kerner 

Commission) concluded that the country, despite civil rights reforms, was moving 

“toward two societies one Black, one white—separate and unequal.” By the time of 

the commission’s report, claims that Black gains had resulted in “reverse 

discrimination” against whites were effectively used against significant new civil 

rights initiatives during the 1970s and ’80s. 
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Lesson 18 
 

MARTIN LUTHER KING 
 

Martin Luther King, Jr., original name Michael King, Jr., (born January 15, 

1929, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.—died April 4, 1968, Memphis, Tennessee), Baptist 

minister and social activist who led the civil rights movement in the United States 

from the mid-1950s until his death by assassination in 1968. His leadership was 

fundamental to that movement’s success in ending the legal segregation of African 

Americans in the South and other parts of the United States. King rose to national 

prominence as head of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, which 

promoted nonviolent tactics, such as the massive March on Washington (1963), to 

achieve civil rights. He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1964. 

 

Early Years 

 

King came from a comfortable middle-class family steeped in the tradition of 

the Southern Black ministry: both his father and maternal grandfather were Baptist 

preachers. His parents were college-educated, and King’s father had succeeded his 

father-in-law as pastor of the prestigious Ebenezer Baptist Church in Atlanta. The 

family lived on Auburn Avenue, otherwise known as “Sweet Auburn,” the bustling 

“Black Wall Street,” home to some of the country’s largest and most prosperous 

Black businesses and Black churches in the years before the civil rights movement. 

Young Martin received a solid education and grew up in a loving extended family. 

 

This secure upbringing, however, did not prevent King from experiencing the 

prejudices then common in the South. He never forgot the time when, at about age 

six, one of his white playmates announced that his parents would no longer allow 

him to play with King, because the children were now attending segregated schools. 

Dearest to King in these early years was his maternal grandmother, whose death in 

1941 left him shaken and unstable. Upset because he had learned of her fatal heart 

attack while attending a parade without his parents’ permission, the 12-year-old 

King attempted suicide by jumping from a second-story window. 

 

In 1944, at age 15, King entered Morehouse College in Atlanta under a special 

wartime program intended to boost enrollment by admitting promising high-school 

students like King. Before beginning college, however, King spent the summer on a 

tobacco farm in Connecticut; it was his first extended stay away from home and his 

first substantial experience of race relations outside the segregated South. He was 

shocked by how peacefully the races mixed in the North. “Negroes and whites go 
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[to] the same church,” he noted in a letter to his parents. “I never [thought] that a 

person of my race could eat anywhere.” This summer experience in the North only 

deepened King’s growing hatred of racial segregation. 

 

At Morehouse, King favoured studies in medicine and law, but these were 

eclipsed in his senior year by a decision to enter the ministry, as his father had 

urged. King’s mentor at Morehouse was the college president, Benjamin Mays, a 

social gospel activist whose rich oratory and progressive ideas had left an indelible 

imprint on King’s father. Committed to fighting racial inequality, Mays accused the 

African American community of complacency in the face of oppression, and he 

prodded the Black church into social action by criticizing its emphasis on the 

hereafter instead of the here and now; it was a call to service that was not lost on the 

teenage King. He graduated from Morehouse in 1948. 

 

King spent the next three years at Crozer Theological Seminary in Chester, 

Pennsylvania, where he became acquainted with Mohandas Gandhi’s philosophy of 

nonviolence as well as with the thought of contemporary Protestant theologians. He 

earned a bachelor of divinity degree in 1951. Renowned for his oratorical skills, King 

was elected president of Crozer’s student body, which was composed almost 

exclusively of white students. As a professor at Crozer wrote in a letter of 

recommendation for King, “The fact that with our student body largely Southern in 

constitution a colored man should be elected to and be popular [in] such a position is 

in itself no mean recommendation.” From Crozer, King went to Boston University, 

where, in seeking a firm foundation for his own theological and ethical inclinations, 

he studied man’s relationship to God and received a doctorate (1955) for a 

dissertation titled “A Comparison of the Conceptions of God in the Thinking of Paul 

Tillich and Henry Nelson Wieman.” 

 

The Montgomery Bus Boycott 

 

While in Boston, King met Coretta Scott, a native Alabamian who was 

studying at the New England Conservatory of Music. They were married in 1953 

and had four children. King had been pastor of the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church in 

Montgomery, Alabama, slightly more than a year when the city’s small group of 

civil rights advocates decided to contest racial segregation on that city’s public bus 

system following the incident on December 1, 1955, in which Rosa Parks, an African 

American woman, had refused to surrender her bus seat to a white passenger and as 

a consequence was arrested for violating the city’s segregation law. Activists formed 

the Montgomery Improvement Association to boycott the transit system and chose 

King as their leader. He had the advantage of being a young, well-trained man who 
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was too new in town to have made enemies; he was generally respected, and it was 

thought that his family connections and professional standing would enable him to 

find another pastorate should the boycott fail. 

 

In his first speech to the group as its president, King declared: 

 

We have no alternative but to protest. For many years we have shown an 

amazing patience. We have sometimes given our white brothers the feeling that we 

liked the way we were being treated. But we come here tonight to be saved from that 

patience that makes us patient with anything less than freedom and justice. 

 

These words introduced to the country a fresh voice, a skillful rhetoric, an 

inspiring personality, and in time a dynamic new doctrine of civil struggle. 

Although King’s home was dynamited and his family’s safety threatened, he 

continued to lead the boycott until, one year and a few weeks later, the city’s buses 

were desegregated. 

 

The Southern Christian Leadership Conference 

 

Recognizing the need for a mass movement to capitalize on the successful 

Montgomery action, King set about organizing the Southern Christian Leadership 

Conference (SCLC), which gave him a base of operation throughout the South, as 

well as a national platform from which to speak. King lectured in all parts of the 

country and discussed race-related issues with religious and civil rights leaders at 

home and abroad. In February 1959 he and his party were warmly received by 

India’s Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and others; as the result of a brief 

discussion with followers of Gandhi about the Gandhian concepts of peaceful 

noncompliance (satyagraha), King became increasingly convinced that nonviolent 

resistance was the most potent weapon available to oppressed people in their 

struggle for freedom. King also looked to Africa for inspiration. “The liberation 

struggle in Africa has been the greatest single international influence on American 

Negro students,” he wrote. “Frequently I hear them say that if their African brothers 

can break the bonds of colonialism, surely the American Negro can break Jim 

Crow.” 

 

In 1960 King and his family moved to his native city of Atlanta, where he 

became co-pastor with his father of the Ebenezer Baptist Church. At this post he 

devoted most of his time to the SCLC and the civil rights movement, declaring that 

the “psychological moment has come when a concentrated drive against injustice 

can bring great, tangible gains.” His thesis was soon tested as he agreed to support 
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the sit-in demonstrations undertaken by local Black college students. In late October 

he was arrested with 33 young people protesting segregation at the lunch counter in 

an Atlanta department store. Charges were dropped, but King was sentenced to 

Reidsville State Prison Farm on the pretext that he had violated his probation on a 

minor traffic offense committed several months earlier. The case assumed national 

proportions, with widespread concern over his safety, outrage at Georgia’s flouting 

of legal forms, and the failure of Pres. Dwight D. Eisenhower to intervene. King was 

released only upon the intercession of Democratic presidential candidate John F. 

Kennedy—an action so widely publicized that it was felt to have contributed 

substantially to Kennedy’s slender election victory eight days later. 

 

In the years from 1960 to 1965, King’s influence reached its zenith. Handsome, 

eloquent, and doggedly determined, King quickly caught the attention of the news 

media, particularly of the producers of that budding medium of social change—

television. He understood the power of television to nationalize and internationalize 

the struggle for civil rights, and his well-publicized tactics of active nonviolence (sit-

ins, protest marches) aroused the devoted allegiance of many African Americans and 

liberal whites in all parts of the country, as well as support from the administrations 

of Presidents Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson. But there were also notable failures, 

as in Albany, Georgia (1961–62), when King and his colleagues failed to achieve their 

desegregation goals for public parks and other facilities. 

 

The Letter from the Birmingham Jail 

 

In Birmingham, Alabama, in the spring of 1963, King’s campaign to end 

segregation at lunch counters and in hiring practices drew nationwide attention 

when police turned dogs and fire hoses on the demonstrators. King was jailed along 

with large numbers of his supporters, including hundreds of schoolchildren. His 

supporters did not, however, include all the Black clergy of Birmingham, and he was 

strongly opposed by some of the white clergy who had issued a statement urging 

African Americans not to support the demonstrations. From the Birmingham jail, 

King wrote a letter of great eloquence in which he spelled out his philosophy of 

nonviolence: 

 

You may well ask: “Why direct action? Why sit-ins, marches and so forth? 

Isn’t negotiation a better path?” You are quite right in calling for negotiation. Indeed, 

this is the very purpose of direct action. Nonviolent direct action seeks to create such 

a crisis and foster such a tension that a community which has constantly refused to 

negotiate is forced to confront the issue. 
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Near the end of the Birmingham campaign, in an effort to draw together the 

multiple forces for peaceful change and to dramatize to the country and to the world 

the importance of solving the U.S. racial problem, King joined other civil rights 

leaders in organizing the historic March on Washington. On August 28, 1963, an 

interracial assembly of more than 200,000 gathered peaceably in the shadow of the 

Lincoln Memorial to demand equal justice for all citizens under the law. Here the 

crowds were uplifted by the emotional strength and prophetic quality of King’s 

famous “I Have a Dream” speech, in which he emphasized his faith that all men, 

someday, would be brothers. 

 

The rising tide of civil rights agitation produced, as King had hoped, a strong 

effect on national opinion and resulted in the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 

authorizing the federal government to enforce desegregation of public 

accommodations and outlawing discrimination in publicly owned facilities, as well 

as in employment. That eventful year was climaxed by the award to King of the 

Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo in December. “I accept this award today with an abiding 

faith in America and an audacious faith in the future of mankind,” said King in his 

acceptance speech. “I refuse to accept the idea that the ‘isness’ of man’s present 

nature makes him morally incapable of reaching up for the eternal ‘oughtness’ that 

forever confronts him.” 

 

Challenges of the Final Years 

 

The first signs of opposition to King’s tactics from within the civil rights 

movement surfaced during the March 1965 demonstrations in Selma, Alabama, 

which were aimed at dramatizing the need for a federal voting-rights law that 

would provide legal support for the enfranchisement of African Americans in the 

South. King organized an initial march from Selma to the state capitol building in 

Montgomery but did not lead it himself. The marchers were turned back by state 

troopers with nightsticks and tear gas. He was determined to lead a second march, 

despite an injunction by a federal court and efforts from Washington to persuade 

him to cancel it. Heading a procession of 1,500 marchers, Black and white, he set out 

across Pettus Bridge outside Selma until the group came to a barricade of state 

troopers. But, instead of going on and forcing a confrontation, he led his followers to 

kneel in prayer and then unexpectedly turned back. This decision cost King the 

support of many young radicals who were already faulting him for being too 

cautious. The suspicion of an “arrangement” with federal and local authorities—

vigorously but not entirely convincingly denied—clung to the Selma affair. The 

country was nevertheless aroused, resulting in the passage of the Voting Rights Act 

of 1965. 
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Throughout the nation, impatience with the lack of greater substantive 

progress encouraged the growth of Black militancy. Especially in the slums of the 

large Northern cities, King’s religious philosophy of nonviolence was increasingly 

questioned. The rioting in the Watts district of Los Angeles in August 1965 

demonstrated the depth of unrest among urban African Americans. In an effort to 

meet the challenge of the ghetto, King and his forces initiated a drive against racial 

discrimination in Chicago at the beginning of the following year. The chief target 

was to be segregation in housing. After a spring and summer of rallies, marches, and 

demonstrations, an agreement was signed between the city and a coalition of African 

Americans, liberals, and labour organizations, calling for various measures to 

enforce the existing laws and regulations with respect to housing. But this agreement 

was to have little effect; the impression remained that King’s Chicago campaign was 

nullified partly because of the opposition of that city’s powerful mayor, Richard J. 

Daley, and partly because of the unexpected complexities of Northern racism. 

 

In Illinois and Mississippi alike, King was now being challenged and even 

publicly derided by young Black-power enthusiasts. Whereas King stood for 

patience, middle-class respectability, and a measured approach to social change, the 

sharp-tongued, blue jean-clad young urban radicals stood for confrontation and 

immediate change. In the latter’s eyes, the suit-wearing, calm-spoken civil rights 

leader was irresponsibly passive and old beyond his years (King was in his 30s)—

more a member of the other side of the generation gap than their revolutionary 

leader. Malcolm X went so far as to call King’s tactics “criminal”: “Concerning 

nonviolence, it is criminal to teach a man not to defend himself when he is the 

constant victim of brutal attacks.” 

 

In the face of mounting criticism, King broadened his approach to include 

concerns other than racism. On April 4, 1967, at Riverside Church in New York City 

and again on the 15th at a mammoth peace rally in that city, he committed himself 

irrevocably to opposing U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War. Once before, in early 

January 1966, he had condemned the war, but official outrage from Washington and 

strenuous opposition within the Black community itself had caused him to relent. He 

next sought to widen his base by forming a coalition of the poor of all races that 

would address itself to economic problems such as poverty and unemployment. It 

was a version of populism—seeking to enroll janitors, hospital workers, seasonal 

labourers, and the destitute of Appalachia, along with the student militants and 

pacifist intellectuals. His endeavours along these lines, however, did not engender 

much support in any segment of the population. 
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Meanwhile, the strain and changing dynamics of the civil rights movement 

had taken a toll on King, especially in the final months of his life. “I’m frankly tired 

of marching. I’m tired of going to jail,” he admitted in 1968. “Living every day under 

the threat of death, I feel discouraged every now and then and feel my work’s in 

vain, but then the Holy Spirit revives my soul again.” 

 

King’s plans for a Poor People’s March to Washington were interrupted in the 

spring of 1968 by a trip to Memphis, Tennessee, in support of a strike by that city’s 

sanitation workers. In the opinion of many of his followers and biographers, King 

seemed to sense his end was near. As King prophetically told a crowd at the Mason 

Temple Church in Memphis on April 3, the night before he died, “I’ve seen the 

promised land. I may not get there with you. But I want you to know tonight that 

we, as a people, will get to the promised land.” The next day, while standing on the 

second-story balcony of the Lorraine Motel, where he and his associates were 

staying, King was killed by a sniper’s bullet. The killing sparked riots and 

disturbances in over 100 cities across the country. On March 10, 1969, the accused 

assassin, a white man, James Earl Ray, pleaded guilty to the murder and was 

sentenced to 99 years in prison. 

 

Ray later recanted his confession, claiming lawyers had coerced him into 

confessing and that he was the victim of a conspiracy. In a surprising turn of events, 

members of the King family eventually came to Ray’s defense. King’s son Dexter met 

with the reputed assassin in March 1997 and then publicly joined Ray’s plea for a 

reopening of his case. When Ray died on April 23, 1998, Coretta Scott King declared, 

“America will never have the benefit of Mr. Ray’s trial, which would have produced 

new revelations about the assassination…as well as establish the facts concerning 

Mr. Ray’s innocence.” Although the U.S. government conducted several 

investigations into the murder of King and each time concluded that Ray was the 

sole assassin, the killing remains a matter of controversy. 

 

Historical Significance and Legacy 

 

In the years after his death, King remained the most widely known African 

American leader of his era. His stature as a major historical figure was confirmed by 

the successful campaign to establish a national holiday in his honour in the United 

States and by the building of a King memorial on the Mall in Washington, D.C., near 

the Lincoln Memorial, the site of his famous “I Have a Dream” speech in 1963. Many 

states and municipalities have enacted King holidays, authorized public statues and 

paintings of him, and named streets, schools, and other entities for him. These efforts 

to honour King have focused more on his role as a civil rights advocate than on his 
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controversial speeches, during his final year, condemning American intervention in 

Vietnam and calling for the Poor People’s Campaign. 

 

The King holiday campaign overcame forceful opposition, with critics citing 

FBI surveillance files suggesting that King was an adulterous radical influenced by 

communists. Although the release of these files during the 1970s under the Freedom 

of Information Act fueled the public debate over King’s legacy, the extensive 

archives that now exist document King’s life and thought and have informed 

numerous serious studies offering balanced and comprehensive perspectives. Two 

major books featuring King—David J. Garrow’s Bearing the Cross (1986) and Taylor 

Branch’s Parting the Waters (1988)—won Pulitzer Prizes. Subsequent books and 

articles reaffirmed King’s historical significance while portraying him as a complex 

figure: flawed, fallible, and limited in his control over the mass movements with 

which he was associated, yet also a visionary leader who was deeply committed to 

achieving social justice through nonviolent means. 

 

Although the idea of a King national holiday did not gain significant 

congressional support until the late 1970s, efforts to commemorate King’s life began 

almost immediately after his assassination. In 1968 Rep. John Conyers of Michigan 

introduced a King holiday bill. The idea gradually began to attract political support 

once the newly formed Congressional Black Caucus included the holiday in its 

reform agenda. Coretta Scott King also played a central role in building popular 

support for the King holiday campaign while serving as founding president of the 

Atlanta-based Martin Luther King, Jr., Center for Nonviolent Social Change (later 

renamed the King Center), which became one of the major archives of King’s papers. 

 

Despite the overall conservative trend in American politics in the 1980s, 

which might have been expected to work against recognition of the efforts of a 

controversial activist, King holiday advocates gained political support by portraying 

him as a symbol of the country’s progress in race relations. Musician Stevie Wonder 

contributed to the campaign by writing and recording “Happy Birthday,” a popular 

tribute to King. In 1983 Coretta Scott King and Stevie Wonder participated in the 

20th Anniversary March on Washington, which drew a bigger crowd than the 

original march. 

 

After the House and the Senate voted overwhelmingly in favour of the King 

holiday bill sponsored by Sen. Ted Kennedy, Pres. Ronald Reagan put aside his 

initial doubts and signed the legislation on November 3, 1983, establishing Martin 

Luther King, Jr., Day, to be celebrated annually on the third Monday in January. 

Coretta Scott King also succeeded in gaining congressional approval to establish a 
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King Federal Holiday Commission to plan annual celebrations, beginning January 

20, 1986, that would encourage “Americans to reflect on the principles of racial 

equality and nonviolent social change espoused by Dr. King.” 

 

Celebration of the King national holiday did not end contention over King’s 

legacy, but his status as an American icon became more widely accepted over time. 

The revelation during the early 1990s that King had plagiarized some of his 

academic writings and the occasional controversies involving his heirs did little to 

undermine recognition of King’s enduring impact on the country. Even before the 

first King national holiday, members of King’s fraternity, Alpha Phi Alpha, had 

proposed a permanent memorial in Washington, D.C. By the end of the 20th century, 

that proposal had secured governmental approval for the site on the Tidal Basin, 

near the Mall. In 2000 an international design competition ended with the selection 

of a proposal by ROMA Design Group. To build and maintain the memorial, the 

Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Project Foundation eventually raised 

more than $100 million. Commemorations of King’s life were also held in other 

countries, and in 2009 a congressional delegation traveled to India to mark the 50th 

anniversary of King’s pilgrimage to what he called the “Land of Gandhi.” 
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Lesson 19 
 

LYNDON B. JOHNSON 
 

Lyndon B. Johnson, in full Lyndon Baines Johnson, also called LBJ, (born 

August 27, 1908, Gillespie county, Texas, U.S.—died January 22, 1973, San Antonio, 

Texas), 36th president of the United States (1963–69). A moderate Democrat and 

vigorous leader in the United States Senate, Johnson was elected vice president in 

1960 and acceded to the presidency in 1963 upon the assassination of Pres. John F. 

Kennedy. During his administration he signed into law the Civil Rights Act (1964), 

the most comprehensive civil rights legislation since the Reconstruction era, initiated 

major social service programs, and bore the brunt of national opposition to his vast 

expansion of American involvement in the Vietnam War. 

 

Early Life 

 

Johnson, the first of five children, was born in a three-room house in the hills 

of south-central Texas to Sam Ealy Johnson, Jr., a businessman and member of the 

Texas House of Representatives, and Rebekah Baines Johnson, who was a daughter 

of state legislator Joseph Baines and had studied at Baylor Female College (now the 

University of Mary Hardin-Baylor), Baylor University, and the University of Texas. 

Sam Johnson had earlier lost money in cotton speculation, and, despite his legislative 

career, the family often struggled to make a living. After graduating from high 

school in 1924, Johnson spent three years in a series of odd jobs before enrolling at 

Southwest Texas State Teachers College (now Texas State University) in San Marcos. 

While pursuing his studies there in 1928–29, he took a teaching job at a 

predominantly Mexican American school in Cotulla, Texas, where the extreme 

poverty of his students made a profound impression on him. Through his later work 

in state politics, Johnson developed close and enduring ties to the Mexican American 

community in Texas—a factor that would later help the Kennedy-Johnson ticket 

carry Texas in the presidential election of 1960. 

 

Career in Congress 

 

After graduating from college in 1930, Johnson won praise as a teacher of 

debate and public speaking at Sam Houston High School in Houston. That same 

year he participated in the congressional campaign of Democrat Richard Kleberg 

(son of the owner of the King Ranch, the largest ranch in the continental United 

States), and upon Kleberg’s election he accompanied the new congressman to 

Washington, D.C., in 1931 as his legislative assistant. While in Washington, Johnson 
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worked tirelessly on behalf of Kleberg’s constituents and quickly developed a 

thorough grasp of congressional politics. 

 

In 1934, in San Antonio, Texas, Johnson married Claudia Alta Taylor, known 

from childhood as “Lady Bird.” A recent graduate of the University of Texas, where 

she had finished near the top of her class, Lady Bird Johnson was a much-needed 

source of stability in her husband’s life as well as a shrewd judge of people. 

 

In Washington, Johnson’s political career blossomed rapidly after he was 

befriended by fellow Texan Sam Rayburn, the powerful chairman of the Committee 

on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and later Democratic leader of the House of 

Representatives. Following two years as director of the National Youth 

Administration in Texas (1935–37), he ran successfully for a seat in the House as a 

supporter of the New Deal policies of Democratic Pres. Franklin D. Roosevelt. He 

represented his district in the House for most of the next 12 years, interrupting his 

legislative duties for six months in 1941–42 to serve as lieutenant commander in the 

navy—thereby becoming the first member of Congress to serve on active duty in 

World War II. While on an observation mission over New Guinea, Johnson’s plane 

survived an attack by Japanese fighters, and Gen. Douglas MacArthur awarded 

Johnson the Silver Star for gallantry. Johnson proudly wore the decoration in his 

lapel for the rest of his life. 

 

Johnson ran unsuccessfully for a seat in the United States Senate in a special 

election in 1941. Running again in 1948, he won the Democratic primary (which in 

Texas was tantamount to election) after a vicious campaign that included vote fraud 

on both sides. His extraordinarily slim margin of victory—87 votes out of 988,000 

votes cast—earned him the nickname “Landslide Lyndon.” He remained in the 

Senate for 12 years, becoming Democratic whip in 1951 and minority leader in 1953. 

With the return of a Democratic majority in 1955, Johnson, age 46, became the 

youngest majority leader in that body’s history. 

 

During his years in the Senate, Johnson developed a talent for negotiating and 

reaching accommodation among divergent political factions. Despite a severe heart 

attack in 1955—which he would later describe as “the worst a man could have and 

still live”—Johnson became a vigorous and effective leader of his party. By methods 

sometimes tactful but often ruthless, he transformed the Senate Democrats into a 

remarkably disciplined and cohesive bloc. At the Democratic convention in 1956, 

Johnson received 80 votes as a favourite-son candidate for president. With an eye on 

the presidential nomination in 1960, he attempted to cultivate his reputation among 

supporters as a legislative statesman; during this time he engineered the passage of 
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two civil rights measures, in 1957 and 1960, the first such legislation in the 20th 

century. 

 

Vice Presidency 

 

At the Democratic convention in 1960, Johnson lost the presidential 

nomination to John F. Kennedy on the first ballot, 809 votes to 409. He then 

surprised many both inside and outside the party when he accepted Kennedy’s 

invitation to join the Democratic ticket as the vice presidential candidate. 

Overcoming his disappointment at not heading the ticket himself, he campaigned 

energetically, and many observers felt that without his presence Kennedy could not 

have carried Texas, Louisiana, and the Carolinas, states that were essential to his 

victory over the Republican candidate, Richard M. Nixon. 

 

Johnson was generally uncomfortable in his role as vice president. His 

legendary knowledge of Congress went largely unused, despite Kennedy’s failure to 

push through his own legislative program. Although he served on the National 

Security Council and was appointed chairman of some important committees—such 

as the National Aeronautics and Space Council, the Peace Corps Advisory Council, 

and the President’s Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity—Johnson 

regarded most of his assignments as busywork, and he was convinced that the 

president was ignoring him. His frustration was compounded by the apparent 

disdain with which he was regarded by some prominent members of the Kennedy 

administration—including the president’s brother, Attorney General Robert F. 

Kennedy, who later regarded LBJ, with his Texas drawl and crude, occasionally 

scatological sense of humour, as the “usurper” of Kennedy’s Camelot. Johnson, in 

turn, envied President Kennedy’s handsome appearance and his reputation for 

urbanity and sophisticated charm. Despite Johnson’s physically imposing presence 

(he stood six feet three inches [nearly two metres] tall and usually weighed more 

than 200 pounds [more than 90 kg]), he suffered from deep-seated feelings of 

inferiority, which his dealings with the Kennedys—the scions of the “Eastern 

establishment”—seemed to make all the more acute. As he frequently said, it was his 

curse to have hailed from “the wrong part of the country.” 

 

In Dallas on November 22, 1963, during a political tour of Johnson’s home 

state, President Kennedy was assassinated. At 2:38 PM that day, Johnson took the 

oath of office aboard the presidential plane, Air Force One, as it stood on the tarmac 

at Love Field, Dallas, waiting to take Kennedy’s remains back to Washington. In one 

afternoon Johnson had been thrust into the most difficult—and most prized—role of 

his long political career. One of the new president’s first acts was to appoint a 
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commission to investigate the assassination of Kennedy and the shooting of Lee 

Harvey Oswald, the alleged assassin, two days later. Chaired by Earl Warren, the 

chief justice of the United States, the Warren Commission concluded in September 

1964 that there had been no conspiracy in Kennedy’s death. 

 

In the tempestuous days after the assassination, Johnson helped to calm 

national hysteria and ensure continuity in the presidency. On November 27 he 

addressed a joint session of Congress and, invoking the memory of the martyred 

president, urged the passage of Kennedy’s legislative agenda, which had been 

stalled in congressional committees. He placed greatest importance on Kennedy’s 

civil rights bill, which became the focus of his efforts during the first months of his 

presidency. “No memorial oration or eulogy could more eloquently honor President 

Kennedy’s memory,” he said, “than the earliest possible passage of the civil rights 

bill.” In February 1964, after a series of amendments by civil rights supporters, the 

House passed a much stronger bill than the one that Kennedy had proposed, and the 

measure was finally passed by the Senate in June, after an 83-day filibuster by 

Southern opponents. 

 

The Civil Rights Act, which Johnson signed into law on July 2, 1964, was the 

most comprehensive and far-reaching legislation of its kind in American history. 

Among its provisions were a prohibition of racial segregation and discrimination in 

places of public accommodation, a prohibition of discrimination by race or sex in 

employment and union membership, and new guarantees of equal voting rights. The 

law also authorized theDepartment of Justice to bring suit against local school 

boards to end allegedly discriminatory practices, thereby speeding up school 

desegregation. The constitutionality of the law was immediately challenged but was 

upheld by the Supreme Court in 1964. 

 

Great Society 

 

Johnson outlined his domestic agenda in a commencement address at the 

University of Michigan in May 1964: “In your time we have the opportunity to move 

not only toward the rich society and the powerful society, but upward to the Great 

Society. The Great Society rests on abundance and liberty for all. It demands an end 

to poverty and injustice, to which we are totally committed in our time.” The Great 

Society program, beginning with the Civil Rights Act and continuing with other 

important measures passed during Johnson’s second term, was the most impressive 

body of social legislation since the New Deal of the 1930s. It encompassed measures 

designed to fight the “war on poverty,” including legislation establishing the Job 

Corps for the unemployed and the Head Start program for preschool children; new 
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civil rights legislation, such as the Voting Rights Act (1965), which outlawed the 

literacy tests and other devices used to prevent African Americans from voting; and 

Medicare and Medicaid, which provided health benefits for the elderly and the poor, 

respectively. Other legislation addressed problems in education, housing and urban 

development, transportation, environmental conservation, and immigration. 

Johnson saw these measures as building on and completing the New Deal vision of 

Franklin D. Roosevelt; with their adoption the United States joined the ranks of the 

welfare states of western Europe and Scandinavia. However, the effect of these 

undertakings was soon vitiated by increasing American military involvement in the 

war in Vietnam, which had begun during the Eisenhower administration and was 

accelerated by President Kennedy. 

 

Foreign Policy 

 

In the presidential election of 1964, Johnson was opposed by conservative 

Republican Barry Goldwater. During the campaign Johnson portrayed himself as 

level-headed and reliable and suggested that Goldwater was a reckless extremist 

who might lead the country into a nuclear war. When Republican supporters of 

Goldwater declared, “In your heart, you know he’s right,” Democrats responded by 

saying, “In your heart, you know he might.” Goldwater’s remark to a reporter that, 

if he could, he would “drop a low-yield atomic bomb on Chinese supply lines in 

Vietnam” did nothing to reassure voters. On Election Day Johnson defeated 

Goldwater easily, receiving more than 61 percent of the popular vote, the largest 

percentage ever for a presidential election; the vote in the Electoral College was 486 

to 52. Johnson interpreted his victory as an extraordinary mandate to push forward 

with his Great Society reforms. 

 

In early August 1964, after North Vietnamese gunboats allegedly attacked 

U.S. destroyers in the Gulf of Tonkin near the coast of North Vietnam without 

provocation, Johnson ordered retaliatory bombing raids on North Vietnamese naval 

installations and, in a televised address to the nation, proclaimed, “We still seek no 

wider war.” Two days later, at Johnson’s request, Congress overwhelmingly passed 

the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, which authorized the president to take “all necessary 

measures to repel any armed attack against the forces of the United States and to 

prevent further aggression.” In effect, the measure granted Johnson the 

constitutional authority to conduct a war in Vietnam without a formal declaration 

from Congress. Although there were contradictory reports about the “engagement” 

in the gulf—about which side did what, if anything, and when—Johnson never 

discussed them with the public. 
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Despite his campaign pledges not to widen American military involvement in 

Vietnam, Johnson soon increased the number of U.S. troops in that country and 

expanded their mission. In February 1965, after an attack by Viet Cong guerrillas on 

an U.S. military base in Pleiku, Johnson ordered “Operation Rolling Thunder,” a 

series of massive bombing raids on North Vietnam intended to cut supply lines to 

North Vietnamese and Viet Cong fighters in the South; he also dispatched 3,500 

Marines to protect the border city of Da Nang. Fifty thousand additional troops were 

sent in July, and by the end of the year the number of military personnel in the 

country had reached 180,000. The number increased steadily over the next two years, 

peaking at about 550,000 in 1968. 

 

As each new American escalation met with fresh enemy response and as no 

end to the combat appeared in sight, the president’s public support declined steeply. 

American casualties gradually mounted, reaching nearly 500 a week by the end of 

1967. Moreover, the enormous financial cost of the war, reaching $25 billion in 1967, 

diverted money from Johnson’s cherished Great Society programs and began to fuel 

inflation. Beginning in 1965, student demonstrations grew larger and more frequent 

and helped to stimulate resistance to the draft. From 1967 onward, antiwar 

sentiment gradually spread among other segments of the population, including 

liberal Democrats, intellectuals, and civil rights leaders, and by 1968 many 

prominent political figures, some of them former supporters of the president’s 

Vietnam policies, were publicly calling for an early negotiated settlement of the war. 

As his popularity sank to new lows in 1967, Johnson was confronted by 

demonstrations almost everywhere he went. It pained him to hear protesters, 

especially students—who he thought would venerate him for his progressive social 

agenda—chanting, “Hey, hey, LBJ, how many kids did you kill today?” To avoid the 

demonstrations, he eventually restricted his travels, becoming a virtual “prisoner” in 

the White House. 

 

Domestic Problems 

 

Meanwhile, as Johnson’s reform consensus gradually unraveled, life for the 

nation’s poor, particularly African Americans living in inner-city slums in the North, 

failed to show significant improvement. Vast numbers of African Americans still 

suffered from unemployment, run-down schools, and lack of adequate medical care, 

and many were malnourished or hungry. Expectations of prosperity arising from the 

promise of the Great Society failed to materialize, and discontent and alienation 

grew accordingly, fed in part by a surge in African American political radicalism 

and calls for Black power. Beginning in the mid-1960s, violence erupted in several 

cities, as the country suffered through “long, hot summers” of riots or the threat of 
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riots—in the Watts district of Los Angeles (1965), in Cleveland, Ohio (1966), in 

Newark, New Jersey, and Detroit, Michigan (1967), in Washington, D.C. (1968), and 

elsewhere. Fears of a general “race war” were in the air. The president responded by 

appointing a special panel to report on the crisis, the National Advisory Commission 

on Civil Disorders, which concluded that the country was in danger of dividing into 

two societies—one white, one Black, “separate and unequal.” 

 

Last Day 

 

On January 23, 1968, the American intelligence-gathering vessel USS Pueblo 

was seized by North Korea; all 80 members of the crew were captured and 

imprisoned. Already frustrated by the demands of the Vietnam War, Johnson 

responded with restraint but called up 15,000 navy and air force reservists and 

ordered the nuclear-powered aircraft carrier USS Enterprise to the area. The Pueblo 

crew was held for 11 months and was freed only after the United States apologized 

for having violated North Korean waters; the apology was later retracted. 

 

To make matters worse, only one week after the seizure of the Pueblo, the Tet 

Offensive by North Vietnamese and Viet Cong forces in South Vietnam embarrassed 

the Johnson administration and shocked the country. Although the attack was a 

failure in military terms, the news coverage—including televised images of enemy 

forces firing on the U.S. embassy in Saigon (now Ho Chi Minh City), the South 

Vietnamese capital—completely undermined the administration’s claim that the war 

was being won and added further to Johnson’s nagging “credibility gap.” 

 

Meanwhile, Sen. Eugene McCarthy declared his candidacy for the Democratic 

presidential nomination, an unprecedented affront to a sitting president, and Robert 

Kennedy announced his own candidacy soon thereafter. On March 31, 1968, Johnson 

startled television viewers with a national address that included three 

announcements: that he had just ordered major reductions in the bombing of North 

Vietnam, that he was requesting peace talks, and that he would neither seek nor 

accept his party’s renomination for the presidency. 

 

The assassination of African American civil rights leader Martin Luther King, 

Jr., in April 1968 provoked new rioting in Washington, D.C., and elsewhere. Two 

months later Robert Kennedy was shot dead in Los Angeles, and the Democratic 

presidential nomination of Vice Pres. Hubert Humphrey was ensured. At the 

tumultuous Democratic convention in Chicago in August, delegates nominated 

Humphrey against weak opposition by McCarthy as antiwar protesters and student 

radicals engaged in televised battles with police outside the convention hall. During 
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his campaign against Republican candidate Richard Nixon and third-party 

candidate George Wallace, Humphrey, heavily burdened by his association with 

Johnson’s unpopular Vietnam policies, tried to distance himself from the president 

by calling for an unconditional end to the bombing in North Vietnam. Meanwhile, 

negotiations had begun with the North Vietnamese, and in October, one week before 

the election, Johnson announced a complete cessation of the bombing, to be followed 

by direct negotiations with Hanoi. But it was too late for Humphrey, who narrowly 

lost the election to Nixon by a popular vote of nearly 30.9 million to Nixon’s 31.7 

million. 

 

After attending his successor’s inauguration in January 1969, Johnson retired 

to his home in Texas, the LBJ Ranch near Johnson City, where he worked on plans 

for his presidential library (dedicated May 1971) and wrote his memoirs, The 

Vantage Point: Perspectives of the Presidency, 1963–1969 (1971). In January 1973, less 

than one week before all the belligerents in Vietnam signed an agreement in Paris to 

end the war, Johnson suffered a heart attack and died. He was buried at the place he 

felt most at home: his ranch. 
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Lesson 20 
 

RICHARD NIXON 
 

Richard Nixon , in full Richard Milhous Nixon, (born January 9, 1913, Yorba 

Linda, California, U.S.—died April 22, 1994, New York, New York), 37th president of 

the United States (1969–74), who, faced with almost certain impeachment for his role 

in the Watergate scandal, became the first American president to resign from office. 

He was also vice president (1953–61) under Pres. Dwight D. Eisenhower. 

 

Early Life and Congressional Career 

 

Richard Nixon was the second of five children born to Frank Nixon, a service 

station owner and grocer, and Hannah Milhous Nixon, whose devout Quakerism 

would exert a strong influence on her son. Nixon graduated from Whittier College in 

California in 1934 and from Duke University Law School in Durham, North 

Carolina, in 1937. Returning to Whittier to practice law, he met Thelma Catherine 

(“Pat”) Ryan ( Pat Nixon), a teacher and amateur actress, after the two were cast in 

the same play at a local community theatre. The couple married in 1940. 

 

In August 1942, after a brief stint in the Office of Price Administration in 

Washington, D.C., Nixon joined the navy, serving as an aviation ground officer in 

the Pacific and rising to the rank of lieutenant commander. Following his return to 

civilian life in 1946, he was elected to the U.S. House of Representatives, defeating 

five-term liberal Democratic Congressman Jerry Voorhis in a campaign that relied 

heavily on innuendos about Voorhis’s alleged communist sympathies. Running for 

reelection in 1948, Nixon entered and won both the Democratic and Republican 

primaries, which thus eliminated the need to participate in the general election. As a 

member of the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAAC) in 1948–50, he 

took a leading role in the investigation of Alger Hiss, a former State Department 

official accused of spying for the Soviet Union. In dramatic testimony before the 

committee, Whittaker Chambers, a journalist and former spy, claimed that in 1937 

Hiss had given him classified State Department papers for transmission to a Soviet 

agent. Hiss vehemently denied the charge but was later convicted of perjury. 

Nixon’s hostile questioning of Hiss during the committee hearings did much to 

make his national reputation as a fervent anti-communist. 

 

In 1950 Nixon successfully ran for the United States Senate against 

Democratic Rep. Helen Gahagan Douglas. After his campaign distributed “pink 

sheets” comparing Douglas’s voting record to that of Vito Marcantonio, a left-wing 
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representative from New York, the Independent Review, a small Southern California 

newspaper, nicknamed him “Tricky Dick.” The epithet later became a favourite 

among Nixon’s opponents. 

 

Vice Presidency 

 

At the Republican convention in 1952, Nixon won nomination as vice 

president on a ticket with Dwight D. Eisenhower, largely because of his 

anticommunist credentials but also because Republicans thought he could draw 

valuable support in the West. In the midst of the campaign, the New York Post 

reported that Nixon had been maintaining a secret “slush fund” provided by 

contributions from a group of southern California businessmen. Eisenhower was 

willing to give Nixon a chance to clear himself but emphasized that Nixon needed to 

emerge from the crisis “as clean as a hound’s tooth.” On September 23, 1952, Nixon 

delivered a nationally televised address, the so-called “ Checkers” speech, in which 

he acknowledged the existence of the fund but denied that any of it had been used 

improperly. To demonstrate that he had not enriched himself in office, he listed his 

family’s financial assets and liabilities in embarrassing detail, noting that his wife, 

Pat, unlike the wives of so many Democratic politicians, did not own a fur coat but 

only “a respectable Republican cloth coat.” The speech is perhaps best remembered 

for its maudlin conclusion, in which Nixon admitted accepting one political gift—a 

cocker spaniel that his six-year-old daughter, Tricia, had named Checkers. 

“Regardless of what they say about it,” he declared, “we are going to keep it.” 

Although Nixon initially thought that the speech had been a failure, the public 

responded favourably, and a reassured Eisenhower told him, “You’re my boy.” The 

Eisenhower-Nixon ticket defeated the Democratic candidates, Adlai E. Stevenson 

and John Sparkman, with just under 34 million popular votes to their 27.3 million; 

the vote in the electoral college was 442 to 89. 

 

During his two terms as vice president, Nixon campaigned actively for 

Republican candidates but otherwise did not assume significant responsibilities. 

(Asked at a press conference to describe Nixon’s contributions to his 

administration’s policies, Eisenhower replied: “If you give me a week, I might think 

of one.”) Nevertheless, his performance in office helped to make the role of vice 

president more prominent and to enhance its constitutional importance. In 1955–57 

Eisenhower suffered a series of serious illnesses, including a heart attack, an attack 

of ileitis, and a stroke. While Eisenhower was incapacitated, Nixon was called on to 

chair several cabinet sessions and National Security Council meetings, though real 

power lay in a close circle of Eisenhower advisers, from which Nixon had always 

been excluded. After his stroke, Eisenhower formalized an agreement with Nixon on 
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the powers and responsibilities of the vice president in the event of presidential 

disability; the agreement was accepted by later administrations until the adoption of 

the Twenty-fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution in 1967. Nixon’s vice 

presidency was also noteworthy for his many well-publicized trips abroad, 

including a 1958 tour of Latin America—a trip that journalist Walter Lippmann 

termed a “diplomatic Pearl Harbor”—during which his car was stoned, slapped, and 

spat upon by anti-American protesters, and a 1959 visit to the Soviet Union, 

highlighted by an impromptu profanity-filled “kitchen debate” in Moscow with 

Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev. 

 

Election of 1960 

 

Nixon received his party’s presidential nomination and was opposed in the 

1960 general election by Democrat John F. Kennedy. The campaign was memorable 

for an unprecedented series of four televised debates between the two candidates. 

Although Nixon performed well rhetorically, Kennedy managed to convey an 

appealing image of youthfulness, energy, and physical poise, which convinced many 

that he had won the debates. In the closest presidential contest since Grover 

Cleveland defeated James G. Blaine in 1884, Nixon lost to Kennedy by fewer than 

120,000 popular votes. Citing irregularities in Illinois and Texas, many observers 

questioned whether Kennedy had legally won those states, and some prominent 

Republicans—including Eisenhower—even urged Nixon to contest the results. He 

chose not to, however, declaring that 

 

I could think of no worse example for nations abroad, who for the first time 

were trying to put free electoral procedures into effect, than that of the United States 

wrangling over the results of our presidential election, and even suggesting that the 

presidency itself could be stolen by thievery at the ballot box. 

 

Nixon’s supporters and critics alike, both then and later, praised him for the 

dignity and unselfishness with which he handled defeat and the suspicion that vote 

fraud had cost him the presidency. 

 

Nixon then retired to private life in California, where he wrote a best-selling 

book, Six Crises (1961). In 1962 he reluctantly decided to run for governor of 

California but lost to incumbent Democrat Edmund G. (“Pat”) Brown. In a 

memorable postelection news conference, he announced his retirement from politics 

and attacked the press, declaring that it would not “have Dick Nixon to kick around 

anymore.” He moved to New York City to practice law and over the next few years 
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built a reputation as an expert in foreign affairs and a leader who could appeal to 

both moderates and conservatives in his party. 

 

Presidency 

 

Nixon won the Republican nomination for president in 1968 by putting 

together a coalition that included Southern conservatives led by Sen. Strom 

Thurmond of South Carolina. In exchange for Southern support, Nixon promised to 

appoint “strict constructionists” to the federal judiciary, to name a Southerner to the 

Supreme Court, to oppose court-ordered busing, and to choose a vice presidential 

candidate acceptable to the South. With Maryland Gov. Spiro Agnew as his running 

mate, Nixon campaigned against Democrat Hubert H. Humphrey and third-party 

candidate George Wallace on a vague platform promising an honourable peace in 

Vietnam—Nixon said that he had a “secret plan” to end the war—the restoration of 

law and order in the cities, a crackdown on illegal drugs, and an end to the draft. 

Humphrey, who as Lyndon B. Johnson’s vice president was heavily burdened by the 

latter’s unpopular Vietnam policies, called for an end to the bombing of North 

Vietnam as “an acceptable risk for peace.” Johnson himself halted the bombing on 

October 31, less than one week before the election, in preparation for direct 

negotiations with Hanoi. Had he taken this step earlier, Humphrey might have won 

the election, as polls showed him gaining rapidly on Nixon in the final days of the 

campaign. Nixon won the election by a narrow margin, 31.7 million popular votes to 

Humphrey’s nearly 30.9 million; the electoral vote was 301 to 191. 

 

Domestic Policies 

 

Despite expectations from some observers that Nixon would be a “do-

nothing” president, his administration undertook a number of important reforms in 

welfare policy, civil rights, law enforcement, the environment, and other areas. 

Nixon’s proposed Family Assistance Program (FAP), intended to replace the service-

oriented Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), would have provided 

working and nonworking poor families with a guaranteed annual income—though 

Nixon preferred to call it a “negative income tax.” Although the measure was 

defeated in the Senate, its failure helped to generate support for incremental 

legislation incorporating similar ideas—such as Supplemental Security Income (SSI), 

which provided a guaranteed income to the elderly, the blind, and the disabled; and 

automatic cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) for Social Security recipients—and it 

also prompted the expansion and improvement of existing programs, such as food 

stamps and health insurance for low-income families. In the area of civil rights, 

Nixon’s administration instituted so-called “set aside” policies to reserve a certain 
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percentage of jobs for minorities on federally funded construction projects—the first 

“ affirmative action” program. Although Nixon opposed school busing and delayed 

taking action on desegregation until federal court orders forced his hand, his 

administration drastically reduced the percentage of African American students 

attending all-black schools. In addition, funding for many federal civil rights 

agencies, in particular the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), 

was substantially increased while Nixon was in office. In response to pressure from 

consumer and environmental groups, Nixon proposed legislation that created the 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA). His revenue-sharing program, called “New Federalism,” 

provided state and local governments with billions of federal tax dollars. 

 

Prior to 1973 the most important of Nixon’s domestic problems was the 

economy. In order to reduce inflation he initially tried to restrict federal spending, 

but beginning in 1971 his budget proposals contained deficits of several billion 

dollars, the largest in American history up to that time. Nixon’s New Economic 

Policy, announced in August 1971 in response to continuing inflation, increasing 

unemployment, and a deteriorating trade deficit, included an 8 percent devaluation 

of the dollar, new surcharges on imports, and unprecedented peacetime controls on 

wages and prices. These policies produced temporary improvements in the economy 

by the end of 1972, but, once price and wage controls were lifted, inflation returned 

with a vengeance, reaching 8.8 percent in 1973 and 12.2 percent in 1974. 

 

Foreign Affairs 

 

Aiming to achieve “peace with honor” in the Vietnam War, Nixon gradually 

reduced the number of U.S. military personnel in Vietnam. Under his policy of “ 

Vietnamization,” combat roles were transferred to South Vietnamese troops, who 

nevertheless remained heavily dependent on American supplies and air support. At 

the same time, however, Nixon resumed the bombing of North Vietnam (suspended 

by President Johnson in October 1968) and expanded the air and ground war to 

neighbouring Cambodia and Laos. In the spring of 1970, U.S. and South Vietnamese 

forces attacked North Vietnamese sanctuaries in Cambodia, which prompted 

widespread protests in the United States; one of these demonstrations—at Kent State 

University on May 4, 1970—ended tragically when soldiers of the Ohio National 

Guard fired into a crowd of about 2,000 protesters, killing four and wounding nine. 

 

After intensive negotiations between National Security Adviser Henry 

Kissinger and North Vietnamese Foreign Minister Le Duc Tho, the two sides reached 

an agreement in October 1972, and Kissinger announced, “Peace is at hand.” But the 
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South Vietnamese raised objections, and the agreement quickly broke down. An 

intensive 11-day bombing campaign of Hanoi and other North Vietnamese cities in 

late December (the “Christmas bombings”) was followed by more negotiations, and 

a new agreement was finally reached in January 1973 and signed in Paris. It included 

an immediate cease-fire, the withdrawal of all American military personnel, the 

release of all prisoners of war, and an international force to keep the peace. For their 

work on the accord, Kissinger and Tho were awarded the 1973 Nobel Prize for Peace 

(though Tho declined the honour). 

 

Nixon’s most significant achievement in foreign affairs may have been the 

establishment of direct relations with the People’s Republic of China after a 21-year 

estrangement. Following a series of low-level diplomatic contacts in 1970 and the 

lifting of U.S. trade and travel restrictions the following year, the Chinese indicated 

that they would welcome high-level discussions, and Nixon sent his national 

security adviser, Henry Kissinger, to China for secret talks. The thaw in relations 

became apparent with the “ping-pong diplomacy” conducted by American and 

Chinese table-tennis teams in reciprocal visits in 1971–72. Nixon’s visit to China in 

February–March 1972, the first by an American president while in office, concluded 

with the Shanghai Communiqué, in which the United States formally recognized the 

“one-China” principle—that there is only one China, and that Taiwan is a part of 

China. 

 

The rapprochement with China, undertaken in part to take advantage of the 

growing Sino-Soviet rift in the late 1960s, gave Nixon more leverage in his dealings 

with the Soviet Union. By 1971 the Soviets were more amenable to improved 

relations with the United States, and in May 1972 Nixon paid a state visit to Moscow 

to sign 10 formal agreements, the most important of which were the nuclear arms 

limitation treaties known as SALT I (based on the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks 

conducted between the United States and the Soviet Union beginning in 1969) and a 

memorandum, the Basic Principles of U.S.-Soviet Relations, summarizing the new 

relationship between the two countries in the new era of détente. 

 

Nixon was less successful in the Middle East, where his administration’s 

comprehensive plan for peace, the Rogers Plan (named for Nixon’s first secretary of 

state, William Rogers), was rejected by both Israel and the Soviet Union. After the 

1973 Arab-Israeli war (the “Yom Kippur War”), Kissinger’s back-and-forth visits 

between the Arab states and Israel (dubbed “shuttle diplomacy”) helped to broker 

disengagement agreements but did little to improve U.S. relations with the Arabs. 
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Fearing communist revolution in Latin America, the Nixon administration 

helped to undermine the coalition government of Chile’s Marxist Pres. Salvador 

Allende, elected in 1970. After Allende nationalized American-owned mining 

companies, the administration restricted Chile’s access to international economic 

assistance and discouraged private investment, increased aid to the Chilean military, 

cultivated secret contacts with anti-Allende police and military officials, and 

undertook various other destabilizing measures, including funneling millions of 

dollars in covert payments to Chilean opposition groups in 1970–73. In September 

1973 Allende was overthrown in a military coup led by army commander in chief 

Gen. Augusto Pinochet. 

 

Ping-Pong Diplomacy 

 

In the years since Mao Zedong’s communist revolution in 1949, relations 

between the People’s Republic of China and the United States had been clouded by 

Cold War propaganda, trade embargos and diplomatic silence. The two 

superpowers had met on the battlefield during the Korean War, but no official 

American delegation had set foot in the People’s Republic in over 20 years. By 1971, 

however, both nations were looking to open a dialogue with one another. China’s 

alliance with the Soviet Union had soured and produced a series of bloody border 

clashes, and Chairman Mao believed ties with the Americans might serve as a 

deterrent against the Russians. U.S. President Richard Nixon, meanwhile, had made 

opening China a top priority of his administration. In 1967, he had written, “We 

simply cannot afford to leave China forever outside the family of nations.” 

 

The two countries eventually opened secret communications, but the real 

breakthrough came courtesy of a public encounter between a pair of ping-pong 

players. During the 1971 World Table Tennis Championships in Nagoya, Japan, 19-

year-old U.S. player Glenn Cowan hopped on a shuttle bus carrying the red-shirted 

Chinese national team. Most of the Chinese eyed the shaggy-haired American with 

suspicion, but Zhuang Zedong, the team’s greatest player, stepped forward to shake 

Cowan’s hand and speak to him through an interpreter. He even presented the 

teenager with a gift: a silk-screen picture of China’s Huangshan mountains. Cowan, 

a self-described hippie, returned the gesture the following day by giving Zhuang a t-

shirt emblazoned with a peace symbol and the Beatles’ lyric “Let It Be.” 

Photographers caught the incident on film, and the unexpected good will between 

the U.S. and Chinese teams soon became the talk of the tournament. 

 

Zhuang and the rest of the Chinese players had arrived at the 1971 

championships with strict orders to avoid contact with the Americans, but upon 
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learning of the gift exchange, Chairman Mao took it as a political opportunity. 

“Zhang Zedong is not just a good table tennis player,” he observed, “he’s a good 

diplomat as well.” A few days later, as the U.S. team was preparing to leave Nagoya, 

Mao shocked the world by inviting them to make an all-expense paid visit to China. 

After checking with their embassy, the American players accepted. “I was as 

surprised as I was pleased,” President Nixon later wrote in his memoirs. “I had 

never expected that the China initiative would come to fruition in the form of a ping-

pong team.” 

 

The historic visit began on April 10, 1971, when 15 American table tennis 

players, team officials and spouses crossed a bridge from Hong Kong into China. 

The U.S. team was diverse, including everyone from the hippie Glenn Cowan to a 

college professor to a Guyanese immigrant to a pair of high school-age girls. None of 

the players were particularly accomplished at ping-pong—the U.S. men’s team was 

ranked 24th in the world at the time—and most had been forced to beg or borrow 

the money to make it to the championships in Japan. Now, only a few days later, 

they had inadvertently become the most important American diplomats on the 

planet. A cadre of Western journalists was set to follow their every move, and a few 

members of the team were enlisted to serve as correspondents for newspapers and 

magazines. 

 

After crossing behind the “Bamboo Curtain,” the U.S. team spent 10-days 

traveling through Guangzhou, Beijing and Shanghai and taking in the sights and 

sounds of the People’s Republic. “’Everything was different from anything I’d ever 

seen,” player Tim Boggan later told the New York Times. “The streets were 

different, the food was different. The people, of course, were different. The bicycles 

were different.” The U.S. players were treated like visiting dignitaries and lavished 

with banquets and meals, but the specter of the Cold War was never far off. Statues 

and posters of Mao Zedong and loudspeakers blaring military music seemed to be 

everywhere. During one stopover, team president Graham Steenhoven noticed that a 

“Welcome American Team” banner had been hung over a wall painted with the 

words “Down With the Yankee Oppressors and Their Running Dogs!” 

 

Along with visits to the Great Wall, the Summer Palace and a revolution-

themed opera, the U.S. players also participated in a series of exhibition ping-pong 

matches held under the slogan “Friendship First and Competition Second.” It was 

clear that the world-class Chinese players had taken the theme to heart. They won 

the majority of the contests in a walk, but let the Americans take the occasional game 

in the spirit of sportsmanship. “I knew I was not only there to play,” Chinese 
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competitor Zheng Minzhi told the New York Times, “but more important, to achieve 

what cannot be achieved through proper diplomatic channels.” 

 

The American trip culminated at Beijing’s Great Hall of the People, where the 

team had a historic audience with Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai. The meeting was 

mostly a formal exercise—Zhou congratulated the players on opening “a new 

chapter in the relations of the American and Chinese people”—but it also had its 

lighter moments. Glenn Cowan, who had caused a media sensation by touring 

China in a floppy yellow hat and tie-dyed jeans, raised his hand at one point and 

asked the Premier what he thought of the American hippie movement. Zhou was 

momentarily left speechless. “Youth wants to seek the truth and out of this search, 

various forms of change are bound to come forth,” he finally replied. “When we 

were young it was the same, too.” 

 

The American table tennis team would leave China on April 17, arriving back 

in Hong Kong to a sea of reporters and news photographers. By then, the “ping 

heard round the world,” as Time Magazine had called it, was already bearing 

diplomatic fruit. On April 14, the same day that the American players met with 

Zhou Enlai, President Nixon had announced that the United States was easing its 

travel bans and trade embargos against China. The American and Chinese 

governments soon opened new back-channel communications with one another. In 

July, U.S. National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger made a secret trip to Beijing. 

 

The ripple effects of what had become known as “Ping-Pong Diplomacy” 

only continued the following year. In response to the American trip, the Chinese sent 

their table tennis team to the United States for an eight-city tour. Even more earth 

shattering was Richard Nixon’s February 1972 visit to the People’s Republic, which 

marked the first time in history that an American president had traveled to the 

Chinese mainland. As part of the eight-day trip—Nixon would call it “the week that 

changed the world”—the President met with Zhou Enlai and Chairman Mao and 

took the first steps toward normalizing U.S.-Chinese relations. Writing about the 

visit years later, Nixon noted that the Chinese leaders “took particular delight in 

reminding me that an exchange of ping-pong teams had initiated a breakthrough in 

our relations. They seemed to enjoy the method used to achieve the result almost as 

much as the result itself.” Perhaps the most fitting table tennis metaphor came 

courtesy of Mao himself: “The little ball,” he said, “moves the Big Ball.” 
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Man on the Moon 

 

Just months into his Presidency, John F. Kennedy was already desperately 

looking for a way to save face against the Soviet Union. On April 12, 1961, the Soviet 

Union scored another in a long line of firsts when Yuri Gagarin became the first man 

to orbit the Earth. Less than two weeks later, America suffered another 

embarrassment with the failed invasion at the Bay of Pigs. Seeking redemption, 

Kennedy turned to NASA, and the agency in turn recommended a lunar landing. 

This was a distant goal that would give engineers plenty of time to figure out how to 

get there, and at the end of the day would be a non-aggressive yet unparalleled 

demonstration of the nation’s technological superiority. 

 

On May 25, 1961, after weeks of internal discussions, Kennedy asked 

Congress to support a lunar mission by the end of the decade. At the time NASA 

had 15 minutes of suborbital spaceflight under its belt, but it accepted the challenge. 

 

Though Kennedy had put America on the path to the Moon, he grew wary as 

the cost of Apollo rose. In private talks with NASA Administrator Jim Webb, the 

President confessed his disinterest in space science and concerns that Apollo would 

destroy his legacy. He went so far as to call for Apollo’s cancellation on September 

20, 1963, before the 18th General Assembly of the United Nations; he proposed 

replacing the American program with a joint American-Soviet lunar mission. But 

Kennedy’s assassination just weeks later secured America’s path to the Moon; NASA 

couldn’t let the fallen president’s dream die. 

 

Long before he took office following Kennedy’s assassination, and indeed 

even before he became Vice President, Lyndon Baines Johnson was perhaps the 

politician most tied to America’s space program. As Senate majority leader, LBJ was 

instrumental in passing the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 that 

established NASA. As Vice President he helped define the agency’s goals. It was his 

recommendation (after conferring with NASA management) that pushed Kennedy 

to pick a Moon landing as America’s big goal in space. 

 

When he moved into the Oval Office, LBJ remained as committed to seeing 

Apollo lift off by the end of the decade. He ensured the agency had the funding it 

needed (a whopping 4.4 percent of the national budget at its peak in 1966) and took 

steps to pass the U.N. Outer Space Treaty that banned placing any nuclear weapons 

or weapons of mass destruction in space; the Moon, he ensured, couldn’t be claimed 

for one nation. When the crew of Apollo 1 was killed during a routine pre-launch 
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test on January 27, 1967, he let NASA conduct its own accident investigation in the 

name of keeping the program on schedule. 

 

But the rising cost of the ongoing war in Vietnam took a toll on Johnson’s 

commitment to space towards the end of the decade. Funding Apollo was one thing, 

but LBJ was unwilling to approve significant funding for any additional hardware or 

Saturn V rockets that would play into post-Apollo programs. By the time he left 

office, NASA’s budget was already dwindling but the agency was firmly on the cusp 

of accomplishing Kennedy’s lunar landing goal. 

 

Richard Nixon thus inherited a space program poised for greatness and 

without long-term plans, but for the moment the new President remained focused 

on the positive. In June of 1969, now with 19 manned missions and countless hours 

in simulators to its name, NASA was deep into final preparations to make its first 

lunar landing attempt with Apollo 11 and Nixon’s team began devising ways to 

parlay the mission into evidence of the President’s leadership. 

 

Though neither he nor his administration had contributed much to Apollo’s 

success, Nixon was determined to use the lunar landing missions to bolster his own 

approval rating and reputation. To that end, he sought to inject himself into the 

mission. He wanted to have a pre-launch Presidential reception separate from any 

NASA events. He wanted to watch the launch from somewhere interesting like a 

ship. When NASA discussed the idea of a phone call with Neil Armstrong and Buzz 

Aldrin while they were walking on the Moon, he jumped at the idea of a split-screen 

TV appearance with a live feed from the Moon. He wanted to have dinner with the 

crew before launch—ideally the night before they left—and was adamant about 

getting on the recovery carrier at the end of the mission. 

 

Though he hadn’t campaigned for it, Nixon even got his name on the plaque 

fixed to the Lunar Module’s leg; NASA decided to include the sitting President’s 

signature along with the crew’s in an attempt to secure a positive feeling on the 

agency’s post-Apollo programs. Nixon even personally approved the inclusion of 

the text “We Came in Peace for All Mankind” on the plaque. 

 

By the time Apollo 11’s lunar module Eagle touched down at the Sea of 

Tranquility, Nixon had so entrenched himself in the flight that his tension was 

palpable. Nine years earlier, NASA had just 15 minute of suborbital space under its 

belt. Now it had two men standing on the surface of another body in space for the 

first time in history. In the intervening years, NASA’s learning to live and work in 

space had opened space up to a whole new era of discovery and exploration. 
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Sitting in his small, private office next to the Oval Office with Borman and 

Chief of Staff Bob Haldeman at 10:56 in the evening local time on July 20, Nixon 

watched as the ghostlike figure of Neil Armstrong descended down the ladder and 

took his first small step on the Moon’s surface. Less than 20 minutes later, Nixon was 

in the Oval Office reading prepared remarks directly to Armstrong as he walked on 

the Moon, much to the surprise of Aldrin who didn’t know the presidential call was 

incoming. 

 

Apollo 11’s moonwalk was the visible expression of 400,000 people working 

for nine years towards a singular goal. Apollo had survived three administrations, 

one major accident that killed three astronauts, and the tumultuous 1960s to realize 

the dream of a President who wasn’t alive to see it. The final price tag of the 

program once it concluded in 1973 was a staggering $28 billion (about $288 billion 

today). Even as the world watched Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin walking around 

on the Moon, only 53 percent of Americans believed the missions had been worth 

the cost. 

 

Four days later on July 24, Nixon was on board the USS Hornet to welcome 

the crew back to Earth. Standing outside their mobile quarantine facility, he joked 

that his call to the Moon had been collect, told them he’d spoken to their wives who 

were all outstanding and brave women, and put them on the spot with a dinner 

invitation two weeks hence. Throughout this presidential welcome, Armstrong was 

eager to get it over with so the crew could relax and celebrate with the people who 

had actually made the mission possible. 

 

Watergate and Other Scandals 

 

Re-nominated with Agnew in 1972, Nixon defeated his Democratic 

challenger, liberal Sen. George S. McGovern, in one of the largest landslide victories 

in the history of American presidential elections: 46.7 million to 28.9 million in the 

popular vote and 520 to 17 in the electoral vote. Despite his resounding victory, 

Nixon would soon be forced to resign in disgrace in the worst political scandal in 

United States history. 

 

The Watergate scandal stemmed from illegal activities by Nixon and his aides 

related to the burglary and wiretapping of the national headquarters of the 

Democratic Party at the Watergate office complex in Washington, D.C.; eventually it 

came to encompass allegations of other loosely related crimes committed both before 

and after the break-in. The five men involved in the burglary, who were hired by the 

Republican Party’s Committee to Re-elect the President, were arrested and charged 
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on June 17, 1972. In the days following the arrests, Nixon secretly directed the White 

House counsel, John Dean, to oversee a cover-up to conceal the administration’s 

involvement. Nixon also obstructed the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in its 

inquiry and authorized secret cash payments to the Watergate burglars in an effort 

to prevent them from implicating the administration. 

 

Several major newspapers investigated the possible involvement of the White 

House in the burglary. Leading the pack was The Washington Post and its two 

hungry newshounds, Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward, whose stories were based 

largely on information from an unnamed source called “Deep Throat.” The 

mysterious identity of Deep Throat became a news story in its own right and led to 

decades of speculation. ( W. Mark Felt, a top-ranking FBI official at the time of the 

investigation, revealed himself as the informant in 2005.) In February 1973 a special 

Senate committee—the Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, 

chaired by Sen. Sam Ervin—was established to look into the Watergate affair. In 

televised committee hearings, Dean accused the president of involvement in the 

cover-up, and others testified to illegal activities by the administration and the 

campaign staff, including the use of federal agencies to harass Nixon’s perceived 

enemies (many of whose names appeared on an “enemies list” of prominent 

politicians, journalists, entertainers, academics, and others) and acts of politically 

inspired espionage by a special White House investigative unit, known as the 

“plumbers” because they investigated news leaks. 

 

In July the committee learned that in 1969 Nixon had installed a recording 

system in the White House and that all the president’s conversations in the Oval 

Office had been recorded. When the tapes were subpoenaed by Archibald Cox, the 

special prosecutor appointed to investigate the Watergate affair, Nixon refused to 

comply, offering to provide summary transcripts instead. Cox rejected the offer. 

Then, in a series of episodes that came to be known as the Saturday Night Massacre, 

Nixon ordered Attorney General Elliot Richardson to fire Cox, and Richardson 

resigned rather than comply. Nixon then fired Richardson’s assistant, William 

Ruckelshaus, when he too refused to fire Cox. Cox was finally removed by Solicitor 

General Robert Bork, though a federal district court subsequently ruled the action 

illegal. 

 

Amid calls for his impeachment, Nixon agreed to the appointment of another 

special prosecutor, Leon Jaworski, and promised that he would not fire him without 

congressional consent. After protesting in a news conference that “I am not a crook,” 

Nixon released seven of the nine tapes requested by Cox, one of which contained a 

suspicious gap of 18 and one-half minutes. Although damning, the tapes did not 
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contain the “smoking gun” that would prove that the president himself ordered the 

break-in or attempted to obstruct justice. Jaworski later subpoenaed 64 tapes that 

Nixon continued to withhold on grounds of “executive privilege,” and in July 1974 

the Supreme Court ruled unanimously that Nixon’s claims of executive privilege 

were invalid. By that time the House Judiciary Committee had already voted to 

recommend three articles of impeachment, relating to obstruction of justice, abuse of 

power, and failure to comply with congressional subpoenas. On August 5, in 

compliance with the Supreme Court’s ruling, Nixon submitted transcripts of a 

conversation taped on June 23, 1972, in which he discussed a plan to use the Central 

Intelligence Agency to block the FBI’s investigation of the Watergate break-in. The 

smoking gun had finally been found. 

 

Faced with the near-certain prospect of impeachment by the House and 

conviction in the Senate, Nixon announced his resignation on the evening of August 

8, 1974, effective at noon the next day. He was succeeded by Gerald Ford, whom he 

had appointed vice president in 1973 after Agnew resigned his office amid charges 

of having committed bribery, extortion, and tax evasion during his tenure as 

governor of Maryland. Nixon was pardoned by President Ford on September 8, 

1974. 

 

Retirement and Death 

 

Nixon retired with his wife to the seclusion of his estate in San Clemente, 

California. He wrote RN: The Memoirs of Richard Nixon (1978) and several books on 

international affairs and American foreign policy, modestly rehabilitating his public 

reputation and earning a role as an elder statesman and foreign-policy expert. Nixon 

spent his last years campaigning for American political support and financial aid for 

Russia and the other former Soviet republics. Nixon died of a massive stroke in New 

York City in April 1994, 10 months after his wife’s death from lung cancer. In 

ceremonies after his death, Pres. Bill Clinton and other dignitaries praised him for 

his diplomatic achievements. He was buried beside his wife at his birthplace. 
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Lesson 21 
 

JIMMY CARTER 
 

Jimmy Carter, in full James Earl Carter, Jr., (born October 1, 1924, Plains, 

Georgia, U.S.), 39th president of the United States (1977–81), who served as the 

country’s chief executive during a time of serious problems at home and abroad. His 

perceived inability to deal successfully with those problems led to an overwhelming 

defeat in his bid for reelection. However, for his work in diplomacy and advocacy, 

both during and after his presidency, he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Peace in 

2002. 

 

Early Life and Political Career 

 

The son of Earl Carter, a peanut warehouser who had served in the Georgia 

state legislature, and Lillian Gordy Carter, a registered nurse who went to India as a 

Peace Corps volunteer at age 68, Carter attended Georgia Southwestern College and 

the Georgia Institute of Technology before graduating from the U.S. Naval Academy 

at Annapolis, Maryland, in 1946. After marrying Rosalynn Smith (Rosalynn 

Carter)—who came from Carter’s small hometown, Plains, Georgia—he embarked 

on a seven-year career in the U.S. Navy, serving submarine duty for five years. He 

was preparing to become an engineering officer for the submarine Seawolf in 1953 

when his father died. Carter resigned his commission and returned to Georgia to 

manage the family peanut farm operations. 

 

Beginning his political career by serving on the local board of education, 

Carter won election as a Democrat to the Georgia State Senate in 1962 and was 

reelected in 1964. In 1966 he failed in a bid for the governorship and, depressed by 

this experience, found solace in Evangelical Christianity, becoming a born-again 

Baptist. Prior to running again for governor and winning in 1970, Carter at least 

tacitly adhered to a segregationist approach. However, in his inaugural address he 

announced that “the time for racial discrimination is over” and proceeded to open 

Georgia’s government offices to blacks—and to women. As governor, he 

reorganized the existing maze of state agencies and consolidated them into larger 

units while introducing stricter budgeting procedures for them. In the process he 

came to national attention, finding his way onto the cover of Time magazine as a 

symbol of both good government and the “New South.” 

 

In 1974, just before his term as governor ended, Carter announced his 

candidacy for the Democratic nomination for president. Although lacking a national 
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political base or major backing, he managed through tireless and systematic 

campaigning to assemble a broad constituency. In the aftermath of the Watergate 

scandal, which had raised widespread concern about the power of the presidency 

and the integrity of the executive branch, Carter styled himself as an outsider to 

Washington, D.C., a man of strong principles who could restore the faith of the 

American people in their leaders. Ironically, Carter’s moral stance and candour 

caused a small stir when, during the campaign, he admitted in an interview with 

Playboy magazine that he had “committed adultery in [his] heart many times.” 

 

Winning the Democratic nomination in July 1976, Carter chose the liberal Sen. 

Walter F. Mondale of Minnesota as his running mate. Carter’s opponent was the 

unelected incumbent Republican president, Gerald R. Ford, who had come into 

office in 1974 when Richard Nixon resigned in the wake of Watergate. Many 

believed that the close race tipped in Carter’s favour after Ford stumbled in a 

televised debate by saying that eastern Europe was not dominated by the Soviet 

Union. In November 1976 the Carter-Mondale ticket won the election, capturing 51 

percent of the popular vote and garnering 297 electoral votes to Ford’s 240. 

 

Presidency 

 

Beginning with his inaugural walk with Rosalynn down Pennsylvania 

Avenue, Carter tried to reinforce his image as a man of the people. In his inaugural 

address Carter also reflected this approach, saying: 

 

You have given me a great responsibility—to stay close to you, to be worthy 

of you, and to exemplify what you are. Let us create together a new national spirit of 

unity and trust. Your strength can compensate for my weakness, and your wisdom 

can help to minimize my mistakes. 

 

He adopted an informal style of dress and speech in public appearances, held 

frequent press conferences, and reduced the pomp of the presidency. Early on in his 

administration, Carter introduced a dizzying array of ambitious programs for social, 

administrative, and economic reform. Most of those programs, however, met with 

opposition in Congress despite the Democratic majorities in both the House of 

Representatives and the Senate. On one hand, Congress, in the post-Watergate 

environment, was more willing to challenge the executive branch; on the other, 

Carter the populist was quick to criticize Congress and to take his agenda to the 

American people. In either case, Carter’s difficulties with Congress undermined the 

success of his administration, and by 1978 his initial popularity had dissipated in the 

face of his inability to convert his ideas into legislative realities. 
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Two scandals also damaged Carter’s credibility. In summer 1977 Bert Lance, 

the director of the Office of Management and Budget and one of Carter’s closest 

friends, was accused of financial improprieties as a Georgia banker. When Carter 

stood by Lance (whom he eventually asked to resign and who later was acquitted of 

all charges), many questioned the president’s vaunted scruples. Carter’s image 

suffered again—though less—in summer 1980 when his younger brother, Billy 

(widely perceived as a buffoon), was accused of acting as an influence peddler for 

the Libyan government of Muammar al-Qaddafi. Senate investigators concluded 

that, while Billy had acted improperly, he had no real influence on the president. 

 

In foreign affairs, Carter received accolades for championing international 

human rights, though his critics charged that his vision of the world was naive. 

Carter’s idealism notwithstanding, his major achievements were on the more 

pragmatic level of patient diplomacy. In 1977 he obtained two treaties between the 

United States and Panama that gave the latter control over the Panama Canal at the 

end of 1999 and guaranteed the neutrality of that waterway thereafter. In 1978 Carter 

brought together Egyptian Pres. Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem 

Begin at the presidential retreat in Camp David, Maryland, and secured their 

agreement to the Camp David Accords, which ended the state of war that had 

existed between the two countries since Israel’s founding in 1948. The difficult 

negotiations—which lasted 13 days and were salvaged only by Carter’s tenacious 

intervention—provided for the establishment of full diplomatic and economic 

relations on condition that Israel return the occupied Sinai Peninsula to Egypt. On 

January 1, 1979, Carter established full diplomatic relations between the United 

States and China and simultaneously broke official ties with Taiwan. Also in 1979, in 

Vienna, Carter and Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev signed a new bilateral strategic 

arms limitation treaty (SALT II) intended to establish parity in strategic nuclear 

weapons delivery systems between the two superpowers on terms that could be 

adequately verified. Carter removed the treaty from consideration by the Senate in 

January 1980, however, after the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan. He also placed 

an embargo on the shipment of American grain to the Soviet Union and pressed for 

a U.S. boycott of the 1980 Summer Olympics due to be held in Moscow. 

 

Carter’s substantial foreign policy successes were overshadowed by a serious 

crisis in foreign affairs and by a groundswell of popular discontent over his 

economic policies. On November 4, 1979, a mob of Iranian students stormed the U.S. 

embassy in Tehrān and took the diplomatic staff there hostage. Their actions, in 

response to the arrival of the deposed shah (Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi) in the 

United States for medical treatment, were sanctioned by Iran’s revolutionary 

government, led by Shiʿi cleric Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. 
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A standoff developed between the United States and Iran over the issue of the 

captive diplomats (see Iran hostage crisis). Carter responded by trying to negotiate 

the hostages’ release while avoiding a direct confrontation with the Iranian 

government, but, as the crisis wore on (documented nightly on American television 

by a special news program that would become the influential Nightline), his inability 

to obtain the release of the hostages became a major political liability. The failure of a 

secret U.S. military mission to rescue the hostages (which ended almost before it 

began with a crash in the desert of a plane and helicopter) in April 1980 seemed to 

typify the inefficacy and misfortune of the Carter administration. 

 

On the home front, Carter’s management of the economy aroused widespread 

concern. The inflation rate climbed higher each year he was in office, rising from 6 

percent in 1976 to more than 12 percent by 1980; unemployment remained high at 

7.5 percent; and volatile interest rates reached a high of 20 percent or more twice 

during 1980. Both business leaders and the public at large blamed Carter for the 

nation’s economic woes, charging that the president lacked a coherent strategy for 

taming inflation without causing a painful increase in unemployment. 

 

The faltering economy was partly due to the energy crisis that had originated 

in the early 1970s as a result of the country’s overdependence on foreign oil. In 1977 

the president, whose mistrust of special interest groups such as the oil companies 

was well known, proposed an energy program that included an oil tax, conservation, 

and the use of alternative sources of energy. The House supported the program but 

the Senate quashed it. Moreover, one of those alternative sources, nuclear power, 

seemed much less viable after the disastrous meltdown of the core reactor at Three 

Mile Island, Pennsylvania, in March 1979. 

 

In July 1979 Carter canceled a major policy speech and instead met with a 

wide cross section of American leaders at Camp David. In the nationally televised 

speech that followed that meeting, Carter spoke of a “crisis of spirit” in the country, 

but most Americans were ultimately no more interested in rising to the challenge of 

a national “malaise” than they were in Carter’s suggestion that they needed to lower 

some of their expectations. Still, Carter was able to fend off the challenge of 

Massachusetts Sen. Edward Kennedy to win the Democratic presidential nomination 

in 1980. However, the public’s confidence in Carter’s executive abilities had fallen to 

an irretrievable low. Above all else, he was generally seen as indecisive. 

 

In the election held that November, Carter was overwhelmingly defeated by 

the Republican nominee, a former actor and governor of California, Ronald W. 

Reagan, who pointed to what he called Carter’s “misery index”—the inflation rate 
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plus the unemployment rate, whose sum was over 20—and asked two poignant 

questions that the public took to heart: “Are you better off than you were four years 

ago?” and “Is America as respected throughout the world?” In the landslide, Carter 

won only 41 percent of the popular vote and 49 votes in the electoral college (third-

party candidate John Anderson captured 7 percent of the vote). In the late 1980s, 

allegations surfaced that the Reagan campaign had made a secret agreement with 

the government of Iran to ensure that the hostages were not released before the 

election (thus preventing an “October Surprise” that might boost Carter’s election 

chances); however, in 1993 a congressional subcommittee found the evidence 

inconclusive. Reagan invited Carter to greet the hostages in Germany after their 

release on January 21, 1981, one day after Reagan’s inauguration. 

 

Life after the Presidency 

 

In his final months in office, Carter was able to push through important 

legislation that created Superfund to clean up abandoned toxic waste dumps and 

that set aside some 100 million acres (40 million hectares) of land in Alaska to protect 

it from development. Carter would also be remembered for his inclusion of women 

and minorities in his cabinet, including Andrew Young, the African American 

former mayor of Atlanta, who played a prominent though controversial role as the 

U.S. ambassador to the United Nations. 

 

At the conclusion of the president’s term, the Carters returned to their 

hometown. Rosalynn, who had taken an active role as first lady—not only acting as 

an adviser to the president but also attending cabinet meetings when the subjects 

under consideration were of interest to her—joined her husband in establishing the 

Carter Presidential Center in Atlanta, which included a presidential library and 

museum. 

 

Carter served as a sort of diplomat without portfolio in various conflicts in a 

number of countries—including Nicaragua (where he successfully promoted the 

return of the Miskito Indians to their homeland), Panama (where he observed and 

reported illegal voting procedures), and Ethiopia (where he attempted to mediate a 

settlement with the Eritrean People’s Liberation Force). He was particularly active in 

this role in 1994, negotiating with North Korea to end nuclear weapons development 

there, with Haiti to effect a peaceful transfer of power, and with Bosnian Serbs and 

Muslims to broker a short-lived cease-fire. His efforts on behalf of international 

peace and his highly visible participation in building homes for the poor through 

Habitat for Humanity established in the public mind a much more favourable image 

of Carter than had been the case during his presidency. 
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After leaving office, Carter also became a prolific author, writing on a variety 

of topics. Two books on the Middle East were Palestine: Peace Not Apartheid (2006) 

and We Can Have Peace in the Holy Land: A Plan That Will Work (2009). His 

interview with Syria’s Forward Magazine, published in January 2009, marked the 

first time that a former or current U.S. president had been interviewed by a Syrian 

media outlet. Carter was also the author of The Hornet’s Nest: A Novel of the 

Revolutionary War (2003) and a collection of poetry. His presidency is chronicled in 

White House Diary (2010), which contains edited entries from a journal Carter kept 

during his years in the White House. Carter reflected on the lessons of aging and his 

long life in The Virtues of Aging (1998) and A Full Life: Reflections at Ninety (2015). 

Faith: A Journey for All was published in 2018. 
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Lesson 22 
 

RONALD REAGAN 
 

Ronald Reagan, in full Ronald Wilson Reagan, (born February 6, 1911, 

Tampico, Illinois, U.S.—died June 5, 2004, Los Angeles, California), 40th president of 

the United States (1981–89), noted for his conservative Republicanism, his fervent 

anticommunism, and his appealing personal style, characterized by a jaunty 

affability and folksy charm. The only movie actor ever to become president, he had a 

remarkable skill as an orator that earned him the title “the Great Communicator.” 

His policies have been credited with contributing to the demise of Soviet 

communism. 

 

Early Life and Acting Career 

 

Ronald Reagan was the second child of John Edward (“Jack”) Reagan, a 

struggling shoe salesman, and Nelle Wilson Reagan. Reagan’s nickname, “Dutch,” 

derived from his father’s habit of referring to his infant son as his “fat little 

Dutchman.” After several years of moving from town to town—made necessary in 

part because of Jack Reagan’s alcoholism, which made it difficult for him to hold a 

job—the family settled in Dixon, Illinois, in 1920. Despite their near poverty and his 

father’s drinking problem, Reagan later recalled his childhood in Dixon as the 

happiest period of his life. At Eureka College in Eureka, Illinois, Reagan played 

gridiron football and was active in the drama society but earned only passing 

grades. A popular student, he was elected class president in his senior year. 

Graduating in 1932 with a bachelor’s degree in economics and sociology, he decided 

to enter radio broadcasting. He landed a job as a sportscaster at station WOC in 

Davenport, Iowa, by delivering entirely from memory an exciting play-by-play 

description of a Eureka College football game. Later he moved to station WHO in 

Des Moines, where, as sportscaster “Dutch Reagan,” he became popular throughout 

the state for his broadcasts of Chicago Cubs baseball games. Because the station 

could not afford to send him to Wrigley Field in Chicago, Reagan was forced to 

improvise a running account of the games based on sketchy details delivered over a 

teletype machine. 

 

In 1937 Reagan followed the Cubs to their spring training camp in southern 

California, a trip he undertook partly in order to try his hand at movie acting. After a 

successful screen test at Warner Brothers, he was soon typecast in a series of mostly 

B movies as a sincere, wholesome, easygoing “good guy.” (As many observers have 

noted, the characters that Reagan portrayed in the movies were remarkably like 
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Reagan himself.) During the next 27 years, he appeared in more than 50 films, 

notably including Knute Rockne—All American (1940), Kings Row (1942), and The 

Hasty Heart (1950). In 1938, while filming Brother Rat, Reagan became engaged to 

his costar Jane Wyman, and the couple married in Hollywood two years later. They 

had a daughter, Maureen, in 1941 and adopted a son, Michael, a few days after his 

birth in 1945. Their marriage ended in divorce in 1948. Reagan was the first president 

to have been divorced. 

 

Commissioned a cavalry officer at the outbreak of World War II, Reagan was 

assigned to an army film unit based in Los Angeles, where he spent the rest of the 

war making training films. Although he never left the country and never saw 

combat, he and Wyman cooperated with the efforts of Warner Brothers to portray 

him as a real soldier to the public, and in newsreels and magazine photos he acted 

out scenes of “going off to war” and “coming home on leave.” After leaving 

Hollywood, Reagan became known for occasionally telling stories about his past—

including stories about his happiness at “coming back from the war”—that were 

actually based on fictional episodes in movies. Some of Reagan’s detractors pointed 

to such lapses to suggest that he lacked a basic interest in the truth and that he had 

trouble distinguishing between reality and fantasy. 

 

Reagan had absorbed the liberal Democratic opinions of his father and 

became a great admirer of Franklin Roosevelt after his election in 1932. Reagan’s 

father eventually found work as an administrator in a New Deal office established in 

the Dixon area, a fact that Reagan continued to appreciate even after his political 

opinion of Roosevelt had dramatically changed. 

 

From 1947 to 1952 Reagan served as president of the union of movie actors, 

the Screen Actors Guild. He fought against communist infiltration in the guild, 

crossing picket lines to break the sometimes violent strikes. (Such violence and chaos 

were abhorrent to Reagan, and, when police and students clashed in Berkeley in 

May 1969, Reagan, as governor of California, called out the National Guard to 

restore order.) Much to the disgust of union members, he testified as a friendly 

witness before the House Un-American Activities Committee and cooperated in the 

blacklisting of actors, directors, and writers suspected of leftist sympathies. 

Although Reagan was still a Democrat at the time (he campaigned for Harry Truman 

in the presidential election of 1948), his political opinions were gradually growing 

more conservative. After initially supporting Democratic senatorial candidate Helen 

Douglas in 1950, he switched his allegiance to Republican Richard Nixon midway 

through the campaign. He supported Republican Dwight Eisenhower in the 

presidential elections of 1952 and 1956, and in 1960 he delivered 200 speeches in 
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support of Nixon’s campaign for president against Democrat John F. Kennedy. He 

officially changed his party affiliation to Republican in 1962. 

 

Reagan met Nancy Davis (Nancy Reagan), a relatively unknown actress, at a 

dinner party in 1949, and the two were married in a simple ceremony in 1952, at 

which actor William Holden was best man. The Reagans appeared together in the 

war movie Hell Cats of the Navy in 1957. Nancy Reagan’s conservative political 

views encouraged her husband’s drift to the right. 

 

After his acting career began to decline in the 1950s, Reagan became the host 

of a television drama series, General Electric Theater, as well as spokesman for the 

General Electric Company. In the latter capacity he toured GE plants around the 

country, delivering inspirational speeches with a generally conservative, pro-

business message. Eventually, however, his speeches became too controversial for 

the company’s taste, and he was fired as both spokesman and television host in 1962. 

 

Governorship of California 

 

Reagan campaigned actively for Nixon in his run for governor of California in 

1962 and supported the presidential candidacy of conservative Republican Barry 

Goldwater in 1964, serving as cochairman of California Republicans for Goldwater. 

In the last week of the campaign, he delivered a 30-minute nationally televised 

address, “A Time for Choosing,” that The Washington Post described as “the most 

successful political debut since William Jennings Bryan electrified the 1896 

Democratic convention with his ‘Cross of Gold’ speech.” Reagan’s speech, which 

resulted in $1 million in campaign contributions for Republican candidates (the most 

attributable to any political speech in history), catapulted him onto the national 

political stage and made him an instant hero of the Republican right. 

 

Reagan announced his candidacy for governor of California in 1966. The 

incumbent, Democrat Edmund G. (“Pat”) Brown (who had defeated Nixon’s 

challenge in 1962), ridiculed Reagan’s lack of experience, declaring that while he 

(Brown) had been serving the public, Reagan was making Bedtime for Bonzo, a 1951 

movie in which Reagan starred with a chimpanzee. But Reagan turned this apparent 

liability into an asset by portraying himself as an ordinary citizen who was fed up 

with a state government that had become inefficient and unaccountable. The public 

also reacted well to Reagan’s personality, in particular to his apparent genuineness, 

affability, and self-deprecating sense of humour. (When asked by a reporter how he 

would perform in office, Reagan replied, “I don’t know. I’ve never played a 

governor.”) Reagan won the election by nearly one million votes. During his two 
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terms as governor (1967–75), Reagan erased a substantial budget deficit inherited 

from the Brown administration (through the largest tax increase in the history of any 

state to that time) and instituted reforms in the state’s welfare programs. As some 

observers have noted, Reagan’s administrative style as governor was essentially the 

same as the one he would later adopt as president: he left most of the day-to-day 

business of government to assistants and department heads, preferring to focus on 

larger issues of policy and vision. Reagan followed a rigid schedule, which his aides 

would prepare and type up for him daily. 

 

Reagan made a halfhearted bid for the Republican presidential nomination in 

1968 as a favourite-son candidate, finishing third behind Nixon and former New 

York governor Nelson Rockefeller. During his remaining years as governor, he made 

plans for a more serious run for the presidency, expecting that his chance would 

come in 1976, at the anticipated end of Nixon’s second term. But Nixon’s resignation 

in 1974 put Vice President Gerald Ford in the Oval Office. Unwilling to wait another 

eight years, Reagan challenged Ford with a blistering critique of his policies and 

appointments but lost the nomination by 60 votes. 

 

Election of 1980 

 

Reagan dominated the Republican primary elections in 1980. Although his 

strongest opponent, George Bush, won an upset victory in the Iowa caucuses, 

Reagan bounced back after a notable performance in a debate with other Republican 

candidates in Nashua, New Hampshire. The debate, initially sponsored by a 

newspaper, was first extended to only Reagan and Bush, but Reagan decided to pay 

for the debate and invite the rest of the candidates. When all the candidates took the 

stage that evening, the Bush team appeared surprised, and, as Reagan began to 

explain the situation, the moderator from the newspaper instructed that Reagan’s 

microphone be turned off. Reagan responded memorably with an angry line he 

remembered from a Spencer Tracy movie: “I am paying for this microphone!” 

Reagan went on to win New Hampshire and most of the other major primaries and 

entered the convention with a commanding lead; he won the nomination on the first 

ballot with 1,939 votes to 37 for John Anderson and 13 for Bush, who had withdrawn 

from the contest before the vote. After some tense and ultimately fruitless 

negotiations with representatives of Ford, Reagan chose Bush as his running mate, 

and the two men campaigned against Democratic incumbents Jimmy Carter and 

Walter Mondale on a platform promising steep tax cuts, increased defense spending, 

a balanced budget, and a constitutional amendment to ban abortion. 
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Carter began the campaign in a vulnerable position. Inflation had increased 

from 6 percent to more than 12 percent since his first year in office, and 

unemployment and interest rates were also high. An even more important factor 

than the economy, however, was Carter’s apparent inability to resolve the Iran 

hostage crisis, which had continued for almost a year at the time of the election. On 

November 4, 1979, a mob of Iranian students had stormed the U.S. embassy in 

Tehrān and taken the diplomatic staff there hostage. In April 1980, after months of 

fruitless negotiations with students and officials of Iran’s revolutionary government 

(which had sanctioned the takeover), Carter ordered a military rescue operation, 

which failed dramatically. The hostage crisis contributed to a general public 

perception of the Carter administration as weak and indecisive, and the failed rescue 

mission reinforced Reagan’s charge that the Democrats had allowed the country’s 

military to deteriorate badly. In their only debate of the campaign, Reagan 

memorably reminded his national television audience of the country’s economic 

problems by asking, “Are you better off now than you were four years ago?” Carter, 

for his part, tried to make the most of Reagan’s image among some of the electorate 

as an extremist and a warmonger, charging that as president Reagan would 

eliminate cherished social programs and threaten world peace. Reagan’s smiling 

response to such charges—“There you go again” (a line he had practiced in 

preparation for the debate)—did not directly address the point, but it did convey a 

disarming image of sincerity, self-confidence, and friendliness, which most voters 

found appealing. On election day Reagan defeated Carter and John Anderson (who 

ran as an independent) with slightly more than half the popular vote, against 

Carter’s 41 percent and Anderson’s 7 percent. The vote in the electoral college was 

489 to Carter’s 49. 

 

Presidency 

 

Reagan’s presidency began on a dramatic note when, after the inaugural 

ceremony, he announced at a luncheon that Iran had agreed to release the remaining 

American hostages. The timing of Iran’s decision led to suspicions, which were 

never substantiated, that the Reagan campaign had made a secret deal with the 

Iranians to prevent the Carter administration from unveiling a so-called “October 

surprise”—the release of the hostages in October 1980, before election day. Then, on 

March 30, 1981, a deranged drifter named John W. Hinckley, Jr., fired six shots from 

a .22-calibre revolver at Reagan as he left a Washington, D.C., hotel. One of the 

bullets entered Reagan’s chest, puncturing a lung and lodging one inch from his 

heart; another critically wounded Press Secretary James Brady. Rushed to George 

Washington University Hospital for emergency surgery, Reagan joked with doctors 

as he was being wheeled into the operating room: “I hope you’re all Republicans.” 
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After his release 12 days later, Reagan made a series of carefully staged public 

appearances designed to give the impression that he was recovering quickly, though 

in fact he remained seriously weakened for months and his workload was sharply 

curtailed. 

 

In August 1981, 13,000 members of the national union of air traffic controllers, 

the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization (PATCO)—one of the few 

unions to endorse Reagan in the 1980 election—walked off their jobs, demanding 

higher pay and better working conditions. As federal employees, the PATCO 

members were forbidden by law to strike, and Reagan, on the advice of 

Transportation Secretary Drew Lewis, refused to negotiate and gave them 48 hours 

to return to work. Most of the striking controllers ignored the ultimatum and were 

promptly fired. Although the firings caused delays and reductions in air traffic until 

replacements were hired and trained, the public generally reacted positively to 

Reagan’s action, seeing it as a sign of decisiveness and conviction. As he later wrote, 

it “convinced people who might have thought otherwise that I meant what I said.” 

 

Domestic Policies 

 

Following the so-called “supply-side” economic program he propounded in 

his campaign, Reagan proposed massive tax cuts—30 percent reductions in both 

individual and corporate income taxes over a three-year period—which he believed 

would stimulate the economy and eventually increase revenues from taxes as 

income levels grew. At the same time, he proposed large increases in military 

expenditures ($1.5 trillion over a five-year period) and significant cuts in 

“discretionary” spending on social-welfare programs such as education, food 

stamps, low-income housing, school lunches for poor children, Medicaid (the major 

program of health insurance for the poor), and Aid to Families with Dependent 

Children (AFDC). In 1981 Congress passed most of the president’s budget proposals, 

though the tax cut was scaled back slightly, to 25 percent. 

 

The results were mixed. A severe recession in 1982 pushed the nation’s 

unemployment rate to nearly 11 percent, the highest it had been since the Great 

Depression. Bankruptcies and farm foreclosures reached record levels. The country’s 

trade deficit increased from $25 billion in 1980 to $111 billion in 1984. In addition, the 

huge increases in military spending, combined with insufficient cuts in other 

programs, produced massive budget deficits, the largest in the country’s history; by 

the end of Reagan’s second term, the deficits would contribute to a tripling of the 

national debt, to more than $2.5 trillion. In order to address the deficit problem, 

Reagan backed away from strict supply-side theories to support a $98.3 billion tax 
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increase in 1982. By early 1983 the economy had begun to recover, and by the end of 

that year unemployment and inflation were significantly reduced; they remained 

relatively low in later years. Economic growth continued through the remainder of 

Reagan’s presidency, a period that his supporters would hail as “the longest 

peacetime expansion in American history.” Critics charged that the tax cuts and the 

fruits of economic growth benefited mainly the wealthy and that the gap between 

rich and poor had grown wider. 

 

In keeping with his aim of reducing the role of government in the country’s 

economic life, Reagan cut the budgets of many government departments and relaxed 

or ignored the enforcement of laws and regulations administered by the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Department of the Interior, the 

Department of Transportation, and the Civil Rights Division of the Department of 

Justice, among other agencies. After the administration and Congress reduced 

regulations governing the savings and loan industry in the early 1980s, many 

savings institutions expanded recklessly through the decade and eventually 

collapsed, requiring bailouts by the federal government that cost taxpayers some 

$500 billion. 

 

During his tenure in office, Reagan appointed more than half the federal 

judiciary and three new justices of the Supreme Court: Sandra Day O’Connor, the 

first woman appointed to the Supreme Court, Anthony Kennedy, and Antonin 

Scalia. He also elevated William Rehnquist to chief justice in 1986 upon the 

retirement of Warren Burger. 

 

Foreign Affairs 

 

When he entered office in 1980, Reagan believed that the United States had 

grown weak militarily and had lost the respect it once commanded in world affairs. 

Aiming to restore the country to a position of moral as well as military preeminence 

in the world, he called for massive increases in the defense budget to expand and 

modernize the military and urged a more aggressive approach to combating 

communism and related forms of leftist totalitarianism. 

 

Reagan’s militant anticommunism, combined with his penchant for harsh 

anti-Soviet rhetoric, was one of many factors that contributed to a worsening of 

relations with the Soviet Union in the first years of his presidency. At his first press 

conference as president, Reagan audaciously questioned the legitimacy of the Soviet 

government; two years later, in a memorable speech in Florida, he denounced the 

Soviet Union as “an evil empire” and “the focus of evil in the modern world.” (The 
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Soviets responded by saying that Reagan’s remarks showed that his administration 

“can think only in terms of confrontation and bellicose, lunatic anticommunism.”) 

The behaviour of the Soviet Union itself also strained relations—especially in 

December 1981, when the communist government of Poland, under intense pressure 

from Moscow, imposed martial law on the country to suppress the independent 

labour movement Solidarity; and in September 1983, when the Soviets shot down a 

Korean airliner en route from Alaska to Seoul as it strayed over strategically 

sensitive territory on Sakhalin Island. All 269 people aboard were killed, including 

61 Americans. Reagan’s massive military spending program, the largest in American 

peacetime history, was undoubtedly another factor, though some observers argued 

that the buildup—through the strain it imposed on the Soviet economy—was 

actually responsible for a host of positive developments in Reagan’s second term, 

including a more accommodating Soviet position in arms negotiations, a weakening 

of the influence of hard-liners in the Soviet leadership, making possible the glasnost 

(“openness”) and perestroika (“restructuring”) policies of moderate Soviet leader 

Mikhail Gorbachev after 1985, and even the dissolution of the Soviet Union itself in 

1990–91. 

 

A significant component of Reagan’s military buildup was his 1983 proposal 

for a space-based missile defense system that would use lasers and other as-yet-

undeveloped killing technologies to destroy incoming Soviet nuclear missiles well 

before they could reach their targets in the United States. The Strategic Defense 

Initiative (SDI), dubbed “Star Wars” after the popular science-fiction movie of the 

late 1970s, was denounced by the Soviets, including Gorbachev, as a dangerous 

escalation of the arms race, a position also taken by many critics at home. 

Meanwhile, others argued that the project was technologically impossible and 

potentially a “black hole” in the country’s defense budget. In later years, however, 

former Soviet officials cited SDI as a factor in the eventual collapse of their country, 

for it showed that the Soviet Union was politically unprepared for and economically 

incapable of competing in a new arms race with the United States, especially one led 

by someone as unrelenting as Reagan. Although Reagan never abandoned his 

support for SDI, it was eventually reconceived as a much smaller and more 

conventional defensive system than the one he originally proposed. 

 

U.S.-Soviet relations improved considerably during Reagan’s second term, 

not least because Reagan softened his anticommunist rhetoric and adopted a more 

encouraging tone toward the changes then taking place in the Soviet Union. Reagan 

and Gorbachev met for the first time in November 1985, in Geneva, to discuss 

reductions in nuclear weapons. At a dramatic summit meeting in Reykjavík, Iceland, 

in October 1986, Gorbachev proposed a 50 percent reduction in the nuclear arsenals 
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of each side, and for a time it seemed as though a historic agreement would be 

reached. Although the summit ended in failure owing to differences over SDI, it was 

followed up in December 1987 by a treaty eliminating intermediate-range nuclear 

forces (INF) on European soil. The INF Treaty was the first arms-control pact to 

require an actual reduction in nuclear arsenals rather than merely restricting their 

proliferation. 

 

Following the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in June 1982, Reagan dispatched 

800 Marines to join an international force to oversee the evacuation of Palestinian 

guerrillas from West Beirut, then surrounded by Israeli troops. After Israel withdrew 

its troops from the Beirut area in September 1983, the Marine contingent remained—

along with forces from Italy, France, and Britain—to protect the fragile Lebanese 

government, thereby identifying itself with one of the factions in the country’s long 

and bloody civil war, which had begun in 1975. On the morning of October 23, 1983, 

a suicide bomber drove a truck laden with explosives into the Marine compound at 

the Beirut airport, killing 241 Marines and wounding 100 others. Although later 

investigations blamed the Marine chain of command for poor security at the base 

and “serious errors in judgment,” Reagan decided to accept full blame for the 

tragedy himself, saying that the Marine commanders had “suffered enough.” 

Reagan withdrew the Marines from Lebanon in February 1984. 

 

Meanwhile, in the Caribbean island nation of Grenada, Prime Minister 

Maurice Bishop was deposed and executed in a bloody coup by radical elements of 

his leftist New Jewel Movement. Less than a week later, and only one day after the 

bombing of the Marine compound in Lebanon, Reagan ordered an invasion, which 

he justified as necessary to prevent the country from becoming a dangerous Soviet 

outpost and to protect American students at the medical school there. Joined by a 

contingent of troops from neighbouring Caribbean countries, U.S. forces quickly 

subdued elements of the Grenadan army and a small number of Cuban soldiers and 

construction workers. Critics immediately charged that the administration had 

staged the invasion to divert public attention from the bombing in Lebanon. 

 

In January 1986 Reagan announced the imposition of economic sanctions on 

Libya and froze the country’s assets in the United States, charging the Libyan 

government of General Muammar al-Qaddafi with sponsoring acts of international 

terrorism, including the December 1985 attacks on offices of the Israeli airline El Al 

in Rome and Vienna. In March a U.S. Navy task force conducted “freedom of 

navigation” exercises in the Gulf of Sidra, beyond the self-proclaimed territorial 

boundary Libya called the “Line of Death.” Libya fired antiaircraft missiles at 

American warplanes, and the United States responded with attacks on Libyan ships 
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and missile installations. Then, on April 5, two people, including an American 

serviceman, were killed by a bomb explosion in a discotheque in West Berlin. 

Blaming Libya, the United States carried out retaliatory bombing raids on “terrorist-

related targets” in Libya on April 14–15, including an attack on Qaddafi’s residential 

compound in Tripoli. 

 

In keeping with Reagan’s belief that the United States should do more to 

prevent the spread of communism, his administration expanded military and 

economic assistance to friendly Third World governments battling leftist 

insurgencies, and he actively supported guerrilla movements and other opposition 

forces in countries with leftist governments. This policy, which became known as the 

Reagan Doctrine, was applied with particular zeal in Latin America. During the 

1980s the United States supported military-dominated governments in El Salvador 

in a bloody civil war with the Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front (Frente 

Farabundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional; FMLN), providing the country with 

some $4 billion in military and economic aid and helping to organize and train elite 

units of the Salvadoran army. In Nicaragua, following the overthrow of the Somoza 

dictatorship by the Sandinista National Liberation Front (Frente Sandinista de 

Liberación Nacional; FSLN) in 1979, the Sandinista government strengthened its ties 

to Cuba and other countries of the socialist bloc, a move that the Reagan 

administration regarded as a threat to the national security of the United States. In 

1981 Reagan authorized $20 million to recruit and train a band of anti-Sandinista 

guerrillas, many of whom were former supporters of Somoza, to overthrow the 

Sandinista government. Numbering about 15,000 by the mid-1980s, the “Contras,” as 

they came to be called, were never a serious military threat to the Sandinistas, 

though they did cause millions of dollars in damage to the Nicaraguan economy 

through their attacks on farms and cooperatives, infrastructure, and other civilian 

targets. Using its influence in international lending agencies such as the World Bank, 

the United States was able to block most Nicaraguan loan requests from 1982, and in 

1985 the administration declared a trade embargo. These measures, combined with 

Contra attacks and the Sandinista’s own mismanagement, effectively undermined 

the Nicaraguan economy by the end of the 1980s. 

 

The Iran-Contra Affair 

 

At the time of the presidential election of 1984, Reagan was at the height of his 

popularity. Using slogans such as “It’s morning in America” and “America is back,” 

his reelection campaign emphasized the country’s economic prosperity and its 

renewed leadership role in world affairs. On election day Reagan and Bush easily 

defeated their Democratic opponents, Walter Mondale and Geraldine Ferraro, by 59 
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percent to 41 percent of the popular vote; in the electoral college Reagan received 525 

votes to Mondale’s 13, the largest number of electoral votes of any candidate in 

history. With most of the country behind him, Reagan’s prospects in his second term 

appeared bright. Only two years later, however, he would become embroiled in the 

worst scandal of his political career, one that would cost him much popular and 

party support and significantly impair his ability to lead the country. 

 

In early November 1985, at the suggestion of the head of the National Security 

Council (NSC), Robert (“Bud”) McFarlane, Reagan authorized a secret initiative to 

sell antitank and antiaircraft missiles to Iran in exchange for that country’s help in 

securing the release of Americans held hostage by terrorist groups in Lebanon. The 

initiative directly contradicted the administration’s publicly stated policy of refusing 

to negotiate with terrorists or to aid countries—such as Iran—that supported 

international terrorism. News of the arms-for-hostages deal, first made public in 

November 1986 (only one month after Reagan ordered raids on Libya in retaliation 

for its alleged involvement in the Berlin bombing), proved intensely embarrassing to 

the president. Even more damaging, however, was the announcement later that 

month by Attorney General Edwin Meese that a portion of the $48 million earned 

from the sales had been diverted to a secret fund to purchase weapons and supplies 

for the Contras in Nicaragua. The diversion was undertaken by an obscure NSC 

aide, U.S. Marine Corps Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North, with the approval of 

McFarlane’s successor at the NSC, Rear Admiral John Poindexter. (North, as it was 

later revealed, had also engaged in private fund-raising for the Contras.) These 

activities constituted a violation of a law passed by Congress in 1984 (the second 

Boland Amendment) that forbade direct or indirect American military aid to the 

Contra insurgency. 

 

In response to the crisis, by this time known as the Iran-Contra Affair, Reagan 

fired both North and Poindexter and appointed a special commission, headed by 

former senator John Tower of Texas (the Tower Commission), to investigate the 

matter. An independent counsel, Judge Lawrence Walsh, was also appointed, and 

the House and Senate began joint hearings to examine both the arms sales and the 

military assistance to the Contras. As a result of Walsh’s investigations, North and 

Poindexter were convicted on charges of obstructing justice and related offenses, but 

their convictions were overturned on appeal, on the ground that testimony given at 

their trials had been influenced by information they had supplied to Congress under 

a limited grant of immunity. Reagan accepted responsibility for the arms-for-

hostages deal but denied any knowledge of the diversion. Although no evidence 

came to light to indicate that he was more deeply involved, many in Congress and 

the public remained skeptical. Nevertheless, most of the public eventually appeared 
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willing to forgive him for whatever they thought he had done, and his popularity, 

which had dropped dramatically during the first months of the crisis, gradually 

recovered. 

 

Retirement and Declining Health 

 

In the presidential election of 1988, Reagan campaigned actively for the 

Republican nominee, Vice President Bush. In large part because of Reagan’s 

continued popularity, Bush defeated Democratic candidate Michael Dukakis by 53 

percent to 46 percent in the popular vote; the vote in the electoral college was 426 to 

111. Reagan retired to his home in Los Angeles, where he wrote his autobiography, 

An American Life (1990). In 1994, in a letter to the American people, Reagan 

disclosed that he had been diagnosed with Alzheimer disease, a degenerative brain 

disorder. 

 

To some observers Reagan’s declining health had been evident for many 

years. Mindful of her husband’s diminished capacity, Nancy Reagan occasionally 

would screen him from the press by intercepting reporters’ questions and then 

whispering an appropriate response in his ear. Reagan’s health problems made 

public appearances difficult for the former president, but his popularity hardly 

waned. National Airport in Washington, D.C., was renamed Ronald Reagan 

Washington National Airport by Congress and President Bill Clinton in February 

1998. Reagan’s conservative policies and heated rhetoric had always infuriated 

liberals, and his administration had experienced its share of scandals and 

disappointments. But to his millions of fans and political admirers, this tribute was 

the least the government could do for the man who had helped to end the Cold War 

and restored, however fleetingly, the country’s confidence in itself and its faith in a 

better tomorrow. 
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Lesson 23 
 

GEORGE H. W. BUSH 
 

 

George H.W. Bush, in full George Herbert Walker Bush, (born June 12, 1924, 

Milton, Massachusetts, U.S.—died November 30, 2018, Houston, Texas), politician 

and businessman who was vice president of the United States (1981–89) and the 41st 

president of the United States (1989–93). As president, Bush assembled a 

multinational force to compel the withdrawal of Iraq from Kuwait in the Persian 

Gulf War. 

 

Early Life and Career 

 

Bush was the son of Prescott Sheldon Bush, an investment banker and U.S. 

senator from Connecticut, and Dorothy Walker Bush, scion of a prominent St. Louis, 

Missouri, family. (Her father established the amateur golf competition known as the 

Walker Cup.) The young Bush grew up in Greenwich, Connecticut, and attended 

private schools there and in Andover, Massachusetts. Upon graduation from Phillips 

Academy, Andover, he joined the U.S. Naval Reserve. He served from 1942 to 1944 

as a torpedo bomber pilot on aircraft carriers in the Pacific during World War II, 

flying some 58 combat missions; he was shot down by the Japanese in 1944. For his 

service he won the Distinguished Flying Cross. In January 1945 he married Barbara 

Pierce (Barbara Bush). 

 

Following the family tradition, Bush attended Yale University, graduating in 

1948. His membership in the Skull and Bones secret society there later became an 

issue that his critics used as evidence of elitism. Rejecting a position in his father’s 

firm, he moved with his young family to Texas and became a salesman of oil field 

supplies. He cofounded the Bush-Overbey Oil Development Company (1951), the 

Zapata Petroleum Corporation (1953), and the Zapata Off-Shore Company (1954). 

 

In 1959 he became active in the Republican Party in Houston. After losing a 

campaign for the U.S. Senate to Democrat Ralph Yarborough in 1964, Bush was 

elected in 1966 to a safely Republican seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. He 

gave up the seat in 1970 to run again for the Senate. He was defeated again, this time 

by Democrat Lloyd Bentsen, Jr. Shortly after his defeat, Bush was appointed by Pres. 

Richard M. Nixon to serve as U.S. ambassador to the United Nations (UN; 1971–72). 

In 1973, as the Watergate Scandal was erupting, Bush became chairman of the 
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Republican National Committee. In this post, he stood by Nixon until August 1974, 

when he joined a growing chorus of voices calling on the president to resign. 

 

Later in 1974, Pres. Gerald R. Ford, who had nominated Nelson Rockefeller as 

his vice president, named a disappointed Bush chief of the U.S. Liaison Office in 

Beijing—which was then the senior U.S. representative in China, because relations 

between the two countries did not permit the exchange of ambassadors. He served 

in this capacity until he was asked to head the Central Intelligence Agency in 1976. 

As CIA director, Bush took steps to ensure that the agency’s activities did not exceed 

congressional authorization. When Jimmy Carter took office in 1977, Bush resigned 

and returned to Texas, where in 1979 he announced his candidacy for president. 

 

Vice Presidency 

 

After declaring that his opponent, the more popular and conservative Ronald 

W. Reagan, would have to practice “voodoo economics” in order to increase federal 

revenue by lowering taxes, Bush abandoned his campaign for the Republican Party’s 

presidential nomination in May 1980 and threw his support behind Reagan, who 

then chose Bush as his running mate. The Reagan-Bush ticket defeated the 

Democratic ticket of Jimmy Carter and Walter Mondale by a wide margin in the 1980 

presidential election. Bush won Reagan’s loyalty, and the two were reelected in 1984 

for a second term in an even greater landslide. 

 

As vice president, Bush traveled more than one million miles as the 

administration’s representative. When asked about his involvement in the Iran-

Contra Affair—in which the Reagan administration, in violation of a law passed by 

Congress in 1984, used funds from the illegal sale of arms to Iran to fund Contra 

rebels fighting the Marxist government of Nicaragua—Bush claimed that he was 

“out of the loop,” though he did admit knowing about the arms sale to Iran. In 1987 

he published an autobiography, Looking Forward (written with Victor Gold). 

 

An early and leading candidate for the Republican Party’s nomination for the 

presidency in 1988, he secured the nomination and, together with his running mate, 

Dan Quayle, defeated the Democratic candidate, Michael Dukakis, in the general 

election, winning 53 percent of the popular vote to Dukakis’s 46 percent. Although 

Bush had called for “a kinder, and gentler, nation” in his speech accepting the 

nomination, his campaign was negative, at one point criticizing Dukakis with a 

phrase—“card-carrying member of the American Civil Liberties Union”—

reminiscent of that used by Sen. Joseph McCarthy during the Red Scare of the early 
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1950s. Bush also won supporters with his pledge to continue the Reagan economic 

program, repeatedly stating: “Read my lips, no new taxes!” 

 

Presidency 

 

Upon assuming office, Bush made a number of notable senior staff 

appointments, among them that of Gen. Colin Powell to chairman of the U.S. Joint 

Chiefs of Staff. His other important policy makers included James Baker as secretary 

of state and William Bennett as director of the Office of National Drug Control 

Policy. In the course of his presidency, he also nominated two Supreme Court 

justices, David H. Souter (to replace the retiring William J. Brennan) and the more 

controversial Clarence Thomas (to replace Thurgood Marshall). 

 

From the outset of his presidency, however, Bush demonstrated far more 

interest in foreign than domestic policy. On December 20, 1989, he ordered a military 

invasion of Panama in order to topple that country’s leader, Gen. Manuel Noriega, 

who—though at one time of service to the U.S. government—had become notorious 

for his brutality and his involvement in the drug trade. The invasion, which lasted 

four days, resulted in hundreds of deaths, mostly of Panamanians, and the operation 

was denounced by both the Organization of American States and the UN General 

Assembly. 

 

Bush’s presidency coincided with world events of large proportion, including 

the collapse of communism in eastern Europe and the Soviet Union and the 

reunification of Germany. In November 1990 Bush met with Soviet leader Mikhail 

Gorbachev in Paris and signed a mutual nonaggression pact, a symbolic conclusion 

to the Cold War. They also signed treaties sharply reducing the number of weapons 

that the two superpowers had stockpiled over the decades of Cold War hostility. 

 

In August 1990, Iraq invaded and occupied Kuwait. Bush led a worldwide 

UN-approved embargo against Iraq to force its withdrawal and sent a U.S. military 

contingent to Saudi Arabia to counteract Iraqi pressure and intimidation. Perhaps 

his most significant diplomatic achievement was the skillful construction of a 

coalition of western European and Arab states against Iraq. Over the objections of 

those who favoured restraint, Bush increased the U.S. military presence in the 

Persian Gulf region to about 500,000 troops within a few months. When Iraq failed to 

withdraw from Kuwait, he authorized a U.S.-led air offensive that began on January 

16–17, 1991. The ensuing Persian Gulf War culminated in an Allied ground offensive 

in late February that decimated Iraq’s armies and restored Kuwait’s independence. 
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On the strength of his victory over Iraq and his competent leadership in 

foreign affairs, Bush’s approval rating soared to about 90 percent. This popularity 

soon waned, however, as an economic recession that began in late 1990 persisted 

into 1992. Throughout this period, Bush showed much less initiative in domestic 

affairs, though he initially worked with Congress in efforts to reduce the federal 

government’s continuing large budget deficits. A moderate conservative, he made 

no drastic departures from Reagan’s policies—except in taxes. In 1990, in a move 

that earned him the enmity of his conservative supporters and the distrust of many 

voters who had backed him in 1988, he reneged on his “read my lips” pledge and 

raised taxes in an attempt to cope with the soaring budget deficit. 

 

Bush’s policy reversal on taxation and his inability to turn around the 

economy—his failure to put across what he called “the vision thing” to the American 

public—ultimately proved his downfall. Bush ran a lacklustre campaign for 

reelection in 1992. He faced a fierce early challenge from Patrick Buchanan in the 

Republican primary and then lost votes in the general election to third-party 

candidate Ross Perot. Meanwhile, Bush’s Democratic opponent, Bill Clinton of 

Arkansas, hammered away at the issue of the deteriorating economy. In the oft-

repeated words of Clinton strategist James Carville, the key issue of the day was “the 

economy, stupid!” Bush, the first vice president since Martin Van Buren in 1836 to 

succeed directly to the presidency via an election rather than the death of the 

incumbent, lost to Clinton by a popular vote of 37 percent to Clinton’s 43 percent; 

Perot garnered an impressive 19 percent of the vote. In trying to explain how Bush—

always an active man and an avid jogger—could have run such a lifeless campaign 

and performed so poorly in formal debates with Clinton, some analysts postulated 

that Bush was hampered by medication he had been taking to treat his atrial 

fibrillation, reportedly caused by Graves disease. Bush’s campaign managers 

vehemently denied the theory. 

 

In his last weeks in office, Bush ordered a U.S. military-led mission to feed the 

starving citizens of war-torn Somalia, thereby placing U.S. marines in the crossfire of 

warring factions and inadvertently causing the deaths of 18 soldiers. Equally as 

controversial was his pardoning of six Reagan administration officials charged with 

illegal actions associated with the Iran-Contra Affair. 

 

Foreign Affairs 

 

During his presidency, President Bush devoted much of his time to foreign 

affairs, an area over which Presidents generally have more latitude than they do 

with domestic affairs. In his first inaugural address, Bush spoke of unity between the 
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executive and legislative branches in foreign affairs, presenting a united front to the 

rest of the world and referring to a time when "our differences ended at the water's 

edge." He also put together a team of advisers, including National Security Adviser 

Brent Scowcroft, Secretary of State James Baker, Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney, 

and chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Colin Powell, who generally worked well 

together. President Bush approached foreign affairs with his characteristic 

conservatism and pragmatism. He did not rush into new actions or policy changes 

but gave himself time to consider the administration's policies. When he acted, he 

did so with firm conviction and determination. His past experiences gave him 

significant experience in foreign affairs, and he relied on the many contacts within 

the international community he formed as ambassador to the United Nations, U.S. 

envoy to China, director of Central Intelligence, and Vice President. 

 

One example of Bush's conservative and pragmatic approach to foreign 

affairs occurred early in his administration. In June 1989, the Chinese military 

suppressed a pro-democracy movement demonstrating in Beijing's Tiananmen 

Square. Using tanks and armored cars, the military crushed the demonstrations and 

fired into the crowd, killing hundreds of protestors. Although Bush abhorred the 

Chinese government's violent crackdown in Tiananmen Square, he did not want to 

jettison improved U.S.-Sino relations by overreacting to events. Many in Congress 

cried out for a harsh, punitive response to the Chinese government's killing of 

peaceful protestors, but the Bush administration imposed only limited sanctions. 

Later in his administration, Bush sent Brent Scowcroft and Lawrence Eagleburger, 

deputy secretary of state, to China to try to repair the damaged, but not destroyed, 

relationship. In the end, U.S.-Sino relations, while always somewhat fragile, have 

generally thrived, particularly in the economic realm, where both nations have 

benefitted from a robust trading partnership. 

 

Panama 

 

Throughout the Cold War, the United States had been involved in trying to 

stop the spread of Communism in Latin America and had established contacts 

throughout the area. One U.S. informant was Manuel Noriega, a Panamanian who 

began to work for the CIA as early as the late 1960s. Bush first encountered Noriega 

as director of the CIA when the agency relied on the Panamanian for intelligence. 

The Reagan administration initially saw Noriega as an ally because he opposed the 

Sandinista government in Nicaragua. When Noriega began to aid the Sandinistas 

and became increasingly involved in the international drug trade, the U.S. 

government tried to cut its ties with him. But Noriega continued to increase his 

power within Panama; in 1983 he assumed control of the Panamanian military, 
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becoming a military dictator who essentially ruled the country. After Noriega was 

indicted by a federal grand jury in 1988 on drug trafficking charges, his relationship 

with American military and intelligence agencies came increasingly under fire by 

congressional Democrats. Members of Congress demanded that the Reagan 

administration and later the Bush administration bring the Panamanian strongman 

to justice. 

 

Following the loss of Noriega's puppet candidate in the May 1989 

Panamanian presidential election, Noriega nullified the results and his supporters 

attacked the opposition candidates. President Bush was appalled by Noriega's 

thwarting of democracy and began to focus on removing him from power. In 

October, information about an internal coup reached the U.S. military in Panama but 

the Bush administration chose not to get involved because the plan seemed sketchy 

and unorganized. Colin Powell, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, recounted that, 

"The whole affair sounded like amateur night." The coup failed, and Noriega's forces 

executed the coup leader. Reaction in the United States was harsh, and many critics 

took the President to task for missing an opportunity to remove Noriega. After the 

attempted coup, President Bush and his advisers realized that they had to do 

something definite about Noriega. He then ordered his foreign affairs team to put 

together a plan to remove the dictator from power. 

 

In December 1989, the Bush administration was notified that Noriega's 

military forces had killed a U.S. serviceman and attacked another serviceman and his 

wife. The administration now believed that it had the justification it needed to 

remove Noriega from power. On December 20, the U.S. military launched 

"Operation Just Cause" with about 10,000 forces landing in Panama and joining the 

13,000 already there to quickly overtake the Panamanian military. Noriega went 

underground and eventually took refuge at the Vatican's embassy in Panama City. 

He surrendered to U.S. forces in early January and was taken to Miami, Florida, 

where he was eventually convicted on drug charges and sent to prison. 

 

"Operation Just Cause" was generally hailed as a success and bolstered Bush's 

reputation as a strong, decisive leader. It was the largest military troop deployment 

since the Vietnam War and resulted in few causalities and a U.S. victory. Although it 

violated international law and was denounced by the Organization of American 

States and the United Nations, polls indicated that a large majority of Panamanians 

supported the U.S. invasion. The operation also gave the administration the 

unintended benefit of improving its crisis management, which helped the Bush team 

months later when Iraq invaded Kuwait. 
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End of the Cold War and Changing U.S.-Soviet Relations 

 

When Bush became President in 1989, the United States had already begun to 

see a thawing of relations with the Soviet Union. As vice president, he attended the 

December 1988 summit between President Ronald Reagan and Soviet Premier 

Mikhail Gorbachev. Bush spoke of softening relations in his inaugural address, 

claiming that "a new breeze is blowing," and adding that "great nations of the world 

are moving toward democracy through the door to freedom." 

 

Bush's relationship with Gorbachev began with what the Soviets called the 

pauza (pause). With his instinctual caution, the President wanted time to study the 

situation before moving forward with his own policy. Although the Soviets were 

concerned that Bush's pauza indicated a new direction in U.S. foreign policy, it 

actually helped consolidate the improved U.S.-Soviet relations. 

 

When East Germany opened its borders and Germans tore down the Berlin 

Wall separating East and West Berlin in early November 1989, it marked a symbolic 

end to Communist rule in Eastern Europe. In the minds of many, the Cold War was 

over. Bush offered a muted response at a press conference on November 9: "I'm very 

pleased." When the press questioned his lack of enthusiasm over the collapse of the 

Berlin Wall, Bush responded by stating, "I am not an emotional kind of guy." In 

retrospect, many people recognized that by refusing to gloat or declare victory over 

the Soviet Union, Bush probably helped avoid a backlash by hardliners in Eastern 

Europe. He also did not want to endanger future negotiations with the Soviet Union. 

Still, Bush's restrained response to the collapse of Communism in Europe, while 

diplomatically deft, cost him dearly at home among his conservative supporters who 

argued that Ronald Reagan would have celebrated this historic development with 

some type of public address. 

 

In a December 1989 summit between Bush and Gorbachev in Malta, the two 

leaders discussed arms reductions and strengthening their relations. At a summit in 

Washington, D.C., in June 1990, the two men signed a broad arms reduction 

agreement in which the United States and Soviet Union consented to decreasing 

their nuclear arsenals. Bush and his secretary of state, James Baker, worked hard to 

establish a meaningful relationship with Gorbachev and Eduard Shevardnadze, the 

Soviet foreign minister. By most accounts, they were very successful in redefining 

relations with the Soviet Union in a post-Cold War environment. In July 1991, Bush 

met Gorbachev in Moscow and signed the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty, known 

as START. 
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When Gorbachev's opponents attempted a coup to oust him from power the 

next month, the Bush administration waited anxiously for the outcome. The coup 

failed, and Gorbachev resumed his position but the Soviet Union was in evident 

decline. Throughout the fall, the Soviet Republics began to declare their 

independence from the Soviet Union, and in December, Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus 

announced they were forming a new confederation of states. Gorbachev resigned as 

the President of the Soviet Union on December 25, 1991. 

 

The efforts of Bush, Gorbachev, Baker, and Shevardnadze achieved results in 

improving U.S.-Soviet relations in ways that would have been unthinkable ten years 

earlier. Critics of the Bush administration faulted it for being aligned too closely with 

Gorbachev and too willing to compromise; many thought that Bush should have 

made more overtures to Boris Yeltsin, the President of Russia who often wanted 

reforms to proceed more quickly than Gorbachev and eventually oversaw much of 

Russia's transition away from Communism. Nonetheless, Bush's relationship with 

Gorbachev helped facilitate improved U.S.-Soviet relations. 

 

German Unification 

 

Events in 1989 moved along at such a rapid pace that President Bush's natural 

inclination toward gradual change was severely challenged. After the Berlin Wall fell 

in November of that year, members of the Bush administration discussed German 

reunification as some future reality, perhaps even five years in the future. Very few 

people imagined that a unified Germany would exist in less than a year. Even more 

surprising was that a united Germany would become a member of the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). 

 

After the Berlin Wall came down, a remarkable number of challenges 

confronted the Bush administration. At first, there were three main proposals on 

how to proceed with German reunification. One was just to let the two Germanys 

determine the process, but because of agreements at the end of World War II, the 

four victors—the United States, Soviet Union, Britain, and France—still had input 

into Germany's situation. Another approach was to let the Conference on Security 

and Cooperation in Europe and its thirty-five members hammer out the details. 

However, this plan was not widely supported because of the likelihood that the 

process would bog down due to input from so many countries. A third suggestion 

was to involve the two Germanys with the World War II victors in a framework that 

became known as "Two-plus-Four." 
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In February 1990, the "Two-plus-Four" approach was formally approved. East 

and West Germany dealt with the internal details while the four victors of World 

War II worked with the two Germanys on external issues. The talks began in May 

and finally concluded in September 1990. The main sticking point to German 

reunification was whether the country would be part of NATO. The Soviets initially 

opposed having a united Germany as part of NATO, preferring it to be part of the 

Warsaw Pact or exist as a neutral, non-aligned country. In the end, the Bush 

administration helped broker a compromise: Germany would be part of NATO but 

no NATO troops would be stationed in East Germany. In addition, Soviet troops 

would have three to four years to withdraw from East Germany, and Germany 

agreed to provide economic assistance to the Soviet Union. 

 

Persian Gulf War 

 

On August 2, 1990, Iraq invaded its neighbor Kuwait. Saddam Hussein, the 

President of Iraq, had long held designs on Kuwait's land, wealth, and oil. Although 

intelligence agencies had watched Iraq's military buildup along its border with 

Kuwait, both the United States and Iraq's Arab neighbors did not believe that 

Hussein had plans to invade the small country to its south. But they misread 

Hussein's intentions. The invasion violated international law, and the Bush 

administration was alarmed at the prospect of Iraq controlling Kuwait's oil 

resources. 

 

Despite being somewhat caught off guard, the Bush administration went to 

work immediately trying to assemble a coalition to oppose Iraq. One fortunate turn 

of events for the administration was that, at the time of the invasion, President Bush 

was with Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of Britain at a conference, and Secretary 

of State Baker was in Siberia with Eduard Shevardnadze, the Soviet foreign minister. 

This allowed the United States to issue strong condemnations against Iraq with 

Britain, and most surprisingly, the Soviet Union. James Baker credited this moment, 

when the United States and Soviet Union issued a joint statement condemning Iraq's 

actions, as the end of the Cold War because it marked the beginning of 

unprecedented cooperation between the United States and the Soviet Union. 

 

When the invasion began, Arab countries joined with the United States to 

form a coalition to convince Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait or face the consequences. 

When Saudi Arabia became concerned about a possible invasion after Iraqi troops 

began to mass on the border, President Bush announced the deployment of U.S. 

troops to the desert kingdom. He also articulated the four principles that guided 

"Operation Desert Shield": the immediate and complete withdrawal of Iraq from 
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Kuwait; the restoration of the legitimate Kuwaiti government; the stability and 

security of the Middle East; and the protection of Americans abroad. 

 

On the day of the invasion, the United Nations Security Council passed 

Resolution 660, which condemned the invasion and demanded that Iraq withdraw 

"immediately and unconditionally". The United States also quickly moved to freeze 

Kuwaiti and Iraqi assets. Shortly thereafter, the UN imposed economic sanctions on 

Iraq designed to try to convince Iraq to withdraw. The Iraqi invasion allowed 

President Bush to emphasize one of his greatest strengths—personal diplomacy. He 

had many international contacts, and he personally telephoned world leaders and 

U.S. allies to start building the coalition that would force Iraq to withdraw. 

However, the administration did not want Israel to join the coalition because it 

feared that Israel's involvement would alienate the Arab countries that had already 

agreed to join the alliance. Israel agreed to stay out of the coalition and not retaliate if 

attacked in order to allow the coalition's greater resources to deal with Hussein. 

 

After months of resolutions and diplomatic efforts, the situation still had not 

changed. Iraq seemed unwilling to withdraw from Kuwait, and the Bush 

administration was not convinced that the economic sanctions could convince 

Hussein otherwise. In November, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 678, 

which authorized member states "to use all necessary means" to make Iraq withdraw 

from Kuwait if it had not done so by January 15. As the deadline loomed, the 

President often spoke of the situation in moral terms and cast Saddam Hussein as 

the embodiment of evil, highlighting the dictator's human rights violations. 

 

In December, President Bush put forth a proposal to ensure that the 

administration had exhausted all diplomatic efforts; he wanted war to be the last 

resort. Bush proposed sending Secretary of State Baker to meet with Hussein in Iraq 

to try to reach a solution. However, the President made it clear that there was no 

alternative to a complete and unconditional Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait. 

Although Baker eventually met with Iraqi foreign minister Tariq Aziz in Geneva, 

Switzerland, the negotiations went nowhere with Hussein rebuffing Bush's efforts. 

The administration also wanted to shore up support domestically for the impending 

military action so it turned to Congress for congressional authorization. Although 

some in the administration argued that it was unnecessary, others felt it was 

important to have Congress's support. On January 12, Congress narrowly voted to 

authorize the use of military force against Iraq. The vote was an important victory 

for President Bush. 
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"Operation Desert Storm" began on January 17, 1991, when U.S.-led coalition 

forces began massive air strikes against Iraq. The coalition launched the ground war 

on February 24 and quickly overwhelmed the Iraqi forces. Coalition troops reached 

Kuwait City by February 27, and a ceasefire was declared the next day. On March 3, 

General Norman Schwarzkopf, commander in chief of the U.S. forces, met with the 

Iraqi leadership to dictate the terms of the ceasefire. The war had ended in less than 

two months, and the Bush administration had successfully committed to the largest 

military action since the Vietnam War without getting bogged down or suffering 

high casualties. (One hundred and forty eight U.S. soldiers were killed in the Persian 

Gulf War.) On March 6, President Bush addressed a joint session of Congress and 

declared, "tonight Kuwait is free." 

 

The Persian Gulf War helped restore the morale of the U.S. military and 

dampened memories of the Vietnam War. It also showed the possibility of what 

Bush referred to as the "New World Order," breaking down Cold War alliances and 

using peaceful nations to stand united against rogue states. The President 

successfully held together the coalition and even succeeded in having many of the 

coalition countries provide manpower (including France, Britain, Saudi Arabia, and 

Egypt) and financial support (including Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Japan, and Germany). 

Critics argued, however, that the victory was hollow because Saddam Hussein 

remained in power. They faulted Bush for not pursuing Hussein and his army into 

Iraq and removing him from power. However, President Bush and his team had 

been clear from the beginning that their primary war aim was to make Iraq 

withdraw from Kuwait, and they achieved that goal. The removal of Hussein from 

power had never been one of the administration's war aims. Many in the 

administration argued that pursuing Hussein into Iraq and attempting to topple him 

from power would destabilize the region and lead to a lengthy military engagement. 

 

The New World Order 

 

On September 11, 1990, President Bush addressed a joint session of Congress 

regarding the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, and he discussed "an historic period of 

cooperation," which he called the New World Order. Bush claimed this new order 

would be: Freer from the threat of terror, stronger in the pursuit of justice, and more 

secure in the quest for peace. An era in which nations of the world, East and West, 

North and South, can prosper and live in harmony. 

 

Again, on January 16, 1991, in an address to the nation about the start of the 

Persian Gulf War, President Bush used the term in explaining the motivations and 

justifications for using force against Iraq:We have before us the opportunity to forge 
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for ourselves and for future generations a new world order—a world where the rule 

of law, not the law of the jungle, governs the conduct of nations. When we are 

successful—and we will be—we have a real chance at this new world order, an order 

in which a credible United Nations can use its peacekeeping role to fulfill the 

promise and vision of the U.N.'s founders. 

 

President Bush's New World Order involved collective security with 

multinational cooperation, and it broke down Cold War conceptions and created 

new allies. Many people debated whether the New World Order was a realistic 

foreign policy tenet or simply an idealistic approach to the future. Critics claimed 

that the Bush administration did not fully articulate the goals of the New World 

Order and how it hoped to accomplish them. Some were unsure whether the term 

was meant as a new approach or simply a catchphrase. Realists complained that it 

was hard to justify U.S. involvement in situations without a clear national interest. 

But others felt that once the Cold War ended, the United States had to take on a large 

role as a world leader to guard against human rights abuses, defend democratic 

regimes, and lead humanitarian efforts. 

 

One example of the changing landscape of foreign policy was evident in the 

Middle East Peace process. In October 1991, the Bush administration, together with 

the Soviet Union and Spain, cosponsored a conference in Madrid, to try to reach 

consensus on moving the peace process forward. The United States had gained new 

legitimacy within the Middle East after the Persian Gulf War. Arab nations were 

more willing to work with the United States, and the thwarting of the Iraqi invasion 

had shown all participants the futility of force. After the Soviet Union joined with 

the United States in opposing Hussein, countries in the Middle East could no longer 

rely on the Soviet Union to counterbalance the United States. Once the Arab 

countries could not depend on the Soviet Union to support them to block Israeli-U.S. 

initiatives, they had little choice but to try to resolve the situation. Although the 

Madrid conference did not result in any lasting agreements, it was an important step 

toward future peace agreements. 

 

In Somalia and the former Yugoslavia, the Bush administration encountered 

some of the first challenges to the New World Order. Near the end of his term, 

President Bush committed U.S. troops to Somalia to help ease a humanitarian crisis 

after the breakdown of civil society and the onset of mass famine and starvation. 

Although the operation was initially successful in helping to feed the Somali people, 

President Bill Clinton ordered the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Somalia after 

eighteen U.S. soldiers were killed in Mogadishu, the country's capital, in October 

1993. "Operation Restore Hope" left many people wondering whether the United 
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States should intervene in other countries when U.S. interests were not clearly at 

stake. 

 

When Yugoslavia began to break apart, the Bush administration had hoped to 

persuade the various players to avoid violence and bloodshed and proceed with the 

breakup using a democratic process. The administration also hoped to see the 

European Community take the lead in resolving a conflict occurring in its own 

backyard, especially because some European countries seemed to chaff under U.S. 

leadership during the Persian Gulf War. And although the United States worked 

with the EC and the UN to take political, diplomatic, and economic steps to try to 

stop the conflict from escalating, they were unsuccessful. Many of President Bush's 

advisers felt that military action in the former Yugoslavia would more likely 

resemble the morass of Vietnam rather than the success of the Persian Gulf War. 

When President Bush left office, the former Yugoslavia republics were in the midst 

of wars that would continue for years to come. Few argued that President Bush was 

solely responsible for preventing the violence in the former Yugoslavia; it was a 

complicated situation with many ethnic groups, divided factions, and long histories. 

But some people believed that if the United States had launched a strong military 

action, it could have prevented some of the atrocities that occurred. Others, however, 

contended that the U.S. military would have gotten bogged down in the area. The 

situation showed some of the weaknesses in the New World Order. James Baker 

wrote in his memoir that after the Cold War ended, the international community 

needed to create new institutions and processes to fill the void in the post-Cold War 

era; without them, no effective means existed to stop the onset of violence in the 

former Yugoslavia. 

 

Retirement 

 

Bush and his wife, Barbara, returned to Houston on the day of Clinton’s 

inauguration and had little formal involvement with the Republican Party thereafter. 

His son George W. Bush, a popular two-term governor of Texas, successfully ran for 

president in 2000, becoming the second son of a president to win the White House; 

the first was John Quincy Adams in 1824. Another son, Jeb, served as governor of 

Florida from 1999 to 2007 and unsuccessfully ran for president in 2016. In 2005 

former presidents Bush and Clinton appeared in a series of televised advertisements 

to raise funds for victims of the Indian Ocean tsunami (2004) and Hurricane Katrina 

(2005). Bush was named UN special envoy for the disaster resulting from the Indian 

Ocean tsunami. In 2011 he was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom. 
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Lesson 24 
 

BILL CLINTON 
 

Bill Clinton, byname of William Jefferson Clinton, original name William 

Jefferson Blythe III, (born August 19, 1946, Hope, Arkansas, U.S.), 42nd president of 

the United States (1993–2001), who oversaw the country’s longest peacetime 

economic expansion. In 1998 he became the second U.S. president to be impeached; 

he was acquitted by the Senate in 1999. 

 

Early Life 

 

Bill Clinton’s father was a traveling salesman who died in an automobile 

accident three months before his son was born. His widow, Virginia Dell Blythe, 

married Roger Clinton, and, despite their unstable union (they divorced and then 

remarried) and her husband’s alcoholism, her son eventually took his stepfather’s 

name. Reared in part by his maternal grandmother, Bill Clinton developed political 

aspirations at an early age; they were solidified (by his own account) in July 1963, 

when he met and shook hands with Pres. John F. Kennedy. 

 

Clinton enrolled at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C., in 1964 and 

graduated in 1968 with a degree in international affairs. During his freshman and 

sophomore years he was elected student president, and during his junior and senior 

years he worked as an intern for Sen. J. William Fulbright, the Arkansas Democrat 

who chaired the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. Fulbright was a vocal 

critic of the Vietnam War, and Clinton, like many young men of his generation, 

opposed the war as well. He received a draft deferment for the first year of his 

studies as a Rhodes Scholar at the University of Oxford in 1968 and later attempted 

to extend the deferment by applying to the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC) 

program at the University of Arkansas School of Law. Although he soon changed his 

plans and returned to Oxford, thus making himself eligible for the draft, he was not 

chosen. While at Oxford, Clinton wrote a letter to the director of the Arkansas ROTC 

program thanking the director for “saving” him from the draft and explaining his 

concern that his opposition to the war could ruin his future “political viability.” 

During this period Clinton also experimented with marijuana; his later claim that he 

“didn’t inhale” would become the subject of much ridicule. 

 

After graduating from Yale University Law School in 1973, Clinton joined the 

faculty of the University of Arkansas School of Law, where he taught until 1976. In 

1974 he ran unsuccessfully for a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives. In 1975 he 
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married a fellow Yale Law graduate, attorney Hillary Rodham (Hillary Clinton), 

who thereafter took an active role in his political career. In the following year he was 

elected attorney general of Arkansas, and in 1978 he won the governorship, 

becoming the youngest governor the country had seen in 40 years. 

 

Governor of Arkansas 

 

After an eventful two-year term as governor, Clinton failed in his reelection 

bid in 1980, the year his daughter and only child, Chelsea, was born. After 

apologizing to voters for unpopular decisions he had made as governor (such as 

highway-improvement projects funded by increases in the state gasoline tax and 

automobile licensing fees), he regained the governor’s office in 1982 and was 

successively reelected three more times by substantial margins. A pragmatic, centrist 

Democrat, he imposed mandatory competency testing for teachers and students and 

encouraged investment in the state by granting tax breaks to industries. He became a 

prominent member of the Democratic Leadership Council, a group that sought to 

recast the party’s agenda away from its traditional liberalism and move it closer to 

what it perceived as the centre of American political life. 

 

Clinton declared his candidacy for president while still governor of Arkansas. 

Just before the New Hampshire presidential primary, his campaign was nearly 

derailed by widespread press coverage of his alleged 12-year affair with an Arkansas 

woman, Gennifer Flowers. In a subsequent interview watched by millions of viewers 

on the television news program 60 Minutes, Clinton and his wife admitted to having 

marital problems. Clinton’s popularity soon rebounded, and he scored a strong 

second-place showing in New Hampshire—a performance for which he labeled 

himself the “Comeback Kid.” On the strength of his middle-of-the-road approach, 

his apparent sympathy for the concerns of ordinary Americans (his statement “I feel 

your pain” became a well-known phrase), and his personal warmth, he eventually 

won the Democratic presidential nomination in 1992. Facing incumbent Pres. George 

Bush, Clinton and his running mate, Tennessee Sen. Al Gore, argued that 12 years of 

Republican leadership had led to political and economic stagnation. In November 

the Clinton-Gore ticket defeated both Bush and independent candidate Ross Perot 

with 43 percent of the popular vote to 37 percent for Bush and 19 percent for Perot; 

Clinton defeated Bush in the electoral college by a vote of 370 to 168. 

 

Presidency 

 

The Clinton administration got off to a shaky start, the victim of what some 

critics called ineptitude and bad judgment. His attempt to fulfill a campaign promise 
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to end discrimination against gay men and lesbians in the military was met with 

criticism from conservatives and some military leaders—including Gen. Colin 

Powell, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In response, Clinton proposed a 

compromise policy—summed up by the phrase “Don’t ask, don’t tell”—that failed 

to satisfy either side of the issue. Clinton’s first two nominees for attorney general 

withdrew after questions were raised about domestic workers they had hired. 

Clinton’s efforts to sign campaign-finance reform legislation were quashed by a 

Republican filibuster in the Senate, as was his economic-stimulus package. 

 

Clinton had promised during the campaign to institute a system of universal 

health insurance. His appointment of his wife to chair the Task Force on National 

Health Care Reform, a novel role for the country’s first lady, was criticized by 

conservatives, who objected both to the propriety of the arrangement and to Hillary 

Rodham Clinton’s feminist views. They joined lobbyists for the insurance industry, 

small-business organizations, and the American Medical Association to campaign 

vehemently against the task force’s eventual proposal, the Health Security Act. 

Despite protracted negotiations with Congress, all efforts to pass compromise 

legislation failed. 

 

Despite these early missteps, Clinton’s first term was marked by numerous 

successes, including the passage by Congress of the North American Free Trade 

Agreement, which created a free-trade zone for the United States, Canada, and 

Mexico. Clinton also appointed several women and minorities to significant 

government posts throughout his administration, including Janet Reno as attorney 

general, Donna Shalala as secretary of Health and Human Services, Joycelyn Elders 

as surgeon general, Madeleine Albright as the first woman secretary of state, and 

Ruth Bader Ginsburg as the second woman justice on the United States Supreme 

Court. During Clinton’s first term, Congress enacted a deficit-reduction package—

which passed the Senate with a tie-breaking vote from Gore—and some 30 major 

bills related to education, crime prevention, the environment, and women’s and 

family issues, including the Violence Against Women Act and the Family and 

Medical Leave Act. 

 

In January 1994 Attorney General Reno approved an investigation into 

business dealings by Clinton and his wife with an Arkansas housing development 

corporation known as Whitewater. Led from August by independent counsel 

Kenneth Starr, the Whitewater inquiry consumed several years and more than $50 

million but did not turn up conclusive evidence of wrongdoing by the Clintons. 
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The renewal of the Whitewater investigation under Starr, the continuing 

rancorous debate in Congress over Clinton’s health care initiative, and the liberal 

character of some of Clinton’s policies—which alienated significant numbers of 

American voters—all contributed to Republican electoral victories in November 

1994, when the party gained a majority in both houses of Congress for the first time 

in 40 years. A chastened Clinton subsequently tempered some of his policies and 

accommodated some Republican proposals, eventually embracing a more aggressive 

deficit-reduction plan and a massive overhaul of the country’s welfare system while 

continuing to oppose Republican efforts to cut government spending on social 

programs. Ultimately, most American voters found themselves more alienated by 

the uncompromising and confrontational behaviour of the new Republicans in 

Congress than they had been by Clinton, who won considerable public sympathy for 

his more moderate approach. 

 

Clinton’s initiatives in foreign policy during his first term included a 

successful effort in September–October 1994 to reinstate Haitian Pres. Jean-Bertrand 

Aristide, who had been ousted by a military coup in 1991; the sponsorship of peace 

talks and the eventual Dayton Accords (1995) aimed at ending the ethnic conflict in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina; and a leading role in the ongoing attempt to bring about a 

permanent resolution of the dispute between Palestinians and Israelis. In 1993 he 

invited Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Palestine Liberation Organization 

chairman Yasser Arafat to Washington to sign a historic agreement that granted 

limited Palestinian self-rule in the Gaza Strip and Jericho. 

 

Although scandal was never far from the White House—a fellow Arkansan 

who had been part of the administration committed suicide; there were rumours of 

financial irregularities that had occurred in Little Rock; former associates were 

indicted and convicted of crimes; and rumours of sexual impropriety involving the 

president persisted—Clinton was handily reelected in 1996, buoyed by a recovering 

and increasingly strong economy. He captured 49 percent of the popular vote to 

Republican Bob Dole’s 41 percent and Perot’s 8 percent; the electoral vote was 379 to 

159. Strong economic growth continued during Clinton’s second term, eventually 

setting a record for the country’s longest peacetime expansion. By 1998 the Clinton 

administration was overseeing the first balanced budget since 1969 and the largest 

budget surpluses in the country’s history. The vibrant economy also produced 

historically high levels of home ownership and the lowest unemployment rate in 

nearly 30 years. 

 

In 1998 Starr was granted permission to expand the scope of his continuing 

investigation to determine whether Clinton had encouraged a 24-year-old White 
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House intern, Monica Lewinsky, to state falsely under oath that she and Clinton had 

not had an affair. Clinton repeatedly and publicly denied that the affair had taken 

place. His compelled testimony, which appeared evasive and disingenuous even to 

Clinton’s supporters (he responded to one question by stating, “It depends on what 

the meaning of the word is is”), prompted renewed criticism of Clinton’s character 

from conservatives and liberals alike. After conclusive evidence of the affair came to 

light, Clinton apologized to his family and to the American public. On the basis of 

Starr’s 445-page report and supporting evidence, the House of Representatives in 

1998 approved two articles of impeachment, for perjury and obstruction of justice. 

Clinton was acquitted of the charges by the Senate in 1999. Despite his impeachment, 

Clinton’s job-approval rating remained high. 

 

In foreign affairs, Clinton ordered a four-day bombing campaign against Iraq 

in December 1998 in response to Iraq’s failure to cooperate fully with United Nations 

weapons inspectors (the bombing coincided with the start of full congressional 

debate on Clinton’s impeachment). In 1999 U.S.-led forces of the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO) conducted a successful three-month bombing 

campaign against Yugoslavia designed to end Serbian attacks on ethnic Albanians in 

the province of Kosovo. In 1998 and 2000 Clinton was hailed as a peacemaker in 

visits to Ireland and Northern Ireland, and in 2000 he became the first U.S. president 

to visit Vietnam since the end of the Vietnam War. He spent the last weeks of his 

presidency in an unsuccessful effort to broker a final peace agreement between the 

Israelis and the Palestinians. Shortly before he left office, Clinton was roundly 

criticized by Democrats as well as by Republicans for having issued a number of 

questionable pardons, including one to the former spouse of a major Democratic 

Party contributor. 

 

Life after the Presidency 

 

As Clinton’s presidency was ending, his wife’s political career was beginning. 

In 2000 Hillary Rodham Clinton was elected to the U.S. Senate representing New 

York; she was the first wife of a U.S. president to win elected office. She went on to 

lose narrowly to Barack Obama the Democratic Party’s presidential nomination in 

2008, but Obama appointed her secretary of state in his presidential administration. 

Bill Clinton remained active in political affairs and was a popular speaker on the 

lecture circuit. In 2001 he founded the William J. Clinton Foundation, a philanthropic 

organization that addressed various global issues through such programs as the 

Clinton HIV/AIDS Initiative (established 2002), the Clinton Economic Opportunity 

Initiative (2002), the Clinton Global Initiative (2005), and the Clinton Climate 
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Initiative (2006). In 2004 the William J. Clinton Presidential Library and Museum 

opened in Little Rock. 

 

The following year, after a tsunami in the Indian Ocean had caused 

widespread death and devastation, Bill Clinton was appointed by United Nations 

Secretary-General Kofi Annan to serve as a special envoy for relief efforts, a position 

he held until 2007. In 2009 Clinton succeeded former president George H.W. Bush as 

chairman of the National Constitution Center, a history museum in Philadelphia. 

Later that year he was named a UN special envoy to Haiti. In the wake of the 

devastating earthquake that struck that country in January 2010, Clinton’s UN 

portfolio was expanded to include overseeing aid efforts and reconstruction. During 

the 2012 general election in the United States, Clinton campaigned for Obama, 

helping him to win a second term in the White House. In 2013 Clinton was awarded 

the Presidential Medal of Freedom. 

 

In 2015 Hillary Clinton announced that she was entering the U.S. presidential 

race of 2016, and Bill played an active role in her campaign. She won the Democratic 

nomination, becoming the first woman to top the presidential ticket of a major party 

in the United States, but ultimately lost the election to Donald Trump. In 2017 Bill 

and the four other living former presidents (Jimmy Carter, George H.W. Bush, 

George W. Bush, and Barack Obama) launched the One America Appeal, which 

initially sought to help the victims of Hurricane Harvey and later expanded its 

mission to include those affected by several subsequent hurricanes. 

 

Bill Clinton’s writings include an autobiography, My Life (2004); Giving: How 

Each of Us Can Change the World (2007), in which he encouraged readers to become 

involved in various worthy causes; and Back to Work: Why We Need Smart 

Government for a Strong Economy (2011). He also cowrote (with James Patterson) 

the thriller The President Is Missing (2018). 

 

 

 

 

 

 


